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ABSTRACT 




 Drawing upon theories concerning visuality, spectatorship, consumption, and the 
institutionalization of culture, this dissertation considers the ways that the art exhibition at the 
Panama Pacific International Exposition (PPIE) attempted to make modern art accessible and 
acceptable to a mass audience in America. The story of the exhibition in the Palace of Fine Arts 
demonstrates how the American artistic establishment incorporated modernism into the 
conservative idiom of a major international exposition by promoting a definition and 
understanding of “modern” art that was distinctly national, celebrated individual style over 
subject matter, and was even open to personal interpretation. Making use of lessons learned at 
the Armory Show, the PPIE Art Department provided visitors with clear instruction on how to 
experience the exhibition, how to contextualize it within the broader history of art, and how to 
subjectively engage with individual works.  
 Through analysis of the exhibition’s design, the didactic practices of the Art Department, 
and the commentary that ensued in the popular press, this project documents the PPIE as a 
significant institutional venue for the advancement of American art history, as well as the 
process and contradictions of creating a public for modern art. Chapter One provides an 
overview of the details of the exhibition’s organization, its role within the larger structure of a 
vastly popular, commercial, and nationalistic enterprise, as well as a framework for defining 
modernism as it pertained to the PPIE. Chapter Two compares paintings in the art exhibition 
with other attractions that featured fine art as paid entertainment at the Fair, as a means of 
examining provincial and national anxieties about nudity, the Futurists, and the definition of high 
art. Chapter Three analyzes the fine art guidebooks and how they organized, controlled and 
encouraged certain kinds of viewing experiences of the art exhibition. Focusing on Sargent and 
Bellows as case studies in how Art Department officials attempted to create a genealogy for 
modern art, Chapter Four considers the relationship established between the more radical artists 
in the competition galleries and those canonized as major figures with galleries of their own. The 
conclusion discusses the lasting impact of the fair through sales and the establishment of a 
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There was a steady flow of visitors through the aisles of the exhibit palaces, some lingering at 
length before an individual exhibit, some passing through and gaining a general knowledge.  
The Palace of Fine Arts was packed all day.  
      San Francisco Call and Post, March 1, 19151 
 
 
The Exposition is the mirror of something more important than the mechanical progress of the 
age. It reflects a nation whose common people are not entirely uncultured, unenlightened, or 
inartistic. 
      San Francisco Bulletin, November 2, 19152 
 
 
Like nearly all of the major European and American world’s fairs that preceded it, the 
Panama Pacific International Exposition (PPIE) included a separate building to house an 
enormous collection of fine art.  More than 11,400 works of art were on view at the PPIE’s 
Palace of Fine Arts, and well over half of the works exhibited (7,591 paintings, sculptures and 
prints) were by American artists. It was by far the largest exhibition of American art that had 
ever been assembled anywhere, but the Palace of Fine Arts was not significant merely for the 
number of objects it contained, or for the ten million people estimated to have visited its 
galleries. Unlike the art palaces of previous world’s fairs, the PPIE’s devoted numerous 
individual galleries to retrospective displays of major American artists, John Singer Sargent and 
James MacNeill Whistler being the most celebrated; it included space for the Italian Futurists, 
the only major modernist faction not represented in the recent and highly controversial 1913 
Armory Show; and its organizers devoted considerable attention and effort to helping the general 
                                                
1 “84,200 Visit Exposition Thrillers,” San Francisco Call & Post, 1 March 1915, 7. 
 
2 “S.F. Gives Itself A Party. A Few Broad Meanings Which May Be Found in Today’s Celebration,” San Francisco 
Bulletin, 2 November 1915, 6. 
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public make sense of such a vast and stylistically diverse collection through varied installation 
practices, paid tours, lectures, and specialized guidebooks. 
 If the Armory Show is widely credited for having first introduced American audiences to 
European modernism, the PPIE continued the pressing debates about the very definition of art 
that began two years earlier in New York, Chicago and Boston —and for a much larger 
audience.3 “Is It Art?” was the title of a small book that New York art critic J. Nilsen Laurvik 
published to help explain and also generate interest in the Armory Show when it traveled to 
Boston. “Is it art?” was also a recurring question in the San Francisco press in 1915, but it was 
posed with respect to far more on display in the art exhibition than the controversial gallery 
devoted to the Futurists; it was also raised throughout the fairgrounds, and even in the 
entertainment district. An audience unaccustomed to visiting art museums revealed deeply rooted 
skepticism about the most enduring of all subjects—the female nude—and also about the ability 
of authorities to police personal taste. “I don’t know anything about art, but I know what I like” 
was another oft-repeated dictum with respect to the exhibition in the Palace of Fine Art. The 
primary documents and details of the exhibition’s design, and the vast commentary inspired by 
the exhibition in the popular press demonstrate that the biggest challenge for the exhibition’s 
organizers was one of educating a mass audience, and making modern art understandable and 
acceptable. 
                                                
3 Approximately 300,000 people saw the Armory Show in New York, Chicago and Boston. The Armory Show 
contained 1,300 works in New York. See Darcy Tell, “The Armory Show at 100: Primary Documents,” Archives of 
American Art Journal 51, 3-4 (Spring 2013), 15. The fair context also compelled visitors to include fine art as part 
of their experience. In the official history of the PPIE, Todd quotes Frederick Skiff as stating: “Five times as many 
people will go into the Fine Arts Palace as into any other building of the same area.” Todd, 1: 205. Walt Kuhn in his 
“Story of the Armory Show,” noted that in comparison with “the hundred-thousand-dollar-gates to exhibitions 
during world’s fairs,” (among other developments in American art), “the Armory Show of 1913 …seems today but a 
puny thing.” The Armory Show: International Exhibition of Modern Art 1913 (New York, 1972), III: 3. Meyer 
Schapiro also notes that attendance for the Armory Show far exceeded that at any National Academy annual, but 
was smaller than the crowds for art exhibitions at world’s fairs. “The Introduction of Modern Art in America: The 
Armory Show,” in Modern Art: 19th and 20th Centuries (New York, 1978), 139.   
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 In addition to the shock of a mass audience experiencing avant-garde abstraction for the 
first time, both of these issues—“What is art?” and “I know what I like”—are closely tied to 
intersecting anxieties about class, regional and national identity, cultural sophistication, and 
distinctions between high and low attractions at the PPIE.  Many of these issues are encapsulated 
in the following editorial, published in the Call & Post toward the end of the PPIE’s ten-month 
run in 1915: 
There isn’t a place in the world where a man stands so much upon the two sturdy feet of 
his own individuality as he stands upon them here in California. America is the 
personification today of the most advanced spirit of the age. Whatsoever things are new, 
whatsoever things are courageous, whatsoever things are ambitious, whatsoever things 
spell achievement—for these America stands—first and foremost. And California is the 
most American state in the Union today. …It was the fashion for a while to call us crude 
and mentally undeveloped—here in America. ...We stand today, the one great rock of 
refuge, in all the world of turmoil, and we stand so because of our old-fashioned 
American ideals.4  
 
These statements were not made in reference to the art exhibition, but they might as well have 
been. American identity, with unwavering individualism as its primary characteristic, was 
invariably seen as a crucial component of American modernism at the PPIE. California artists 
were prominently featured and celebrated for the first time in a major international exhibition, 
although most of the highest honors were awarded to expatriate and East Coast artists. Old-
fashioned American ideals were a refuge against the more radical examples of European 
modernism on display in the art exhibition, but at the same time, the PPIE’s audience was 
consistently and continuously—and often through the leveling instrument of humor— 
encouraged to be open to new ideas about what art could be in 1915.   
 
                                                





The PPIE in a World’s Fair Context 
During the second half of the nineteenth century, international expositions were essential 
locations for the construction of national, social, and cultural identity. Fifteen years into a new 
century, the PPIE may be viewed as the last great fair in the tradition of these comprehensive and 
universal events. As stated in lofty terms by a souvenir guide to the San Francisco fair, “The 
greatest purpose of all expositions... is to broaden the mental horizon of the individual visitor and 
thereby lead to greater social sympathies, to better national understandings.”5 The same guide 
proclaimed that the 1915 Exposition was characterized by “free expression of thought, a 
comparison of methods, and an interchange of ideas such as the world has never known.”6 This 
emphasis on social and national understanding, free expression and comparison of ideas all 
resonated in the Palace of Fine Arts, where the particular dynamics of experiencing an immense 
collection of fine art by an enormous and largely uninitiated audience were powerfully felt.  
 World’s fairs, and the PPIE more specifically, have been described by recent scholars as 
intended to “chronicle, to epitomize, and to spur onward the steady advancement of mankind.”7 
This sentiment was explicitly expressed by President Woodrow Wilson in his toast at the PPIE 
closing ceremonies, where he stated that the Fair had given “striking evidence of the practical 
genius and artistic taste of America.... which in its motive and object was eloquent of the new 
spirit which is to ... make all the world partners in the common enterprise of progress and 
                                                




7 George Starr, “Truth Unveiled: The Panama-Pacific International Exposition and Its Interpreters,” in Burton 
Benedict, The Anthropology of World’s Fairs: San Francisco’s Panama Pacific International Exposition of 1915 
(Berkeley, 1983), 162.  
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humanity.”8 Ascribing a somewhat less lofty purpose to these events, Paul Greenhalgh argues 
that they were also meant “to distract, indoctrinate, and unify populations.”9 In war time,—and 
indeed this was a major exposition that was realized during unprecedented international 
conflict—these more ambiguous goals were particularly true.  Less lofty still, anthropologist 
Burton Benedict describes international expositions as “blatant efforts to manufacture tradition 
and impose legitimacy in a mammoth ritual expression of all sorts of power relations.”10 
Intensely nationalistic, in America they were also regionalistic and marked by civic boosterism. 
Chicago, St. Louis, Buffalo, and San Francisco all announced themselves as cities of 
international standing by hosting major worlds fairs, and by surpassing in size and splendor 
every fair that came before it.  
 Following the 1900 Paris Exposition and during the years leading up to World War I, the 
nations of Europe were preoccupied with more pressing political and socio-economic concerns 
and did not attempt to mount another similarly comprehensive and elaborate, not to mention 
expensive, attraction.  While the United States hosted its first exposition in 1853 (the New York 
Crystal Palace, inspired by the London fair two years earlier—and boycotted by American artists 
because of its commercial nature), the first major US fair to include an art exhibition was the 
Philadelphia Centennial Exposition of 1876. The success of the 1893 Chicago Exposition 
spurred other American cities on to mark their coming of age with equally spectacular events.  
The 1901 Buffalo Pan-American Exposition, the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. 
Louis, and the PPIE continued the tradition and scale of the great nineteenth-century fairs well 
                                                
8 Typed statement signed by Woodrow Wilson, pasted into Doris Barr’s scrapbook, 7: 156. Doris Barr Stanislawski 
Papers, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. 
 
9 Paul Greenhalgh, Ephemeral Vistas: The Expositions Universelles, Great Exhibitions and World’s Fairs, 1851-
1939 (Manchester, 1988), 49.  
 
10 Benedict, 6. 
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into the twentieth century. After WWI, fairs become futuristic in outlook and driven by 
individual corporations, rather than a means of celebrating national progress made since the last 
event.11  The fine arts would assume an increasingly diminished role. 
 Now approaching its centennial anniversary, the art exhibition of the PPIE can be 
interpreted as a final, blow-out statement of cultural accomplishment in the competitive world’s 
fair tradition of international showmanship.12 Beginning with the Paris Exposition of 1855, 
American participation in the art palaces of subsequent fairs centered on questions of developing 
a national art, on the value or detriment of foreign influence, and particularly at the US-hosted 
fairs, with canon formation.13 By 1915, retrospective displays of American art history at the fairs 
had become commonplace and distinctions among native and expatriate artists assumed a new 
role in determining identity. Artists like Sargent and Whistler, whose cosmopolitanism had made 
                                                
11 Robert Rydell, John E. Findling and Kimberly D. Pelle, Fair America: World’s Fairs in the United States 
(Washington, 2000), 10, 13. As these authors state, “World War I, fought among so-called civilized nations, called 
into question the very values associated with progress and brought that optimistic era to an ironic and tragic close.” 
See also Benedict, 60 and Neil Harris, Cultural Excursions: Marketing Appetites and Cultural Tastes in Modern 
America (Chicago and London, 1990), 128-31.  
 
12 There are many examples of commentators in 1915 viewing the fair as the last of its kind. A promotional brochure 
was entitled “A Perfect and Brilliant Tribute to the World Event it Celebrates. And the Last American Universal 
Exposition in this Generation.” (Larson Collection) See also: John Barry’s editorial for the San Francisco Bulletin 
on opening day, “Opening of the Exposition: Some Impressions of What May Be Known as the Last and Most 
Brilliant of the Great Expositions,” San Francisco Bulletin, 22 February 1915, 16; Franklin Lane, “A City of 
Realized Dreams,” National Geographic 27, 2 (February 1915), 170: “It has been said that this is to be the last of the 
great international expositions;” Seth Low, “The European War and the Panama-Pacific Exposition—a Monumental 
Contrast,” Current Opinion 58, 5 (May 1915), 320: “The events through which the world is now passing make it 
probable that this will be the last international exposition for many years to come;” and “Art Lessons of the 
Exposition,” The Nation 101, 2611 (July 15, 1915), 86: “From their cost, it is probable that large international fairs 
are becoming a thing of the past.”   
 
13 Kimberly Orcutt provides an excellent overview of American art at world’s fairs leading up to the  
Centennial in “Revising History”: Creating a Canon of American Art at the Centennial Exhibition.” Ph.D. diss., The 
City University of New York, 2005, 30-49. Scholarship devoted to American art at the 1889 and 1900 Paris 
Expositions, and the 1893 Chicago fair has been primarily concerned with the relationship between French and 
American art during the end of the nineteenth century, America’s coming of age during this period, and thematic 
trends in the American sections. See Annette Blaugrund, Paris 1889: American Artists at the Universal Exposition. 
[exh. cat., PAFA] (Philadelphia, 1989); Robert Rydell and Carolyn Carr, Revisiting the White City: American Art at 
the 1893 World’s Fair. [exh. cat., NMAA] (Washington, DC, 1993); and Diane Fischer, Paris 1900: The “American 




their categorization as Americans suspect at previous expositions were now deemed more 
representative and essentially American because of their “rare powers of assimilation.”14 
Furthermore, the ability and desire to emulate European trends were called into question in new 
ways following the controversy surrounding the Armory Show. Old insecurities were reignited, 
and the stakes had changed. In the Palace of Fine Arts, where the art on display was, for the most 
part, entrenched in a traditional and conservative system intended to validate the status quo, 
modern art assumed the curious function of both reinforcing and confusing national and cultural 
hierarchies. 
 
The Exhibition in the Palace of Fine Arts 
  The story of the art exhibition of the PPIE involves three consecutive and overlapping 
installations. The first was that which opened in the Palace of Fine Arts on February 20, 1915, 
the official opening day of the fair. Not all of the art exhibition was ready by this date, although 
most of the rooms that had been completed were in the United States Section—those works had 
at least arrived in San Francisco.15 The amount of space given over to the US Section of the art 
exhibition, as typical of the host nation at any world’s fair, was more than half of the Palace, and 
included four interrelated elements: a comprehensive historical overview of American art from 
                                                
14 Gail Stavitsky, “The Legacy of The American School,” in Fischer, 185-6. 
 
15 A February 26 Call & Post article states that only a third of the galleries were open on February 20. “10,000 
Works of Art Displayed at Jewel City,” San Francisco Call & Post, 26 February 1915, 5. On March 15, the 
Chronicle reported, “pictures are arriving every day and being installed in the spare places as fast as possible. …A 
portion of Italy’s art, together with that of France and Uruguay, has just been placed.” “Art and Artists,” San 
Francisco Chronicle, 15 March 1915, 24. At least part of the delay was due to problems with the Division of Works 
not meeting construction deadlines. The initial report for the Art Department provides details on the maddeningly 
slow progress on the interior, paintings that had arrived but could not be unpacked for lack of space, and concern for 
the conditions under which insured works were being stored in the Palace of Fine Arts. On January 25th—less than a 
month before opening day—almost all of the pictures for the US Section had been received, but none could be 
unpacked because the building was not finished. John E. D. Trask, “Report of the Department of Fine Arts,” 16 




the 1770s forward; a loan collection of European Old Master and Impressionist paintings from 
American museums and private collections intended to show the sources for the development of 
American art, as well as the wealth of American collectors; fifteen one-man rooms, twelve for 
paintings and three for works on paper, to honor established artists and serve as a culmination of 
the historical overview; and finally!filling the vast majority of the American 
galleries!contemporary works executed since 1905 to be considered in a juried competition. 
Foreign sections were arrayed around the American core, with Japan, France and Italy being the 
largest.  Due to the escalating conflict in Europe after invitations had been extended in 1914, 
Germany, Great Britain, and Russia declined to participate.  
In April, a war ship arrived in San Francisco from Europe with additional exhibits for the 
Exposition, including hundreds of paintings.16 These would complete what may be thought of as 
the second exhibition. A contract was quickly let to build an Annex to the Palace of Fine Arts to 
house the works that had just arrived—far too many to be accommodated in the main Palace 
which was already overstuffed with pictures hung two and three rows high. Approximately one 
month later, in June, the Annex opened and fundamentally changed the nature of the art 
exhibition along with the commentary it inspired. One critic railed: “It is understood that these 
disgusting and distasteful objects were secured by J. Nilsen Laurvik, and in the opinion of a 
                                                
 
16 “Secret Trip of Jason Ended. Joseph Pennell Tells How Ship with Art Treasures from Belligerents for California 
Exposition Kept Under Cover,” New York Times, 18 April 1915, SM20. Pennell recounts the efforts of the foreign 
art commissions (he was part of the English committee) to keep the shipping plan secret so that no harm would 
come to the cargo, which was referred to as “bullion,” and the whole undertaking as “piratical.” This article also 
suggests that many of the works that arrived on the Jason were integrated into the US Section of the exhibition, 
presumably those works by American artists living abroad. It also included many of the foreign sections. The Call & 
Post reported on May 20: “Seven rooms in the Palace of Fine Arts...given over to the French art exhibits were 
thrown open to the public for the first time yesterday.” “7 Rooms Given Over to French Art Display,” San Francisco 
Call & Post, 20 May 1915, 13. Four foreign pavilions (France, Greece, Italy, Norway) also opened late because their 
contents were delivered by the Jason. See Erik Mattie, World’s Fairs (New York, 1998), 136. See also Frank 
Morton Todd, The Story of the Exposition, 5 vols. (New York, 1921), 2: 140-2 and 3: 45-6.  
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number the only excuse that can be offered is that square footage was desired.”17 As discussed in 
Chapter Two, Laurvik (the author of Is It Art? in 1913) was a member of the Art Department 
who traveled to Europe to gather additional works for the PPIE, particularly in those countries 
not represented by an official delegation.  The Futurist gallery in the Annex—the first time their 
work was exhibited in America—became a point of comparison for the exhibition as a whole, 
and a useful way to emphasize that the art displayed inside the Palace proper was sane, healthy, 
and in touch with reality.    
The art selected for inclusion at world’s fairs in general tended to be conservative and 
retrograde, both in terms of style and subject matter, and this was true for the most part in 1915. 
The major, established American artists who were given their own galleries, and thus an 
opportunity to create a mini-retrospective of sorts!one that was guaranteed an enormous 
audience—included Sargent, Whistler, Edmund Tarbell, Childe Hassam, Edward Redfield, John 
Henry Twachtman, Frank Duveneck, William Merritt Chase, Gari Melchers, Joseph Pennell, 
John McClure Hamilton, and California artists William Keith, Francis McComas and Arthur 
Matthews. Many of these men served on the selection and award juries for the exhibition, and 
were therefore excluded from the competition for awards. In addition, there was a large, central 
gallery devoted to the work of women artists, including Mary Cassatt, Cecilia Beaux, Ellen 
Emmet Rand and Lilian Westcott Hale. Frederick Frieseke won the Grand Prize, Frank 
Duveneck was given a special commemorative medal, Cecilia Beaux was among the eight artists 
awarded a Medal of Honor, and George Bellows won one of forty-two Gold Medals. There were 
nearly one hundred and fifty Silver and Bronze medals, and five Honorable Mentions. 
                                                
 
17 James A. Buchanan and Stuart Gail, eds. History of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, Comprising the 




Impressionism and academic realism dominated the exhibition, with the important exception of 
the International Section in the Annex, and a few of the paintings included in the French 
Pavilion. 
The regional identity of California was underscored by the inclusion of hundreds of 
works by California painters. Commentary frequently celebrated the California climate, 
landscape and independent spirit as superior to the rest of America, and even to Europe. 18 The 
cultural nativism of a state that was largely regarded as a country unto itself is a complex issue, 
and many aspects of the organization of the PPIE art exhibition are marked by a resistance to 
ceding control to what was not always viewed as positive influence. Michael Williams, a writer 
for the San Francisco Examiner, described California as “a state of natural health, the land of the 
great outdoors. . . where art may be fructified anew and put aside its dreary, tortuous 
intellectualism and the blighting madness of self-deification.”19 New York was the undisputed 
cultural capital of the country in 1915, and California was viewed by locals as thankfully 
protected by geographical distance from exposure to the contagion of the latest trends. At the 
                                                
18 The regional exceptionalism expressed in 1915 calls to mind Cole’s “Essay on American Landscape” of nearly a 
century earlier. See “The San Francisco Fair,” Literary Digest (March 13, 1915), 533: “San Francisco claims that no 
exposition has ever been held on a site so favored by nature.” See also Carolyn Peter’s essay, “California Welcomes 
the World: International Expositions, 1894-1940, and the Selling of a State,” in Reading California: Art, Image and 
Identity, 1900-2000 (Los Angeles, 2001), 72.  
 
19 Michael Williams, “A Pageant of California Art,” in Art in California (San Francisco, 1916), 62. Other essays in 
this volume that echo William’s regionalistic bias include Alma May Cook’s “What Art Means to California,” 74: 
“Because of our distance we are more self-dependent, and therefore more self-reliant. We but hear of the latest 
‘style’ in art. The newest “ists” and “isms” are but names to us. We are not even exposed to the contagion,” and 
Willis Polk’s “A Brilliant Future for American Art,” 77: “This gorgeous land has a broadness and wholesomeness of 
spirit that make it a field for the cultivation of the arts. It is an ideal field for the painter. The spirit of the air is 
exemplified in the freedom of the artist’s touch. Here where nature displays herself in her most artistic mood, there 
is a life and virility that the painter feels each time he puts his brush to canvas.” Many of these same essays were 
published in a deluxe edition of California’s Magazine, also in 1916. See Buchanan and Gail, 18 for criticism that 
the selection process was too restrictive, despite a higher percentage of works being accepted by the San Francisco 
selection committee than by any other. See also Count Albrecht von Montgales, “California Artists Make Splendid 
Showing. Critic Regrets that Work of Local Painters Was Not Grouped Together,” San Francisco Examiner, 10 
March 1915, 9. 
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same time, California artists, critics, and the public sought the approval and validation of the East 
Coast art establishment.  
The third exhibition of the PPIE was known as the Post-Exposition Exhibition, and it 
extended much of the original display in the Palace of Fine Arts through May of 1916 to help 
rally support for a permanent art museum for the city of San Francisco. New works were added, 
and whole galleries were given over to representing California artists. In addition, certain artists 
who had been represented in the original exhibition, were accorded galleries of their own and 
invited to send several new works for the Post-Exposition Exhibition.  
 
Historical Context of 1915    
 The experience of the fine art exhibition at the PPIE was informed by global, national, 
and regional events and attitudes, heightened and intensified through the comparative and 
competitive nature of a great international event. Plans for a San Francisco Fair, first conceived 
in 1904, were necessarily put on hold after the disastrous earthquake and fire of 1906, but the 
city’s demonstrated ability to recover quickly helped it to best San Diego and New Orleans in the 
bid to host a major exposition to mark the completion of the Panama Canal. That San Francisco 
was willing to forego federal support also helped.20 Civic pride swelled in anticipation of the fair, 
as did an awareness that San Francisco would be representing America in the eyes of the world: 
the city “will give the nations of the world the most potent example of progressive, up-to-date 
                                                
20 The lead-up to the fair and set backs of earthquake, fire, depression, the Portola Festival of 1909 are all 
summarized in John Allwood, The Great Exhibitions (London, 1977), 117-119. Marjorie Dobkin provides a 
thorough history of the political, economic and planning aspects of the Fair, including San Francisco’s graft trials, 
the competition with New Orleans, site proposals, publicity, and the impact of WWI in “A Twenty-Five Million 
Dollar Mirage,” in Benedict, 66-93. 
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Americanism which will redound to the credit and advantage of the entire Union. …Nothing can 
stop [San Francisco] from becoming the greater New York of the West. 21 
 Despite the city’s determination to compete in a cosmopolitan and international field, the 
distance from principal centers of artistic production was listed as one of the hardships in 
planning the exhibition in the Palace of Fine Arts. So too was the “very considerable prejudice in 
the minds of collectors arising from the earthquake and fire of 1906.”22 Press releases reporting 
on the construction of the Palace of Fine Arts emphasized that it used steel manufactured in the 
East,23 while information circulated to exhibitors offered additional reassurance: “No exposition 
has ever been so well protected against the ravages of fire….The PPIE is the only exposition 
which has ever been equipped with the special Sprinkler fire system.”24 The same brochure 
described the Palace of Fine Arts as “a casket.”  
 As world’s fair scholars have noted, the PPIE’s celebration of the Panama Canal lent the 
fair a motif that was truly international, with East and West, the Atlantic and Pacific now linked 
through Panama.25 The engineering feat of the canal was celebrated as America’s “great service 
to the commerce of the world.”26 Perham Nahl’s Exposition poster (fig. I.1) depicts the creation 
of the canal as the thirteenth labor of Hercules, who forces apart two landmasses to reveal an 
ethereal vision of the fair on the horizon. American ingenuity is represented in mythic and 
                                                
 
21 “San Francisco—the Metropolis of the Pacific Coast,” The Star (June 14, 1913), 26.  
 
22 SFPL Trask Report, 2.  
 
23 Press release on construction of the Palace of Fine Art. PPIE Records, carton 87, folder 1, Bancroft Library, UC 
Berkeley.  
 
24 Information for Exhibitors (San Francisco, 1914), 2.  
 
25 Gregory Clark, “Constituting Citizens at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition,” in Rhetorical Landscapes 
in America: Variations on a Theme from Kenneth Burke (Columbia, SC, 2004), 143.  
 
26 Charles C. Moore, “San Francisco and the Exposition: The Relationship of the City to the Nation as Regards the 
World’s Fair,” Sunset Magazine (February, 1912), 196. Cited in Gregory Clark, 138.  
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superhuman form, the city as a dreamland.  Sarah Moore’s analysis of the symbolic value of this 
image as an expression of the masculine and technological subdual of a continent, and of the 
United States as the only country capable of altering the face of the earth, underscores the 
importance of the Canal for increasing America’s global influence.27 Other promotional images 
for the Fair feature more typical female allegories of Progress and Commerce flanking Mercury, 
and pointing to the Canal on the globe he holds (fig. I.2), or a voluptuous and bountiful rendition 
of California, similarly pointing to the Canal on a globe that she cradles under her arm as she 
turns toward the Fair below (fig. I.3). The Canal is depicted directly beneath her as well, with 
steamships approaching and passing through it, and to be compared with the view of obsolete 
sailing vessels in the Golden Gate above her. These images glorified American contributions to 
global economic progress, and the fair as a much-deserved celebration of those efforts. 
 The fair as symbol of international cooperation became especially meaningful during the 
escalation of WWI, and the war resulted in more tourists for California, and all points west on 
the way to the fair. As Marguerite Shaffer states in her study of the “See America First” 
movement, touring the US had become “feasible and fashionable” by 1915.28 Tourist firms in 
New York City that had reduced staff because of the war were overwhelmed as newspapers and 
magazines ran ads for special excursion fares and packages, and trains on western routes 
                                                
 
27 Sarah J. Moore, Empire on Display: San Francisco’s Panama-Pacific International Exposition of 1915 (Norman, 
OK, 2013). Darcy Grimaldo Grigsby discusses Nahl’s Hercules as aestheticizing the work of the ten of thousands of 
laborers who built the Canal, as well as the hundreds who died in the effort. Colossal: Engineering the Suez Canal, 
Statue of Liberty, Eiffel Tower and Panama Canal (Pittsburgh, 2012), 127. See also Elizabeth Armstrong, “Hercules 
and the Muses: Public Art at the Fair,” in Benedict, 114-5 and George Starr, 161-162 on the man versus nature 
aspect of Nahl’s poster and of the fair as a whole. 
 




struggled to meet the demands of “the immense pilgrimage to the West.”29 The New York Times 
reported that “there were not so many European visitors at the San Francisco Exposition on 
account of the war, but their absence was made up for amply by Cubans, Canadians, and 
thousands of South Americans from the Atlantic as well as the Pacific coasts.”30 The PPIE also 
coincided with the beginning of cross-country travel by automobile, although long distance car 
travel was still uncommon enough to warrant press coverage of anyone who arrived at the fair in 
a car from Chicago or points further east. At the close of the Exposition, a commemorative 
publication repeatedly emphasized what the Exposition had “done for national self-knowledge 
through its promotion of westward travel.”31  
 The Art Department for the fair directly benefited from the war, as reported in the 
International Studio: “Owing to the eagerness of Germany, France,… and other nations to get 
their artistic masterpieces into a less unsafe region, it has been possible to collect from those 
countries the most valuable and the largest collection of works of art ever shown at any 
exposition.”32 A Belgian exhibition in Lyons was “marooned and sent to San Francisco,” as were 
                                                
29 “Panama-Pacific Exposition Is a Money Maker,” New York Times, 31 October 1915, SM 16. The same article 
reported that 250 special trains had been chartered to the fair. Jeffrey Auerbach argues with respect to railroads and 
the 1851 Crystal Palace Exhibition: “Without them...the project would have been ‘inconceivable.’” The Great 
Exhibition of 1851: A Nation on Display (New Haven, 1999), 140. The same was true of the PPIE. See also John A. 
Sleicher, “Our Greatest Exposition at a Glance,” Leslie’s Illustrated (August 26, 1915), 207. Excursion tickets from 
New York to San Francisco, and including the San Diego Exposition cost $94.30. The pullman and dining cars were 
extra. 
 
30 Ibid.  
 
31 The Legacy of the Exposition (San Francisco, 1916), 2. See also James Phelan’s statement “California’s Invitation 
to the Country,” in American Review of Reviews 51, 2 (February 1915), 160-1: “But Europe this year will not lure 
Americans from their homes, and the great body of tourists will doubtless look to their own country for recreation 
and knowledge.... The war in Europe will really have a great educational value at home.”  
 
32 “Art Exhibits at the Panama Exposition,” International Studio 54 (January 1915), 78. See also “Scholarship, 
Science, Progress and Thought of Civilization Concentrated in World’s Greatest University, The Exposition.” San 
Francisco Examiner, 20 February 1915, 13: “Art treasures of the old world that otherwise never would have been 
removed from their places in famous galleries have been shipped to San Francisco.” When Laurvik returned from 
his “special mission to Europe,” the Examiner again reported that “although in the beginning of his work abroad it 
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the Venice Biennale and White City Exposition in London “which was closed and the galleries 
turned into barracks.”33 A group of German paintings that had been part of the Carnegie 
International Exhibition in 1914 were sent back to Pittsburgh after the ship transporting the 
paintings home to Europe was captured by the British. Those pictures were sent on to San 
Francisco.34 The Carnegie canceled its 1915 Annual Exhibition out of deference to the PPIE, as 
did the San Francisco Art Association.35  
 The war propelled tourists and art to California, and it also lent the fair a serious purpose. 
As noted by Frank Morton Todd in his official history of the PPIE, “The spirit of the times was 
not convincing to an interest in trivial amusements. The war in Europe oppressed every heart and 
mind.”36 George Starr argues that if nothing else, the war undoubtedly made visitors self-
conscious of unchecked enjoyment, but also that most were “intent on self-improvement” in any 
case.  “Suspicious of mere pleasure and anxious for a message, they looked askance at whatever 
                                                
seemed as if the war would curtail foreign representation seriously, in the end it worked the other way.” “More 
Famed Treasures for Fine Arts Exhibit,” San Francisco Examiner, 18 March 1915, 11. 
 
33 “Europe Sends Art Treasures. Trainloads Arriving at Fair,” San Francisco Examiner, 19 January 1915, 6. 
 
34 “Works of Fifty German Artists and Paintings from Nine Belligerent Countries on Way to Exposition,” Arts & 
Decoration 5, 4 (February 1915), 155. For more on the participation of German artists, see SFPL Trask Report, 13 
and Todd 1: 224-5. Barry recounts this and other successes in obtaining European works for the Fair, but also states 
that many Europeans did not lend, due to “the hazards of attack by sea.” John D. Barry, The City of Domes (San 
Francisco, 1915), 26.  
 
35 “Foreign Fine Arts Display to Rank High,” San Francisco Examiner, 9 August 1914, 55. On July 13, 1914, John 
Beatty wrote to Trask: “We decided sometime ago that it would be patriotic and wise to omit our international 
exhibit next spring, in view of the fact that the government is to present an important international exhibition at San 
Francisco.” Carnegie Institute Museum of Art Records, 1883-1962, bulk 1885-1940, Archives of American Art. At 
a meeting held on February 16, 1915 the Board of Directors of the SFAI decided not to hold its annual spring 
exhibition on account of the PPIE exhibition. Minutes, Board of Directors, 1910-1915, SFAI Archives. 
 
36 Todd 2: 373. For articles assuring the public that the Fair would go on, see George Hough Perry, “War or No War, 
the Exposition!” Sunset Magazine 33, 5 (November 1914), 954-57 and “The European War and the Panama-Pacific 
Exposition—a Monumental Contrast,” Current Opinion 58, 5 (May 1915), 315-320. On November 25, 1915, 
Leslie’s Illustrated juxtaposed photos from the front lines with an image of the Tower of Jewels, similarly 
underscoring the contrast that the PPIE offered with the news from abroad. “Late News Told in Pictures,” 594. 
Kenneth Luckhurst discusses other fairs affected by war and their resulting emphasis on peace and international 
cooperation. The Story of Exhibitions (London and New York, 1951), 141-2. 
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they could enjoy directly as probably low and possibly immoral.”37 As George Perry, Director of 
Exploitation for the Fair, insisted, “This great Exposition is fundamentally educational in its 
scope and character.”38 San Francisco’s equivalent to Chicago’s Midway and the Pike in St. 
Louis was known as The Joy Zone (or simply “the Zone”)—a mile long street of paid 
entertainments of the usual world’s fair sort.  It was undeniably popular, but even attractions 
there were promoted as educational, and the miniature model of the Panama Canal was the first 
paid amusement at any exposition to be awarded a Grand Prize by an International Jury of 
Award.39  
 John Trask, as Head of the Art Department, made it clear in letters to his advisory 
committee that he considered it the foremost “duty” of his department “to have its exhibit as 
fully educational as may be.”40 He intended for the art exhibition to achieve for the West Coast 
                                                
 
37 George Starr, 156. 
 
38 “George Hough Perry, “Educational Aspects of the Exposition,” California’s Magazine 1, 1 (July 1915), 311. 
Beginning with the 1851 Crystal Palace Exhibition, visitors were encouraged to view the fair “not as a show or a 
place of amusement, but [as] a great school of science, of art, of industry, of peace and universal brotherhood.” 
Thomas Cook, cited in Auerbach, 138. The PPIE was referred to as the “World’s Greatest University” in the San 
Francisco Examiner on February 20, 1915, 13. The Call & Post reported “Here we have in San Francisco, 
concentrated within a score of city blocks, the best opportunity for a liberal education that this generation or the next 
will ever see in this city.” “Some Advantages of Living in San Francisco Now,” San Francisco Call & Post, 19 
February 1915, 8. See also, Current Opinion 58, 5 (May 1915), 318 and “Painting the Lily,” in which the former 
governor of New York stated, “a nine month’s stay at the Exposition is to my mind equivalent, or even superior, to a 
full college course.” (brochure, CHS.) 
 
39 Buchanan and Gail, 461. The report also states: “The public is today more interested in matters of an educational 
nature than it is in the same offerings presented for years by showmen,” 459.  Even the 101 Ranch was promoted as 
educational, and more “real” than wild west shows shown in the East. “Exposition to Run 101 Ranch as Free Show,” 
San Francisco Examiner, 10 May 1915, 8. The Director of Exploitation asserted, “Concessions on the Zone do not 
merely furnish amusement, but they are also distinctly educational in their character. The exposition management 
has maintained the same care in their selection as in that of the exhibits. Young and old may find on the Zone 
relaxation and entertainment of the very highest kind.” George H. Perry 1915, 315-16. 
 
40 John E.D. Trask, “to members of the advisory committees,” 2. 31D, box 2, SFMA/PFA, Trask file, SFAI 
Archives. In his final report, Trask noted that in planning the exhibition in the Palace of Fine Arts, he kept “in mind 
constantly the educational purpose of the exhibit.” SFPL Trask Report, 32. Todd writes of Trask: “his theory of [the 
art department’s] function was that it should serve to promote cultural advancement, and help inform every visitor to 
the Exposition no matter what that visitor’s intellectual attainments might be.” Todd, 4: 10. See also “Says City 
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all the cultural improvement that Chicago wrought from its fair, and as a result, exhibition 
officials unleashed a flood of information to provide the mass of curious visitors an education 
they may not have realized they were seeking. Through the number and type of didactic 
opportunities made available in the art exhibition, its educational mission was arguably more 
apparent than that found in other Palaces on the fairgrounds, but it is also striking how the Zone 
was used as a foil for the Palace of Fine Arts. Contrasting entertainment with education at the 
PPIE, a March Chronicle article devoted to visitors’ impressions of the art exhibition begins:  
Not all the exposition visitors are Joy Zoning—not by an educational long shot. 
 Of course, they peek in at the lane of lure, just to be shocked a bit, and say that 
they’ve seen it; but most of their time they are devoting to a profitable study of that 
which most interests them in the various palaces of progress. It might be science, it might 
be art— 
 In many instances that is what it is—art. ... The real student can tell you from the 
style or the tone values or the treatment what school each represents without consulting 
the catalogue; but the mass of the visitors are curious merely, and they drift about through 
the cool cloisters of the Fine Arts building, drinking in the melody of pigment and form, 
absorbing impressions to take back with them and keep as a leaven for what have been 
and may still be dull lives.41   
 
This account underscores the pleasurable aspects of wandering through the art exhibition, even 
as it gives conflicting information about whether visitors spent most of their time devoted to 
study, or to curious drifting. Regardless, they were eager to experience the art exhibition, and to 
take advantage of what was widely promoted as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 42 The 
impressive attendance figures for opening week were explained by “the temperament of the 
people of California. They crave enjoyment, entertainment and beauty.”43  
                                                
Needs Art More than Morality. John E. D. Trask Thinks Exposition Will Be Salvation of People in West 
Artistically,” San Francisco Chronicle, 27 June 1914, 1.  
 
41 Waldemar Young, “Sketched at the Fine Arts Building at the Exposition,” San Francisco Chronicle, 28 March 
1915, M1. 
 
42 “Some Advantages of Living in San Francisco Now,” San Francisco Call & Post, 19 February 1915, 8. 
 
43 “Why the Exposition Has Large Attendance,” San Francisco Call & Post, 27 February 1915, 14. 
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 Despite publicity that insisted on the educational value of attractions on the Zone, the 
immoral aspects of the entertainment district were both contested and promoted with respect to 
San Francisco’s history and reputation as a wild west town.44 As Grey Brechin argues, the Fair 
created an imaginary and idealized past for a city which was instead known for corruption, vice 
and violence: the PPIE “was everything that San Francisco was not and has never been.”45 
Geddes Smith, writing for the Independent during the height of the Fair’s summer season 
observed, “It is almost as if San Franciscans, when they launched this project three years after 
the great calamity, set themselves to prove that their city was not so “different” a place as 
Chinatown and the Barbary Coast and the earthquakes had made it seem.”46 In this regard, the 
Palace of Fine Arts and the exhibition it contained epitomized the city’s acculturation. It serves 
as an additional example in Barbara Berglund’s study of San Francisco’s “cultural frontiers,” and 
how the city’s history as a rough and tumble town informed its sense of national belonging 
during the nineteenth century.47 For organizers and audiences alike, a sense of “being on trial 
before the world,” contributed to a general seriousness of purpose and focus on education over 
entertainment.  As Starr writes: 
…for a communal ritual designed to mark with appropriate joy the completion of the 
Panama Canal, the rebuilding of San Francisco and general human progress, the 
Exposition had a strong undercurrent of anxiety. Typical of all world’s fairs was the 
                                                
 
44 For an analysis of the meaning that San Francisco lent to the fair through class, race and gender, and how certain 
concessions on the Zone played into the city’s associations with immorality for commercial gain, see Abigail 
Markwyn, “Constructing ‘An Epitome of Civilization,’: Local Politics and Visions of Progressive Era America at 
San Francisco’s Panama Pacific International Exposition.” Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 2006. 
 
45 Gray Brechin, “Sailing to Byzantium: The Architecture of the Fair,” in Benedict, 105. 
 
46 Geddes Smith, “A Shop Window of Civilization,” The Independent, 28 June 28 1915, 534. See also “The 
Exposition’s Success,” San Francisco Bulletin, 3 September 1915, 6: “Here was the real spirit of the West, not 
hunting gold mines, not buying land at a low price and selling it at a high price, …no longer conquistador or forty-
niner, but artist, dreamer, idealist, builder.” 
 
47 Barbara Berglund, Making San Francisco American: Cultural Frontiers in the Urban West, 1846-1906 
(Lawrence, KS, 2007). 
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compulsion to surpass earlier ones; typical of most California cultural ventures was the 
provincial nervousness about outsiders’ opinions.48  
 
Provincial anxiety had particular resonance in the Palace of Fine Arts, as discussed throughout 
the chapters that follow.  
 
Project Summary 
 Chapter One provides an overview of the fairgrounds and considers the role of the art 
exhibition within the larger structure of a vastly popular, commercial, and nationalistic 
enterprise. It includes the details of how the art exhibition was conceived and organized, and 
provides a framework for defining modernism as it pertained to the PPIE. Chapter Two 
compares paintings in the art exhibition with other attractions that incorporated fine art as paid 
entertainment on the Zone, as a means of examining provincial and national anxieties about 
nudity, the Futurists, and the definition of high art. While art critics and guidebook authors 
sought to educate the masses about the evolution of formal and stylistic elements of art, and also 
how to behave in the sacrosanct space of an art gallery, other forms of media coverage both 
undermined and contributed to these efforts by treating certain works in the art exhibition as an 
enormous joke.  The Futurist Gallery in particular, and the extensive commentary it inspired 
simultaneously denied and reinforced distinctions between high and low culture, calling the 
fundamental purpose of the art exhibition into question. 
Chapter Three focuses on modes of viewing modern art as advanced by the many 
specialized guide books that were a lucrative concession at the Exposition. Using a variety of 
approaches, these guides advised visitors how to structure their visit to the Art Palace, how to 
understand what was on display there, and included extensive commentary on what was 
                                                
 
48 George Starr, 142. 
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considered modern. Viewers were provided with the basic tools of formal analysis to help them 
make sense of individual works and were also encouraged to be conscious of the installation, to 
direct their attention to more than just the art itself: in short, to become active viewing subjects 
and consumers. Specialized art-world expertise was still valued over common knowledge at the 
PPIE, but at the same time, concerted efforts were made to educate the public—using clear and 
simple terms— in making evaluations of individual works on its own.  This was precisely what 
had threatened critics during the Armory Show debacle two years earlier.49 
Chapter Four analyzes the relationship established—through organization and 
explanatory materials—between the more radical artists in the competition galleries and those 
canonized as major figures with galleries of their own. I compare the installation and reception of 
the Sargent gallery (including the first exhibition of Madame X in America) with prize-winning 
works by George Bellows and his promotion to one-man status in the Post-Exposition 
Exhibition.  These two artists were conceptualized as important links in the presentation of 
modernity at the PPIE, and also in the deliberate process of legacy formation that was undertaken 
by art department officials and the many interpreters of the exhibition. While most of the works 
exhibited in 1915 represent the conservative, establishment contingent in American art at the 
time, the single-artist galleries may be interpreted as an exercise in creating a genealogy for the 
more modern artists included elsewhere in the exhibition.  They serve as examples for how 
modernism was staged in order to educate a general audience and make palatable the more 
extreme developments in contemporary painting on view in the exhibition, while also promoting 
a healthy, American brand of modernism. The conclusion considers the PPIE’s impact on the 
                                                
49 J. M. Mancini,  “The Armory Show in Critical Perspective,” in Pre-Modernism: Art-World Change and American 




region in terms of sales from the exhibition, the continued debates about modern art that were 
sparked by the fair, and the establishment of a permanent art museum for San Francisco. 
 Thirty years have passed since the last major study of the PPIE—an exhibition organized 
by the Lowie Museum of Anthropology in 1983 (now the Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of 
Anthropology). The publication coinciding with that exhibition provides an excellent overview 
of the historical, organizational and political aspects of the fair as well as in-depth essays on the 
architecture, public sculpture and symbolic meaning of the fair; it does not, however, focus on 
the exhibition in the Palace of Fine Arts.50 While Nancy Boas’ brief analysis of the PPIE art 
exhibition with respect to the Armory Show, and Gloria Staackmann’s consideration of the PPIE 
as the culmination of the genteel tradition both consider the art exhibition in general terms, the 
essays in the Lowie publication inspired me to learn more about the response to the Futurists, 
San Francisco’s art public, and the many references to high and low culture at the fair in 
particular. George Starr’s exceptional essay on the significance of the PPIE  and his call for 
further investigation into the relationship between the Joy Zone and the official exposition 
compelled me to dig deeper whenever those issues surfaced during my research—and they 
surfaced constantly.  
 The records of the Fine Art Department do not survive, however the PPIE papers at the 
Bancroft Library in Berkeley, the archives of the San Francisco Art Institute, artist papers at the 
Archives of American Art, and other institutional archives all contain considerable 
correspondence generated by the Art Department. The many published guidebooks and 
catalogues for the exhibition, as well as firsthand accounts of visitors’ experiences in the form of 
                                                
50 Burton Benedict, The Anthropology of World’s Fairs (Berkeley, 1983). This collection of scholarly essays is a 
separate publication from the catalogue for the exhibition. The catalogue is: Sara Patershall Knight, Remains to Be 




diaries and scrapbooks provide additional source material. Extensive commentary in the local 
press throughout and immediately following the Fair has been largely untapped, almost entirely 
so with respect to the reviews and debates relating to the art exhibition.   
My study of the PPIE is theoretically grounded in the work of Pierre Bourdieu, and 
Michel de Certeau, and how these writers’ concerns with consumerism and spectatorship 
intersect with early twentieth-century ideas about modern art. I am interested in an open 
definition of modernism that takes into account certain cultural and perceptual changes that were 
essential for the acceptance of new forms of art, and how these transformations begin to occur in 
works not typically defined as modern. Michael Leja’s work on the shift in viewers’ experience 
and attitudes towards art between 1893 and 1913 and his study of skepticism as a key element of 
the modern American’s cognitive makeup serve as models, as does J. M. Mancini’s 
consideration of how the history of criticism and cultural hierarchy relates to questions of 
aesthetic transformation.51 Exhibitionary theorists such as Tony Bennett are useful for 
considering the relationship between space and ideology at the PPIE, however, my primary 
interest in the way individual agency and active viewing is encouraged by the explanatory 
materials of the art exhibition generally inverts Michel Foucault’s model of “the disciplinary 
complex.”52 Both the structure of the exhibition and the didactic rhetoric surrounding it left room 
for visitors to adapt and exercise techniques for their own purposes. 
 The display and mediation practices employed at the PPIE offer a unique opportunity to 
bring together histories of exhibitions, of perception, and of museums, while also engaging in 
close visual analysis of the key works that garnered public and critical attention in 1915. My 
                                                
51 Michael Leja, Looking Askance: Skepticism and American Art from Eakins to Duchamp (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles, 2004), and J. M. Mancini, Pre-Modernism: Art-World Change and American Culture from the Civil War 
to the Armory Show (Princeton, 2005).  
 
52 Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London and New York, 1995).  
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study of the PPIE art exhibition aims to demonstrate the ways in which an evolving definition of 
modernism also depended upon conceptions of high and low culture at the fair. I am concerned 
with always remaining conscious of the particular issues attendant upon viewing works of art 
within the context of a world’s fair—a venue where fine art is necessarily fraught with multiple 
and competing agendas of entertainment, education, and social positioning to a degree not found 
in other public spaces. The story of the PPIE art exhibition helps document a significant 
institutional venue for the shaping of American art history, as well as the process and 
contradictions of creating a public for modern art. A fuller understanding of this event transforms 
our understanding of the Armory Show and other smaller exhibitions as the primary sites where 




Evolution and Modernism at the Fair 
 
The exhibition in the Palace of Fine Arts was one of many attractions at the PPIE. As 
Paul Greenhalgh emphasizes in his overview of the role of fine arts at world’s fairs, most people 
went to see the spectacular architectural complexes, Machinery Palace and the attractions of the 
Zone, not to see art. However, fine arts lent important status to the fairs, saved them from 
becoming trade shows, and were the supreme marker of a civilized nation’s achievement.1 At the 
PPIE, attendance figures indicate that the art exhibition was embraced by a public eager for the 
cultural opportunity (or the opportunity to appear cultured) that the Palace of Fine Arts offered. 
An understanding of the other sites and thrills that may have already filled the heads of visitors 
by the time they reached its doors is important for evaluating the efforts of the Art Department to 
shape their experience once they were inside. Following a brief overview of the fairgrounds and 
its most popular attractions, this chapter considers the planning of the art exhibition, what was 
included, and what was left out.  The Art Department’s intention to convey an evolutionary 
theory of the development of fine art in America, as well as a definition of modernism that a 
general audience could embrace may be fully understood only within the context of the 




                                                
1 Greenhalgh, 198. Laura Bruml’s journal documenting her visit to the PPIE is evidence of one middle-class visitor’s 
lack of interest in the art exhibition. Over the course of nine days at the fair, she spent only one hour in the Palace of 
Fine Arts. On July 23rd, she noted, “Spent one hour in Fine Arts rooms, many pictures, some I liked some I did not. 
A few were utterly impossible.” Laura Foote Bruml, Electric Lights Dazzling. An Account of One Family’s Visit to 




General Layout and Highlights of the PPIE  
The PPIE fairgrounds were situated along the San Francisco Bay between Fort Mason 
and the Presidio, in what is now the Marina District (fig. 1.1) The central complex (fig. 1.2) 
comprised eight major palaces arranged around three primary courts on an East-West axis with 
Machinery Hall and the Palace of Fine Arts at opposite ends, and intersecting with the North-
South axis featuring A. Stirling Calder’s Fountain of Energy, the Tower of Jewels—embellished 
with thousands of faceted colored-glass “jewels”!and the Column of Progress. Unlike the 
White City of Chicago, the courts and palaces of the central grounds were finished with artificial 
travertine meant to simulate age, painted in carefully coordinated shades inspired by the 
California landscape, and designed in styles that evoked multiple cultures—Spain and 
Byzantium, as well as ancient Rome.2 Teams of sculptors and artists decorated the central 
complex with monumental sculptures, reliefs and murals with themes celebrating Progress in all 
things: the pioneer spirit, manifest destiny, the forward march of civilization and culture.  
Evolution was a prevalent theme as well, with nations and peoples ranked throughout the 
arrangement and symbolism of the architectural complex and the sculptural program adorning it. 
Inside the main Fillmore Street entrance, Calder’s Fountain of Energy (fig. 1.3) included on the 
globe at its base “the forms of mankind in their struggle of evolution from the lower to the higher 
type.”3 On top of the enormous triumphal arches of the central Court of the Universe sculptural 
groups of peoples of the East and the West processed in a meeting (or face-off) of the primitive 
and civilized cultures of both hemispheres. (figs. 1.4-1.6) The Column of Progress, (fig. 1.7) 
                                                
2 For an overview of the court plan, lighting, color scheme and architecture of the fair, see Brechin 1983, 94-113.  
George Starr discusses Guerin’s color scheme as “the one redeeming gaucherie of the fair,” 160-61. See also Portia 
Lee, “Victorious Spirit: Regional Influences in the Architecture, Landscaping and Murals of the PPIE,” PhD diss., 
George Washington University, 1984. 
  
3 Henry Rankin Poore, “Stirling Calder, Sculptor,” The International Studio (April 1918), xliv, quoted in Elizabeth 




modeled on Trajan’s Column in Rome, represented “the sum of all human effort” and was 
embellished with men and women climbing upward in “a long procession of progress.”4 
Architect Louis Christian Mullgardt designed the Court of the Ages and sculptor Chester Beach 
adorned its central tower around an allegorical program aligning historical ages with 
evolutionary theory.5 Robert Aitken’s Fountain of the Earth (fig. 1.8) in this same court 
“chronicled a Darwinian ascent from the primitive, the passionate and the physical to the state of 
high intellectual spiritual refinement man has lately attained” through panels incorporating life-
sized figures enacting scenes of “Natural Selection,” and “Survival of the Fittest.”6 As Michael 
Leja has noted, “Theories of evolution were so often enfolded into the expositions’ 
representations of progress that the two concepts were fundamentally elided.”7  
Size, speed, and innovative lighting effects were all indications of technological progress 
at the PPIE. Machinery Palace bested all previous machinery halls as the largest structure ever 
built. The familiar world’s fair display technique of gigantism was evident in many of the major 
palaces, and included a twenty-foot long, working Remington typewriter and an enormous 
telephone (figs. 1.9 - 1.10). The official opening of the fair was marked by the first trans-
                                                
4 Juliet James, Palaces and Courts of the Exposition (San Francisco, 1915), 74. Alexander Calder described it as 
expressing “The unconquerable impulse that forever impels man to strive onward, assailing in endless generations, 
the impending barriers of ignorance, his eternal optimism and stern joy in effort.” “Sculpture,” California’s 
Magazine (July 1915), 323. Calder, who was the director of sculpture for the fair, also stated in this article that at the 
PPIE, “sculpture and architecture go hand in hand as never before,” 322.   
 
5 Michael Leja, “Progress and Evolution at the U.S. World's Fairs, 1893-1915,” Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide  
2, 2 (Spring 2003), 7. 
 
6 George Starr, 153, and Armstrong, 118-120. Caroline Green asserts that of the five major US-hosted fairs 
bookended by the Centennial and the PPIE, “themes of Social Darwinism” in the sculpture of the PPIE were “more 
explicit than any of the previous US hosted fairs.” “Fabricating the Dream: American World’s Fair Sculpture, 1876-
1915.” Ph.D. diss., Boston University, 1992, 6. Brechin provides an overview of Social Darwinism as expressed in 
the architecture of the fair. Brechin 1983, 96-7. He concludes, “The war assured that it would never again be 
possible to so uncritically celebrate the steady ascension of Progress, Technology and Civilization.” Brechin 1983, 
108.  
 
7 Leja 2003, 1. 
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continental telephone call, and the exhibit of the American Telephone Company made it possible 
for visitors to make calls of their own. Another extremely popular exhibit, in the Palace of 
Transportation, was Henry Ford’s Model T assembly line, that rolled out a complete car every 
ten minutes (fig. 1.11). There was a huge concert hall, a racetrack, individual pavilions for forty 
foreign nations and forty-two US states. Spectacular nighttime effects were produced with 
illuminated steam and flares attached to the wings of stunt planes. Intended to evoke an ancient 
ruin, the Palace of Fine Arts was lit by searchlights mounted on adjacent buildings and concealed 
lights in the cornice of its colonnade, producing dramatic reflections in the lagoon. (fig. 1.12) 
National Geographic ran an article stating that the vision of the Palace of Fine Arts at night 
alone was worth the trip across the country.8  
 The Joy Zone (fig. 1.13) was located at the eastern end of the fairgrounds, beyond 
Machinery Palace and outside the central palace complex. In addition to a ninety-foot tall 
caricature of a suffragette keeping militant “order,” the Zone included a miniature Panama 
Canal, Wild West shows, Navajo Indians living on top of a miniature recreation of the Grand 
Canyon, the Aeroscope (fig. 1.14), (a ride engineered by Joseph Strauss who later went on to 
design the Golden Gate bridge), exotic dancers that spurred debates in the press as to which were 
the most indecent, a wax museum, and a zoo, among many others. While the main purpose of the 
Zone was to turn a profit, it also served the “legitimate function of providing a relief and a foil” 
to the grandeur and seriousness of the rest of the Exposition.9 In a photograph taken from the 
                                                
8 Franklin K. Lane, “A City of Realized Dreams,” National Geographic 27 2 (February 1915), 169. Theodore 
Roosevelt called it ”the most beautiful and exquisite view at the Exposition.” California’s Magazine Edition de Luxe 
(1916), 259. Other superlative comments about the Palace of Fine Arts include Lord Richard Neville, personal 
emissary of King George of England, who considered it to be “one of the two most beautiful buildings in the world, 
the other being the Taj Mahal of India.” Buchanan and Gail, 259.  
 
9 Todd, 3: 62. See also Todd, 1: 170. The sense of relief worked both ways: “In short, primordial chaos was a formal 
Italian garden compared with the Zone just before opening…. It was a real relief to emerge from the violent 
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Aeroscope and looking back over the fairgrounds to the west, the dome of the Palace of Fine 
Arts is almost lost in the distance (fig. 1.15). 
 Finally, moving pictures were a new attraction on the Zone in 1915, and were found in 
most of the exhibition palaces, and state and foreign pavilions. The “great motion-picture 
building” on the Zone included “ten separate theaters having a seating capacity of four 
thousand.” 10 As guidebooks emphasized, however, the movies shown on the Zone were not first-
run films like those seen in theaters as entertainment, but were specifically educational in intent, 
and primarily related to demonstrating how movies were made. A local review of the Exposition 
noted that “the movie is a secondary sort of spectacle and on the ‘Zone’ they are careful to 
specify nowadays that the wonn-derful attractions they offer you for your dime or quarter are not 
moving pictures.”11 Similarly, the moving pictures that were shown in the exhibit palaces and 
pavilions were intended to merely support the main objects on display—to demonstrate 
processes in factories, and to show the sights and scenery of the states and foreign nations 
                                                
commotion, the hurly-burly, the Niagara roar of the world's greatest amusement street in the making, and enter the 
comparative peace and order of the exhibit palaces.” Todd, 2: 255-256. Sheldon Cheney similarly contrasted the 
central complex with the Zone: “In the art of the Exposition the great underlying theme is that of achievement…The 
dominant note artistically is harmony....  Physically there are three distinct parts to the Exposition: the main group of 
exhibit palaces, the Zone, and the state and foreign buildings. The art lover will be concerned almost entirely with 
the first of these; for artistically the Zone expresses anarchy, and the state and foreign pavilions are given over 
almost entirely to social and commercial interests.” An Art-Lover’s Guide to the Exposition (San Francisco, 1915), 
7-9. 
 
10 Guide to the Joy Zone (San Francisco, 1915), 11 and The People’s Eee Zee Guide of the PPIE and Mysteries of 
the Zone, (San Francisco, 1915), 20. See also “’Movie’ Wonders at Fair Cover Immense Range. 753,000 Feet of 
Film Tell Story of World Activity, With No Charge to Visitors,” San Francisco Examiner, 10 October 1915, 42. 
This article includes statistics on how many thousand feet of film were shown in each of the palaces and state and 
foreign pavilions, and notes that “The pictures are free, as the purpose of their offering is educational.” Todd 
describes film as “one of the educational wonders of the Exposition” and reports that sixty different sites at the PPIE 
used an estimated million feet of film to “painlessly” instruct hundreds of thousands of people while those people 
rested in comfortable chairs and recuperated from their efforts to see the whole Exposition at once.” Todd 4: 385-90. 
Laura Ingalls Wilder comments on the Zone theater in her account of visiting the fair in West From Home, ed. by 
Roger Lea MacBride (New York, 1974), 87. She also describes the moving pictures in the New Zealand Building, 
and going to see a Charlie Chaplin film in town on a day spent touring the city. Ibid., 82 and 63.    
 
11 Geddes Smith, “A Shop Window of Civilization,” The Independent (June 28, 1915), p. 535. Smith also notes, 
“The exhibits that draw are those that show real machinery doing real work.”  
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participating in the exposition.12 Although specific evidence is lacking as to how the decisions 
were made to include and also to limit the types of films shown at the Exposition, no doubt it 
was to avoid competing with a medium that would have won the day. One of Rube Goldberg’s 
cartoons commenting on the PPIE underscores this point (fig. 1.16). Two visitors plan their day 
at the fair by consulting the list of special programs and things not to miss in the various palaces. 
They are immediately overwhelmed and flee the confines of the fairgrounds for the relief of a 
movie theater.  
 
 
The Role of the Palace of Fine Arts  
 
Art palaces at world’s fairs tended to be located apart from the primary industrial and 
technological goods on display in the main fairgrounds, and were generally diametrically 
opposed spatially and architecturally from the low culture of the entertainment district. This was 
particularly true of American fairs, and nowhere more fully manifest than San Francisco in 1915. 
The Palace of Fine Arts was situated at the western end of the main complex, while the Zone was 
at the extreme opposite end of the fairgrounds, beyond Machinery Palace, beyond and outside 
the organizing structure of the central court and palace plan.13  
 Because the PPIE site was flat, the art palace could not be raised above the fair on a hill 
as was true in Buffalo and St. Louis, however, one visitor described the siting of the Palace as 
giving that impression all the same. The architect of the Palace of Fine Arts, Bernard Maybeck, 
                                                
 
12 Marshall Logan, Seeing America, Including the Panama Expositions (Philadelphia, 1915), 241; See also: George 
Hough Perry, “Educational Aspects of the Exposition,” California’s Magazine 1, 1 (July 1915), 313: “Nearly every 
exhibit palace is equipped with moving picture theaters.”  
 
13 See Todd, 2: 155: “Among the general requirements appealing to the Architectural Commission were these: that 
the serious educational effect of the exhibits on the mind of the visitor must not be impaired by an approach through 
the Concession district.” … “The Zone was not and could not be a part of the Exposition picture. It was a picture in 
and by itself, a thing extraneous.” Todd, 1: 303. In tracing the development of amusement zones at world’s fairs, 
Benedict describes them as “quite literally outside the pale.” Benedict, 52.  
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had “lifted it up from the surrounding flatness and made it seem to stand on an eminence where it 
could dominate.”14 Maybeck’s Palace was additionally set apart by an existing lagoon that was 
enlarged to separate the art building from adjacent pavilions. Visitors were required to 
circumnavigate this body of water, then pass back through or along an enormous double 
colonnade (fig. 1.17) before locating the doors of the Palace, behind a massive free-standing 
dome, inspired by the architecture of ancient Rome. As one of the guides for the Exposition 
stated, the ambulatory along the colonnade was  
considered by many visitors to the Exposition to be the most beautiful and impressive 
quarter-mile in the grounds. Pass through this corridor slowly, getting all the effect of the 
mighty lines in the architecture, the sheer beauty of the decorations and the lavish 
expression of power and grandeur brought by this classic building.15  
 
The lagoon, colonnade and forced procession towards the dome and the entrance created a series 
of buffers between the main fairgrounds and the civilized “oasis of order and culture”16 that the 
Palace of Fine Arts represented.  In stark contrast, the Zone (fig. 1.18) was a chaotic assortment 
                                                
 
14 John D. Barry, “Features of the Exposition,” Transactions of the Commonwealth Club of California 10, 10 
(August 1915), 386. See Kenneth B. Cardwell, Maybeck, Artisan, Architect, Artist (Santa Barbara, 1977), 135-55 for 
an overview of Maybeck’s successful entry for the Palace of Fine Arts. 
 
15 Beauty Spots of the Exposition: Hints For the Visitor to the Panama-Pacific International Exposition (San 
Francisco, 1915) np. The intended sense of awe created by approach to the Palace of Fine Arts encapsulates Carol 
Duncan’s argument in “The Art Museum as Ritual,” Civilizing Rituals: Inside Public Art Museums (London 1995), 
7-13. 
 
16 Lawrence W. Levine, Highbrow Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America (Cambridge and 
London, 1988), 202. Todd recounts Maybeck’s refusal to add a bridge across the lagoon for more direct access to 
the Palace of Fine Arts. “The architect was in some terror during construction lest a plan should be put into effect to 
make the Fine Arts Palace more accessible by constructing causeways over the lagoon. He had his way, for he told 
Connick [chief of construction] about it, and Connick conveniently found it impossible to get hold of any money for 
the causeways, and so the Palace remained properly detached and aloof from the main body of exhibit buildings, 
with its own locale and atmosphere.” Todd, 4: 18. See also Cardwell, 142. Maybeck’s paper read to the 
Commonwealth Club in August describes Trask’s involvement in the design of the Palace of Fine Arts. “He did not 
want the visitors to come directly from a noisy boulevard into galleries of pictures, but, on the contrary, he wanted 
everybody to pass through a gradual transition from the exciting influences of the fair to the quiet serenity of the 
galleries. “Exposition Architecture,” Transactions of the Commonwealth Club of California 10, 10 (August 1915), 
370. Trask noted his fondness for Maybeck, their “many consultations during the period when he was designing the 
Building, and whom I found to have both sympathy and understanding of the purpose and plans of the Department.” 
SFPL Trask Report, 19. 
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of fantastical structures, tightly packed one against the next, emphasizing both the variety and 
quantity of entertainments on offer.  
 Maybeck was not only interested in the physical impression of his Palace, but in its 
psychological effects as well. As he stated in his remarks to the Commonwealth Club, “I find 
that the keynote of a Fine Arts Palace should be that of sadness modified by the feeling that 
beauty has a soothing influence.”17 The meaning of the sculptures of women turned inward 
toward the Palace and seemingly weeping (fig. 1.19) was the source of much speculation on the 
part of guidebook authors, and modern scholars have contrasted these figures to the more 
pervasive message of confidence and triumph expressed throughout the fairgrounds.18  Maybeck 
states in his address that he was as concerned with establishing a distinct mood separate from the 
rest of the fair both on approach to the Palace of Fine Arts but also in departure: 
…the mind of the visitor to the gallery is prepared for what he is to see, and as he comes 
away his senses gradually are led back to the commonplaces of human activity, and the 
horns of automobiles, the cries of popcorn venders, will not grate upon his ears as they 
would if he was plumped out of the Fine Arts into the hustle and bustle.  
 From the standpoint of composition of the whole scheme or symphony of the 
main group of buildings of the fair, this lower key of the Fine Arts helps to give a finish, 
                                                
 
17 “Exposition Architecture,” 372. This statement comes at the end of a long explanation of how Maybeck arrived at 
this conclusion—involving the comparison with a gallery filled with five-dollar Broadway paintings, resembling “an 
overdone ice cream parlor or candy store,” and also with the experience of emerging from a long visit to a museum 
in Munich (where he notes seeing Boecklin’s “Island of Death”) and watching “the weary faces” of other visitors 
when they encountered a marble sculpture of a mischievous boy: “some smiled, some laughed, but all seemed to be 
brought back to a happy life, and we realized right there that an art gallery was a sad and serious matter.” Todd 
characterized the Palace of Fine Arts in his official history as: “the mortality of grandeur and … having some 
affinity with our eternal sorrows over the vanity of human wishes….It represented the beauty and grandeur of the 
past.” Todd, 2: 144. 
 
18 See George Starr, 150-65 for a survey of the guidebook authors’ attempts to make sense of the figures and how 
“the anecdotal imperative of the weeping women reduces the figures to mechanical allegorizing.” Armstrong notes 
that sculptor Ulric Ellerhausen intended these figures to express “the melancholy of life without art,” and also that 
they turn away from the Fair behind them, “looking inward for spiritual solace.” Armstrong, 130. Keith L. Eggener 
argues that Maybeck’s palace, along with these figures, “injected a dose of humility into the overblown splendor of 
this celebration of American empire and achievement.” “Maybeck’s Melancholy,” Winterthur Portfolio 29, 4 
(Winter 1994), 226.  
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and beyond the Sunday-like appearance of the state buildings also helps to let the visitor 
down gently from the highbrow strain of the galleries.19  
 
This passage makes clear that Maybeck also sought to control other aspects of visitors’ sensory 
experience, particularly sound. A booklet describing the architecture of each palace for use by 
the Exposition guards notes of the Palace of Fine Arts simply, “the general character is that of 
quietness.”20 The enigmatic women adorning the colonnade turn away from “the hustle and 
bustle” of the fair, and inward in anticipation of a more introspective and subjective experience. 
Maybeck’s description of returning to the fairgrounds also underscores the negative “strain” 
associated with “highbrow” culture. In contrast, as one commentator describes, the Zone 
“relieves the somber look on the face of the scholar. It just won’t stand for seriousness…Here the 
very latest devices in the art of successful assault on human dignity and staid somberness are 
congregated in impish company.”21 Ideologically, spatially, architecturally, even emotionally, the 
Palace of Fine Arts was diametrically opposed to the eclecticism, disorder, and cacophony of the 
Zone. 
 Ideological demarcations among specific features at the Fair were codified in the 
classification system conceived for the PPIE as a whole, and which served as formal indices of 
the relative status of every object on display. Frederick Skiff, who helped organize the World’s 
                                                
 
19 “Exposition Architecture,” 373-4. Trask also played a role in determining the color that the exterior of the Palace 
of Fine Arts was painted—and may have influenced Maybeck’s thinking on “the lower key” of the Palace in that 
respect.  
 
20 “Information for the Instruction of the Exposition Guards,”12. Machinery Palace is described as “suggestive of 
machinery and invention.” PPIE Records, carton 61, folder 12, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. See also “Sidelights 
and Highlights,” Call and Post, 4 December 1915, 15 for another comparison the mood of the Palace of Fine Arts to 
the rest of the fair. Two visitors contemplate the “sight of sublime beauty” of the Palace reflected in the lagoon in 
moonlight, until one says to the other: “For heaven’s sake, let’s go somewhere where there’s something to see! This 
place is dead!”  At night, the only other open attraction on the fairgrounds was the Zone. One guidebook noted of 
the Palace of Fine Arts: “It has so many moods that unless it is seen at all times of the day, and particularly at night 
under the illuminations, much is missed.” Souvenir Guide (1915), 7. 
 
21 “A City of Lovely Light,” Examiner, “Exposition Edition,” 21 February1915, 15.  
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Columbian Exposition and then went on to become Director of the Field Museum in Chicago, 
advised PPIE officials on determining exhibit categories for the San Francisco fair. As Skiff 
explained, “The Classification is the Bible of an exposition. It tells what the exhibits shall be and 
in what order, gives their importance in the scheme of life, and dominates the method of making 
the awards.”22 For the first time at an American fair, Fine Art was designated as Category A, at 
the top of the classification hierarchy, followed by education, liberal arts, manufactures, food 
products, mining, agriculture, livestock, and so on. (Fine Arts were typically designated the first 
category in French expositions). Also in 1915, the Fine Arts were exclusively limited to painting, 
sculpture, drawings, etchings and engravings.  No copies or products of mechanical processes 
were admitted, while architecture, photography, and decorative arts were all exhibited in the 
Palace of Liberal Arts.23  Fine Art was more narrowly defined in 1915 than at any previous 
international exposition.  
 Although clear boundaries were imposed between the fine arts and the commercial and 
entertainment aspects of the exposition, consumerism was simultaneously invited into what had 
previously been held apart as the most elite, respectable and conceptual realm of the fair. As part 
                                                
 
22 Todd 1: 205. See Benedict, 27-40 on the significance of classification schemes throughout world’s fair history.  
 
23 Ethan Robey provides an excellent pre-history to the cultural segregation of art objects at world’s fairs in his study 
of the mechanics institute fairs of the early nineteenth century. “The Utility of Art: Mechanics’ Institute Fairs in 
New York City, 1828- 1876.” Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 2000. The more restrictive classification scheme at 
the PPIE may be compared with the Centennial, where, “included with the paintings and sculptures were imitation 
wood wallpaper, bank note engravings, stained glass, enamels, vase painting, chromolithographs, and reproductive 
engravings.” Ethan Robey, “John Sartain and the Contest of Taste at the Centennial,” in Philadelphia’s Cultural 
Landscape: The Sartain Family Legacy, Katharine Martinez and Page Talbott eds. (Philadelphia, 2000), 88-9. A 
November 1913 letter from Reuben Hale to William Crocker related Tiffany’s complaint that it won’t be included in 
the Palace of Fine Arts but in the Palace of Varied Industries, and Hale’s explanation that “at St. Louis the attempt to 
place all of the fine arts and commercial arts into one building resulted in a great deal of confusion.” Reuben Brooks 
Hale Papers, CHS. In a letter of 19 April 1912 from A.C. Baker to Edward Robinson, Baker asked for input on how 
Fine Art should be defined within the PPIE’s classification scheme. PPIE file, Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Archives. Trask described in his final report that “some architects and arts and crafts workers objected to the 
classification scheme,” and that “the problem was arbitrarily solved in advance by the …architectural plan which 
limited the size of the Fine Arts Building.” SFPL Trask Report, 3-4.   
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of a new method for promoting sales, full-time, salaried representatives were available for 
consultation in the galleries throughout the course of the exhibition, and reminders concerning 
this service were printed in the official catalogue, the numerous guidebooks for the Palace of 
Fine Arts, as well as the local press. Art sales at the PPIE exceeded those of any previous world’s 
fair. Neil Harris’ model of world’s fairs as a culture-marketing triptych of museum flanked by 
fair and department store was operating in full force in 1915.24 Walter Benjamin’s 
characterization of world exhibitions as “places of pilgrimage to the commodity fetish,” and as a 
fabricated “universe of specialités” are directly applicable to the PPIE, but assume particular 
relevance with respect to the organization and ideology of the Palace of Fine Arts as well.  
 Reciprocally, paintings or other forms of “high art” were included throughout the 
fairgrounds. Extensive panoramas of “continental highways, mountain and river scenery,” as 
well as of the Panama Canal and the California Missions were on view in the Palace of 
Transportation; reproductions of famous paintings and colored photographs illustrating US 
military history could be seen in the War Department, and a vast exhibit of “paintings of 
California scenes by California artists” was on view in the California Building.25 As a means of 
attracting attention, an oil corporation in the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy included sculptures 
of dinosaurs by an artist who also worked on the central Court of the Universe.26 In Todd’s 
official history of the fair, a livestock breeder was considered “as much an artist as the man that 
                                                
 
24 Neil Harris, Cultural Excursions: Marketing Appetites and Cultural Tastes in Modern America (Chicago and 
London, 1990), 63. Geddes Smith described the fair as “A Shop Window of Civilization,” The Independent (June 
28, 1915), 534: “It is the effort to put up all human achievement in individual packages for the world to come and 
take.” …You begin to wonder if after all an exposition is anything more than a department store in costume. There 
are goods here to be sold and others to be looked at, places to eat and dance and rest. Much of the entertainment is 
free and some is not, and behind the whole enterprise there is one purpose—to make money.”  
 
25 Todd, 4: 5, 190, 212, 229-30, 363.  
 




paints a canvas of merit.”27 Perhaps most spectacularly, figures by Burne-Jones were re-created 
in hardware in spandrels of an arch in the Palace of Manufactures: 
The hair of these angels was made of brass chain, their armlets were of brass butts and 
furniture nails, the draperies were limned in flowing lines of jack-chain, the trumpets 
were made of bit extensions and spoke pointers, and the wings, like great pinions of 
rushing power, were feathered with case knives, butcher knives, and soup spoons. How 
this picture escaped Mr. Trask was a problem.”28  
 
While clearly recognized as a “stunt,” the hardware picture was alluded to in the Palace of Fine 
Arts by an exasperated art professor who exclaimed, “Why not try to reproduce Rafaels’ [sic] 
‘Sistine Madonna’ with thumbtacks?”29 The same professor noted that within the Palace of Fine 
Arts, “some pictures suffer in an exhibition which is after all as much of a specimen show of 
conflicting varieties as a display of canned goods in the Food Palace.”30 The world’s fair context 
for a fine art exhibition necessarily brought the high low. 
 
Organizing the Art Exhibition  
 
 In the official history of the PPIE, Frank Morton Todd begins his account of the art 
exhibition by underscoring the serious, educational value of the exhibition, and also its 
popularity: 
The exhibition of Fine Arts at the PPIE was more than a gathering together of great 
paintings and sculptures. It was a school wherein a person with a serious interest in the 
                                                
 
27 Todd, 4: 341. In addition to the Palace Fine Arts, Bernard Maybeck also designed the barns for the Livestock 
Department, the only two palaces at the PPIE to not contain individual booths inside. Todd, 1:245.  
 
28 Todd, 4: 135. See also Geddes Smith, 535, who considers similar exhibits to be “entirely irrelevant but yet 
amusing. You linger over a thrilling landscape with leaping cataracts and wriggling fauna all made out of hardware. 
The display has no bearing on the merits of the article, but it checks the flow of the sight-seeing crowd, and scores.”   
 
29 Eugen Neuhaus, The Galleries of the Exposition: A Critical Review of the Paintings, Statuary and the Graphic 
Arts in the Palace of Fine Arts at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition (San Francisco, 1915), 37. Neuhaus’ 
comment was made with reference to a Japanese screen that had been embroidered rather than painted. “Most such 
attempts to find an agreeable substitute for the various painting media are merely silly.”  
 
30 Ibid., 56. 
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subject could learn something of the evolution of art, especially of American art, as an 
expression of genius and an adornment of life, and wherein he could see something of the 
latest phases this evolution has assumed. And the people of San Francisco, and the 
strangers in the city, went to that school by the hundreds of thousands, not merely to 
acquire “culture” but to enjoy. Throughout the community, it was the subject of more 
discussion than any other department. A count kept on several days showed that 55 or 56 
per cent of all entrants to the Exposition resorted to it; and it was estimated that during 
the season it attracted not less than 10,000,000 visits. 31  
 
The distinctive features of the art exhibition—the historical survey of American art, the loan 
collection, one-man galleries, and the selection of works entered into the juried competition—
were all determined by the administrative staff for the Fine Arts Department. Consistent with 
practices dating back to the earliest industrial fairs of the nineteenth century, local business 
leaders presided over the organizational details of the Fair and appointed the Department Chiefs. 
In his role as advisor to the PPIE Board of Directors, Skiff recommended John Ellingwood 
Donnell Trask as the best candidate to head the Department of Fine Arts.32 Although not without 
controversy,33 the choice of Trask was a logical one for many reasons. He was the Director of the 
                                                
31 Todd, 4:10. 
 
32 “John E.D. Trask is Here,” San Francisco Call, 3 December 1912,  11. The National Advisory Committee for the 
PPIE included several important collectors, including Henry Frick, Charles Freer, Isabel Stewart Gardiner, Horace 
Henry, Archer Huntington, Henry Walters, Thomas Walker, and Joseph Widener. 
 
33 Railroad magnate and banker William H. Crocker was the Head Vice President for the PPIE. He attempted to 
influence Trask’s appointment by writing to Reuben Hale (a member of the PPIE Board of Directors) and advising 
him not to have anything to do with Trask. Letter, 14 December 1912, from WH Crocker to RB Hale, Reuben 
Brooks Hale Papers, box 1, folder 8, CHS. Moore was ultimately unswayed by Crocker’s warnings. Other names 
under consideration for Director were: Frank Millet, William Henry Fox (who was Halsey Ives’ assistant for the art 
exhibition of the St. Louis fair in 1904, organized the International Art Exposition in Rome in 1911-12, and then 
went on to run the Herron Institute in Indianapolis); Beckwith, John Cauldwell, and Howard Russell Butler. PPIE 
Records, carton 8, folder 12, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. Harrison Morris, President of the PAFA, opposed both 
Fox and Trask, as evidenced in a June 26, 1915 letter to R.A. Franks: “I now venture to trouble you with the subject 
because it would be a serious menace to the Art of this country if either of these fellows, who have very little 
education in Art or in anything else, and of whom, Trask is a scoundrel supported by base political influences, 
should receive so important a position.” H.S. Morris file of personal correspondence, PAFA Archives. See also: 
clipping from The Item, 1 December 1912: “Trask Quits. Leaves Academy to Go to Panama Exposition. Was Not 
Diplomatic,” PAFA Archives.  A fairly unflattering profile of Trask appeared in Arts & Decoration in June 1916, 
395: calling him “soulless” and “a great politician. “It is said that if Mr. Trask had not possessed himself of a certain 
father-in-law, and of mastery of the game of politics, art circles would never have heard of him.” (Trask’s wife was 
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Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and had experience with world’s fairs, having served as 
Director of Fine Arts for the Buenos Aires and Santiago expositions in 1910. He was extremely 
well-connected to artists all over the country through his years organizing the Academy’s annual 
exhibitions! each of which required juror appointments and prize selection. Trask was known 
as “a progressive in art,” and supported experimentation with modern trends by PAFA faculty 
and students.34 Philadelphia, like San Francisco, had a long-established Art Association that 
served as the city’s primary art institution. Perhaps most importantly, Philadelphia was not New 
York. Trask was capable of organizing a world-class exhibition, while also remaining supportive 
of the exhibition’s regional emphasis.  
 The appointment of Trask was strongly backed by Vanderlyn Stow, President of the San 
Francisco Art Institute. In his letter thanking Stow for his help in the appointment process, 
Moore mentions Stow’s “warm endorse[ment]” and “loyal friendship” with Trask, stating, “I 
assure you that your word in his behalf was a factor in the final decision.”35 Trask resigned from 
the Pennsylvania Academy in February, 1913, in order to devote himself to the PPIE.  The San 
Francisco Art Association organized a reception in Trask’s honor at the opening of the annual 
spring exhibition in April, 1913, and Trask consistently welcomed the involvement of Art 
Institute faculty with various aspects of the exhibition.36 Robert Harshe, the Assistant Chief of 
the Department of Fine Arts, was a local. He was an assistant professor of fine art at Stanford 
                                                
the daughter of the President of the Pennsylvania Academy.) The profile also states, “We cling to the idea that the 
expositions he organized were representative like we cling to our books of fairy tales.”  
 
34 “Philadelphia’s Advance as Art Center Has Been Rapid,” Christian Science Monitor 21 December 1912, 2.  See 
also Wilford Wildes Scott, “The Artistic Vanguard in Philadelphia, 1905-1920.” Ph. D. diss., University of 
Delaware, 1983, 2-19. 
 
35 Letter, 12 December 1912 from Moore to Stow. 31D, box 2, SFMA/PFA, Trask file, SFAI Archives. 
 
36 Letter, 4 March 1913 from Henry Heyman to John Trask. 31D, box 2, SFMA/PFA, Trask file, SFAI Archives.  
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when he was appointed to the Art Department; following the Fair, Harshe became the first 
director of the newly established Oakland Museum.  
 Trask’s early goals for the art exhibition were publicized during a scouting trip to London 
in the fall of 1913 when he declared, “The Fine Arts Exhibition at San Francisco will be the 
greatest ever gathered under one roof. It will also prove conclusively that Americans are not such 
a nonentity as believed in the art world.”37 In correspondence with his advisory committees, 
Trask outlined the purpose of each component part of the American Section and how these 
would combine to “show a more or less logical development in American painting.”38 Selection 
committees for the American Section of the exhibition were headed by prominent artists 
appointed by Trask, and these committees met in London, Paris, Boston, NY, Philadelphia, 
Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, and San Francisco. Trask stated in his final report following the 
fair that these appointments were made “on the basis of catholicity of taste, high professional 
accomplishment, and Exposition experience.”39  
 Trask’s report also details his own role in the selection process, including extensive 
European and domestic travel in 1913-14 with “nearly 2,000 artists’ studios visited and over 
30,000 pictures inspected, as well as justification for inviting specific works for inclusion: 
                                                
37 “Bid for Foreign Art,” New York Times, 5 October 5 1913, C2. 
 
38 Letter, 23 July 1913 from Trask to Robert Fletcher, box 31D, SFMA/PFA, unmicrofilmed, SFAI Archives. 
 
39 Trask recommended members for the advisory committees, which in turn invited members of the art community 
to serve as judges on selection juries. SFPL Trask Report, 6-7. Trask also noted in a letter to another PPIE official 
that many of these artists were also personal friends. Letter, January 1914 from Trask to Connick regarding plans for 
the art exhibition, PPIE Records, carton 47, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. The advisory and selection committees 
largely comprised an old boys’ club of establishment artists who organized dinners in Trask’s honor during his 
planning visits to Europe and in San Francisco during the fair. Fifty American painters and sculptors resident in 
Paris gave a dinner in honor of Trask. “Paris Dines Trask,” New York Times, 13 December 1913, 4 and “Artists 
Boom the Fair,” New York Times, 14 December 1913, C4. This article notes that “Frieseke presided, and the most 
distinguished American artists living abroad were in attendance.” Arthur Mathews held a dinner at his studio on 
California Street with Trask, Duveneck, duMond, Tarbell, Pennell, Chase, Neuhaus, McComas, Hamilton, Paxton, 
Weir, Redfield. San Francisco Chronicle, 6 June 1914, 17. See also Gloria Staackman, “The PPIE and Its 
Aftermath,” in “Fifteen American Impressionists: Genteel Traditionalists in a Changing World,” Ph.D. diss., 
University of Hawaii, 1994, 115 on Trask’s role as Director for the Art Department. 
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While a certain number of works could be secured under an ordinary jury system, and 
while many artists would no doubt be anxious to exhibit their works, this would not be 
true in regard to the very best American artists whose works have come to be in very 
great demand due to the very large number of exhibitions regularly held at various Art 
Galleries and Museums throughout the country.40  
 
Concern over invited works was voiced in an anonymous letter published in American Art News 
in early May, 1914, demanding transparency in the exhibition’s organization. Trask responded 
with characteristic good humor, joking that he would have rather left it all up to the committees 
and devoted himself to golf.  Nonetheless, in his response, Trask essentially claims responsibility 
for making the final decisions for a full third of the exhibition’s content himself, as he estimates 
that “between four hundred and five hundred contemporary paintings” were secured by direct 
invitation; and “about twice that number” through jury selections.41 Invited works comprised the 
entirety of the historical section and the loan collection as well.   
 Trask used his “open letter” as an opportunity to state publicly what he believed the 
purpose of each component part of the American Section to be, making clear how he planned to 
achieve recognition for American artists throughout.  It was necessary to begin with “a 
chronological historical showing” of American art “in order …that the popular error of 
supposing that the American artist of today is without ancestry or tradition may be refuted.” The 
loan collection of foreign works would “make clear” what the influence of foreign schools “has 
been upon the Fine Arts in America, and at the same time, serve as a sort of index to the vast 
wealth of our public and private collections.” Finally, he says, “it is the plan of this department to 
                                                
40 SFPL Trask Report, 14.  
 
41 The initial letter, signed “A reader” was published in American Art News on May 9, 1914; Charles Vezin’s follow-
up appeared June 13, 1914. Trask’s reply was published on July 18, 1914. 9,000 circulars were sent out to artists 
asking for submissions to be considered by the selection juries. SFPL Trask report, 18.   
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 Trask was concerned with making the exhibition inviting, and not crowded or 
overwhelming, despite the incredible number of pictures it contained.  As he stated in his letter to 
the advisory committees in 1913: 
Within the main building the arrangement of the galleries and subdivisions will aim 
toward an installation which shall be sympathetic and intimate rather than monumental. 
To this end the majority of the galleries will be small rather than large. Long vistas of 
doorways will be avoided and, as nearly as possible, there will be from each gallery an 
invitation to the eye from adjoining galleries.43  
 
An article in the LA Times reporting on the progress of the Palace of Fine Arts in 1914 confirms 
that many of these details were realized.  It notes the dimensions of standard galleries (60 x 90, 
30 x 32 and 20 x 24 feet) and a wall height of 19 feet, “in conformity with the best European 
practices.”44 Long corridors and “annoying” vistas were eliminated by the placement of 
doorways in the corners of rooms so that “the eye is invited from gallery to gallery only after the 
round of each has been made.”45 The fireproof materials of the walls are noted, along with their 
innovative decoration: 
The partition walls, all of cement and steel, are covered with textile fabrics variously 
tinted in the different galleries with neutral tones of green, of gray and of red, and—what 
has never been done before in America—some of the gallery walls will be pure white. 
                                                
42 “Trask Replies to Vezin,” American Art News 12, 36 (July 18, 1914), 2. 
 
43 Letter, 23 July 1913 from Trask “To members of the advisory committees,” 1. 31D, box 2, SFMA/PFA, Trask 
file, SFAI Archives. 
 





These last will furnish backgrounds for prints and the impressionist and other paintings 
done in “pure color:” that is, colors laid on in blocks, unmixed on the palette.46  
 
Trask noted in his final report that “the wall-coverings in the US Section were hop cloth and 
burlap throughout all of the various galleries and in many cases toned by a covering of 
cheesecloth,” and also that the Department arranged for “uniformity of framing” in the print 
rooms.47 Each national section had complete control over its own wall coverings and other 
decorations.  
 There are very few existing installation photographs of the galleries in the Palace of Fine 
Arts and the Annex. Cardinell Vincent, the official photographer for the PPIE, took over 50,000 
photographs of the fair, but for whatever reason, only documented a few representative galleries 
in the Palace of Fine Arts.48 The sole existing photograph in the US Section (out of sixty-four 
galleries total—including the historical and loan collections as well as the one-man rooms) is of 
Gallery 120 (fig. 1.20) with Summer by Frieseke on the left wall. There is a photograph of one 
room each for France, (fig. 1.21) Holland and Sweden (fig. 1.22). One critic judged the Swedish 




47 SFPL Trask Report, 29, 30. Trask asked his friend John Beatty at the Carnegie Institute for advice on wall 
coverings, and types of hooks to use for hanging, as well as how far apart pictures were typically hung in the 
Carnegie International Exhibitions, which Trask referred to as, “the only regular international show held in this 
country.” Letters, 15 March 1913 and 26 August 1913 from Trask to Beatty. Beatty also sent Trask one of his 
assistants to help with the installation of the Palace of Fine Arts. See letter 10 August 1914 from Beatty to Trask,   
Carnegie Institute Museum of Art Records, 1883-1962, bulk 1885-1940, Archives of American Art.  
 
48 See Buchanan and Gail, 476. Only the official photographer was permitted to take pictures of individual exhibits 
at the PPIE, and visitors needed to apply for a permit and pay a twenty-five cent fee to take photographs on the 
Exposition grounds. As Milton Brown has noted with respect to the Armory Show (which also only allowed official 
photography inside the exhibition), “It would seem that with so many thousands of visitors, some camera bug would 
have taken a picture,” but that amateur photographs were not as ubiquitous as they are today, and also that shooting 
indoors with flash powder was much more difficult. The Story of the Armory Show (New York, 1988), 93. PPIE 
officials strictly enforced the photography restrictions, and re-designed and re-issued all of the permit badges in June 
to prevent unauthorized photography inside the exposition palaces. Memo, 5 June 1915 from the Division of 
Exhibits to All Departmental Chiefs, PPIE Records, carton 129, folder 10, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. The 
French commission did not want any of its exhibits photographed at the PPIE and requested that notices be posted in 
French exhibits stating that it was forbidden to copy, photograph or reproduce anything on display. Memo, 15 
February 1915, PPIE Records, carton 129, folder 15, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. 
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pictures “too strong and big for these box-like little rooms, where a proper perspective is 
impossible.”49 Draperies in the doorways of the Argentinian gallery (fig. 1.23) demonstrate one 
method of demarcating national sections. An image of one of the Chinese rooms gives an 
example of the view into an adjoining gallery and the avoidance of long sightlines (fig. 1.24) An 
image from the 1916-20 loan exhibition of the Hearst collection following the close of the PPIE 
(fig. 1.25) indicates how the curvature of the building invited passage from one gallery to next.  
 The Futurist gallery was documented (fig. 1.26), as well as one room in the Norwegian 
Section (fig. 1.27); these are the only two images that exist of the Annex. The Futurist gallery is 
the only room that was photographed for Italy, which is unfortunate as the Italian Section in the 
Palace of Fine Arts was unanimously praised for having the best “one-row” arrangement of any 
nation.50 As one commentator noted of the Italian installation, “The collection is comfortably 
small. The pictures are hung on soft-colored walls. They are easy to see. In this section one has 
the feeling of repose that ought to be associated with art.”51 Although the Futurist gallery adheres 
to all of the same principles praised in the official section, such adulation was absent with respect 
to its installation. The French section was also commended for the “very desirable spaciousness 
in the hanging of the pictures,” and arrangements based not on chronology or style, but entirely 
on “harmonious ensemble,” but was harshly criticized for the “mistake of putting a Pullman car 
floor pattern on the wall.” 52 
                                                
 
49 Cheney, 94. 
 
50 Albrecht Von Montgelas, “Italian Picture Exhibit has Choice Canvases,” San Francisco Examiner, 24 May 1915, 
7. 
 
51 John D. Barry, The Palace of Fine Arts and the French and Italian Pavilions: A Walk with a Painter (San 
Francisco, 1915), 32. 
 
52 Neuhaus, 17. Another commentator had a more favorable impression: “This French Section is as near to affording 
perfect happiness as mortals may hope for. Every canvas is a gem and the arrangement is delightful.” The Blue 
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 The American section was disparaged for being too crowded, its installation “defeating” 
any positive aspects. One reviewer called the dual and triple alignment “stupefying rather than 
stimulating…We do not realize the importance of proper spacing or proper setting for our vast 
and varied pictorial output.”53 It is clear from Trask’s early plans for the installation that this was 
not the hang he would have preferred. He leaves an enigmatic but bitter complaint in his report 
that must in some part be related to the overcrowding of the galleries, the most frequent criticism 
of the exhibition: 
The ideals with which I began the constructive work of this Department have been so 
bruised and the vision which I originally had of the interior of the Fine Arts Palace so 
obscured by my inability to secure the carrying out of my plans that no criticism from any 
source can add anything to my sense of personal disappointment.54 
 
Trask noted in a March letter to a friend back at the Pennsylvania Academy that he had to go to 
the hospital after the opening.55   
 The varied installation strategies employed in the Palace of Fine Arts serve as a 
significant precursor to Kristina Wilson’s argument regarding the central role that exhibitions 
played in cultivating a public for modern American art at the Museum of Modern Art in New 
                                                
Book: A Comprehensive Official Souvenir View Book of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San 
Francisco. 2nd ed. (San Francisco, 1915), 226. An early report on the art exhibition, published in three separate 
papers, states that pictures were installed alphabetically: Call & Post, 26 February, 1915, 5; Daily News, 26 
February, 1915, 3; Bulletin, 27 February, 1915, 7.  While it is tempting to read these reports as evidence for the 
PPIE’s pre-emption of the innovative hanging strategy of the Society of Independent Artists, it is clear from the 
official catalogue that works were not organized alphabetically, but may have been temporarily hung this way to 
keep so many paintings organized as they were being installed. Another curious premonition of the SIA was Trask’s 
humorous venting of frustration with how slowly the plumbing was completed in the Palace of Fine Arts. As he 
wrote to A.C. Baker (Director of Exhibits): “In fact, I am reluctantly reaching the conclusion that it may be the 
intention of the Division of Works that certain of these appurtenances should be used by the Department simply as 
objects of virtu, in which connection I may say, parenthetically, that undecorated ceramics, under the Exposition’s 
Classification, do not belong in the Department of Fine Arts.” SFPL Trask Report, 23.  
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York in the 1920s and 30s.56 Wilson documents the innovations in exhibition design that Alfred 
Stieglitz introduced at his 291 Gallery beginning in 1906, with paintings hung on the line and 
“privileged as unique creations demanding separate, undistracted attention.”57 Stieglitz also 
controlled the framing of his pictures, removing  another traditional marker of value so that 
visitors were left to “determine worth for themselves.”58 While this was not feasible for so many 
paintings at the PPIE, Trask instituted uniform framing in the print rooms.  It wasn’t until 1930 
in the Intimate Gallery that Stieglitz began covering his walls with “a light gauze which doubles 
its size and eases the breathing” and painting them “in severe gray and white, with the result that 
it was one of the most striking galleries in the city if not the most human.”59 These were some of 
the same advances begun in the Palace of Fine Arts in 1915. And as Wilson notes, Alfred Barr 
was also concerned that visitors were too easily overwhelmed by the “endless corridors” of large 
historical museums,60 the very feature Trask sought to avoid in the layout of the galleries of the 
San Francisco exhibition. 
 Although a photograph does not survive, a description of William Merritt Chase’s gallery 
gives a fairly good idea of how it differed from the spare decoration of the Futurist room. Chase 
covered the walls and floor of his gallery with “stuff especially dyed ... a deep blue. Velours of 
the same shade drapes the doorways, there are blue cushions on the seats, and a blue canopy is 
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spread overhead to soften the light.”61 All of these strategies are those Wilson describes as being 
typical of commercial dealers, who decorated galleries with plush fabrics and seating to emulate 
“wealthy homes to make them seem genteel.”62 The deliberate encouragement of sales in the 
Palace of Fine Arts meant that these additional trappings of luxury “operating within a popular 
fantasy of vast individual wealth”63 would have functioned in a more democratic way at the 
PPIE. Certain galleries may have conveyed the message that art is the “plaything of the wealthy” 
as Wilson argues with respect to MoMA in the 1930s, however, most rooms were not nearly so 
lavish as Chase’s, and even there, visitors were encouraged to view the art as something they 
could own.  
 Like the interiors of MoMA’s first two homes, there were galleries in the Palace of Fine 
Arts that emulated “venerable palace-style institutions, whose manifest authority made legitimate 
all art it chose to hang,” as well as “liberating” spare rooms where “the stale trappings of 
tradition were cast off to make room for objective scrutiny and analysis.”64 As part of an effort to 
cultivate their audience, interpreters of the exhibition in San Francisco similarly laid bare the 
installation choices that informed the experiences of the works displayed. Visitors were 
instructed to view pictures from through a doorway, or across the room, to note wall color and 
spacing, and encouraged to develop their own responses to art.  Like early exhibitions at MoMA, 
the art display in the Palace of Fine Arts “provided both an aesthetic and a social experience,” 
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during an even earlier moment “when the status of modern art was unknown, when its very 
meaning for society at large was still uncertain.”65  
 
“Evolution not Revolution in Art” 
 Apart from the Futurists, the most up-to-date examples of European modernism were 
works by Edvard Munch, and some of the Hungarian painters—there were no examples by 
Picasso, Picabia, Matisse, Duchamp or Brancusi, the artists who had generated the most 
excitement at the Armory Show. There was one van Gogh in the loan collection of the American 
Section in the Palace of Fine Arts, and one Cezanne and two Gauguins—all in the French 
pavilion, not in the Palace of Fine Arts.66 It is necessary to keep in mind that what may now be 
perceived as shortcomings in the exhibition’s inclusiveness can largely be explained by 
restrictions imposed by the French delegation, and not the American organizers.67 Each country 
that accepted the invitation to mount an exhibition in the Palace of Fine Arts was allotted a 
certain number of galleries, but, (with the important exception of the Futurists), that was as far as 
the Art Department’s involvement reached. Trask emphasized on numerous occasions that each 
foreign commission was given complete control over the determination of its own national 
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section, as he stated clearly in a letter to John Beatty, Director of the Carnegie Institute in 
Pittsburgh:  
You will understand that the contemporaneous foreign pictures to be shown in the 
Exposition should properly appear in the foreign sections, and I have no desire at all to 
exert any influence upon the various foreign national commissioners suggesting either the 
character of their exhibits generally or any individual exhibits to be included.68 
 
While Trask and other officials may have desired a more balanced representation of modern 
trends, they undoubtedly experienced pressure to mount a respectable show in keeping with the 
precedent of previous world’s fairs. One of the guidebook authors noted of the completed 
exhibition in the Palace of Fine Arts, “Though France is the home of the Post-Impressionists, and 
Italy that of the Futurists, the flagrancy of neither of these schools is on view here. Both 
countries show their best balanced art since 1905.”69  
 Inside the Palace devoted to the highest cultural achievements of mankind, nationalism 
entered into the evaluation of each country’s “evolution” in the galleries, with France’s self-
designation as outside (and above) competition, America’s unquestioned achievement of 
parity—and even superiority—because of its healthier incorporation of modern trends, teutonic 
states singled out for particular praise, and Latin states largely interpreted as derivative.70 But it 
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was the idea of presenting a comprehensive overview of stylistic evolution in fine art that drove 
the educational intentions of exhibition organizers and promoters in the Palace of Fine Arts. 
 Trask made this purpose clear in the description of the exhibition that was sent to 
members of the Advisory Committees: “in the loan collection there will be no contemporaneous 
foreign works at all, nor of course will there be any effort to include the Primitives.”71 Whether 
Trask is referring here to American naive painters or to the French Fauves, this deliberate 
exclusion underscores the difficulty of inviting anything that might not track as “progress” into 
the Palace of Fine Arts.  As Leja has argued, at the PPIE, “the message of evolutionary progress 
was to be found throughout [the] fairgrounds in ubiquitous juxtapositions of the primitive and the 
modern.”72 Such juxtapositions were avoided in the Art Department, where the primitivism of 
Matisse would be too difficult to explain in an exhibition that was trying to present a clear 
message of stylistic evolution—not devolution. Perhaps Trask also sought to avoid replicating 
the kinds of comparisons that had been made between French and American artists in 1913. 
Indeed, when Laurvik went to Europe to gather pictures for the International Section, he focused 
on those artists who had not been represented in New York, thus assuring a novel experience for 
the fair.  But as Trask and Laurvik surely recognized, after 1913, no international exposition 
could lay claim to including the most current examples of contemporary art without somehow 
addressing the issues raised by the Armory Show. The inclusion of the Futurists allowed the art 
department to do just that, while also generating the same kind of sensational, attendance-
boosting attention garnered by the New York exhibition. Although he continued to emphasize his 
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desire to promote American art nationalistically at the PPIE, Trask’s more official goals as 
outlined in his final report were given as follows: 
Stated in general terms, the problem of the Department of Fine Arts was to organize and 
conduct such an exhibition as should be of the greatest educational value to the visitors of 
the Exposition, as should result in the greatest possible cultural development in San 
Francisco, and the territory tributary to it, and which should, at the same time, so add to 
the prestige of the Exposition as a whole as to assist as largely as possible in attracting 
favorable attention to the Exposition with a resultant increase in attendance.73  [emphasis 
added] 
 
Trask’s report was clearly the source for Todd’s subsequent official history, quoted above. Both 
accounts emphasize the educational aspects of the exhibition, the local cultural impact, and the 
importance of increasing attendance.  Trask however also alludes to the difficult balance he 
sought to achieve between merely attracting attention and attracting attention of the right sort for 
exposition.   
  
 While recent reassessments of the Armory Show’s singular role of introducing European 
modernism to an American public have largely dispelled that myth, Milton Brown’s description 
of the exhibition as “the first major display in the US of a comprehensive survey containing the 
entire history of what we call ‘Modern Art’” is still accurate.74  The PPIE art exhibition may not 
have been inclusive, but like the Armory Show, it was certainly “large, spectacular, varied,” and 
it was decidedly “concerned with presenting contemporary innovations in conjunction with their 
historical antecedents.”75 More importantly as a model for the PPIE, the Armory Show was 
conceived with the intention of displaying examples of the new movements in art “in a way that 
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would make them understandable to the public. In short, this was a supreme effort to educate 
American taste.”76  
 The obvious differences between the New York and San Francisco exhibitions are ones 
of scale (the number of works exhibited, how many visitors went to see them, and also their 
duration),77 of organizational approach (no juries or awards versus the administrative machine 
that was the PPIE Art Department)—and most significantly, of scope. Nancy Boas views the 
PPIE art exhibition as primarily backward-looking, arguing that “the very spirit” and conception 
of the fair, “with its allegorical and narrative overtones…its nostalgic conservatism, and its 
purpose of bringing an historical survey of American art to the western public...was antithetical 
to a modernist aesthetic that concerned itself with formal issues.”78 Of the roughly thirty works 
that were duplicated in both exhibitions, Boas notes, “the most conservative Armory Show 
entries were among the most advanced at the PPIE.”79 The lack of any Fauvist or Cubist works 
is, again, most likely attributable to the intentions of the French art department rather than the 
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aims of the American hosts, but Boas is certainly correct in summarizing the PPIE’s clear 
emphasis on “Impressionism and academic work of the sentimental and uplifting kind.”80  
 The crux of what Boas identifies as the “problem in interpretation” as presented in the 
Annex at the PPIE, is one of rupture versus continuity and how modernism was contextualized 
within the PPIE exhibition versus the Armory Show, as both exhibitions incorporated historical 
precedents for modern art. Boas states that whereas “the Armory Show had compressed what 
were sequential events in the development of European modernism and presented them all at 
once to the eastern and mid-western public,” the PPIE by contrast “introduced the western art 
public to a completed system of ideas [Impressionism] rather than to an ongoing problem-
solving process.”81 I aim to demonstrate that an “ongoing problem-solving process” was 
precisely what the art exhibition of the PPIE attempted, and in certain ways did manage to 
convey, with official commentary united in a message of tolerance for new art, alongside 
repeated reassurances of the continuity of the past.   
 The inclusion of the radical Futurists at the PPIE provided an extraordinarily useful 
example (made more so by introducing the new style after indoctrinating visitors with hundreds 
of galleries of established masters first), for how to approach and understand modern art. 
However, understanding the Futurists as part of an evolutionary development of modernism was 
made nearly impossible without adequate examples of the many connecting links of Post-
Impressionism, Fauvism and Cubism. Instead, modern art was indeed experienced as a radical 
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break with the past, whether intentionally on the part of exhibition organizers (to create a success 
de scandal to rival the Armory Show, and to boost the appeal of the “sane” Americans), or not.82  
 The outpouring of critical commentary that the Armory Show provoked (thoroughly 
documented by Brown and others) is evidence of the “shock” experienced by American 
audiences in 1913. A similar outpouring occurred in response to the Futurist Gallery at the PPIE, 
where Art Department officials Laurvik and Christian Brinton were primed to respond. Brown 
credits Laurvik and Brinton as the two critics at the time of the Armory Show who had sufficient 
knowledge of the latest trends to most fully and accurately explain them: 
They were never apologists for modernism, but they not only helped in the defense of 
some of its aspects, they also played a role in the general education of the public to the 
significance of what was going on. They helped American criticism take its first steps out 
of the fog of uninformed opinion.83 
  
As Brown also notes, it was a common strain of “progress” in and Laurvik’s and Brinton’s 
thinking “which kept them from full acceptance of the most recent art.” However, it was their 
argument for the “validity of change” and an advancement of change as progress in art that was 
most helpful to the public in understanding the new movements.84 Laurvik and Brinton both 
updated and revised their commentary on the Armory Show to appeal to the much larger 
audience at the PPIE. While Laurvik placed new emphasis on social status gained through an 
appreciation for the higher, more intellectual realm of modern art, Brinton again allayed fears of 
radical extremism, arguing, as he did in 1913 for “Evolution, not Revolution in Art.”  
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 Brinton, along with Trask and Laurvik, is the third essential figure for interpreting the art 
exhibition. He was an influential art critic who was included in a 1915 Vanity Fair article as 
among the “Eight Critics of Art Without whom no artistic ‘movement’ can be launched in New 
York”85 and he served as a member of the International Jury of Award for the PPIE’s Department 
of Fine Arts.  In his review of the Armory Show for the International Studio, Brinton argued that 
the art in the New York exhibition did not represent a break from the past, but was rather the 
result of a “deliberate process of evolution:”    
There are, to begin with, no revolutions in art. The development of artistic effort 
advances normally along definite lines. The various movements overlap one another, and 
in each will be found that vital potency which proves the formative spirit of the next.  The 
esthetic unity of man is as indisputable as is his ethnic unity, and, given similar 
conditions, he will not fail to produce similar if not absolutely identical results.”86  
 
Brinton expanded this article for the PPIE and re-titled it “The Modern Spirit in Contemporary 
Painting,” but repeated this basic argument of “evolution not revolution” nearly verbatim. All of 
modern art was a logical and anticipated outgrowth of what had come before.  
 “The Modern Spirit in Contemporary Painting” may be read as a corrective to the 1915 
exhibition, which did not present the full evolution of painting that the essay details. Manet, 
Cezanne, Gauguin and Van Gogh were minimally represented and Brinton gives extensive 
consideration to Matisse, Picasso, and Picabia who were not. But even more than a corrective, 
Brinton is concerned with offering reassurance. The PPIE essay opens with an acknowledgment 
that “the more recent phases of current art” are not only “stimulating but possibly also 
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disconcerting.”  Matisse, whose “voluntary savagery” caused such consternation in 1913 is 
presented in 1915 as a “devoted husband and father,” and a “mild-mannered iconoclast,” whose 
beliefs contained nothing “to frighten or confuse.”  Picasso is the “logical” next step, while the 
“impetuous Latin” Futurists “go further toward destruction and demolition than do any of their 
colleagues.” Yet even the “virulent, not to say savage assault upon aesthetic convention,” the 
“violence and bombast,” and “anarchistic frenzy” of the Futurists is no cause for concern.  
Brinton’s language is significant throughout, particularly given his argument against revolution 
in art. Beginning with the “two imperishable truths” won by Manet, who “demolished the sterile 
prestige of the academic tradition” and “freed art from the tyranny of subject,” Monet carried on 
in “the struggle for light,” and Impressionism “brought about a veritable revolution in pictorial 
representation [emphasis added]. 87 The terms used to describe the Futurists highlight a decided 
amplification in incendiary nature, and build to underscore Brinton’s over-riding message of 
reassurance: “There is, in any event, little occasion for alarm, since to no matter what lengths our 
restless Nietzcheans of brush, palette, and chisel may go, they cannot destroy the accumulated 
treasury of the past.”88 The PPIE’s overwhelming preponderance of works demonstrating the 
influence of that earlier Impressionist revolution reinforced Brinton’s message of the security 
and continuity of all that had come before.  
 Brinton’s sympathy for the “disconcerting” nature of modern art, along with a new 
emphasis on the “well-nigh impassable” divide between the artist and the public are the key 
differences between his 1913 and 1915 argument. To better help the public understand, and to 
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warn against the “either immature or indurate” reactions of condemnation and derision, Brinton 
asks his reader to keep in mind “the all–important fact that art is a social expression…The new 
art preaches before all else the supremacy of the personal factor. Social as well as aesthetic in 
aspect, it bases itself upon an unfettered, uncompromising individualism.”89  Even the less 
radical artists “all conceded that it was no longer the exclusive function of art to relate facts, but 
to communicate sensations; not to record life, but to interpret life.”90 It was up to viewers to 
“strive, in as far as possible to place ourselves in the position of the artist himself,” to give 
oneself over to the “intensive appeal” of a subjective experience, rather than to “the mere 
materialization of external appearances.”91 
 It was this movement away from objective representation and toward a more subjective 
experience of reality and, for viewers, an appreciation of an artist’s individualized interpretation 
of reality that defined Modernism at the PPIE. While only limited examples of the more 
advanced modernists were to be found, the main lesson of department officials and guidebook 
authors was to preach tolerance and open-mindedness. This lesson could not have been driven 
home with such effect without the inclusion of the Futurists in the Annex, who provided a foil 
even for those artists deemed the most “radical” in the Palace of Fine Arts. The PPIE was typical 
among world’s fairs in its validation of a conservative status quo, but was unique in including the 
truly avant-garde.  George Bellows could thus emerge as “extreme” in comparison with Frieseke 
who, “the Jury believed represented most clearly and convincingly those qualities of painting 
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which were considered typical of the artistic ideals of [the] time.”92  Ultimately, both artists could 
be seen as developing a healthy brand of modernism that evolved from a long line of forebears, 
and stopped well short of insanity. At the PPIE, a work of art was only considered art if it spoke 
to people in a language they could understand—a language that built on what had come before. 
Artists who failed to connect with audiences were accused of “excessive individualism.” As 
documented in Chapter Three, when this happened, guidebook authors stepped in to serve as 
translators between artists and the public. 
 At the PPIE, “modern” art had to do with technique and subject matter, and also with an 
understanding of subjectivity and individualism on the part of both the artist and the viewer. But 
whereas an emphasis on revolutionary ideas and the destruction of form defined the Armory 
Show, the idea of change and evolution in art, but above all, continuity in art, and an emphasis 
on the assured value of traditional forms was made manifest at the PPIE. A comparison with 
Arthur Wesley Dow’s 1916 definition of Modernism “as an inclusive name applied to the many 
forms of rebellion against the accepted and traditional” is instructive here, particularly as it 
compares to Brinton’s argument for the assured value of the past.  Dow listed seven “things 
generally desired by modernists:” 
1. Freedom from the restraint of juries, critics, or any law making art body, involving 
2. The rejection of most of the traditional ideas of art, even to the denial that beauty is 
worth seeking. As this seems opposed to the principle of evolution, and is only negative, I 
do not see how it can be maintained.  
3. Interest in the expression of each individual, whether it conforms to a school or not, 
whether it is agreeable or the reverse. 
4. Less attention to subject, more to form. Line, mass and color have pure aesthetic value 
whether they represent anything or not. Ceasing to make representation a standard but 
comparing the visual arts with music. Finding a common basis for all the visual arts.  
5. Convincing us that there are limitless fields yet unrevealed by art. […] 
6. New expression by color, not by the color of things, or color in historic art. Seeking 
hitherto unexpressed relations of color.  
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7. Approaching, through non-applied design and in other methods the creation of new 
types of design, decoration and craft work.93 
 
With the exception of the Futurists, Dow’s first, second, and fifth ideas were generally not 
represented at the PPIE. Ideas three, four, and six dealing with form and subjectivity generally 
were. What PPIE organizers, commentators and audiences meant by the term “modern,” agrees 
with the more general definition offered by Wilson in her analysis of exhibition techniques in the 
twenties and thirties, that of: a “new visual idiom—loosely characterized by simplified forms and 
compositions, the use of geometries and angles, a tendency toward abstraction, and bright, often 
discordant colors.”94 Artists whose work fits this description and that was also generally praised 
at the PPIE include Bellows, Arthur Carles, Hugh Breckenridge and Rockwell Kent. Their work 
also fits a description of modern American art provided by Ben Macomber, a local journalist and 
author of one of the guidebooks for the Palace of Fine Arts: 
American art has come into its own as a recognizable style, characterized by the 
“boldness, brilliance and a laxity of detail in portrayal” seen in the “prime movement of 
the times; however American art embodies these qualities without emphasizing them. 
American artists are showing marked individualities, even in their acceptance of popular 
precepts….[T]hey restrain the too bold stroke of the radical Impressionist, but outline 
with firmness, so that details are more easily imagined by the observer, even when an 
expected delineation is absent.95  
 
That is to say bold, but not too bold, with some details perhaps left for the viewer to fill in, all 
while clearly demonstrating an individual style.  One of the guidebook authors, in her discussion 
of Chase, noted that “he has a style that is distinctively his own,” as well as another key aspect to 
defining “modern” in the American section: “he has no patience with literary or story-telling art, 
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and his work stands without the help of an interpreter.”96 The many commentators on the 
exhibition could not seem to emphasize enough that style was always more important than 
subject matter in evaluating a work of art.  
 As the organizational structure of the PPIE adamantly sought to enforce divisions 
between fine art, design and craft, Dow’s seventh tenet does not apply to works exhibited in the 
Palace of Fine Arts; Wilson’s study demonstrates that this idea grew in force to become a central 
one by the following decade. Given the divisions of the PPIE exhibition categories, I focus 
almost exclusively on paintings and sculpture, and an understanding of modernism as it was 
experienced by audiences in the galleries of the Palace of Fine Arts, the Annex, and in certain 
exhibition spaces on the Zone.  
 As J. M. Mancini argues in Pre-Modernism, in addition to the aesthetic transition from 
representation towards abstraction, the history of modernism must also account for a broader 
phenomenon that includes the art world as a whole—critics, institutions, mass media, and 
consumerism. Mancini presents a development of modernism that did not occur as a violent 
rupture.  Rather, it was the product of complex, long-term cultural change, and involving 
organizational techniques that allowed for continuities between the genteel world of the Gilded 
Age and the radical world of the early twentieth century.  Whether intentional or not, the 
selection of less extreme works by American artists at the PPIE helped ensure a story line of 
continuity rather than one of radical break—that which the Futurist gallery, with no context to 
support it, exemplified even more starkly. 
If we add to this fuller definition the idea that “modernism as a concept involves an 
inherent sense of nostalgia for a classic age one has missed,” and also that the forces of 
                                                
 
96 Rose V.S. Berry, The Dream City: Its Art in Story and Symbolism (San Francisco, 1915), 205.  
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modernity both augment and diminish the individual,97 then world’s fairs, and the PPIE in 
particular are excellent locations for tracing modernism’s developments.  The belief of those 
responsible for and included in the PPIE art exhibition were a curious combination of 
progressive and conservative views. The encouragement of individual agency and active viewing 
in the Palace of Fine Arts, the novel experience for many visitors of circulating through crowded 
galleries and observing other viewers’ responses to the exhibition, and to the spectacular 
arrangement of the fairgrounds as a whole, as well as the vast commentary on and packaging of 
such an event—one which was ultimately temporary and disposable—must also be considered as 
part of the wider field within which modernism developed. 
                                                
97 Perry Anderson, “Modernity and Revolution,” New Left Review 144 (March-April 1984), 96-113, as discussed in 
Richard Candida Smith, “The Elusive Quest of the Moderns,” in Paul J. Karlstrom, ed., On the Edge of America: 




High and Low Across the Fair 
 
The public with which the Panama-Pacific International Exposition had to deal would be a more 
sophisticated and exacting public than any exposition before had undertaken to amuse.  
     —Frank Morton Todd, The Story of the Exposition, 1921  
 
In 1915, literary critic and historian Van Wyck Brooks published America’s Coming-of-
Age, in which he famously posited the twin values of “highbrow” and “lowbrow” with respect to 
cultural attitudes and practices. The PPIE thus coincides with the moment when Brooks asked, 
“What side of American Life is not touched by this antithesis? What explanation of American 
life is more central or more illuminating?”1 The PPIE also represented the culmination of an 
organizing principle designed to consider the material production of mankind within such clearly 
drawn categories. Beginning with the Chicago World's Fair, high and low entertainments were 
carefully segregated within fairgrounds, with the physical and symbolic classification of things 
becoming ever more carefully defined at fairs in the intervening years. Also during this period, 
the construction of a high/low dialectic was a key mechanism through which fine art audiences 
learned how to establish or call attention to cultural identity and social status.  
 Categories of high and low are more clearly defined than ever before at the PPIE, but 
they are also “permeable and shifting rather than fixed and immutable,” to borrow from 
Lawrence Levine's central argument in Highbrow Lowbrow.2 Michael Kammen also emphasizes 
the permeability of “distinct taste levels,” and how those distinctions have been “increasingly 
                                                
1 Van Wyck Brooks, America's Coming-of-Age (New York, 1915), 6-7. Lawrence Levine extensively documents the 
use of the terms “highbrow” and “lowbrow,” which began to gain currency in the 1880s. Highbrow Lowbrow: The 
Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America (Cambridge and London, 1988), 221-222. 
 
2 Levine, 8.  
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subject to being shared across lines of class, race, and degrees of education.”3 Andreas Huyssen 
sees high/low “as a cipher for a much more complex set of relations that always involve 
palimpsests of times and spaces that are anything but binary,”4 while Patricia Johnston calls for 
seeing high and low as “simultaneous, sometimes competing, sometimes interlocking cultural 
discourses…both are necessary to understand representation in a specific historical moment.”5 I 
am guided in the analysis that follows by these more recent formulations, as well as by a key 
observation in Brooks’ essay. Brooks emphasizes the derogatory nature of both terms highbrow 
and lowbrow: “They are equally undesirable, and they are incompatible; but they divide 
American life between them.”6  
Critical and popular commentary on the Fair— art journals, commemorative volumes, 
guidebooks, newspaper columns and comic strips ! repeatedly center on three related high-low 
issues with respect to the Palace of Fine Arts: the nude as a subject in art, how to understand the 
Futurists, and the proper way to behave in an art gallery. Additionally, a comparison of visitors’ 
responses to exhibits in the Palace of Fine Arts with those on the Zone, reveals a kind of social 
tension manifest in both experiences, and also that these tensions were informed by a sense of 
regional identity, as much as by economic and social class.7 The PPIE’s attempt to cement 
                                                
3 Michael Kammen, American Culture, American Tastes: Social Change and the 20th Century (New York, 1999), 
73. See Auerbach, 156 on the perceived difference in the way the classes looked at exhibits at the Crystal Palace 
Exhibition in 1851. Visitors who paid 5 shillings for their admission ticket “were leisured, almost uninterested,” 
while the shilling visitors rushed about and were more attentive. “The classes may have mingled and mixed, but in a 
fundamental way they remained separate.” These distinctions were no longer as clear in 1915.  
 
4 Andreas Huyssen. “High/Low in an Expanded Field,” Modernism/Modernity 9, 3 (September 2002), 364. 
 
5Patricia Johnston, Seeing High and Low: Representing Social Conflict in American Visual Culture (Berkeley, 
2002), 3, 19.  
 
6 Brooks, 8. Kammen emphasizes this point in his discussion of mass versus popular culture: “It is noteworthy, 
however, that highbrows did not invariably enjoy an august status during the first half of the twentieth century, when 




high/low categorization for a mass audience at a pivotal moment when the American art world 
was coming to terms with what modernism would mean for its public and its institutions was 
complicated—perhaps even hijacked—by the inclusion of a gallery devoted to the Futurists. 
Ultimately, it was the very definition of art that was challenged, attacked, and co-opted for 
entertainment value among exhibits that insisted upon classification as high or low. Viewing art 
in the multivalent and contested spaces of a world’s fair only served to intensify the debate. 
From Stella to the Palace of Fine Arts 
Alfred Heller, a world’s fair collector and scholar, discovered an original photograph of 
“Stella,” (fig. 2.1) one of the most popular and talked-about concessions on the Zone. The image 
was obtained surreptitiously in 1915, when a friend of one of the concession's workers took the 
photograph through a hole drilled in the wall of the building that housed the attraction. Only the 
black and white photograph survives of what was a highly scandalous, and vividly painted 
canvas. More than 750,000 people paid a dime to see Stella in 1915.8 As Heller writes, “She 
                                                
7 Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of cultural capital in Distinction are useful for interpreting visitors’ responses to specific 
features of the Fair, however, like PPIE historian George Starr, I am not convinced that categories of high/low and 
official/popular necessarily correspond to elite and mass audiences. Starr argues that different aspects of the 
Exposition “catered not to different classes of a highly stratified society...but appealed instead to different sides or 
phases of one and the same rather homogeneous, essentially middle-class public.” George Starr,172. The high-low 
issue at the PPIE seems best summarized by Johnston’s conclusions vis-a-vis Bourdieu: that while cultural 
distinctions do frequently support class distinctions, “a point on the high-low scale of cultural production and a point 
on the high-low scale of social class are not correlated directly in every case, in every historical context.” Johnston, 
9. 
 
8 Todd, 2: 375. Todd also notes how Stella had very low operating costs, and was therefore “both charming and 
economical…perhaps the best example of success based on such canny calculations.” Todd, 2:152. For more on 
Stella’s financial success, see Buchanan and Gail, 459: “Stella, in proportion to the amount of money expended, was 
perhaps the largest money maker on the grounds.” Todd also describes the success of another single-painting 
attraction on the Zone, “Escorial,” an immense canvas (35 feet high by 45 feet wide) of a vast palace-monastery near 
Madrid. “Its success again illustrates the proposition that in the amusement business of an Exposition you never can 
tell; for the concessionaire…and the head officials of the Division of Concessions and Admissions, had grave doubts 
whether there would be enough visitors of religious tendencies to keep it going, and whether the same Zone that 
supported ‘Stella’ would support a painting of a church. It did.” 200,000 people paid to see Escorial. Todd notes that 
the audiences were probably not the same for Escorial and Stella, that the kind of people who “went to see 
‘Escorial’ again and again… had originally no interest in the other Zone features and would not have gone there 
except for the one picture.” Todd, 2: 357-8. The two paintings did, however, share the appeal of the potential for 
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seduced San Franciscans the way Little Egypt, princess of the hootchy-kootchy, captured 
Chicagoans at their world’s fair of 1893. But Stella didn’t dance. She didn’t sing. She couldn’t 
even talk or move. She was a nude figure, smiling, in a large oil painting.”9 Moreover, as Heller 
also notes, she had been previously exhibited elsewhere, and there were countless paintings of 
nude women to be seen in the Palace of Fine Arts for free. Frank Todd, official fair historian, 
included Stella under the category of “uninstructively mysterious” Zone attractions, in that her 
popularity was utterly inexplicable. “In spite of a Fine Arts Palace covering five acres and hung 
with specimens of the work of the foremost artists of the ancient and modern world, a continuous 
stream of people would pay ten cents apiece on the Zone to see a picture of a subject that the 
Fine Arts Palace exhibited for nothing in a score of different studies and attitudes. …Let anyone 
explain it that can; after all the explanations are in, it will be a mystery still.”10  
Part of the painting's allure was due to brilliant marketing. As Heller notes, “Have you 
seen Stella?” was the question of the year.11 Ads that ran in the local papers gave no information 
about the specifics of the attraction, thus inciting curiosity and the need to know what everyone 
was talking about. Part of it was the rumor that Stella was more than just a painting—that she 
breathed, that she heaved her breasts and winked when greeted by a viewer. Heller managed to 
track down several people who had seen Stella in 1915 and who generally agreed that while 
                                                
deception in a reality effect. “The perspective was good, and the setting such that many people doubted if it were all 
on one flat canvas.” Todd, 2: 358. 
 
9 Alfred Heller, World’s Fairs and the End of Progress (Corte Madera, 1999), 69. 
 
10 Todd, 1: 281, and 2: 375. 
 
11 Heller, 69. Todd also states that “she was well managed,” that generous free passes early in the fair's run played a 
part, and that people talked about her “like she was a personal acquaintance. ... The ‘overhead’ was small, there were 
no seats in the little theater so visitors rarely stayed more than two minutes, the stream of dimes was continuous, and 
the picture that had not succeeded elsewhere was a great success at San Francisco, and took in over $75,000.” Todd, 
2: 374-75. In a separate discussion of Zone attractions, Todd recounts how the Director of Concessions “properly 
insisted” that the “fronts” of Zone attractions “should be fantastic, and that each should express without reading any 




extraordinarily lifelike, the painting did not, in fact, move. However, one man, so convinced that 
he had seen her breathe, made a diagram illustrating “how an air pump in an adjacent room could 
have ‘caused the center part of the torso to move in and out at a breathing rate.’”12 (The diagram, 
unfortunately, has not survived.) 
Comic strips provide further evidence of Stella’s appeal. “Steve’s a Regular Feller at the 
Fair,” by Arthur Milman ran in the San Francisco Bulletin.  In one episode, (fig. 2.2) Steve tries 
to deny to his wife that he visited Stella, only to be thwarted by the concession guard who hands 
him his cane that he left behind inside. The cane is significant, as it aids in the representation of 
Steve as an uneducated gallery visitor who uses his walking stick to point to paintings, often 
puncturing them in the process. For this reason, officials at the 1876 Centennial Exhibition in 
Philadelphia prohibited umbrellas and canes in the galleries, and even the simple act of 
pointing.13 Mark Twain purportedly remarked when he was asked to check his cane in the 
cloakroom at the Metropolitan Museum in New York, “Leave my cane! Then how do you expect 
me to poke holes through the paintings?”14 On the first day of free admission at the Armory 
Show, Walt Kuhn wrote to his wife about the crowds: “The masses are disgusting; just riff-raff. I 
spent 20 minutes today in the Cubist room and I had to admonish six people for touching the 
paintings.”15 In other episodes of “A Regular Feller at the Fair,” Steve admits he was kicked out 
                                                
12 Ibid., 73. One of the people interviewed by Heller and who saw Stella in 1915 supports the assumption that the 
reality effect was a large part of the appeal: “I knew Stella, Everybody did. There was something marvelous about it. 
It seemed to be alive. It wasn't just an ordinary painting.” Herman Phleger, quoted in Heller, 72.  
 
13 A stereograph of Memorial Hall and including signs reading “Do Not Point” posted on the doorjambs between 
galleries is in the Robert Feer Collection of the Boston Public Library. 
 
14 Levine, 185. 
 
15 Walt Kuhn Papers, reels D 240-242, Archives of American Art. Quoted in Charlotte Laubard, “The 1913 Armory 
Show: Stakes, Strategies and Reception of a Media Event,” in Eric de Chassey, American Art, 1908-1947, from 




of the Palace of Fine Arts for being a lowbrow, and the cartoon of that incident implies that 
Steve offended a painter by putting a hole through a painting with his cane. (figs. 2.3 and 2.4) 
With Stella, viewers would be doubly tempted to touch the painting to determine if it was real, 
and how the illusion was achieved. 
Like the Midway or the Pike, being duped on the Zone was part of its thrill, as Rube 
Goldberg thematized in “Boobs at the Fair.”  In a strip entitled “PT Barnum must have had ‘The 
Zone’ in mind when he said ‘There’s one born, etc. etc,’” (fig. 2.5) Stella is implicated as a scam 
that could only fool old people. The caption reads: “Most of the admirers of ‘Stella, the $50,000 
Beauty’ are over 80,” and the old man says, “I’m not as old as thought I was.”  This image may 
be interpreted in multiple ways. Are we to understand that only old men, presumably because of 
their failing vision and notoriously dirty minds could find such a spectacle appealing? Is the 
implication that old men are made to feel young again at the sight of Stella heaving just for 
them? Or is this really a depiction of a young man in disguise—the beard, nose and glasses all 
seem fake—like any other regular “feller,” 750,000 strong, not wanting to be caught visiting 
Stella, but simultaneously pleased to boast about “knowing” her and also about discovering the 
trick of her realism afterwards?   
 Women also enjoyed making use of Stella, but not necessarily as the attraction’s owner 
intended or predicted (or perhaps he had). Another first-hand account of viewing Stella comes 
from Doris Leopold, a ten-year old girl who recorded her impressions of the Fair many years 
later as an adult:  
On this street of mirth, there was one more art exhibit—a painting of Stella. She was a 
gorgeous nude lying on a red velvet sofa. My mother thought my grandfather would 
enjoy gazing at this voluptuous lass and bought him a ticket. But not grandpa. He exited 
fuming and yelling and scolded my mother, to the amusement of the onlookers.16  
                                                




Stella turned out to be a fabulous joke a lady could play on an unsuspecting relative. Or, as 
discussed below, Stella could also serve as a counter example for a young girl to understand the 
difference between the nude as high art and the nude as vulgar entertainment. 
 Perhaps most obviously, much of the success of Stella as a Zone attraction was that she 
was the next best thing to seeing a live naked woman, posed for the viewer’s pleasure, but 
without the full stigma of an actual peep show. Live, nearly naked women were, in fact, also 
attractions on the Zone, made tolerable through an association with fine art. “September Morn,” 
as described in a Zone guide, was “a living replica of the magnificent picture of that name.”17 In 
this attraction, a live woman held the pose of the figure depicted in a then famous painting by 
Paul Emile Chabas.18 (fig. 6) In this and other Living Pictures, the models were advertised as 
“known the world over as the Perfect American Girl.”19 Titian’s Venus of Urbino was the likely 
                                                
17Guide to the Joy Zone. The Panama Pacific International Exposition (San Francisco, 1915), 11. 
Another Zone attraction related to high art, “The Mona Lisa Smile,” is described in its concession application as “a 
mechanical device that showed the face and bust of a nude woman who featured an infinite number of expressions.” 
PPIE Records, carton 80, folder 1, Committee on Concessions and Admissions, Minutes, 21 June 1915, 6. Bancroft 
Library, UC Berkeley. Other living poses were presented of famous Greek statues, by men, and in the main 
fairgrounds in the Court of Abundance. “The poses most prominent on the programme were ‘The Shotputter,’ ‘The 
Archers, ‘The Discus Thrower,’ and ‘The Wrestlers.’ Unusual electric lighting effects were used for the 
presentation.” San Francisco Examiner, 25 August 1915, 7. The Discus Thrower was the subject of a scandal in the 
California public schools in the year following the fair, when a reproduction of the classic sculpture was deemed 
inappropriate to be included as the frontispiece of the Sixth Literature Reader. The San Francisco Examiner covered 
the controversy with a series of articles and cartoons: “Discus Thrower Harpooned,” Examiner, 6 September, 1916, 
3; “Discus Thrower Sticks Here: Southern Purist Given Laugh,” Examiner, 7 September 1916, 3; “Take your Discus 
and Go!” Examiner, 9 September 1916, 16; “Discus Thrower is Barred From School Readers,” Examiner, 27 
September 1916, 1;  “Discus Thrower Should Not Go is UC Faculty View,” Examiner, 28 September 1916, 10; and 
“What Will Discus Do Now?” Examiner, 28 September 1916, 18. 
 
18 September Morn won a Medal of Honor at the Paris Salon in 1912, and was then sent to New York, where it 
created a scandal when it was exhibited in a dealer’s window and ordered removed by the New York Society of 
Suppression of Vice. A publicity furor ensued and the painting was widely reproduced. See Charles Sterling and 
Margaretta Salinger, French Paintings, a Catalogue of the Collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New 
York, 1966), 3: 222-3.  It was acquired by the Met in 1957. A postcard of the Living Picture of September Morn as 
she appeared at the San Diego California-Pacific Exposition in 1935-6 is in the collection of the San Diego History 
Center.  
 
19 Guide to the Joy Zone, 11.  
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source of “The Living Venus,” which, as described in an article on the moral conditions of the 
PPIE,  
consists of a series of bare-foot dances by young girls in flowing draperies that barely 
conceal their nudity. At the conclusion of the performance the Living Venus is exhibited 
in the form of a nude woman in a reclining position at the back of the stage. Apparently 
the only clothing that this woman has on is a blue ribbon about three inches wide draped 
over her hips.20  
 
Bascom Johnson, Assistant Counsel of the American Social Hygiene Association, condemned 
the Living Pictures in his report on the moral conditions of the fair.  Not to be accused of 
prudery, Johnson emphasized that the nudity of the women in these attractions was not in itself 
objectionable since the models did not make any suggestive movements as they held the poses of 
famous paintings; rather it was the barker at the entrance to the theater, who, with his insinuating 
comments and “his manner of investing nudity with pruriency [made] the show especially 
harmful.”21 An illustration of a barker that ran in the Call & Post depicts a decidedly maniacal 
and menacing figure. (fig. 2.7) In the accompanying article, this caricature of a barker assures 
tempted customers that what they will see inside is “strictly a moral show:” 
When you go inside and see our entertainment—you will be in the same attitude as you 
are when you are in the Palace of Fine Arts or Machinery Hall. Whatever you see will be 
refined, moral, elevating, lofty, sublime and beautiful—and I want to say that our show is 
especially prepared for women and children—and that if any men get fresh while in the 
theater they will be throwed out on their ears, because our show is refined and moral.22 
                                                
20 Bascom Johnson, “Moral Conditions in San Francisco and the Panama-Pacific International Exposition” Social 
Hygiene (September 1915), 600. See Helen Dare's dismissal of criticisms of September Morn: “it was a sort of 
adventure into the unconventional, to be sneaked upon and giggled at; not in the least to be taken seriously. 
September Morn, to those doing the Joy Zone, was just a show.” Dare describes September Morn as “in reality ... 
apart from the pose, and apart from the background and the lighting, just a girl with a job,” as well as how she lost 
the job when she contracted tuberculosis, and how a society woman contributed to help her, until she learned what 
the job was that the girl lost. “Strained Relations Between The Clubman and the Lady,” Chronicle, 8 September 
1915, 5. For an account of how Dixie Burg, an employee of September Morn, was fired for staying in a room at the 
'49 Camp, see Markwyn, 344.  
 
21 Ibid., 600-01. 
 
22 Arthur L. Price, “Laughs and Letters of a World’s Fair Stenographer: No. 17—The Refined Show,” Call & Post, 
31 July 1915, 15. The Concessions Department stated that there were fewer “girls shows” at the PPIE than at past 




Other objectionable concessions featured in Johnson’s report include the Hawaiian Dance Hall, 
where “the barker reminds his audience with a wink that the nude is art, and that to the pure all 
things are pure,” and also the Mysterious Orient exhibit, where the barker advertised: “If you see 
this dance, you won’t be able to leave your wife till 5:00 a.m.”23 In Johnson’s assessment,  
the whole performance is skillfully calculated to appeal to the sex impulses and morbid 
sex curiosity. …The obvious effects of these dances on the persons of all ages and both 
sexes who attend have been observed to vary from shamed disgust to a sort of sex 
intoxication. The impressions these performances must leave in the minds of the many 
men, women, and youths who witness them must go a long way to counteract and soil the 
impressions of beauty and nobility which the Exposition authorities have spent so many 
millions of dollars to create.24 
 
For Johnson, these sideshow attractions on the Zone constituted a serious threat to the 
respectable nature and civilizing purpose of the Exposition as a whole.  
                                                
October that “The women of San Francisco have insisted that everything in the Zone be of a nature suitable for 
women and children.” “Panama-Pacific Exposition Is a Money Maker,” New York Times, 31 October 1915, SM16. 
There were plenty of shows to be had all the same. In the Mexican Village, the dancing “senoritas drew the crowds.” 
Buchanan and Gail, 459. 
 
23 Bascom Johnson, 597. See Markwyn, 148-149 for other accounts and complaints on the vulgarity of the spielers. 
Not all spielers were offensive. Todd praised one in particular for his “beautiful ringing voice and good ballyhoo—
never a raucus repetition of catch phrases, but an interesting recital of descriptive matter.” Todd, 2: 366.  
 
24 Ibid., 598. Even before the fair opened, taste and respectability were part of the publicity message. “The 
architectural beauty and the general good taste that characterizes the San Francisco Exposition ought to prove the 
two most important factors in its success.” Edgar T. Gleeson, “Four Thousand Artisans Putting on Last Touches,” 
San Francisco Bulletin, 18 February 1915, 7. The Directions for Participants, outlining the procedures for applying 
to run paid attractions on the fair grounds state, “Concessions may be granted for private exhibitions for which a 
charge for admission may be made; for restaurants, for places of amusement, for merchandise, and for other 
purposes not incompatible with the scope and dignity of the Exposition.” Todd, 5: Appendices, 124. The 
specifications for Zone attractions include stronger morality-enforcing language: “[The Exposition Company] may 
require the discharge and exclusion from the Exposition grounds of any employee of the Concessionaire whose 
appearance, language or acts are by it determined to be detrimental to the welfare of the Exposition… No nostrums 
or articles deleterious to health, offensive to the sense, against good morals, or in violation of any law, ordinance, 
police or health regulation…shall be sold, offered for sale or exhibited, nor shall said Concession be operated in any 
way in which the Exposition Company shall determine to be offensive to good taste or the moral sense or to 
interfere with the business, comfort, safety or convenience of other concessionaires, exhibitors, or visitors to the 
Exposition.” As Todd notes, “A properly composed amusement district is a main attraction of an exposition, and has 
a most healthful effect on gate receipts…. It is a principal source of exposition revenue, and one of the important 
supports of the other activities. Nevertheless it is not quite in keeping with the exposition ideal, and may have a hard 
time conforming to it.” Todd, 1: 170.  
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The “Living Pictures” came under attack of the morality police, while Stella did not. Her 
direct and enticing engagement of the viewer differs markedly from the pose assumed by the 
woman in “September Morn,” but of course, Stella was a painting, not a real woman.  And yet, 
she is a “real” woman. She is not made respectable through classical or historical allusions —
Venus or Cleopatra she decidedly is not.25 Nor is her name something like “Olympia,” the 
“deliberately flimsy” and “bogus title” of Manet’s scandalous painting of a prostitute, exhibited 
at the Paris Salon of 1863.26 The comparison with Olympia (fig. 2.8) is instructive, for although 
“Stella” was not a name commonly associated with prostitution (as in Manet’s painting), it was a 
common name (meaning “star” in Latin and Italian). And although I have not come across any 
“cynical euphemisms” in commentary about Stella (as were legion for Olympia)—she’s “had a 
bad night,” or appears to be “fatigued,” “dirty,” or “corrupted,”27 visitors to the attraction at the 
PPIE would likely have made an association with prostitution—both because of the context of 
the Zone, and also because of the way the figure is portrayed.  
 As TJ Clark has argued, “class was the essence of Olympia’s modernity and lay behind 
the great scandal she provoked.”28 Further, class was “something read in the body of Olympia—
                                                
25 Venus and Cleopatra were the names of similar painted attractions at the St. Louis and Buffalo fairs. In Buffalo, 
Cleopatra was described as “breathing,” and “pulsing,” and “so startlingly realistic as to raise a doubt as to whether a 
woman is not actually posing in the beautiful setting provided for the art study.” Quoted in Leja 2004, 158. See also 
Around the Pan with Uncle Hank (New York, 1901), 33-34 for an account of Uncle Hank’s visit to Cleopatra and 
his disgust upon learning she is “only a picture.” At the PPIE, another girl, known only by her first name, was made 
famous through modeling for several sculptures throughout the fairgrounds. “Audrey, The Exposition Girl,” San 
Francisco Examiner, 28 March 1915, M1. See Markwyn, 101-8 for issues of class and race with regard to the 
women who worked in Zone attractions. 
 
26 TJ Clark, “Olympia’s Choice,” in The Painting of Modern Life: Paris in the Art of Manet and His Followers 
(Princeton, 1984), 86. Another curious similarity between Olympia and Stella is that both were juxtaposed with 
nearby paintings of religious subjects. At the Paris Salon of 1863, Manet’s Jesus Insulted by Soldiers, hung near 
Olympia, and on the Zone, “In the Shadow of the Cross,” was another attraction of a painting that produced a 
“miraculous effect” by appearing to glow in the dark. The painting was also exhibited at the St. Louis fair in 1904, 
where is was awarded a Gold Medal.  In the Shadow of the Cross, brochure, Larson collection.  
 




in her address and arrangement,” and “in her nakedness.”29 While Olympia confronts the viewer 
“audaciously” and “obstinately” (Baudelaire’s terms), and “each visitor gets a glass of ice water 
in the face when he stands before her” (Ravenel’s),  there is nothing “determinate” or “self-
reserving” about Stella.30 She flirtatiously meets the viewer’s gaze to convey her mutual interest, 
fully offering herself up with all of the familiar tropes of the passive, available, consenting, and 
narcissistic representation of the female body for male viewing pleasure.31 And whereas Manet’s 
handling was like a parody of skill (Clark refers to “the brutal, odd, unmediated surface of 
Olympia”32), the painter of Stella exceeded in skill of a hyper-realistic and illusionistic kind. 
Critics of Olympia called her “neither true, nor living, nor beautiful;”33 Stella seems almost a 
calculated attempt to be the reverse in every way. With Olympia, “the body is one thing and the 
way it is painted is another;”34 with Stella, they are one and the same. But as with Olympia, there 
is no illusion of respectability with Stella. The transactional nature of her exhibition—in both 
senses of the word—is clear.  
 According to Clark, Olympia “played too much with identities of the nude and the 
prostitute that the culture didn’t want disrupted,” and also that prostitution was a “sensitive 
subject for polite society because of its mix of sexuality and money.”35 San Francisco in 1915 
didn’t have the same hangups—or at least chose to look the other way in this instance to bank on 
                                                
28 Ibid., 88. 
 
29 Ibid., 118, 146. 
 
30 Ibid., 85, 139, 87. 
 
31 See Gill Saunders, The Nude: A New Perspective (London, 1989), 25 for a discussion of this type of nude. 
 
32 TJ Clark, 100. 
 
33 Ibid., 92. 
 
34 Ibid., 141. 
 
35 Ibid., 102. 
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the entertainment value of certain concessions at the fair. Abigail Markwyn’s study of the PPIE 
considers the relationship between San Francisco and the fair, and how “local conditions and 
concerns over San Francisco's moral health… intimately affected… the attractions available to 
visitors at the fair.”36 San Francisco’s reputation as a “wide-open town,” and hotbed of illicit 
activity was both a publicity problem and a draw for visitors, and organizers tread a fine line in 
negotiating complaints about shows on the Zone.  
Visiting the exposition, and particularly the Zone, was a safe way for tourists to get a 
taste of San Francisco's famously libertine pleasures. Although… reformers fought the 
presence of sexually suggestive shows on the Zone, fair officials tolerated (and even 
promoted) their presence because they brought them profit.37 
 
Representing sex and money “pure and simple” (as Clark ascribes to Manet) was certainly less of 
a problem on the Zone in 1915 where sex and money were expected to be the standard fare, 
whereas at the Salon in 1863 they were not.  There were no concerns with keeping the nature of 
capitalism properly hidden on the Zone—indeed, the Zone was the fair’s most transparently 
dedicated realm for money-making. The only real concern was in leaning too far to the side of 
vice as an appropriate attraction—both for detracting from the elevating intentions of the 
Exposition as a whole, or for reinforcing San Francisco’s sordid reputation.  
                                                
36 Markwyn, 162. 
 
37 Ibid. See TJ Clark, 104 for a discussion of the fear of equivalence of Paris and prostitution in the 1860s, and how 
vice had slipped out of police control, much like San Francisco’s reputation in the teens. See Herbert Asbury, The 
Barbary Coast: An Informal History of the San Francisco Underworld (New York, 1933), 32-47, 232-77 for the 
history of prostitution in San Francisco. Extra attention was paid to protecting the morality of female visitors 
attending the exposition. A Travelers Aid Society was formed to assist young women from the moment they arrived. 
Women were met as they got off trains and personally escorted to reputable lodgings. A clubhouse built in the Zone 
provided meals, baths, nurses, a sewing machine, and classes to help fair workers improve their employment skills. 
If a woman had reason to leave, the club would assist her with transportation in getting home. See Hallie Brignall, 
The Last Great World’s Fair: San Francisco’s Panama-Pacific International Exposition 1915 (San Francisco, 
2004), 28. The Wasp poked fun at these measures, suggesting that the police force should instead be concerned with 
the criminal activity of all those women: “Every crook in the country is on his way here. The trains are crowded 
with women rushing West for prey. Neither our detective or police force have been wide awake in the past, but they 
should remember now that during the next ten month it will be their duty to keep the reputation of San Francisco.” 
“Be Reasonable, Messieurs,” The Wasp, 20 (February, 1915), 18. 
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In addition to being cleverly marketed as a mystery attraction, the specific ways in which 
Stella was also deliberately marketed as high art are significant. A guide to the Joy Zone made 
use of literary allusions, likening Stella to Shakespeare’s Juliet and claiming that “Shakespeare 
might have had [Stella’s] great beauty in mind when he wrote of Romeo and Juliet, for the 
portrait is that of a woman of form divine and eyes that would surely shame the stars as daylight 
doth a lamp.”38 Stella was also touted as a masterpiece, worth twice the $50,000 amount quoted 
in “Boobs at the Fair,” and painted by the master artist Napoleon Nana. As no such person is 
known to have existed, the name was most likely a creation of the concession owner and 
intended to evoke France through the Emperor Napoleon, as well as Zola’s novel Nana about a 
notorious prostitute and her elite clientele. The fictitious name of the artist was part of the hoax. 
Most importantly, the guidebook stated that the painting was 
not to be confused with the ordinary pictures which are occasionally shown about the 
country. The point of distinction may be very easily illustrated by directing attention to 
the general conception of the artist. In this case all the still life detail is subdued and 
subordinated, there being nothing of that sort to attract the attention from the central 
figure. The realism of the picture proves at a glance that there is absolutely no deception 
or trickery employed either in the construction of the picture or the manner in which it is 
shown.39  
 
The guide plainly states that there is no illusion, Stella is only a remarkably and skillfully 
executed painting. And indeed, promoting her as a deception would have undermined the claim 
that she was also a respectable work of art.  As George Inness famously said of William 
Harnett’s trompe-l’oeil barn door pictures, “In art, true art, we are not seeking to deceive.”40  
                                                
38 Guide to the Joy Zone, 9. This guide is the only reference to the meaning of Stella (“star”) that I have come across 
in commentary at the time. The rest of this passage is tongue in cheek as well. Her lack of any religious or 
mythological associations, and her common name underscore the fact that she is not divine; her shameless 
engagement of the viewer would “shame” the stars.  See Levine, 13-80 for a discussion of Shakespearean theater as 






 Returning to Olympia for one final point, Clark states that the “fact of her own falsity is 
her most lavish production,”  “she is an intriguing and terrifying enigma,” and also that she 
represents “the perfect and fallacious power of money.”41 Stella’s illusionism makes her false as 
well—she does not move—but her most lavish production is her challenge to the definition of 
art. In tracing the period debates concerning the definition of nude versus naked with respect to 
Olympia, Clark cites a critic writing in 1870: “The nude has something of the purity of little 
children who played naked together without minding at all. The undressed on the contrary, 
always remind me of the woman who shows herself off for 40 sous and specializes in “artistic 
poses.42 This statement perfectly describes attractions like Stella, September Morn, and the 
Living Venus at the PPIE.  Further, as Clark argues, “the genre [of the nude] existed to reconcile 
propriety and sexual pleasure.”43 If it too blatantly dealt in sex, as Olympia did, it became 
embarrassing.  “Olympia insisted on that embarrassment and gave it visual form.”44 Stella did so 
as well, but she becomes embarrassing through her deliberate allusions to prostitution in all of 
the expected ways—offering up her body, complete with seductive engagement of the viewer—
and not by appropriating desire as “the deliberate production of the female subject herself.”45  
                                                
40 Quoted in Leja 2004, 181.  
 
41 TJ Clark, 111, 117. 
 
42 Camille Lemonnier, Salon de Paris, 1870, quoted in TJ Clark, 129. “The purity of little children who play naked 
together without minding at all” recalls the numerous sculptures of children that fit this description and that were 
exhibited outside the Palace of Fine Arts. These sculptures were the subject of a “Laughs and Letters” feature in the 
Call & Post: “Isn’t it funny…that those children can look so happy when they haven’t got a thing to wear? But 
maybe they are happy because they’ve just got out of their tubs and will soon be dressed!” “Children of the 
Colonnade,” San Francisco Call & Post 24 April 1915, 15. 
 
43 TJ Clark, 130.  
 





 Stella is also embarrassing because it is immediately obvious what she is not—an 
ennobling, idealized high art nude. If “the female nude is a symbol”—indeed the symbol—“of 
the transforming effects of high culture,”46 as Lynda Nead asserts, then Stella revels in not being 
transformed. Within the evolutionary theme of the fair as a whole, Stella represents the primitive, 
passionate and physical, while the idealized nudes in the main fairgrounds and in the Palace of 
Fine Arts represent the civilized, intellectual and spiritual attainments of humankind.47 Nead also 
states, “The representation of the female body within the forms and frames of high art is a 
metaphor for the value and significance of art generally.”48 Stella parodies high art in every way 
(subject matter, style, authorship, value), which made the painting irresistible in the context of 
the fair’s totalizing vision—one that juxtaposed high and low so deliberately, and one that 
validated and valorized the nude as high art so emphatically. The audience for the PPIE may 
have come to consume culture, to be educated, and to bask in the ennobling effects of the 
exposition as a whole, but many visitors also craved an opportunity to challenge those lessons 
and effects. And as with Olympia, the meaning (and popularity) of Stella ultimately boiled down 
to issues of class.  The tantalizing point of her attraction could not have been made nearly so well 
if she were yet another allegory or symbol, among so many others in the fairgrounds.  
Beyond issues of nakedness, class and parody, an important aspect of how visitors may 
have approached the experience of viewing Stella is described by Michael Leja as “looking 
askance.” As Leja states: “How one looks depends on what one is looking at” and also that “the 
                                                
 
46 Lynda Nead, The Female Nude: Art, Obscenity and Sexuality( New York, 1993), 2.  
 
47 See Armstrong 126, and George Starr, 153.  
 
48 Nead, 2.  
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visual practices developed in one area of experience can impinge on those used for others.”49  
Leja further defines this new way of looking as follows: 
Looking askance was two things at once: a way of looking and a way of thinking 
about looking…. Internalizing this practice and rationalizing it were part of the process of 
becoming a modern subject able to function in the modern world. A modern self, 
knowing well the perils presented to modern vision, looked askance. 
…Looking askance and the pressures that produced it became part of making, 
seeing, interpreting, and experiencing art and images of every sort. 50 
 
Stella was cleverly marketed and displayed as high art, hung in her own gallery, through an 
entrance decorated with live plants,51 and surrounded by drapery. Leja notes that, “The signs of 
“art”—a frame, an exhibition space, whatever signaled a demand for aesthetic attention—
provoked especially suspicious looking in this period.”52 And as Nead asserts, “More than any 
other subject, the female nude connotes ‘Art.’ The framed image of a female body, hung on the 
wall of an art gallery, is shorthand for art more generally; it is an icon of western culture, a 
symbol of civilization and accomplishment.”53 The expectations for viewing a truly magnificent 
work of art were heightened by the mechanisms of display, but those same mechanisms also 
prompted visitors to approach with caution and to question what they were about to see.  And 
with Stella, visitors weren’t just questioning the value of this particular nude, but were 
encouraged to become skeptical about the value of fine art more broadly. As discussed below, 
                                                
 
49 Leja 2004, 12.  
 
50 Ibid., 12-13. 
 
51 “Mr. Dodge desires palms to dress up the front of his Stella show. Approval given for him to buy some from the 
nursery.” PPIE Records, carton 64, Division of Works, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. 
 
52 Leja 2004, 14. 
 
53 Nead, 1. She also asks “How does the image of the female body displayed in the gallery relate to other images of 
the female body produced within mass culture?” Stella provides a rich example.  
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the same practice of “looking askance” also applied to visitors’ experiences within the Palace of 
Fine Arts.  
 Illusionistically deceptive paintings like Stella—designed and marketed as 
entertainment—banked on the thrill and challenge of understanding how the trick was achieved. 
As Leja writes, “A deceitful display could be educational and enjoyable if executed with 
sufficient wit, because it gave viewers an opportunity to test their shrewdness and puzzle-solving 
abilities.”54 Stella involved several puzzle-solving challenges. What was she really, flat canvas or 
pulsating machine?  Was the identity of the artist who painted her real or fake? Leja notes that in 
the case of other painted attractions at world’s fairs, “modern illusions and fine art were far from 
incompatible interests,” and that painters like Astley D.M. Cooper might have produced work 
“that was as likely to be found in a midway …as in an art gallery.”55 Another relevant point in a 
world’s fair context is the common knowledge that “stories and scenes of deception before an 
illusion were often themselves deceptions. In such situations, the real dupe was the 
condescending witness.”56 Like the man who rushed towards an illusionistic painting of 
“Cleopatra,” to embrace her at the Buffalo Fair57 was the man who drew a diagram of the 
concealed bellows that animated Stella’s body simply piling on with more deceit?  
 Because she is a nude, Stella is also a parody of a key aspect of the appeal of trompe-
l’oeil illusionism in paintings—the desire for tactile gratification. But unlike a still life, where the 
“impulse to touch” is both “a check against the limited evidence provided by vision” and also “a 
                                                
 
54 Leja 2004, 131. 
 
55 Ibid., 179. 
 
56 Ibid., 127. 
 
57 Ibid., 158.  
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synesthetic response to a strong visual evocation of tactility,”58 the social opprobrium one risked 
for being deceived by a painting of a naked woman was of an entirely different nature.  Leja 
documents the many (including present day) occurrences of visitors trying to scratch newspaper 
clippings or to lift curled corners of envelopes from Harnett’s pictures:  “Even with long odds 
that the pictorial entry points would prove real, the chance was worth taking—the potential 
satisfactions were too great to resist.”59 Trying to embrace, to touch, or “to enter” the painting of 
a naked woman would have been a violation, and in public, an outrage. Here, trompe-l’oeil 
shares certain characteristics with pornography. Kenneth Clark attempts to define pornography 
by making a similar distinction between optic and tactile appeal: “The moment art becomes an 
incentive to action it loses its true character….The viewer becomes motivated and disturbed 
rather than lifted into aesthetic contemplation.”60 As Nead further distinguishes: “…no value 
whatever can be attached to mere lust, which sinks from the sphere of vision to that of touch…. 
Visual perception is on the side of art and in opposition to the information yielded through tactile 
perception.”61 The cartoon of “Steve,” trying to sneak out of “Stella” undetected by his wife does 
not go so far as to suggest that he attempted to poke the painting with his cane—the guard 
merely hands it back to him—however Steve was already known to readers for poking holes in 
paintings in the Palace of Fine Arts. Such an act in “Stella” would have been doubly guarded 
against, both to protect the material integrity of the canvas and the illusion, but also for the 
socially reprehensible nature of such an act. 
                                                
 
58 Ibid., 142. 
 
59 Ibid., 147. 
 
60 Kenneth Clark, The Nude: A Study of Ideal Art (New York, 1956), quoted in Nead, 27. 
 
61 Nead 19, 28. Nead also distinguishes art from pornography as “organized” experience versus “the disordered 
experience yielded through tactile perception.”  
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 A compelling urge to touch Stella relegates her to another realm separate from art as well.  
Any image of a female nude offered up for the male viewer’s pleasure, is like an advertisement. 
The female body is made to be “both desirable and available for purchase.”62 As Leja has argued 
with respect to Harnett’s still lifes, “seeing led to touching in marketing, advertising and 
commodity display…Inciting an impulse to touch and to hold through visual signs effectively 
stimulated a desire to have and to buy.”63  Such strategies were everywhere in evidence at a 
world’s fair, where nearly everything was either an advertisement or on offer for sale.   The 
context of a world’s fair thus heightened the implications of Stella as a prostitute—an object to 
be touched, desired, and bought—irrespective of any local associations. Every visitor who paid 
their dime bought “Stella.”  
 Finally, like a Harnett still life, Stella was a “deception that does not deceive” because 
her “deceptiveness is incomplete.”64 Large, volumetric objects in a trompe-l’oeil still life— a 
violin for example—are rarely mistaken for the actual thing because the eye is harder to fool 
with three-dimensional objects. Points of entry into the game of these pictures are the curled 
corners of flat, two-dimensional pieces of paper or calling cards. A human figure would be 
impossible to pull off. She has no “point of entry” other than an illusion of a heaving chest, that 
was achieved through clever lighting, and a (presumably) ideal and controlled viewing distance.  
Unlike a Harnett still life, paintings like Stella did not appear in a variety of venues, that is, in 
museums as well as sideshows or barrooms. She would never be confused for high art, but she 
upset certain critics enough to feel they needed to spell out the distinction.  Her “utterly 
                                                
 
62 Saunders, 25. 
 





inexplicable” popularity depended upon the context of an enormous complex of spectacular 
entertainments, along with the competing blend of aspirations and insecurities that the Palace of 
Fine Arts stirred up for a western public—but also upon the shifting definitions and forms of art 
available to a mass audience accustomed to being tricked. Stella was doubly fraught: as a picture 
of a naked woman, and as entertainment for visitors who were unaccustomed to spending time in 
an art museum, or to publicly enacting the ritual of high-art viewing.  
 Across the fairgrounds in the Palace of Fine Arts, there were (of course) no paintings by 
“Napoleon Nana” on exhibit, and nothing even remotely valued at Stella’s purported $100,000. 
On the Zone, value was placed on hype and on a reality effect that was achieved through clever 
lighting and highly realistic technique, not the broad painterly impressionist and post-
impressionist styles that were the main feature of the art exhibition, with plenty of nudes to be 
found. If the genre of the nude was disintegrating in Manet’s Paris of 1863,65 it was celebrating 
an apotheosis in San Francisco in 1915. Both Stella and paintings in the Palace of Fine Arts 
required concentrated viewing; in the first case to determine how the deception was achieved; in 
the second to appreciate effects of light and shadow, brushwork and composition. Both required 
the ability to assess the manner of representation rather than the thing represented. But whereas 
scrutinizing an illusion constituted low entertainment, analyzing formal brilliance distinguished 
the viewer as culturally superior. And as on the Zone, in the Palace of Fine Arts, the nude was 
the main subject utilized in conveying the lessons of high versus low.  
 
 One of the most thorough first-hand accounts of an individual’s response to the official 
art exhibition is that compiled in a series of scrapbooks by Doris Barr, the fourteen-year-old 
                                                
65 TJ Clark, 128. 
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daughter of a chief administrator of the fair. (figs. 2.9 and 2.10)  Doris attended the fair regularly 
during the summer of 1915, and devoted considerable study to the Palace of Fine Arts. She 
writes: 
I did not become very enthusiastic over the galleries at … first but [after] a few months I 
went to the Palace almost every day and I feel at least that I know more about art than 
when I started. Mrs. Johnson, a docent, [and] I went around a good deal and with the help 
of Neuhaus’ book on the “Galleries,” and my catalogue, I gleaned a great deal from the 
extensive exhibits.66  
 
From Doris’ account, we know that Mrs. Johnson compared Stella to Frederick Frieseke’s 
Summer (fig. 2.11) in order to explain the difference between a mere gimmick and art. In her 
scrapbook, next to a pasted in reproduction of Summer, Doris wrote: 
Frieseke won the Grand Prize for his group of pictures. On this one the medal was placed. 
The form of the girl is exquisitely beautiful. Mrs. Johnson said “Stella” the painting on 
the Zone was not art. She said it was simply an accurate reproduction of nature. It was no 
more art than a one dollar bill painted on the sidewalk, if painted exactly, would be. She 
said painters were to think and feel and give versions. This, she said, showed the play of 
light and shadow. She told us that green leaves do cast green shadows and the green 
shadows were complementary to the delicate pink of the flesh. The leaves are painted 
roughly. If they had been done in delicate style, it would have detracted from the delicacy 
of the figure.67  
 
Then, in an overview of the US Section, Doris applies her knowledge of the nude as a vehicle for 
exploring effects of light and shadow to William McGregor Paxton’s Glow of Gold and Gleam 
                                                
 
66 Doris Barr Stanislawski Papers, scrapbook, 6: 323. Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. Mrs. Melville F. Johnson, 
from Richmond, Indiana, was the general chairman of the Art Department of the National Federation of Women's 
Clubs, the senior docent for the Palace of Fine Arts, and the subject of an Examiner article on March 6, 1915: “For 
the benefit of those countless thousands of persons who ask when visiting art exhibits, ‘It's beautiful, but is it art?’ 
J.E.D. Trask, chief of the Department of Fine Arts at the Exposition, has engaged a ‘senior docent.’…Mrs. Johnston 
[sic] is there all day to serve as special lecturer and conductor in the art palace, and any point which is not clear in 
one's mind about any picture, painter or period may be referred to her for elucidation. A small fee will be charged, 
this to revert to the Exposition. Mrs. Johnston will take any person or party from one end of the palace to the other, 
and point out the reasons why each picture was chosen to hang in its respective place…. Her mission, she says. Is to 
popularize art…Mrs. Johnston has been abroad many times, and has visited the studio of every artist of note in the 
United States. She has made long tours in lecturing on art.” “Is It Art? Ask Senior Docent,” San Francisco 
Examiner, 6 March 1915, 10.  
 
67 Ibid., 6: 343. Another interesting comparison is that made by Frieseke's cousin, who visited the fair and who  
described Summer as a recumbent September Morn. “Hunches on Art” San Francisco Chronicle, 25 July 1915, 17. 
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of Pearl (fig. 2.12), which she describes as “a superb nude. The picture is so full of light. The 
figure is on a glowing golden orange background [that] causes blue shadows to fall on the 
body.”68 Doris also discusses Lawton Parker, who she notes “is quite important,” in similar 
terms.  “His ‘Paresse’ (fig. 2.13),  is a picture of a nude woman lying on a couch is a very 
beautiful thing and was awarded a medal of honor. The reflection from the green curtain on the 
white skin and foot is wonderful.”69  
The book that Doris used to help her make sense of the art exhibition was written by 
Eugen Neuhaus, a painter and assistant professor at Berkeley whose popular lectures on the art 
exhibition at the PPIE were collected and published during the peak summer months of the fair. 
Neuhaus, like Mrs. Johnson the docent, also employs Stella as a point of comparison. He writes: 
“Lawton Parker’s Paresse in its sensual note runs “Stella” a close second, but in a colour scheme 
and design of such beauty that one cannot help getting a great deal of aesthetic satisfaction from 
it, aside from its too apparent sensational character.”70 Three years later, Neuhaus published 
Painters, Pictures, and the People, a basic introduction to the formal elements of art, in which he 
devotes an entire chapter to the subject of the nude. In this later expansion of his thoughts on the 
art at the PPIE, Neuhaus deems Stella “the most flagrant example” of the dime-museum or 
saloon nude, a “photographic type of so-called art…There was nothing noble about Stella, and a 
good deal that was base, vulgar, physical. However, many of the nudes in the legitimate art 
exhibition were of similar caliber….”71  
                                                
 
68 Ibid., 6: 356. 
 
69 Ibid., 6: 360.  
 
70 Eugen Neuhaus, The Galleries of the Exposition: A Critical Review of the Paintings, Statuary and the Graphic 




In Neuhaus’ assessment, Bernhard Gutmann’s Nude with a Parrot (fig. 2.14) and 
William Glackens’ “fragments of a discomposing[ sic] lady propped up on a chaise longue” (fig. 
2.15) are the examples of nudes employed as “the cheap trick of attracting attention.”72 As 
“good” nudes, Neuhaus cites Arthur Carles’ Torso (fig. 2.16) “in the modern naturalistic vein,” 
Frieseke’s Summer with its “healthy glamour of color, life, light and atmosphere,” and Sargent’s 
“well-known nubian girl” (fig. 2.17) as “most interesting from a very keen quality of rhythmic 
outline, which [runs] spirally through the picture from top to bottom.”73  
John Barry, a writer and popular columnist for the San Francisco Bulletin, also 
endeavored to aid the average viewer in distinguishing the good from the bad in the Palace of 
Fine Arts. He devoted more than thirty of his “Ways of the World” columns to fine art at the fair, 
and like Neuhaus, capitalized on the interest in the exhibition by re-publishing his writings in 
guidebook form.  The first of Barry’s art columns ran in June and was titled “Attitude towards 
Painting: A Matter of Some Concern to the Crowds of People that Visit the Palace of Fine Arts.” 
It begins, “I don’t know anything about art, says a friend with the courage of his opinions, but I 
know what I hate.” Barry’s aim is to help people overwhelmed by the task of deciding which 
paintings are good ones. “A lady in a very perturbed state of mind wrote me a letter the other 
day, saying ‘In the Palace of Fine Arts I have noticed the picture of a fat nude woman eating an 
apple. Is it supposed to be fine? Ought we to admire it?’” Barry offers up multiple points of 
view—that some may find gratuitous nudity in art offensive, while others find it beautiful, and  
                                                
71 Eugen Neuhaus, Painters, Pictures and the People (San Francisco, 1918), 168. As George Starr notes, Neuhaus 
saw the Zone as “hodge-podge, a riotous melee of flimsiness and sham. He found popular culture not merely 
distasteful and ugly, but threatening mob rule and other frightening social implications.” George Starr, 155-56. 
 
72 Ibid., 170-171.  
 
73 Ibid., 171-72. 
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still others . . . take a middle course and find both extremes tiresome. In itself the portrait 
of a nude fleshly woman eating an apple does not seem to be especially inspiring. And its 
right place may not be in an international exhibition. What it’s right place is might be 
hard to say—possibly one of those luxurious bar-rooms that do so much to cultivate 
taste.74  
 
(Stella did in fact end up hung over the bar at the Domino Club in downtown San Francisco after 
World War II.75) 
 Barry wrote another column entirely on the subject of Nudity in Art, subtitled “The 
Education We are Now Receiving in Regard to this Complicated and Generally Misunderstood 
Human Subject.”  Like most of his columns on the Fair, this one is staged as a conversation 
between Barry and a painter as they walk through the galleries of the art exhibition, with Barry 
himself writing both roles. It opens with the painter stating, “Since this Exposition, I think I have 
noticed a difference here in San Francisco. People aren’t so sensitive about ... nude figures as 
they used to be.” Barry asks, “But isn’t it true. . . that there is a big difference among nude 
figures in art?”  The painter proceeds to describe the technical opportunity and the enormous 
difficulty of painting the nude figure.  Barry, ever the devil’s advocate, next asks about “the 
incongruity that so often goes with the nude…when it is placed out of doors. …It seems so 
absurd to us. . .  to see a nude woman seated under a tree.”76  Any follower of the exhibition and 
the awards recently announced would surely have called to mind Frieseke’s Summer. The painter 
defends the contrast thus obtainable between the landscape, figure, and color scheme, but Barry, 
working up to the lesson he is ultimately trying to convey, provokes the painter further, insisting 
that such paintings must be some kind of joke. The painter, nearly apoplectic, responds:  
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We think too much about our sense of humor in this country. We will sacrifice anything 
to it.   People who can’t enjoy a landscape with a nude figure in it, or with several nude 
figures, show that they are suffering from defective imagination. In the Palace of Fine 
Arts we continually see people of this sort standing before nudes and before other fine 
canvases, some of them the works of the greatest men, and actually laughing. …As for 
nudity, when we take a high and mighty tone on that subject, we simply show how 
narrow-minded and provincial we are. People who wish to understand pictures must first 
of all learn to realize the difference between subject and treatment. There are nudes in 
this Exposition that are masterpieces from every point of view. There are other nudes that 
are of an unspeakable vulgarity. But nudity as a theme is just as legitimate as any other 
theme and just as clean.77 
 
Both Neuhaus and Barry are concerned with educating the masses about art, about how to 
behave in the sacrosanct space of an art gallery, but also to be aware of how an inability to 
appreciate nude paintings in particular for anything other than subject matter, revealed ignorance 
and provinciality on the part of the viewer. Appearing the rube was of greatest concern on the 
Zone, where patrons were tricked into thinking something was real through special effects, and 
also in the Palace of Fine Art, where visitors could be found out as unsophisticated. In another 
episode of “Steve’s a Regular Feller at the Fair,” (fig. 2.18) nudity is the issue that exposes 
Steve’s ignorance, when he guesses that Rodin’s Thinker is “thinking a suit of clothes would 
help a whole lot!”78  
                                                
 
77 Ibid. When Barry reworked his columns as a guidebook, he expands his discussion of the nude to identify good 
and bad examples for his readers. George Maury’s Shellfish is noted as “an example of an absolutely clean and 
healthy treatment of the nude. What could be purer than the presentation of those girlish figures? You can see at 
once that the attitude of the artist toward those lovely young bodies is very like the attitude that might be taken by 
their mother.” The Palace of Fine Arts and the French and Italian Pavilions: A Walk with a Painter (San Francisco, 
1915), 30. Puvis de Chauvanne’s Hope is described as “an ideal example of the nude, delicately felt and painted 
with reserve and tenderness. ...The nude girl carries the promise of the revival of nature, with the return of courage 
and ambition and energy. Its beauty and charm can be perceived even by those who do not appreciate the work of 
this master in general.” Albert Besnard’s Woman Sleeping is for Barry,  “...the kind of nude the public doesn’t care 
for…Some people it even makes a little sick. They wonder why a painter could take so gross a type and present it, 
nude, in surroundings that are so incongruous.” 
  
78 In a recurring feature in the Call & Post entitled “Laughs and Letters of a World’s Fair Stenographer” Elsie, the 
stenographer, takes dictation for a letter home from a boorish visitor (who looks a lot like “Steve”), and who clearly 
has been spending all his time at the girl shows on the Zone. He thinks the entrance to the Zone is the entrance to the 
Fair, and thus the primary attraction. Elsie encourages him to visit the Palace of Fine Arts and directs him to a room 
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 The fear of being considered provincial and uneducated for assuming nudity in art to be a 
sign of debauchery was the subject of another brief publication produced during the fair entitled,  
“The Devil at the Fair, or Reflections on Nude Art.” In a series of five poems, the author slyly 
pokes fun at anyone who might object to the allegorical figures that decorated the main 
courtyards and palaces throughout the fair. Adolph Weinman’s Rising Sun and Descending Night 
in the Court of the Universe (figs. 2.19-2.22) were consistently featured as the worst offenders.79 
In the first poem, Saint Anthony leads the Devil on a tour of the fair, until the Devil becomes 
scandalized and finally cries out:  
“Rude are the statues on the buildings tall, 
But these the meanest, vilest of them all. 
Enough for me! Saint Anthony farewell! 
THEY SHAME THE DEVIL! I return to Hell!80 
 
In “A Bad Advertisement” a visitor wanders through the fairgrounds and begins to worry over 
the reputation these two sculptures would lend to the city: 
All who visit the Fair should protest to the Mayor 
‘Gainst the nasty display in the splendid inclosure, 
And the Chief of Police should be given no peace, 
Till the statues are jailed for indecent exposure.81 
                                                
she knows he will like, the gallery including Frieseke’s Summer and Gutmann’s Girl with a Parrot. Elsie tells the 
man, “There’s a girl with a parrot on her knee,” and the man asks, “Any thing else?” Elsie replies, blushing, “No, 
not much of anything.” The man asks, “I mean, no other pictures?” and Elsie says, “Oh, I thought you meant 
anything else on the girl.” Alfred Price, “Laughs and Letters... No. 4,” San Francisco Call & Post, 27 March 1915, 
15. Sunset Magazine ran a serial novel about working class girls who found love at the Fair. Aggie, who sells 
pantyhose in a department store, goes for an evening stroll with her friend Gus through the Court of Four Seasons. 
Gus remarks of one of the sculptures, “This must be Spring…No chance selling hose to that lady; they’re not 
wearing ‘em this season.” And a moment later: “…Summer’s shy on hose too.” Nita Pierson, “The Court of the Four 
Seasons,” Sunset Magazine 35, 1 (July 1915), 101. 
 
79 Undraped reproductions of Rising Sun were “ruled to be indecent” in a police court case against a Los Angeles art 
dealer following the exposition. The judge in the case decided that the sculpture could only be considered “art” 
when displayed in a public art exhibition or in a home. San Francisco Examiner 18 April 1916, 1. See also Ella 
Costillo Bennett, “Knocks from the Iconoclast. Some Work for the Purity Society,” The Wasp, 22 May, 1915, 1, 5, 
and 11 on complaints against the sculpture at the fair as “undermining the morals of the beholders.”  Markwyn notes 
a tone of irreverence and sarcasm on the part of the press towards critics of Zone morality. Markwyn, 147. Weinman 
added a fig leaf to Rising Sun for smaller scale bronze castings of these figures. 
 





Other poems in the collection, entitled “The Blot of Shame” and “A Smutty Disgrace” similarly 
feign concern that such shocking vulgarity will be misinterpreted as evidence of an as yet 
uncivilized people.  Ironically, and most likely intentionally, the sentiment of the poems echoes 
the Social Hygiene Counsel’s fears that the baser appeals of the Zone tainted the elevating goals 
of the fair as a whole. “The Devil at the Fair” was clearly intended as a joke, but when 
considered in the context of other commentary that warned visitors of unmasking themselves 
through their responses to various features of the exposition, it may also be interpreted as a 
preventative means of declaring for the city a degree of sophistication which it was not likely to 
have held in the minds of its more sophisticated Eastern visitors.  
San Francisco was well-known for its open toleration of prostitution, and despite new 
Red Light statutes designed to clean up the Barbary Coast and the Tenderloin districts in advance 
of the Fair, appeals and a lack of enforcement meant business as usual, as noted with much 
consternation in the Social Hygiene report.82 It is also significant that three of the Zone 
concessions that were temporarily shut down during the fair for immoral practices—
Underground Chinatown, The ‘49 Camp, (“the real bad boy of the Zone,” according to Todd) 
and the Wild West Ranch!all had specific local or regional associations.83 Profit margins did 
not always win, even on the Zone. The fair was San Francisco’s moment in the national and 
                                                
81 Ibid., 9. 
 
82 Bascom Johnson, 601-2. See Asbury, 299-314 and Markwyn, 137-142 for a summary of anti-prostitution 
legislation in California in the years leading up to the fair. 
 
83 Todd, 2: 362-3. Markwyn discusses the specific issues at stake in the various Zone attractions that came under 
attack, including Underground Chinatown, and the ‘49ers Camp. Markwyn, 110-111, 120, 142, 340.  Todd’s 
account of the '49 Camp displays his sense of humor and wry attitude toward the problem of policing morality on 
the Zone: “It was said that gambling went on there. The historian does not know. Certainly if gambling had not gone 
on there the place would have lacked verisimilitude and failed to represent any real '49 camp in California, and so its 
name would have been a misnomer and a deception, and the thing itself corrupt…” Todd, 2: 362. Todd also states 
that the Wild West show was closed due to lack of interest and profit. Todd, 2: 363. 
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international spotlight and the fine art exhibit was the city’s means of demonstrating its cultural 
advancement to tourists and investors. San Francisco was one of the few remaining major 
American cities lacking a civic art museum in 1915, and numerous local commentators 
emphasized the importance of taking advantage of the tremendous educational opportunity that 
such an extensive exhibition of fine art presented. As New York art critic Christian Brinton 
wrote of the exhibition:  “It merely remains to be seen how far this flood from the perennial 
fountain of beauty can permanently enrich a parched and aspiring community.”84  
The issue of nudity at the fair was fraught with a sense of regional and cultural inferiority 
that was alternately conveyed through humor and a genuine concern to educate visitors about the 
differences between what they could see in the Palace of Fine Arts, on the Zone, and the spaces 
in between. If attendance figures are any indication, San Franciscans and Californians took heed. 
The ten million people reported to have visited the Palace of Fine Arts put Stella’s paltry figure 
to shame. 
High and Low in the Futurist Gallery   
 Even more so than with the nudes in the exhibition, the Futurist Gallery was the place 
where the art department administration, critics, and guidebook authors had to work hard to 
convince visitors that what was on view was art, and not some sideshow misplaced from the 
Zone. The daily papers reported on the Futurist gallery with various forms of comic illustrations 
                                                
84 Brinton, Impressions of the Art at the Panama-Pacific Exposition (New York, 1916), 182. See also “’Home of 
Art’ Gets a ‘Knock’ San Francisco Examiner 20 July 1914, 14 in which a French member of the jury at the St. 
Louis Exposition recommended that France boycott the PPIE because “California knows nothing about art. Only 
recently I saw the curator in a big California city hang a common colored reproduction of a painting in an art 
gallery.” In an article on the art exhibition, published in the New York Times just after the closing of the fair, the 
author reported, “It has been my good fortune to attend many expositions, but never have I seen in any other such an 
eager interest to learn…This marvelous interest shown in the Fine Arts Building and its contents demonstrates that 
the Californian has a great love of the artistic. And this leads one to wonder why San Francisco, the largest city on 
the Pacific Coast, should not have followed long ago the example of the Eastern cities and built an adequate art 
museum.” “Exposition Crowds Eager to Learn About Art,” New York Times, 19 December 1915, SM10. The same 
article was published as “Arts and Letters: The Fine Arts Building,” in The Wasp, 1 January 1916, 18. 
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and other entertaining features that tended—as was true of the commentary on the Armory 
Show! to treat the Futurists as an enormous joke. While the official explanatory and didactic 
materials produced or approved by the exhibition organizers sought to educate the masses about 
the formal elements of modern art, instruct them in evaluating individual works for themselves, 
and teach them how to behave appropriately in an art gallery, other forms of commentary both 
contributed to and undermined these efforts by both reinforcing and denying distinctions 
between high and low culture.  
The Futurists’ participation in the San Francisco Fair was largely due to the efforts of J. 
Nilsen Laurvik, a member of the art department whom Trask dispatched to traveled to Europe in 
1914 to invite submissions from artists in countries that had declined participation in the Fair and 
therefore had no official delegation—England, Austria, Hungary, and Scandinavia among 
them.85 In Venice, Laurvik met with the poet Filippo Marinetti, author of the first Futurist 
manifesto, who pledged to send a collection of works to the Fair. The inclusion of a Futurist 
gallery was also supported by Ernesto Nathan, mayor of Rome, Official Head of the Italian 
Commission to the PPIE, and a personal friend of Marinetti as well as the painter Giacomo Balla.  
This is perhaps why an independent group of artists was permitted to participate outside the 
designated galleries of the official (and conventionally conservative) Italian Section within the 
main Palace of Fine Arts. Fifty paintings and sculptures by Balla, Umberto Boccioni, Gino 
                                                
85 Laurvik’s efforts were particularly fruitful in his native Norway (he moved with his family to the United States 
when he was a boy), resulting in his appointment as Chief of the Norwegian Section. See “More Famed Treasures 
for Fine Arts Exhibit,” San Francisco Examiner, 18 March 1915, 11  and “Collecting Art Exhibits in War-Ridden 
Europe,” American Review of Reviews 51, 4 (April 1915), 462-4 for details of Laurvik’s trip. Margaret Burke 
discusses the Futurists’ participation at the PPIE briefly in “Futurism in America, 1910-1917,” Ph. D. diss., 
University of Delaware, 1986, 58-60. Jean-Pierre Andréoli de Villers gives a more thorough account, one that 
recognizes the publicity they received. “Les Futuristes à la Panama Pacific International Exposition de San 





Severini, Carlo Carra and Luigi Russolo arrived in San Francisco in April, and were installed in 
Gallery 141, on the second floor of the Annex.   
A comparison of the installation of the Futurist Gallery with the stacked hang of the 
galleries in the US Section in the Palace of Fine Arts (figs. 2.23 and 2.24) makes the latter appear 
cluttered, incoherent and less conducive to focused concentration on one work at a time.  The 
sparse, orderly installation of the Futurists pictures was in stark contrast to the paintings 
themselves, suggesting a greater need for concentration, while at the same time, giving the 
appearance of greater selectivity and exclusivity for works that were generally not taken 
seriously. These additional demarcations of high culture achieved through the design and 
installation of the room, did little, however, to dissuade inappropriate reactions and behavior in 
the Futurist Gallery. 
Each of the major San Francisco dailies reported on the Futurist gallery with various 
forms of comic illustrations and other entertaining features. One of the first to appear was in the 
Chronicle, which ran a full-page Sunday feature entitled “Weird Pictures at PPIE Art Gallery 
Reveal Artistic Brainstorms.” (fig. 2.25)  The article is illustrated with reproductions of 
individual paintings and sculptures exhibited, overlayed with a central figure of a maniacal 
Futurist, who clutches overgrown paint tubes that spew, drip, and form puddles at his feet, while 
a terrified cat flees the scene. In the relatively brief text, Ben Macomber, a staff writer who also 
wrote one of the popular guidebooks to the Fair, encourages an open-minded and respectful 
response to the Futurists: 
 In spite of the bizarre appearance of these pictures, if they are indeed pictures, it 
would seem to be the fair thing to approach them with an open mind. Why should we 
stand before any new thing in an antagonistic attitude? When persons at least as 
intelligent as I am profess to see significance in a Futurist canvas, who am I to say that 
they are wrong?   
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 I confess that I am unable to see a picture in a Futurist canvas. I wouldn’t have 
one in my house. But I am willing to let others have their own opinion, and, having some 
glimmering of what the Futurist is trying to do, and of the real effect he has had upon the 
world, I respect him [even] if I don’t care for his work.86 
 
John Barry, the columnist who wrote on nudity at the fair, also attempted to convey the 
seriousness of the Futurists, devoting two of his popular “Ways of the World” columns to their 
work, and using his standard conceit of a conversation between a painter and a layperson.  The 
first begins with the painter stating, “It’s easy to laugh at the Italian Futurists,...But it’s more 
profitable to find out what they’re trying to do.” Barry, in the guise of the average Joe, continues:  
With those words in my mind I tried to be serious when I stood among those curious 
examples of one of the new and revolutionary movements in art. But no such ambition 
controlled some of the people about me. They were having a good time, pointing out to 
one another good examples of absurdity.87 
    
“The painter” patiently coaches his pupil on how to read Futurist paintings by analyzing 
compositional elements as the expression of movement and speed rather than simple 
representations of things. By the column’s end, the layperson begins to understand, and gains 
confidence in interpreting the images for himself. But he never loses “that nervous state of mind, 
due to [some] possible trap,” and his concluding observations suggest that something else is also 
at stake in this particular gallery.  He notes, “Some people near us were listening and smiling. 
They looked quizzically at the painter and yet with a certain kindly regard. Then it dawned upon 
me that they took him for one of the press humorists.”88  The general public was not willing to 
                                                
86 Ben Macomber, “Weird Pictures at PPIE Art Gallery Reveal Artistic Brainstorms,” San Francisco Chronicle 8 
August 1915, 16. 
 
87 John Barry, “The Italian Futurists: The Group Now Exciting Astonishment and Ridicule Among Visitors in the 
Palace of Fine Arts,” San Francisco Bulletin, 28 August 1915, 6.  
 
88 Ibid., There was a convention of American Press Humorists held at the Fair. Todd notes the trend in journalism 
towards humorous and satirical columnists as part of his account of the journalism congresses. Todd, 5: 45. See also 
“Humorists are ‘Bronze Plaqued’ at Fair…Elaborate Ceremonies Held at the Fair by Joke-Makers for the U.S. 
Press.” San Francisco Examiner, 26 August 1915, 6. 
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accept serious discussion of these works at face value, and their vigilance in identifying someone 
as a shyster trying to have one over on them demonstrates that suspicions about it all being a joke 
overpowered the average attempt to keep an open mind.  Furthermore, in the public’s mind, the 
deception was so involved as to include a fake barker of sorts, who advertised the virtues of the 
works exhibited.  
Barry’s second column on the Futurists expands on the first, further explaining the kinds 
of subjective experiences that artists may draw upon for inspiration, and how the Futurists were 
striving to develop a new kind of language through color and form.  However, his main point is 
to make the public take the Futurists seriously, and to do this, he makes it clear that simply 
laughing at these paintings reveals more about the viewer than the subject of his or her derision. 
Near the end of the column, the painter says, “...it is well for us to bear in mind the saying of one 
of the great masters to a pupil that was working along accepted lines: “Till you have awakened 
the contempt of fools you haven’t done a really good piece of work.”  Barry’s layperson, asks 
one final time: “Isn’t it possible that the Futurists are having a little fun at our expense?” The 
painter gives the question serious consideration, then replies: “I believe these fellows are 
sincere.”89  
Taking the Futurists seriously, or even just approaching their work with an open mind 
was also about social posturing and status. Only a rube would make fun of what he does not 
understand, but only a rube would also pretend to understand what he absolutely did not. This 
was the basic premise behind another episode of Arthur Milman’s comic strip, this time 
alternately titled “Steve Bunk at the Fair,” (fig. 2.26) illustrating a scene in the Futurist Gallery. 
In the first panel, Steve’s wife says, “This Futurist art is puzzling, isn’t it, Steve?”  He replies: 
                                                
89 John Barry, “The Italian Futurists: Some of the Baffling Qualities of Their Work Shown in Their Exhibit at the 
Palace of Fine Arts,” San Francisco Bulletin, 30 August 1915, 6.  
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“Nonsense! Wifey! Nonsense!” In Panel 2, she declares: “I can’t understand what this 
symbolizes!” and Steve replies:  “Woman! Your ignorance embarrasses me!” She responds: 
“Seeing you know so much what is it then?” Steve assumes an absurd stance while balancing his 
hat on his walking stick and proclaims, “I should say it’s a rainbow caressing the fluttering soul 
of a!HOTDOG! Ha! Ha!”  Steve, as usual, has no idea what he’s talking about. The comic 
representation of Steve running away—a series of circles and horizontal lines to indicate 
speed!is perhaps a subtle indication on the comic’s part that he at least understood what the 
Futurists were attempting to do, while simultaneously demonstrating that the problem of 
representing speed had already been solved in the cartoon pages.  Like Barry's conversations 
with an artist, Milman’s portrayal of Steve’s wife sympathetically encourages visitors to ask 
questions and actively engage with the works on view, rather than dismiss them out of hand, or 
worse, falsely claim expertise in order to make others feel stupid.   
The Call & Post’s coverage of the Futurists was the least concerned with affording these 
works serious consideration, although its writers did use the gallery as an advertisement of sorts 
to visit the exhibition. Arthur Price’s poem,  “Some Fine Arts,” begins: 
Devoted to the cause of Art, 
  Ah, me it can not vex, 
I made a bold and valiant start 
  Within the new Annex 
Just built behind the Fine Arts Palace! 
  I give you facts and with no malice.90 
 
The author is declaring himself to be a seasoned supporter of the arts, unflappable by whatever 
new trends might exhibited, as well as an honest and objective reporter. After several stanzas 
describing the radical paintings exhibited on the first floor, Price heads upstairs for his dramatic 
conclusion. 
                                                
90 Arthur L. Price, “Some Fine Art,” San Francisco Call and Post, 13 August 1915, 12. 
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I staggered up the frontal stairs! 
  A room with color blazing! 
(Yea, I was taken unawares! 
  I’ll save you from such hazing.) 
For this is what I saw, I wist, 
  Within the room of Futurist: 
 
etaoi XZ@& ***!! !XZ@3/4? et@a! 
  eta hrb qqyqg *1/2 ?2 (&3/4& 
6@3/4& 6** 12 m bfw XZ@3/4 etamb; 
  m?mniw ygXZ@ 1/2 ? XZ@3/4 ?! 
yamf ard mfomf mfw wk*) ((*!?) 789eta 
  * (Well, go and see the things yourself.)91 
 
In other words, there are no words to describe such things, or if there were, those words would 
be unintelligible to the average person. 
 Price was also the author of a column that ran in the Call and Post entitled “Laughs and 
Letters of a World’s Fair Stenographer.” Among this series was a send-up of the Futurists, 
entitled, “In The Palace of Super-Fine Arts,” in which a League of True Artists, also known as 
the Riot Jury, breaks into the Palace of Fine Arts to right the wrongs of the official jury in not 
awarding the Futurists any medals. There were five members of this alternate jury!the only five 
people in all of California who believed in the artistic merits of the Futurists; all the rest were 
being “held under observation” in a “detention hospital.”92  Two jurors gesticulate toward a 
painting, one indicates careful consideration with a finger to his mouth; all but the woman, 
                                                
91 Ibid. 
 
92 Arthur L. Price, “Laughs and Letters of a World’s Fair Stenographer. No. 22!In the Palace of Super-Fine Arts,” 
San Francisco Call & Post, 11 September 1915, 15. Price’s use of the moniker “madmen” applied to those who 
appreciate the Futurists was possibly a veiled reference to the real intent of the Futurists. Laurvik quotes the passage 
from the Technical Manifesto of 1910—“We declare... That the name of ‘madman’ with which it is attempted to gag 
all innovators should be looked upon as a title of honor”—in Is It Art?, promoted in the press and on sale at a 
popular bookstore in San Francisco during the fair. See “Is It Art?” San Francisco Chronicle, 1 August 1915, 9, and  
“Freak Artists Find Sympathizer in Art Expert of Norway,” San Francisco Bulletin, 7 August 1915, 2. Rose Berry, 
in her guidebook for the Palace of Fine Arts, similarly calls the Futurists “madmen,” but more as a concession to the 
response of the general public. See Jennifer A. Greenhill, “The Plague of Jocularity: Contesting Humor in American 
Art and Culture, 1863-93. Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 2007, 5 on humor as based in mood and madness and the 
anarchic effect of humor on culture: “That the term ‘humor’ issues from notions of madness—the humorist being 
“one whose humors are so out of balance that they cause eccentric or insane behavior.”  
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whose face is concealed by her hat, express a combination of shock and earnestness with high, 
arched eyebrows. (fig. 2.27) In the text of the article, paintings are selected for highest award, 
until human features are detected. At that moment, “the idea that anything representing a human 
head could be discovered in this picture of a human being removed it forever from the 
consideration of the jury of awards.”93   
Then, one juror runs up to the others, waving a piece of paper that he found underfoot. 
The others quickly agree that it deserves the grand prize; they frame it and hang it on the wall. 
When the artist is found, she races to the Palace of Fine Arts from across the fairgrounds, 
“rushe[s] into the Futurist Room, and plunge[s] through an admiring and puzzled throng.” She 
grabs her masterpiece from off the wall, explaining to the guard on duty who happened to be a 
friend: “I thought I had lost the first page of my shorthand notes on the speech of the governor of 
Idovania which I have to get up for tonight. But some nut found them and stuck them up on the 
wall for me and then tried to kid me into thinking my notes were some dippy kind of picture.”   
The guard replies, “You’re a lucky kid, Elsie,” and by this, he clearly means because she found 
her notes, not because she was the great, newly discovered “Futurist of California.”94     
Both of Price’s jokes turn on an analogous lack of representation and meaning in written 
composition, perhaps intentionally sending up the idea that the Futurists were creating a new 
language, or possibly!like Milman’s comic representation of Steve beating a hasty 
retreat!signaling Price’s awareness of the Futurist’s experimentation with free-word 
compositions. The “artist” is a woman, which in itself is not surprising in 1915, as a large central 
gallery was devoted to women artists at the PPIE and was often singled out as containing the best 
works in the exhibition. Price notes this fact but also that it “was marvelous” that the artist was a 
                                                





woman, since the women who “took most of the medals in the big tent…stubbornly refused to 
paint pictures that looked unlike things in human experience.” However, both Elsie and her 
guard friend are the only two characters who truly understand the scene in the Futurist Gallery, 
and they are both working class. They are also locals. In describing the problem of visitors being 
able to identify human features in Futurist paintings—thus disqualifying those works from 
consideration for award—Price notes, “Even certain sightseers, who by their badges were 
patently from the Middle West, and therefore were bourgois [sic] and respectable, found the 
hands and the face, and so that picture was ruled as being too human.”95  
Much like Arthur Milman in his “Steve” comics, Price pokes fun at fair-goers for 
feigning bourgeois respectability as well as appreciation for something they do not understand.  
He also suggests that studying Futurist paintings was comparable to competing in a carnival 
attraction: “Another portrait of a lady in motion was favored but a Native Daughter from 
Placador County—so said her badge—asked the president of the True Artists if there wasn’t a 
prize of a bottle of hair oil given to the one who found thirty-four human heads in the 
composition.”96  Price’s article is unique among commentary on the Palace of Fine Arts in 
aligning specific views with a particular socio-economic class, and it is therefore the exception 
that proves the rule of a generally homogenous middle-class audience for the Fair. But it is 
significant that the only sensible people in his account are local workers at the fair and not the 
average paying customer. Regional identity overcame or absorbed class identity when it came to 
fine art at the fair. In any case, Price’s send-up of the Futurists conveys the message that anyone 
who believes this is art is either mad or blind (early in the account, he states that “no one but an 
                                                
95 Ibid.   
 
96 Ibid. There is no such place as Placador County. “Placador” means linebacker in Spanish, and is perhaps another 
joke relating to Boccioni’s Dynamism of a Footballer. 
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astigmatic” can appreciate the Futurists), while also reinforcing the idea that this particular 
gallery was an amusement designed to fool unsuspecting visitors.  
Three additional examples of humorous press features on the Futurists play off the 
emotional reactions of the general public, and also the incongruent nature of these reactions for 
an art gallery. The Call & Post’s “Sidelights and Highlights of the Fair” was a regular feature 
that briefly described some aspect of the exposition, generally in the form of a humorous 
anecdote. As reported on September 6: 
A sad looking man with long whiskers was standing in the Fine Arts annex on 
Friday evening and looking at the weird futurist and cubist concoctions.  
Suddenly there was a boom and a bang and a flash and red fire in the skies. 
“What is this?” asked the man of a guard. “It sounds like a futurist painting come 
to life.” 
“They are burning the mortgage,” said the guard. 
Mournfully the man looked about him, shook his head and said: 
   “Oh, if this were only a mortgage.”97 
 
“Burning the mortgage” refers to the day the Fair had made enough money to cover its debts, an 
event that was marked with a ceremony including fireworks. As reported in the Call and Post, 
“A salvo of bombs, a huge pyrotechnic display, whistles, and sirens will accompany the 
festivities and a carnival of joy will follow.”98 A large illustration of the event includes a group 
of people dancing wildly around a bonfire (fig. 2.28), with the Palace of Fine Arts serving as 
backdrop for what might otherwise appear some pagan ritual.  The PPIE was one of the few 
financially successful world’s fairs, with the last two months of its gate receipts consisting of  
pure profit.99 What is significant about the “Sidelights and Highlights” episode is the fact that the 
                                                
97 “Sidelights and Highlights of the Fair,” San Francisco Call & Post, 6 September 1915, 13. 
 
98 “Taft Will Burn Mortgage at Fair Tonight,” San Francisco Call & Post 3 September 1915, 11. 
 
99 “California Takes Stock of Its Fair,” Literary Digest 51, 26 (December 25, 1915), 1466 includes accounting 
details for the PPIE and notes that despite the war, a depression, and the distance to fair for many travelers, and even 
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visitor seems depressed by the new art and wishes it could be destroyed and forgotten!its heavy 
burden lifted, like that of a repaid loan.  No other works in the Palace of Fine Arts produced such 
a strongly negative effect as to suggest, even as a joke, that the art be torched.  
As reported in “Sidelights and Highlights of the Fair” on September 13:  
It has been discovered that of every hundred grownup persons who visit the annex 
of the Fine Arts Palace, where the cubists’ and futurists’ paintings are shown, ninety-five 
laugh when they see the creations and that practically all the children start to cry.  
Scientists call this discovery psychology, while many others say it is simply 
common sense.”100 
 
Finally, A Bulletin editorial described the experience of many in “a certain Chamber of Horrors 
in the annex to the Palace of Fine Arts,” where artists “murdered” their subjects, and “shot 
[them] at a battered canvas.  … People came in, looked at the pictures and usually laughed. They 
thought that laughter was the proper reaction. Some of them tried to make funny remarks, and 
these were worse than the pictures.”101 The term “Chamber of Horrors” was coined in 1846 by 
London’s Punch Magazine in reference to a room at Madame Tussaud’s Wax Museum that 
contained gory relics of the French Revolution.102 The reference with respect to the Futurist 
gallery at the PPIE is particularly apt, in that the author notes the real mustache attached to the 
portrait of Marinetti—reality effects being a primary cause of revulsion at Madame Tussaud’s. 
                                                
without any assistance from the Federal government, the PPIE made more money than the Chicago or St. Louis 
fairs.  
 
100 “Sidelights and Highlights of the Fair,” San Francisco Call & Post, 13 September 1915, 4. 
 
101 “Scrambled Art and Scones. Two Features of the Fair and Their Effect Upon a Neutral Observer,” San Francisco 
Bulletin, 6 September 1915,  6. 
  
102 http://www.madametussauds.com/London/About/History/200YearsofFame/BakerStreet/. In 1852, a gallery of 
“Examples of False Principles in Decoration” at the Museum of Ornamental Art in London was referred to as the 
Chamber of Horrors. See Stuart Macdonald, The History and Philosophy of Art Education (New York, 1970), 178-9. 
Julian Alden Weir attended the third group exhibition of the Impressionists in 1877. He wrote home to his parents 
from Paris: “I never in my life saw more horrible things…. They do not observe drawing nor form but give you an 
impression of what they call nature. It was worse than the Chamber of Horrors.” Quoted in H. Barbara Weinberg, et. 
al. American Impressionism and Realism: The Painting of Modern Life, 1885-1915 [exh. cat., Metropolitan Museum 




“Chamber of Horrors” was also the designation given to the room in the Armory Show that 
included Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase, which at the time of the Fair was owned by a 
San Francisco print dealer.  
Laughter, surprise and fear were to be expected, and indeed were the intended reactions 
for visitors at certain attractions on the Zone—which in 1915 included a wax museum (the 
original “Chamber of Horrors”) and a Jester’s Palace, described in one guide as “a houseful of 
rankest nonsense,” and “the place of all places to bring your out-of-town friend to play pranks on 
him”103! but not in the Palace of Fine Arts.  As TJ Clark noted of the press response to Manet’s 
Olympia in 1863, the “catalogue of insults” that the painting received were “no doubt part of a 
journalistic game whose rules are obvious and in which hyperbole always wins.”104 Similar to the 
press coverage at the Armory Show, newspaper humorists who treated the Futurist exhibition as 
a laughing matter drummed up interest and curiosity among readers to go see for themselves 
what all the fuss was about.  Meanwhile, more serious commentators on the art exhibition were 
required to convince the general public that the Futurist Gallery was not some far-flung annex of 
the Jester’s Palace and was indeed meant to be taken seriously.  Some, like Barry, Milman, and 
Price went so far as to suggest that laughing at the Futurists, or feigning understanding, could be 
interpreted as signs of cultural inferiority.  As Leja argues in his assessment of responses to the 
Chicago World’s Fair and the Armory Show, “an integral part of the art-viewing experience was 
watching other people viewing art—usually the more powerful and sophisticated observing and 
condescending to the less.”105 Price’s account of Elsie and the guard turns this formulation 
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upside-down, making the bourgeois crowd the butt of the joke. There is no question, however, 
that the art exhibition at the San Francisco Fair similarly “provoked viewers and commentators 
to study not only the works of art, but also the forms of engagement with the works enacted by 
other viewers.”106 Barry’s columns in particular made his readers aware of how responses to 
certain works might be perceived by others, and subtly encouraged a more private response.  
With the exception of Pauline Jacobsen’s defense of Futurism that appeared in the 
Bulletin,107 the early articles on the Futurist Gallery that entreated visitors to approach the new art 
with an open-mind, and assuring them that the works were no joke, were written by men whose 
coverage of the exhibition was subsequently released in the form of popular guidebooks to the 
Palace of Fine Arts.  These writers were the conduit between the general public and the more 
serious reviews published in art journals and exclusive, limited edition commemorative volumes 
aimed at an elite audience.  And yet, such “highbrow” publications expose the class issue as 
cipher again, as much of this “upscale” commentary is remarkably similar to that found in the 
popular press. 
Michael Williams, a third local journalist whose writings on the art exhibition were 
collected and republished as a guidebook, wrote an article for American Art News about the 
“most radical and revolutionary specimens of the ultra-modern art currents of Europe, which 
gives special interest to the annex, and makes it one of the most hotly discussed and closely 
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107 Pauline Jacobsen, “Painting the Fourth Dimension,” San Francisco Bulletin, 2 October 1915, M1. Jacobsen’s 
admonition: “Few people get response from these new paintings because they fail to come with complete open 
minds…Most people come to the Futurists in an attitude blinded by prejudice. On all sides you hear ‘Oh, let’s see 
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paintings.’…Futurism is not a decadent movement, as the unthinking and biased suppose.” As an example of the 
more scathing criticism the Futurists received: Artist Worth Ryder, an instructor in the Berkeley School of Arts and 
Crafts condemned the movement as “decadent, vicious and noisome....It belongs rather to the realm of pathology, to 
the medicine man, the trance medium!...[The subjects of the Futurists] are food for the doctor or social worker, and 
not for the artist.” “Futurist Art Under Attack,” San Francisco Examiner 24 April 1916, 9. 
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studied parts of the entire art exhibition… The large gallery on the second floor, devoted to the 
Italian “Futurists” is thronged all day long.”108 Williams describes Severini’s Portrait of 
Marinetti at length—as an example of the sincerity of the Futurists—but concludes with the 
usual sampling of outrageous remarks overheard in the gallery. “Crazy! cry most observers. 
“No!” say others. “It is a serious experiment, an attempt to make a new form of art!” At any rate, 
it is a sensation, and the comments of the visitors would make the fortune of Irwin Cobb.”109  
The Catalogue DeLuxe of the Department of Fine Art, a limited edition, two-volume, 
grand commemorative project published at the close of the exhibition, demonstrates the 
seriousness of the organizers!Trask and Laurvik edited the volumes! by including an essay by 
Boccioni, thereby giving the Futurists a platform for expounding their theories and explaining 
their art. Boccioni’s essay is a highly tamed version of earlier Futurist manifestos, without any 
mention of “the vicious existence of museums,” “useless” art critics, “those complacent pimps!” 
or “gouty academics and drunken, ignorant professors.”110 Such authorities were, after all, aiding 
the cause at the PPIE. Boccioni’s call for repudiating academic forms in favor of representation 
based on volume, force lines and “the various abstract rhythms of every object,” includes this 
directive to the average viewer: “The public must also be convinced that in order to understand 
aesthetic sensations to which one is not accustomed, it is necessary to forget entirely one’s 
intellectual culture, not in order to ASSIMILATE the work of art, but to DELIVER ONE’S 
SELF UP to it heart and soul.”111 
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Laurvik’s “Post Scriptum: Apropos New Tendencies,” which immediately follows 
Boccioni’s essay in the Catalogue DeLuxe, raises the issue of social distinction in a publication 
intended for an elite audience.   
You may even own a Manet, now generally regarded by all who can afford it as a patent 
of nobility, and be a subscriber to the Little Theatre, and it will avail you nothing if you 
still remain intolerant of the new and the strange, simply because it lies outside of your 
ken. Nor can you continue to take refuge in that blind alley of critical discernment: “I 
don’t know anything about art, but I know what I like,” without exposing yourself to final 
defeat and ridicule. You may successfully appraise the worth of a sausage in that off-
hand manner, but you cannot apply the same standard to a work of art, and your 
companions in intolerance will be the first to make you the butt of their ridicule, if 
perchance they awaken before you.112 
 
Laurvik refers to both Barry’s Bulletin columns on the Palace of Fine Arts, as well as to 
Milman’s “Steve” cartoons in this scolding address that challenges his readers to care, if for no 
other reason than that of losing the competition among one’s peers to become, or at least appear 
to be enlightened. Laurvik’s language throughout emphasizes high-low, as well as evolutionary 
distinctions [emphasis added]:   
Instead of tumbling headlong into this easy pitfall prepared by genius for the confusion of 
the ignorant and the indifferent, you had better wrestle with this tormenting spirit. Force 
it to reveal its real identity, make it uncover its brow and show the mark of its God-given 
authority, but don’t dismiss it with an airy “Pough!” The moment you do that, that thing 
is lost to you.113  
. . . .  
 
These young modernists whose paintings so grievously offend popular opinion, are 
merely a part of a world-wide movement of spiritual and intellectual evolution that find 
its analogies in all the arts. . . 114  
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. . . this reawakening of spirituality in man, which, as expressed in the new art, is really a 
higher state of intellectual consciousness... 115 
 
. . . I strongly urge the propriety of regarding as neither madmen nor charlatan every man 
who puts forth a piece of work that runs counter to popular taste or popular 
understanding, and that the exercise of a little independent open-minded thinking on the 
matter would itself be a source of pleasure and profit such as one experiences in the effort 
to unravel the enigmatic. Modern art, being more highly intellectualized than any 
previous art, especially demands this effort of thought as a concomitant of pleasurable 
enjoyment. 116 
 
Laurvik reproduces the common “trick” of not allowing viewers to judge works unfavorably that 
had so upset conservative critics of the Armory Show.  By doing do, “they declared themselves 
philistines or worse, lowbrows, with all of that term’s phrenological, evolutionary, class, and 
racial implications.”117 As with the Armory Show, at the PPIE “this infringement of free 
judgment, more than any specific characteristic of the extremist works, was responsible for 
grumblings of dissatisfaction.”118 While press humorists provided a steady stream of entertaining 
commentary on the Futurists, Laurvik, as a professional critic and defender of radical 
modernism, was not willing to let the public make up its own mind, and even suggests in none 
too subtle terms that if you don’t understand the new art, it is probably because you don’t possess 
enough intelligence to do so.  As J. M. Mancini has argued with respect to the Armory Show, 
“modernism’s most vocal proponents tended to marginalize common experience as a guide to the 
interpretation of art, suggesting that aesthetic experience could be neither understood nor 
explained in conventional terms.”119  
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What is Art? 
I return now to the epigraph for this chapter. PPIE historian Frank Todd considers the 
impact that modern inventions—the automobile, moving pictures and the aeroplane—may have 
had on audiences: 
How far these affected the popular taste unconsciously is conjectural, but they must have 
had a great deal to do with the way people reacted to efforts to entertain them. There was 
a time when great crowds could be attracted and held by stereopticons, but it was so no 
longer. It was an age of sophisticated children. Things had become commonplace that 
once were wonderful. The public imagination had been “speeded up,” and to outrun it 
things must be swift.120  
 
Todd insisted that the mystery of Stella’s appeal could not be explained by the reality effect of 
her deceptively realistic portrayal. “She occupied a deep frame, with skillfully disposed electric 
lights, and the perspective was of a nature to make people wonder whether it was a picture on 
canvas or a Sleeping Beauty tableau. But that was nothing new to Stella, and will hardly account 
for the public’s interest in her.” Todd innocently (or with tongue in cheek) explains, “the only 
certain element seems to be that people will willingly pay ten cents to see something pretty.”121 
The opportunity to see an enticing image of a naked woman was absolutely part of Stella’s 
success—and a timeless form of entertainment that remained viable regardless of progress and 
invention. But it was also the way in which Stella called attention to the fine line between high 
and low, between art and “not art” that made her so popular. She was the perfect example of 
Burton Benedict’s observation that Zone attractions were “caricatures of the serious exhibits; 
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they exploited the sensational as though it were an educational or scientific display.”122  The 
entertainment value of her borderline indecency, combined with the way her promoters marketed 
her as high art made her irresistible. And within the context of an exhibition that awarded the 
highest honors in Fine Arts to large-scale paintings of nude women (Frieseke’s Summer, Parker’s 
Paresse), the comparison was obvious.   
Context was paramount. Comic responses to Stella were acceptable because she was an 
attraction on the Zone. Similar responses to paintings of nude women in the Palace of Fine Arts 
were inappropriate because there was to be no question whether or not those paintings were art. 
The real question for fair-goers was being able to tell the difference. Audiences were primed for 
the challenge in a Chronicle article that detailed the controversial history of Parker’s Paresse 
(fig. 2.13) and teasingly concluded, “And now San Francisco is to have the opportunity of 
judging for itself whether ‘La Paresse’ is art or—otherwise.”123 Additional instruction for the 
masses came from John S. Sumner, Head of the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice, 
who addressed issues of medium (original artwork vs. cheap reproductions) and context in an 
Examiner article entitled “Why the Very Same Painting May be Ennobling—and Also Indecent.” 
As Sumner wrote: “There is something inspiring and noble in the atmosphere [of an art 
museum]. …Even the young who pass through the galleries are more likely to feel this spirit than 
a vulgar, prurient curiosity. The place of exhibition, therefore, largely determines the effect of 
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suggestiveness in a work of art.”124 September Morn is among the examples Sumner cites. The 
evidence of Doris Barr’s appreciation of Frieseke’s Summer and Paresse in particular is 
significant, as she demonstrates how a young girl applied the lessons of her docent and 
guidebook to the subject of a nude—including a nude like Stella—without ever feeling uneasy 
about doing so. (Doris did not, unfortunately, record her impressions of the Futurists, if indeed 
she ever visited the Annex.)  
Style, rather than subject matter, was the main issue challenging traditional definitions of 
art for the PPIE’s “sophisticated children” in the Futurist Gallery. There were paintings of nudes 
in the Futurist Gallery!Woman’s Shapes and Scents and Simultaneousness, both by Carlo 
Carra, were reproduced in the Chronicle’s Futurist article (fig. 2.25), and the latter is identifiable 
in the installation photograph (fig. 2.23). One reviewer noted, “I can understand easily why one 
man, who, wandering in the Futurist room by chance, gave one frightened glance around and 
flew out saying, “Oh hell!” as he went, for he was confronted by “A Woman’s Shape and 
Scents,” and the “Dinsintegration of the Flesh” among other wonders!”125 However, apart from 
Barry’s description of Woman’s Shapes and Scents as “the expression of a healthy woman as she 
exists in Carra’s consciousness,” and his explanation that the Futurists regard the subject of the 
nude as “stupid,” the issue of nudity in the Futurist Gallery is not addressed by other 
commentators.126 Unlike Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase at the Armory Show, 
radically modern treatment of the nude failed to attract attention at the PPIE.  As Eugen Neuhaus 
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later remarked, “It could be exhibited in any society, no matter how prudish, because nobody 
could find the nude. In reality, the painting appeared to be more like what someone termed it—
an explosion in a shingle factory.”127 The Futurists attracted large audiences with the shock-of-
the-new and the entertainment value of their canvases, which press humorists reveled in and 
perpetuated. It required concerted effort on the part of exhibition organizers and critics to counter 
the laughter, anger and derision of the crowds with serious instruction as to why the Futurists 
belonged in the Palace of Fine Arts.  
Issues of nudity in art, Stella, and the Futurists were linked again in a comic feature by 
“Al C. Joy” that ran in the Examiner as part of the coverage of the 1916 Symposium on Art, held 
at the Palace Hotel and organized to continue the debate on questions raised by the art exhibit at 
the Fair. The feature, quoted here in its entirety, emphasizes that the definition of art had been 
contested since antiquity, and that commercialism, showmanship, medium, modernism, and 
humor were the forces that challenged the definition for audiences in 1915.  
When the ancient Praxiteles sculpted the Aphrodite statue 
Which showed the lady rising from her bath, 
From the studios of Hellas came the other artists, jealous, 
And the streets of Athens echoed out their wrath. 
Some proclaimed it academic, weak, decadent and anaemic: 
Others widely sneered and said “Oh, have a heart!” 
It’s perhaps impressionistic, but it’s not a bit artistic!” 
To which Praxi made soft answer: “WHAT IS ART?” 
 
When that mere commercial fellow daubed the late lamented Stella  
And put her on the Zone at ten a look, 
All the common folks were for her, but the artists, full of horror,  
Cried aloud in supplication, “get the hook!” 
Not symbolic nor synthetic is this thing—It’s just pathetic! 
Take your horrid, vulgar chromo and depart!” 
But the showman said, “That’s funny! Stella surely gets the money, 
And if that is not artistic “WHAT IS ART?” 
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When the futurist is wailing that all art is weak and ailing, 
And the cubist seeks to paint things on the square, 
And you hear a plea that’s doleful from impressionistic, soulful, 
Dreamy, psychologic artists rend the air; 
When there’s verbal combat that’ll threaten to become a battle, 
And you rush out ere a Donnybrook may start, 
Can you blame us when they pan us for preferring George McManus, 
If we ask them please to tell us “WHAT IS ART?”128 
 
The “us” and “them” of this final example in which the author admits (on behalf of a 
collective audience) a preference for comic strips and humor over modern art—with full 
awareness of the judgment that preference will bring—perfectly express what was at stake in so 
much of the humorous commentary on the art at the Fair.  First, is the issue of universality in art, 
which critics of the Futurists found to be the determining strike against the movement.  A 
Bulletin editorial compared the experience of visitors to a particularly popular scone exhibit in 
the Food Palace with the experience of visitors to the Futurist Gallery. 
…humanity eating scones was natural, simple, universal, and akin to all the humanity that 
had ever been. But humanity painting futurist pictures was hypocritical humanity, trying 
to be different from the rest, trying to lift itself out of the common experience of the race, 
trying to build fences about itself and worship its own mysteries. And the only true 
art…is the art which reflects an experience which all men and women either have had, 
may have, or can piece together from experiences that they have had. …He didn’t know 
much about art, but he knew what he didn’t like, and he knew what part of the sea ought 
to be reserved for painters who had painted themselves out of all sympathy with the 
common experience of common humanity.129 
 
Edwin Parker, writing for International Studio, determined that despite the Futurists’ claims that 
their language was “wholly universal,” it most certainly was not. His analysis begins by 
acknowledging the “eager, expectant crowd” and “feeling of suspense” in the Futurist Gallery at 
the Fair. “No one seemed able to get the artists’ point of view and though some scoffed and 
laughed, most made a genuine effort to understand, and failed. The artists were evidently 
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serious!why are they so universally incomprehensible and must we blame ourselves?”130 Parker 
recognized that a central part of the problem at the PPIE was with the titles of the Futurist 
paintings, as had also been true of works in the Armory Show. Barry noted the same problem: 
“There’s a growing feeling among artists that titles are a nuisance. So often they introduce a 
distracting element. Ideally a picture ought to explain itself without the aid of literary 
interpretation.”131   
 Parker concluded that Futurism was “a particular and individual rather than universal 
mode of expression that has artistic meaning only for the artist himself.”132 Barry made the same 
assessment: “The truth is they are all individualists. Nearly every canvas in this room is capable 
of varied interpretations.133 Visitors saw themselves as pitted against artists they could not 
understand, and also against the critics, experts, and more sophisticated members of the public 
who judged them for their lack of understanding.  As suggested by the reference to the mass 
appeal of comic strips in the “What is Art?” feature, the elements of humor, in contrast to the 
formal language of the Futurists or that of the grand-style nudes in the exhibition, were universal. 
Indeed, a successful joke depends upon immediate comprehension on the part of the audience.  
The second issue at stake in the popular response to the Futurists and also to paintings of 
nude women was the specific type of humor of much of the commentary, and the role that humor 
played with respect to the divide between the art exhibition’s (perceived) common and elite 
audiences. Of the three major theories of humor—incongruity-based, superiority-based, and 
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relief-based—most of the PPIE commentary falls into the last two categories.  Superiority-based 
humor is best described by Thomas Hobbes: “Laughter is nothing else but sudden glory arising 
from some sudden conception of some eminency in ourselves, by comparison with the infirmity 
of others, or with our own formerly.”134 The “us” versus “them” of the art exhibition commentary 
falls into this pattern. However, as Ted Cohen writes, “it is worth noting that this felt superiority 
can arise on either side, either on the side of those who truly are in superior positions, or on the 
side of those whose positions are inferior. In either case, the other side—the oppressors or the 
oppressed—are represented as inferior to the one who laughs.”135 All of the “Steve” cartoons are 
of this type, turning on Steve’s incompetence, or his feigned superiority to other fair-goers. In 
Price’s “Palace of Super Fine Arts” story, the oppressors—the jurors who take the Futurists 
seriously—are portrayed as being inferior to Elsie and the guard who unmask the idiocy of their 
superiors. Superiority–based humor that deals with the high/low divide at the Fair also 
beautifully illustrates Van Wyck Brooks’ emphasis on highbrow and lowbrow as equally 
undesirable terms. 
 In relief-based humor, (theorized by Spencer and Freud), jokes and laughter allow the 
expression of thoughts and feelings that would otherwise be out of social or psychological 
bounds.136 This type of humor is closely related to the late nineteenth-century development of an 
increased sense of selfhood in America, as described by Daniel Wickberg. “Seeing the world in 
comic terms released the subject from the respectable standards of society and granted freedom 
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to see those standards in a diminished light.”137 Laughing at paintings of nude women or at the 
work of the Futurists challenged established definitions of art, the authorities who defended those 
works, and in general, subverted the respectable standards of the art exhibition, while also 
granting other visitors the freedom to reject those standards as well.  The “us” and “them” of the 
commentary is essentially anti-authoritarian. 
Learning how to behave appropriately in an art gallery was a mark of cultural distinction, 
and an advanced state of cultural achievement was something the fair as a whole sought to 
demonstrate for the city of San Francisco, newly rebuilt after the devastating earthquake and fire 
of 1906.  Large-scale academic nudes, and the radically modern compositions of the Futurists 
supported claims of sophistication for the art exhibition, while simultaneously inviting an 
element of derision and humor into the most elevated realm of the exposition. The availability of 
analogous attractions on the Zone called the distinctions between high and low culture further 
into question, and skeptical visitors to the Palace of Fine Arts could readily find validation in 
commentary on the art exhibition that considered laughter to be the only appropriate response.  
                                                





     
As at all expositions, the great throng wandered through (even asking sometimes what building 
they were in), but often with a hungry, pathetic expression on their faces, indicating that all these 
works of art were locked treasures to them.  
       —New York Times, December 19, 19151 
 
The popular comic artist and San Francisco native Rube Goldberg returned to his 
hometown in 1915 from a successful career in New York to comment on the fair for his former 
employer, The San Francisco Bulletin. On September 8, the episode of Goldberg’s strip “Boobs 
at the Fair” was entitled “You Can’t Get Much Nourishment Out of the Art Exhibition if You Let 
it Worry You Too Much.” (fig. 3.1) The strip was a send up of the official catalogue to the 
Palace of Fine Arts. Indexed by artist, nationality, medium and location, the catalogue was 
confusing, unwieldy, and, as pilloried in the strip, “subject to change from day to day” and 
therefore completely useless.2  As a visitor to the exhibition becomes increasingly absorbed in 
the catalogue—the man’s entire head is swallowed up by the book in the penultimate panel—he 
turns his gaze and also his entire body away from the painting he intends to study. In addition to 
the cautionary message implied by the visitor’s focus on the catalogue at the expense of the art, 
the title of the strip introduces another theme of the art exhibition commentary in general: that of 
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enjoyment over “nourishment” or study. The final panel of the strip, in which the visitor 
produces a painting of his own—possibly a self-portrait—that he intends to add to the exhibition 
“so I’ll know who did at least one of the pictures in this art gallery,” suggests another: that of 
individuals taking charge of the experience and the meaning of the exhibition for themselves.  
The increase in tourism during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century resulted in 
a corresponding profusion of guidebooks—for cities in particular—and as Catherine Cocks 
documents in Doing the Town, world’s fair guides were the model for many of these new travel 
aides.3  There were dozens of publications produced in preparation for and during the PPIE’s run 
in 1915 that qualify as guides intended to assist visitors in touring a specific aspect of the fair, 
the fair as a whole, and not including those devoted to the city of San Francisco, California, and 
the entire western region of the United States. Commenting on this profusion in comic terms, 
another episode of “Boobs at the Fair” includes the image of a person buried in a mountain of 
guidebooks. (fig. 3.2) The caption reads: “You can appreciate the fair much more if you spend 
four or five months reading the guide books.” 
The popularity of the seven guidebooks that were exclusively dedicated to touring the art 
exhibition—most ran through multiple editions — is further evidence of visitors’ tremendous 
interest in the exhibition.  This chapter considers the ways in which the guidebooks structured 
different experiences of the art exhibition, the type of information conveyed about individual 
works, and the common lessons advanced by the various authors. While some guides perpetuated 
old modes of dictating what was to be considered good art from what was bad without explaining 
why, others provided readers with the basic tools of formal analysis, and sought to help visitors 
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become comfortable making ever-narrower distinctions between artists and schools!to order 
their knowledge, and to arm them with new categories of perception that would allow them to 
perceive objects in unfamiliar “codes” as meaningful, to use Pierre Bourdieu’s terms. Compared 
with similar guides produced for previous world’s fairs, certain PPIE guidebook authors made a 
concerted effort, using clear and simple language—and also humor— to educate the public in 
making evaluations of works on its own.  Those guidebook authors who empowered viewers to 
both understand the structure of paintings, while also encouraging an individual, and above all, 
enjoyable experience of objects on view, were part of a growing trend in art criticism, 
particularly with regard to assessing the aesthetic value of modern art. These authors were 
committed to a democratic ideal of “making the determination of aesthetic pleasure open to 
everyone,”4 and also to quickly raising the cultural capital of what Christian Brinton had referred 
to as a “parched and aspiring community.”5  
 
Precedents for Guided Viewing  
Typical guides to exposition cities and their fair grounds were largely given over to 
practical concerns: railroad stations, carriage fares, hotels, banks, shopping and eating 
establishments, but would invariably include a one- or two-page description of the art palace, 
touted as the pride of the fair. For Memorial Hall at the 1876 Centennial Exhibition, the type of 
information included in these brief descriptions focused on the cost of construction, superior 
fireproofing, spacious, well-lit galleries, and wide central corridors.6 The 1876 Hotel Guests’ 
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Guide for Philadelphia also provided a brief section entitled “What to See in the Art Gallery,” 
which stated plainly that it would make “no attempt to say what pictures are great art works, but 
simply mention the few that seem to receive the most attention, without regard to artistic merit.”7 
Twenty-eight paintings and sculptures are noted, greatly easing the visitor’s task of weeding out 
what to see among the many hundreds of objects on view there.  The visitor is then utterly 
abandoned in the Annex however, among “a bewildering collection of statuary and paintings; 
and we can only say, see everything. All are very entertaining and any attempt on our part to pick 
out the most attractive is vain.”8 
For additional help, visitors to the Centennial could turn to two other guides that dealt 
with the art exhibition in detail.  The New York Tribune Guide to the Exhibition includes fifteen 
very dense pages on the Fine Arts by Tribune art critic Clarence Cook, who provided criticism 
and a general survey, noting that the average visitor will “hardly be able to do much more than 
this” in the typically crowded galleries.9  Cook’s text is practically organized, guiding the viewer 
through the galleries in the order encountered (no plan is provided, however, anyone prepared to 
take the detailed room-by-room tour would presumably also have purchased the Official 
Catalogue that did include a plan.) The commentary in the guide is largely descriptive, indicating 
artist and title and brief explications of subject matter.  Cook is decidedly nationalistic in his 
commentary, and also suspicious of commercial motivations behind the exhibition. Upon 
entering the German and French sections, he notes:  
                                                                                                                                                       
6 Magee’s Illustrated Guide to the Centennial (Philadelphia, 1876), 119-121; Authorized Visitor’s Guide to the 
Centennial Exhibition and Philadelphia 1876 (Philadelphia, 1876), 1; What is the Centennial? and How to See It, 
(Philadelphia, 1876), 13-17.  
 
7 Hotel Guests’ Guide to the International Exhibition at Fairmount Park (New York, 1876), 65. 
 
8 Ibid., 67. 
 
9 New York Tribune Guide to the Exhibition (New York, 1876), 58. 
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The most careless visitor is immediately struck with the absence of both the variety and 
the excellence which he has found in the art of Great Britain and the United States. The 
pictures are all modern, few of them the work of distinguished artists, and the fact that 
such a large proportion are offered for sale, suggests a commercial speculation on the part 
of the artists rather than a genuine representation of the contemporary art of the two 
countries.10     
 
Art Glances: A Companion to the Art Gallery was produced by Robert Schenck Fletcher 
and Stephen Thaxter Souder, publishers who also put out similar guides for Machinery Hall, the 
Main Building, and Agricultural Hall. Aiming to “place before [the public] the gems on 
exhibition, and not a promiscuous list of ordinary objects” and claiming to be the first guide to 
do so, Art Glances is the only guide for the Centennial entirely devoted to the art exhibits. It 
includes a floor plan of Memorial Hall and its Annex and moves through the individual rooms in 
a continuous path, beginning with the US Section. A brief history of each country’s art is 
provided under national headings, with artist biographies, titles of other works for which the 
artist is known, and descriptions of subject matter. Evaluative judgments such as “well-
executed,” “very beautiful,” “a worthy production,” are given, but without any explanation as to 
how those judgments were made. 
The 1893 Chicago World’s Columbian Exposition produced an impressive number of 
elaborate and densely illustrated commemorative volumes for the Fine Arts Building, as well as 
an astonishing number of general guides to the exposition that included brief sections on the Art 
Building (usually lists of works not to be missed or a brief overview of the plan and construction 
of the building itself as at the Centennial).11  In spite of a plethora of general guides, Charles S. 
Farrar’s A Guide to the Best Paintings in the Fine Arts Building, Showing Definite Locations of 
                                                
10 Ibid., 59.  
 
11 Kristin Lipkoswki compiled an annotated guide to the guidebooks of the Chicago Fair, including the catalogues  
in the Chicago Historical Society and the Illinois State Library, but her list is not inclusive of many pocket guides 
produced by hotels or businesses for clients.  
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Five Hundred of the Best Pictures was the only small-scale guide entirely devoted to the Art 
Building and for use in navigating the exhibition itself. It is an important predecessor to the PPIE 
art guides.  Farrar (1826-1903) taught mathematics, natural philosophy and chemistry at Vassar 
College in the 1860s and 70s and published a popular history of sculpture and painting in 1879.12  
At the time of the fair, he lived in Evanston and lectured and led travel classes on fine art.  
Farrar’s guide was sold at bookstores in Chicago and at bookstands on the Exposition 
grounds for fifteen cents, and was described by its publishers as providing a “friendly service” 
for “all who have vainly tried to explore the wilderness of paintings or who may for any reason 
feel the need of an experienced guide to the discovery and profitable study of the best pictures in 
the various sections.”13  Farrar begins with three recommendations for best enjoying the picture 
galleries: To go early in the morning when the galleries are not yet crowded; “to make each visit 
not too long—never more than two hours—as the exercise is most trying to the sight and brain;” 
and “to limit the field of a single visit to one or two rooms, and frequently to make the central 
settee the point of observation. Weariness is nowhere else on the grounds so fatal to faculty as 
here.”14  The guide is therefore designed for the repeat visitor—someone who, if heeding the 
author’s advice to visit one or two galleries per visit, would devote thirty-five days to the Art 
Building alone.   
Farrar advocates personal enjoyment above all else for “hold[ing] the mind steady and 
clear of confusion in the midst of such multitude” and dismisses the idea that any person could 
                                                
12 Farrar’s History of Sculpture and Painting: Topical Lessons, first published in 1880, had gone through five 
editions by 1903.  
 
13 Charles S. Farrar, Guide to the Best Paintings in the Fine Arts Building of the Columbian Exposition (Chicago, 
1893),  2. 
 
14 Ibid., 3. 
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be expected to accept one man’s list of best pictures as on authority.15  He advises merely to read 
up on “a few generally-known principles of art” and then to dive right in: 
…let every visitor go fishing with his own hook in proud independence; let him walk 
with the multitude only till some picture, for some reason in it or in him, arrests his 
attention for the time; if examined at different distances and angles and on repeated visits 
it rather grows upon him, let him mark it in his catalogue; it was probably painted for 
him. …A personal selection of fifty, or one-hundred, or any other number, thus gradually 
made, tested, modified and finally cherished by many repeated visits, becomes wealth 
indeed, and cannot fail to give real satisfaction, furnishing an education of the best within 
us…”16  
 
Farrar provides his own selection of paintings, derived by using his own method, and, as 
he claims, without regard to the rank of the artist; “only the paintings themselves were 
responsible for the interest excited.”17  As an alternative method of study in the galleries, Farrar 
also suggests that visitors might compare the treatment of the same subjects by different artists, 
and includes lists by location of works to consider under the headings of: Portraiture, Landscape 
and Marine Subjects; Landscape with Cattle and Sheep; The Play of Lights; Pictures of Night 
and Dim Light; and the morbidly odd Pictures of Sickness and Death.18   
A brief mention of Farrar’s guide was made in the Chicago Tribune on October 29, 
attesting to its “somewhat tardy publication,” (the fair would only be open for three more 
days!),19 but also clearly missing Farrar’s point about going forth in “proud independence.” The 
reviewer wrote: “The only criticism of the paintings is that implied in the selection of the list of 
                                                
15 Ibid. 
 
16 Ibid., 4.  
 
17 Ibid., 5. 
 
18 Ibid., 5-7. 
 
19 Farrar’s guide was most likely a published version of the ideas he conveyed in public lectures, thus making it 
another important precedent for the PPIE authors who similarly reworked their commentary on the art exhibition 
into guidebook form. 
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what the author considers the best works. This selection seems to have been governed to a great 
extent by personal liking, as many important works are omitted from the list.”20 Indeed, the 
Tribune reviewer denies the legitimacy of  “personal liking” by suggesting that a list of  
“important works” does, or at the very least should, exist—and should also be accepted on the 
very nameless authority Farrar rejects in his introduction.  
 The Tribune review goes on to praise Farrar’s guide as “a great aid, however, in locating 
the paintings named in it.”21 Although the guide does not include an overall plan of the Fine Arts 
Building, each page or two-page spread has a diagram of two or three galleries, labeled by 
nationality and location in the building, with painting numbers indicated on each wall where they 
hung. (fig. 3.3)  The Room and Wall diagrams for the most part could be followed in sequence to 
cover the entire exhibition, beginning with the US Section, followed by France; then 
backtracking to the rotunda to pick up with Canada and Great Britain, Russia, Spain and so forth.  
Only rooms in the West wing are visited out of sequence, presumably to keep all of the Italian 
section together in the tour; thus national divisions take precedence over sequential numbering in 
mapping a course through the galleries. Judging by his prefatory remarks, Farrar did not intend 
his guide to be used in this way, however, given the primacy of national sections in structuring 
the exhibition, he likely assumed that visitors would prefer to use those divisions to guide them.  
Farrar’s approach to touring the art exhibition of the Chicago World’s Fair is remarkable 
for its emphasis on enjoyment and pleasure, and in particular, for the authority it freely divests to 
its readers. Farrar also refers his readers to other texts for further instruction, making use of the 
simultaneous profusion of “how-to” books for art instruction published beginning around the 
time of the Chicago fair. The two books he recommends—John Van Dyke’s How to Judge of a 
                                                
20 “Current Art Notes,” Chicago Daily Tribune, 29 October 1893, 31. 
 
21 Ibid., 31.  
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Picture (1889) and Art for Art’s Sake (1893) remained influential through 1915, and were both 
included on “for further reading” lists compiled by the PPIE authors. Another important model 
for the PPIE guides was Charles Caffin’s How to Study Pictures, first published in 1905 with 
revised 1906 and 1910 editions.  Caffin’s emphasis on understanding paintings as the expression 
of an artist’s individual experience, the use of comparisons as a study technique, and his 
encouragement to apply these concepts to works not discussed in his text are all methods or 
tactics employed by the guidebook authors in 1915.  
In evaluating these many examples, it is important to note the fundamental difference 
between guides that were produced to merely convey practical information, guides produced by 
professional critics!like Cook’s!that recited a list of definitive judgments both about 
individual works and the exhibition as a whole, and finally, guides that used an exhibition as a 
model for and a means of obtaining an art education. This final type was to be the major advance 
of the PPIE guides, whose authors attempted to fuse the practical, the authoritative, and the 
educational, and in certain instances, Farrar’s enjoyment principle as well.  
 
Seven Guides to the Palace of Fine Arts at the PPIE 
In 1915, visitors to the PPIE had seven guides to choose from to lead them through the 
Palace of Fine Arts. Four of these are stand-alone texts devoted entirely to the art exhibition, and 
three are chapters in a general overview of the fair as a whole, but offering far more extensive 
and programmatic information than sections in similar guides from previous fairs. All but one 
are small-scale and paperback—all were portable and intended for use in the galleries.  
The first of the seven PPIE guides to be published was An Art-Lover’s Guide to the 
Exposition written by New York art critic Sheldon Cheney. Galleries of the Exposition by Eugen 
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Neuhaus, professor of fine art at Berkeley, was a slightly larger hard-bound edition, but one that 
could have easily been carried along for reading in the galleries. Doris Barr, in her account of her 
many visits to the Palace of Fine Arts as a teenager, states that she used Neuhaus’s book in this 
way.22 Although the specific timing of publication for the other six guides is unknown, 
Significant Paintings at the Panama-Pacific Expositions: How to Find them and How to Enjoy 
Them by Arthur Clark, a professor of fine art at Stanford University, may be interpreted as a 
direct response to Cheney and Neuhaus. Rose V. S. Berry’s The Dream City: Its Art in Story and 
Symbolism is an overview of art at the fair as a whole, but more than half of her book is devoted 
to the Palace of Fine Arts. Berry was active in the women’s club circuit, a docent at the Palace of 
Fine Arts, and a popular lecturer during the run of the fair.  The remaining three guides were by 
newspaper men with no particular background in art history: John Barry’s The Palace of Fine 
Arts: A Walk with a Painter; Ben Macomber’s chapter on the Palace of Fine Arts in The Jewel 
City; and Michael Williams’ Brief Guide to the Department of Fine Arts. Like Barry’s and 
Macomber’s guides, which were adapted from daily columns in The Bulletin and The Chronicle 
respectively, Berry’s and Neuhaus’ books were adapted from the series of popular public lectures 
they gave on the art of the Exposition. Each of these authors capitalized on the popularity of their 
commentary by re-packaging it in guidebook form.  
The tone and character of each of the seven guides varied considerably, but even the most 
official and pedantic is personal to some extent, and all contained an opening address to the 
reader to establish a certain kind of intended relationship. The range of approach to the guides 
can be roughly summarized as including a professional art critic (Cheney), two art professors 
(Neuhaus and Clark), a women’s club chair and docent (Berry), two reporters touting the official, 
                                                
22 Doris Barr Stanislawski Papers, scrapbook, 6: 323, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley.  
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corporate line of the exhibition organizers (Williams and Macomber), and finally, Barry’s 
theatrical conceit of an average Joe walking through the Palace of Fine Arts while having a 
conversation with an artist. All of the PPIE guides were didactic in intent, but Barry’s is by far 
the most personal and entertaining.  
All but Barry include a plan of the galleries, and Clark even provides a meandering line 
through his plan to indicate the proper order in which to visit the exhibition. (figs. 3.4-3.8) Some 
authors organize their tour chronologically (Neuhaus), some alphabetically by national sections 
(Williams), while some adhere to a left-to-right reading of the floor plan (Macomber). Berry 
favors the “follow-the-floor-plan approach as well, but she begins and ends (significantly) in the 
central galleries. Cheney uses a combination of all three approaches. Barry’s chapters essentially 
take the form of a conversation that jumps all over the Palace of Fine Arts from one room to the 
next in order to discuss trends and influences among painters and countries, but at the back of his 
guide is a five-page checklist entitled “Painters and Sculptors Whose Work Ought to be Noted.” 
The checklist is organized in a logical, room-by-room route that takes the viewer to nearly every 
gallery in the exhibition in the order encountered, and to every single gallery in the Annex.  In 
one form or another, each author provides a clear plan and course of action for structuring a visit 
to the Palace of Fine Arts. 
Fine art galleries at world’s fairs posed their own set of issues for guided viewing that 
were different from other areas of the exposition. As Cocks notes with respect to world’s fair 
guides that set the standard for pre-planned and well-mapped touring, exposition visitors were 
strongly warned against aimless wandering that undermined the didactic purpose of respectable 
entertainment.23 Within the panoply of fair entertainments, the fine arts were a class unto 




themselves, occupying the highest level of respectability from the outset. Here, the reverse was 
true: visitors needed to be reminded of the pleasurable aspects of strolling through galleries. 
While each of the guides to the Palace of Fine Arts mapped a systematic course, visitors were 
also specifically encouraged to engage in the kind of aimless wandering proscribed elsewhere on 
the exposition grounds. On this point, however, the professional critic (Clark), is the notable 
exception to the rule. 
 As J.M. Mancini argues in Pre-Modernism, a “radical reconsideration of the role of 
criticism and the public in the American art world,” became clear in the commentary 
surrounding the Armory Show.24 Each of the PPIE guidebook authors fits into Mancini’s analysis 
of “institution-building critics” who continued a past model of commentary that was primarily 
concerned with creating a broad-based public for art, or the new breed of “professionalizing” 
critic, who focused on the significance of individual objects, but often in esoteric language that 
was impenetrable and exclusionary, thus “bolster[ing] their own position as analysts and 
evaluators of art works.”25 Williams and Macomber (the reporters), Berry (the docent), and Clark 
(the Stanford professor) can all be characterized as the first type of critic. They are concerned 
with creating a broad-based public for art, with helping visitors to make use of the tremendous 
educational opportunity the art exhibition presented, and even (especially Clark and Barry) with 
encouraging visitors to lend their own experience to interpreting the art on view.  Cheney (the art 
critic) and Neuhaus (the Berkeley professor) both assume the authoritative stance, “using their 
claims to expertise to defend and promote a gatekeeping, as well as an aesthetic agenda.”26 
                                                
24 J. M. Mancini, “One Term is as Fatuous as Another”: Responses to the Armory Show Reconsidered. American 
Quarterly 51, 4 (December 1999), 841.  
 
25 Ibid., 840.  
 
26 Ibid., 841. 
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Barry’s Walk with an Artist serves as a bridge between these two types of commentary, and 
suggests an approach to art-viewing that challenged a mass audience—one that tended to “look 
askance” at anything new, but one that was also eager to learn. I will discuss each of the guides, 
giving only a brief overview of the authoritative “professionals” and the two reporters towing the 
official line. My primary focus will be on the three authors (Clark, Berry and Barry) whose 
guides represent significant departures from existing models of commentary, and that are most 
enthusiastically devoted to “the creation of a critically informed, art-loving public which would 
assume the mantle of criticism for itself.”27  
 
Sheldon Cheney and Eugen Neuhaus: The Authoritative Stance 
Cheney’s Art-Lover’s Guide was published before the arrival of the bulk of the 
international section from Europe and the opening of the Annex in mid-June 1915. His guide 
would therefore have been the only available option for visitors during the first three and a half 
months of the Exposition, and because it was not able to cover exhibits subsequently installed in 
the Annex, it does not include advice or commentary on the room of Italian Futurists, or other 
more radical art submitted by the Hungarians or Austrians. In his foreword, Cheney explains his 
purpose as that of “furnish[ing] the information necessary for intelligent appreciation of the 
purely artistic features of the exposition,” as well as the understanding that the visitor will have 
wandered through the exposition site first before seeking further instruction. He states that his 
guide is “intended for the intelligent observer who, having enjoyed the purely aesthetic 
impression of the various works of art, feels a legitimate curiosity about their meaning.”28  
Such a casual approach is specifically advised against in the Palace of Fine Arts:  
                                                
27 Ibid., 839. 
 
28 Sheldon Cheney, An Art-Lover’s Guide to the Exposition (San Francisco, 1915), 6. 
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Do not visit the Fine Arts exhibits blindly, without knowing what they are aimed to show; 
and do not try to see the whole exhibition in one day. First understand the scope and 
arrangement of the displays, and then follow some definite system by which you are sure 
to get the best out of each individual section. It is better to see one part thoroughly than to 
carry away a confused impression of the whole.29 
 
As a professional art critic, Cheney not surprisingly advocates an absolute need for an 
expert guide to tell the viewer what to think. Indeed, his superior ability to navigate and process 
the exhibition for his readers is proclaimed as a major selling point in the foreword.  
Purely destructive criticism and ridicule have been carefully avoided. But if the writer did 
not pretend to a power of artistic discrimination which is lacking in the average layman 
who has not specialized in art and architecture, there would be little excuse for preparing 
the guide. The praise and criticism alike are such, it is hoped, as will aid the less practiced 
eye to see new beauties or to establish sounder standards of judgment.30  
 
Cheney’s exhortation to leave judgment to the professionals is reiterated at the beginning of the 
section in the guide devoted to the Palace of Fine Arts, and is also worth quoting at length:  
For the sake of the visitor who comes to the gallery with practically no knowledge of art, 
a word may profitably be said about critical standards. First remember that there are 
many qualities which may make a painting worth while: pleasing design, beautiful color, 
a compelling expression of emotion or thought, or a poetic suggestion of a fleeting aspect 
or mood. It is necessary to judge each particular work by the artists’ intention, and not by 
untrained personal tastes. Before passing judgment learn to know the picture well. You 
may find that you have been attracted to something superficial. On the other hand, you 
may find that the seemingly less attractive picture, which has been recommended by 
people of trained judgment grows more and more pleasing with riper acquaintance. Go 
slowly, study thoroughly what you study, and keep an open mind—for that way leads to 
the widest enjoyment.31  
 
                                                
29 Ibid., 77. 
 
30 Ibid., 6. Cheney’s stance is like that of Edwin Blashfield, who also warned that using criticism “as a vehicle for 
the expression of opinion could work to produce undesirable fragmentation within the art world.” Mancini 1999, 
847. Blashfield wrote: “it is of little importance what I or Mr. Advanced Progressive may love or hate. The 
important, very important point is, does the expression of our love or hate do harm? Does it retard the general 
knowledge and appreciation of art? Does it hinder development.?” Blashfield, “This Transitional Age in Art,” 
quoted in Mancini 1999, 847-48. 
 
31 Ibid., 78-9. 
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That is, keep an open mind to works that are recommended by the knowledgeable critic, not 
those that you yourself, (as in the Farrar model) may find appealing. Cheney’s supercilious tone 
deliberately renders the viewer incompetent to judge for herself.  
 Despite his stated goal of aiding the viewer in establishing critical standards of judgment, 
in practice, the viewer is left to work out those standards on her own. Comments on individual 
works generally only indicate what is good or bad, not why. When some explanation is given, 
the terms are subjective, elusive, even impenetrable. For example, of Robert Henri’s Lady in 
Black Velvet, Cheney writes, “This has a wonderful synthetic quality, a suppression of detail and 
a spotting of interest at the important point. There is, too, a spiritual quality that is lacking in 
[his] other canvases.”32 Cheney’s guide is however, the most successful in terms of providing a 
clear and easily understood explanation of the divisions and layout of the exhibition, particularly 
in its illustrated plan. (fig. 3.4) The text proceeds logically and systematically through works 
arranged by medium, chronology and nationality. 
 Of the seven guides, Eugen Neuhaus’ Galleries of the Exposition was the only to be 
published as a hardbound, illustrated volume—a more lasting memento of the exhibition, but 
otherwise similar in scope to the other six.  Like Clark, Neuhaus was a professor (at Berkeley) 
and an artist himself.33 Like Barry, Neuhaus’ stated goal for his guide is to bridge the gap 
between artist and layman by helping people appreciate pictures for something more than just 
subject matter. Neuhaus served on the local selection jury, and also the International Jury of 
                                                
32 Ibid., 86-7. 
 
33 Neuhaus was born in Germany and educated in the arts in Kassel and Berlin before emigrating to the United 
States to marry an American from Sacramento. He began his teaching career as a drawing instructor at the Hopkins 
Art Institute in 1907 and at Berkeley in 1908, where he saw the Drawing Department through its transition from 
catering primarily to engineering and architecture students to an Art Department that began offering courses in art 
history, in part as a result of the overwhelming response to his lectures on the PPIE. Biographical details taken from 
Eugen Neuhaus, Drawn from Memory, a Self Portrait (Palo Alto, 1964), obituaries and brief bios in Neuhaus 
Papers, reel 4176, Archives of American Art, and Neuhaus Papers, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley.  
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Awards for the Art Department, giving him advance access to the Palace of Fine Arts. During the 
months before the PPIE opened, he offered a series of lectures on the art exhibition at Berkeley; 
in his autobiography, he recounts the tremendous popularity of these lectures, and also how his 
lectures came to be published as a book—a process in which he claims he played virtually no 
part.34 Announcements of the book began appearing in early August and reviews lauded it as “the 
most notable book yet issued on this entrancing subject,” and “the volume for which most of us 
have been waiting ever since the Fine Arts Palace was opened.”35 
 Like the other guides, Neuhaus states his intentions in his introduction: “The purpose of 
these pages is to assist in guiding the uninitiated, in his visit and in retrospect, without depriving 
him of the pleasure of personal observation and investigation.”36 However, as borne out by the 
chapters that follow, Neuhaus intends for the reader to absorb Neuhaus’ observations and then 
apply these to paintings not specifically mentioned in the text. There is no further mention in his 
text of the reader’s “personal observation and investigation.” Like Cheney, Neuhaus expects his 
readers to treat the art exhibition as a place to engage in serious study and hard work: “Only by 
constant study, a serious attitude, and a willingness to follow the artist into his realm can the 
public hope fully to enjoy the meaning of the artist’s endeavors.”37 He positions himself as an 
objective observer and mediator to the clash of wills between the artist and the average viewer: 
It is unfortunately true that the majority of people are not at all interested in the technical 
procedure of the making of the picture, but wholly in the subject matter. If this be 
                                                
34 Neuhaus 1964, 95. Neuhaus also recounts the challenges the university faced in finding enough space to hold his 
lectures, even before the Exposition opened. Ibid., 93-94. 
  
35 “Neuhaus Issues Notable Fair Art Review,” San Francisco Call & Post, 9 August 1915, 9; “New Books 
Reviewed,” San Francisco Chronicle 15 August 1915, 23. Additional reviews in Neuhaus Papers, carton 2, 
clippings file, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. 
 
36 Eugen Neuhaus, The Galleries of the Exposition: A Critical Review of the Paintings, Statuary and the Graphic 
Arts in the Palace of Fine Arts at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition (San Francisco, 1915), xi. 
 
37 Ibid., xii. 
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pleasing, the picture is apt to be declared a success. The artist, on the other hand, and to 
my mind very justly, looks primarily for what he calls a good painting, and a simple 
statement of these two points of view explains a great deal of very deplorable friction 
between the artist and the willing and enthusiastic layman, who is constantly discouraged 
by finding that his artist friend greets his pet canvas with a cynical smile.38  
 
Neuhaus’ mediator approach between two points of view is strikingly similar to Barry’s, 
however, unlike Barry (as discussed below), Neuhaus is the artist in the fraught encounter he 
aims to mediate. The scorn he feels for those who continue to appreciate subject matter over 
technique (story-telling pictures are “the lazy man’s delight”39) is evident throughout. 
 As part of his overall aim to help the public understand technique, Neuhaus attempts to 
distinguish between different schools of painters, but his explication is anything but clear: 
The neo-impressionists in pictorial principle do not differ from the impressionist. Their 
technical procedure is different, and based on the optical law which proves that pure 
primary colours, put alongside of each other in alternating small quantities, will give, at a 
certain distance, a freshness and sparkle of atmosphere not attained by the earlier 
technical methods of the impressionistic school, which does not in the putting on of the 
paint differ from the old school.40 
 
It is unlikely that Neuhaus’ reader was aided in understanding the difference between the two 
styles based on this passage. While certain direct comparisons between specific works 
occasionally help to determine the criteria Neuhaus uses to assess “good” and “bad” technique, 
more common are utterly impenetrable statements like those he makes about Julian Alden Weir: 
Searching for truth, character and beauty, he labors over simple subjects with great 
concentration and does not stop until they seem like silver symphonies. His art is 
personal and must be studied at great length to be fully appreciated. It expects a great 
deal of concentration, but one willing to take the trouble will be amply rewarded by ever 
increasing pleasure.41 
                                                
38 Ibid. 
 
39 Ibid., 52 
 
40 Ibid., 14. See Mancini 1999, 850 for a discussion of Royal Cortissoz’ criticism of Roger Fry for having 
“deliberately” made Post-Impressionism “seem much more complicated than it really was, in order to ‘further the 
propaganda’ surrounding modernism.”  
 




Nothing specific is stated here; if anything Neuhaus’ purpose seems to be that of perpetuating the 
notion that only the initiated can understand what makes a particular work worthwhile. Neuhaus’ 
authoritative judgments were, however, appreciated for being just that, as noted in the Chronicle 
review that called his book “the volume for which most of us have been waiting:”  
...most of us are not fitted to say this or that picture is good or bad: the most we should 
say is that this or that picture pleases us, we like it or we do not like it. But it is good to 
listen to those whose lifelong training and whose whole-souled devotion to art qualifies 
them to offer enlightened opinion. Such a man is Eugen Neuhaus...42 
 
Another review noted that his previous volume on the exposition as a whole “is by far the most 
pretentious publication on this subject.”43  
 
Michael Williams and Ben Macomber: Local Reporters Touting the Official Line  
Michael Williams’ A Brief Guide to the Department of Fine Arts, and Ben Macomber’s 
chapter on the Palace of Fine Arts in The Jewel City were both published after the awards were 
announced in July, and were largely designed to help visitors find the winners. Both authors 
were newspaper men without any specific training or background in art.44 Both guides follow the 
official national and chronological intentions of the exhibit’s organization, and identify historical 
                                                
42 “New Books Reviewed,” San Francisco Chronicle 15 August 1915, 23. 
 
43 Pittsburgh Dispatch, 25 September 1915, Neuhaus Papers, carton 2, clippings file, Bancroft Library, UC 
Berkeley. 
 
44 Michael Williams (1877-1950) was the City Editor of the San Francisco Examiner in 1906 during the earthquake, 
and after several years writing for various newspapers and journals in New York and elsewhere in California, he 
returned to San Francisco, where he persuaded his managing editor to let him “alleviate the drudgery of a reporter’s 
task by writing art criticism.” Michael Williams, The Book of High Romance: A Spiritual Autobiography (New 
York, 1918), 325. Williams says he had no formal education beyond high school in Halifax, Nova Scotia where he 
grew up, but that he began to develop an interest in art during “several bitter years” in Boston, working as an errand 
boy in the packing room of a department store. He often visited the Art Gallery on Copley Square on Sundays., 
where he learned to love works by William Blake, Edward Burne Jones, and Whistler. Michael Williams 1918, 45. 
Ben Macomber (1877-1961) was born in New Hampshire, and raised in Orange County, CA. He graduated from the 
University of California, and was a high school principal before he was hired as a reporter for The San Francisco 
Chronicle in 1913. Michael Williams, CHS biography collection. 
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developments and schools of painting, but with almost no substantive discussion about style or 
composition. Macomber’s chapter on the Palace of Fine Arts is essentially a condensed version 
of Williams’ Brief Guide, (and does a much better job of living up to that title), and the two 
authors are in near total agreement as to which works they name as worthy of specific 
attention—not surprising as they both focus on highlighting awards.  
Williams’ Brief Guide is in fact the most in-depth and lengthiest of the seven, and it tends 
to read like a textbook rather than a guide. His is the official course (published by the Wahlgreen 
Company, the official publishers to the Exposition)—and he most likely had direction from the 
exhibition organizers on how to structure his tour. The floor plan at the front of the guide is the 
same as that provided in the Official Catalogue (fig. 3.6) and the only plan to include the 
location of visitor services: coat check, sales manager, docent offices, supervisor, bathrooms, 
dormitory (presumably for the guards) and the offices of the Department of Fine Arts. Perhaps 
influenced by the other guides and commentary on the exhibition, Williams is conflicted in his 
introduction. He explains his intention to provide “an elementary guide, a helpful companion, as 
it were, to assist [visitors] toward an intelligent understanding of the exhibition,” while 
encouraging his reader to  
also remember that in art it is better to enjoy than to know, and that unless we can 
appreciate the emotional, sensuous, and spiritual values expressed in form, line, or color, 
all the facts and the technical jargon with which we may stuff ourselves will be futile and 
burdensome. So we should not be tied to a stiff and pedantic programme, but seek the 
primrose path of artistic pleasure rather than the prosy halls of knowledge. Nevertheless, 
an equipment of information will help and not hinder the enjoyment of art. 45   
 
For his tour of the contemporary section, Williams’ states that he mainly intends to fulfill the 
practical purpose of pointing out the works awarded prizes by the jury:  
                                                
45 Michael Williams, A Brief Guide to the Palace of Fine Arts. Panama Pacific International Exposition (San 
Francisco, 1915), 7. 
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This plan, obviously, commits us to the guidance of authority, to the direction of the 
official jury, to be precise; however we are not engaged in a personal adventure, seeking 
the things which we individually may like, but rather, we are making a definite effort to 
gain a certain connected and logical acquaintance with the general line of American art. 
Just the same, we should supplement this study with personal exploration. Knowledge 
without emotional enjoyment is of no real avail in art.46 
 
Williams critical stance is one of accepting the guidance of authority, while also promoting 
personal enjoyment.  A third aim is suggested in the concluding thought of his introductory 
note—that the study of art “is one which no civilized man, whatever his profession, should 
ignore in these days.”47 The statement recalls Williams’ own path from working class errand boy 
to cultural authority. He is the Horatio Alger of the guidebook authors, but unfortunately, his text 
is indeed, for the most part, “a stiff and pedantic programme.” 
Ben Macomber’s chapter entitled “The Palace of Fine Arts and its Exhibit, with the 
Awards,” includes (as does Berry’s Dream City) a full list of the honors and medals, along with 
the room numbers containing award-winning artists. Before the room by room tour in the 
exhibition begins, the reader is encouraged to remember that the art exhibit focuses, with a few 
exceptions, on work of the last decade, and Macomber tows the official, laudatory line of how 
this limitation enables “a great representation of the men of today.”48 He also warns that the 
visitor will likely feel bewildered, but that the exhibition’s overwhelming qualities have not 
prevented it from being extremely popular.   
The great number of visitors constantly thronging the galleries is significant of the value 
the people put upon art. Excellent as the collection is as a school for artists, it was made 
for popular enjoyment and education. The best result to be looked for is its stimulation 
                                                
46 Ibid., 29. 
 
47 Ibid., 8. 
 
48 Ben Macomber, Jewel City: Its Planning and Achievement; Its Architecture, Sculpture, Symbolism, and Music; Its 
Gardens, Palaces, and Exhibits (San Francisco, 1915), 108. 
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and culture of the public taste. The people are already in love with it, and what they love 
they make their own.49 
 
Without stating so explicitly, Macomber implies the need for his guide: that by helping the 
people to better understand what they like and why, the art will more completely become their 
own.  
 Macomber follows a chronological course through the US Section, commenting almost 
exclusively on what is not to be missed. Works are described as “far from typical,” “capital,” 
“sensational,” “delightful,” “lovable,” “fine,” “popular,” and “important.”  Then he guides the 
visitor back along the length of the building to the Japanese Section to begin the tour of the 
foreign galleries, as arranged from left to right on the floor plan. It is a logical route in terms of 
the organizational divisions of the exhibition, but less so as an efficient means to see everything 
in the Palace of Fine Arts. His conservative preferences are made throughout; “two of the noblest 
paintings to be seen in the entire Palace” are identified as Jules Breton’s The Vintage and 
Troyon’s Landscape and Cattle. The Annex is covered only in his introductory remarks on 
foreign participation, and is not included as part of his tour.  
 
Arthur B. Clark: The Professor 
Arthur Bridgman Clark (1866-1948) was raised in New York state, studied engineering 
and architecture at Syracuse University and taught drawing there for three years before accepting 
a teaching position in 1892 at the newly established Stanford University. In an autobiographical 
statement written late in life, Clark recalled how, at the time, he and his wife “regarded 
California as a dream-land paradise, and it still seems so.”50 As a professor, Clark specialized in 
                                                




printing methods (woodblock and etching), he published textbooks and manuals on perspective 
and design, and taught courses titled “Art of the Renaissance,” “Art of the Present Day,” as well 
as various courses in handicraft, including pottery and metalwork.51 In addition to his teaching, 
he was also a practicing architect, primarily of private homes in Palo Alto. 
Beginning in 1908, Clark led a campaign to persuade Stanford to recognize drawing as its 
own department and major, emphasizing the department’s role in training students to become 
drawing instructors in public high schools. Unlike art schools, “which possibly give an exotic 
training to the few,” Stanford’s Drawing Department would exist for the purpose of “impart[ing] 
to the many, through our graduates, as teachers and otherwise, such healthful ideas of art as 
every cultured person should possess.”52 His efforts were unsuccessful. In 1914, the Department 
of Graphic Art was constituted as a division of the Department of Education, with degrees in 
graphic arts granted only through May of 1916.53 Thus, at the time of the fair, the Stanford 
administration was debating the importance of teaching the fine arts, and deciding to leave any 
expanded role to “other institutions…much better placed to carry on this particular work.”54 
Clark’s efforts to help the public make use of the art exhibition at the PPIE were made at a time 
                                                                                                                                                       
50 Clark Family Genealogy, 1937. Arthur Clark Papers, Stanford University Archives.  
 
51 As an undergraduate at Stanford, Clark’s daughter, Esther B. Clark took her father’s course “Recent and Living 
Painters” in 1920. Esther’s notes for this course (in the Stanford University Archives) indicate that Clark continued 
to use works exhibited at the PPIE as examples in his teaching.  
 
52 Letter, 14 January 1908 from Clark to David Starr Jordan, President. Arthur Clark Papers, Stanford University 
Archives.  
 
53 Memo, 28 April 1914 from G.A. Clark, Acting Secretary, to A.B. Clark. Arthur Clark Papers, Stanford University 
Archives.  In a February 4, 1916 letter to R.L. Wilbur, President, Clark states that “we submitted” to this 
arrangement “with the understanding that it would permanently remove us from objection on the ground of 
conducting too narrow a scope of work to justify a department.” This letter was written in support of Assistant 
Professor Henry Varnum Poor, who was nonetheless not reappointed on account of budget concerns. Arthur Clark 
Papers, Stanford University Archives. 
 
54 Letter, 13 March 1916 from R.L. Wilbur to Clark. Arthur Clark Papers, Stanford University Archives.  
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when he was fighting to maintain his teaching staff, and justifying the very existence of his 
department. 
Clark’s guide to the Palace of Fine Arts includes a separate section devoted to the clear 
identification and definition of the terms of formal analysis, and can therefore be viewed as a 
response to Cheney and Neuhaus’s seemingly subjective and inscrutable approach.  Clark is the 
only one to provide a specific course to follow, mapped out through the plan with a dotted line 
and arrows. (fig. 3.8)  His is also the shortest guide, including only fifteen pages of text. In his 
opening remarks, he promises brevity, clarity, and calls for readers to keep an open mind:  
This brief itinerary in the galleries of paintings is brought forth in recognition of the 
bewildered feeling that is so universal on the part of those who with a slight acquaintance 
with art try to find out what the various canvasses signify. … One must not hope to 
understand and to like everything; earnest painters strive to express that which their 
experiences have led them to value most highly.  We must not condemn an artist because 
he has outgrown the technique which we still value; rather we should let him teach us.55  
 
As an artist himself, Clark legitimizes experimentation and gives primacy to the artist’s ability to 
say something meaningful.   
Clark’s three-page primer in formal analysis enumerates four basic elements of painting: 
“the spiritual or mental element,” which roughly corresponds to subject matter or theme; “nature 
reflection,” by which he means realism; “artistic structure” or composition; and “technical 
treatment” which is then broken down into seven additional categories: form, light and shade, 
atmosphere, color, method of visual attention or focus, degree of summarization, and consistency 
of setting. Finally, he discusses “beauty” and “style” as they relate to the elements he has 
defined.56 With each definition, titles of paintings in the exhibition that demonstrate a particular 
                                                
55 Arthur B. Clark, Significant Paintings at the Panama-Pacific Expositions: How to Find Them and How to Enjoy 
Them (Palo Alto, 1915), 2. 
 
56 Ibid., 2-4. 
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element are given, usually with a gallery number to aid in finding examples.57  For instance, to 
illustrate what he means by form and how line and shading give definition to an object, Clark 
directs the reader to study nudes by Carl Larsson in the Swedish Section. Paintings by Ettore 
Tito and Albert Besnard in the Italian and French Sections “show form expressed with 
realization of its weight and solidity” and may be contrasted with American works by William 
McGregor Paxton and Philip Leslie Hale that “are more concerned with the pearly surface 
texture of skin than with the weight and substance of muscle beneath it.”58  
Impressionism is discussed at length under “Color,” with Monet and Frieseke as 
examples of “vibration, obtained by using bits of pure hues side by side.”59 Clark explains how 
paintings that may seem to depart from reality in fact do not, and why “a spot of bare earth when 
seen alone in the shadow of a tree may appear a rich reddish brown, but when seen in relation to 
a large sun-lighted field [may] appear blue-violet.”60  Under “Degree of Summarization,” visitors 
are encouraged to look at D. Putnam Brinley’s Noon and “many Norwegian paintings” to 
appreciate a lack of finish as something other than laziness or poor training on the part of an 
artist:  
Summary treatment of distance is always accepted, but the most impressive elements of a 
landscape may often be summarized by a few vigorous strokes of oil paint, leaving parts 
of the canvass bare. The most emotionally powerful landscapes are often of this type. 
They require a certain degree of sophistication from the public. Much unjust criticism 
arises from a failure to understand the advantage of summarization.61 
                                                
57 The lack of gallery numbers for many examples may indicate nothing more than a hasty editing job, particularly 
as these examples are not necessarily noted along his subsequent tour.  Clark may assume that the reader will also be 
referring to the exhibition catalog in addition to the guide, or will have made the considerable effort to locate these 
works on her own.  
 









 Clark challenges his reader to become just such a sophisticated viewer, one who can 
understand the merits of a broad and vigorous technique.  Similarly, his positive definition of 
Post-Impressionism as “freedom from mechanical consistency in imitation,” and “the recognition 
that Nature must be emotionally felt and interpreted,” predisposes his audience to approach such 
works with an open and positive mindset.62 And although Clark refers to the Cubists and 
Futurists as “representing a most violent reaction against accurate representation as a chief basis 
of art,” by including them among his discussion of “Consistency of Setting,” he acknowledges 
these groups as worthy examples of a systematic compositional technique.63 Clark concludes his 
preliminary discussion of formal elements and leads into his tour of the galleries with the 
following statement:  
The first condition for profitable criticism and appreciation of artists’ work is an 
understanding of artistic elements and techniques. If one will repeatedly read this 
preliminary discussion and then go through the galleries along the routes indicated, a 
better understanding for and love of art is sure to result.64  
 
His intention is for the visitor to use the exhibition as a means of acquiring an education, but 
unlike Cheney, he equips the visitor with a manageable set of terms and concepts to aid in 
making informed judgments on her own.    
Because his guide is designed to teach formal analysis and an appreciation of the artists’ 
perspective, he heads directly for the one-man rooms, an obvious place for discussing individual 
style. As his primary purpose is to teach the compositional elements of contemporary painting 
rather than to elucidate the intentions of the exhibition organizers, large sections of the exhibition 
are skipped, even as a point of comparison.  He dips briefly into the foreign, historical and loan 








collections, but never to use examples there to discuss influence on American artists. Clark also 
leaves the Palace of Fine Arts to visit the French Pavilion next door in order to note paintings by 
Gauguin, Puvis de Chavannes, Manet, and Degas, before concluding his tour in the Annex with 
the radical experimentation of the Futurists. Overall, Clark’s tour loosely follows a chronological 
course, devised to demonstrate stylistic trends from the present forward, with brief stops to look 
at a few select historical figures on the way.   
 
Rose V. S. Berry: The Docent 
Well in advance of the opening of the fair, in August, 1914, The Examiner reported on 
the clubwomen of California, “diligently devoting their time to the study of art” in anticipation of 
the PPIE: 
The Exposition will be the Mecca of the clubwomen. As an organized body will they 
study the epoch-making event. Those who visit it will do so not only for self-searching 
the mysteries revealed there—they will go with the purpose of imparting as much 
knowledge as they can gain to others—for that is the way of the clubwomen. “65  
 
Rose Virginia Stewart Berry, then serving as art representative for the San Francisco district of 
the California Federation of Women’s Clubs, was praised in the article for her instrumental role 
in guaranteeing the success of a series of art conferences held throughout the state in preparation 
for the fair, and for the interest in art “awakened among club women.”66 Berry served as one of 
                                                
65 “Clubwomen Interested in Study of Art,” San Francisco Examiner, 23 August 1914, 22. The Club Women’s 
reputation for spreading knowledge, and also for censorship were lampooned in an episode of Arthur Price’s 
“Laughs and Letters of a World’s Fair Stenographer,” San Francisco Call & Post, 27 March 1915, 15, in which a 
fair-goer asks Elsie to transcribe a letter home, going on about all the displays she’s not interested in—anything 
foreign or fashionable are things she has never seen before and therefore has no need of. She only spends time at 
exhibits that remind her of home—the food pavilion and fisheries.  She also indicates her plan to see all the “motion 
picture shows in Market Street” so she can act as censor when they come to her town. She signs her letter, “Yours 
for culture and the higher arts…President of the Women’s Improvement Club of Turnup Creek.”  
 
66 Ibid. Berry was promoted to art chair at the state level for the Federation of Women’s Clubs in August, 1915. See 
Dorothy Johnston, “Women’s Work and Women’s Clubs,” Los Angeles Times, 8 August 1915, III: 2. Berry was a 
Berkeley resident from at least 1912, the first year her name appears in city directories. She is listed as the widow of 
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three docents at the Palace of Fine Arts during the fair, and also during the Post Exposition 
Exhibition that continued through 1916; her guide thus gives a sense of what she emphasized on 
her tours, which would have reached many additional visitors. 
  The Chronicle noted that Mrs. Berry’s plan for study of the exhibition had been 
sanctioned by the executive board of the state federation, and the Examiner described her as “one 
of the foremost lecturers in the club circles on the study of art. Her position as docent at the Art 
Palace and official guide at the Exposition has made her work authoritative.”67 Berry’s docent 
and lecturing services were frequently mentioned in the Club Pages of the local press, where her 
Dream City guide was promoted to an audience of clubwomen intent on studying the art 
exhibition: 
Mrs. Berry’s book is regarded as one of the most comprehensive of the many that have 
been issued, she having spent the entire exposition year up to the present time, besides 
the year preceding, in a close study of the art that she now discusses in a little book of 
300 pages, profusely illustrated, and written in the charmingly free yet duly convincing 
and appreciative style that characterized Mrs. Berry’s lectures on the same subject. ...The 
book has already met with success and appreciation...and it is stated that it will probably 
become a sort of textbook among the clubs making a serious study of exposition art.”68   
 
                                                                                                                                                       
William L. Berry in the Berkeley directory for 1913, and as a Berkeley resident through 1941 when the city 
directory was discontinued. She continued to direct docent services for the San Francisco Art Association when it 
took over the Palace of Fine Arts in 1916. See a letter of 12 December 1916, sent to members of the SFAA with the 
annual report. SFAA Board Minutes, June 1915-December 1916, SFAI Archives. Berry published articles on the 
history of American Art and a course entitled “What Do You Know About American Art” for club programs in the 
20s.  
 
67 “Club Notes,” San Francisco Chronicle, 22 August 1915, 20; “Mrs. Berry to Lecture on Fine Arts,” San 
Francisco Examiner, 14 October 1915, 9. The senior docent was Mrs. Melville Johnston, an Indiana public 
schoolteacher and chairwoman of the Art Department for the National Federation of Women’s Clubs. See “Is It Art? 
Ask Senior Docent,” San Francisco Examiner, 6 March 1915, 10 for a discussion of her work as a docent. The other 
full-time docent on staff in the Palace of Fine Arts was Elizabeth H. Denio, Professor of History of Art at the 
University of Rochester, as stated on a card to advertise her tours. PPIE Records, carton, 142, Bancroft Library, UC 
Berkeley. All three women are also included on staff lists for the Art Department in Trask’s initial report, SFPL 
Trask Report, 5. Trask’s report emphasizes the “great value” of the docents, “both from an educational and financial 
point of view, as their presence greatly stimulated the attendance at the Fine Arts Building.” SFPL Trask Report, 32. 
 
68 Annie Wilde, “Higher Culture Again Interesting Club Women. Suffrage and Politics Give Way to Art in 
Popularity.” San Francisco Chronicle, 5 September 1915, 20. 
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With “serious and thorough study,” particularly of the US Section as her own stated aim, 69 Berry 
structures her commentary on the Palace of Fine Arts around historical periods and schools, 
including the catch-all “Men of No School.” Her tour follows the numerical order of the galleries 
on the official plan, beginning with the international sections in the south wing.70 Before turning 
to the US Section—her central focus—Berry provides a (twenty-page) “Short Sketch of Art 
History,” in which she emphasizes the national and cyclical character of art.  
From here, chapters in The Dream City alternate between genuine “tour”! with specific 
works indicated by location! and additional historical “sketches,“ which tend not to make use 
of examples at hand in the exhibition. No doubt this was the result of the guide’s origin in a 
series of individual lectures, and like Neuhaus’ Galleries of the Exposition, its adaptation into 
guidebook form, most likely under severe time constraints, and without consistent inclusion of 
room numbers for finding the works discussed in the text, or any regard to suggesting a logical 
path for getting from one work to the next.71 The guide often reads as a transcription of lecture 
topics on specific aspects of the exhibition, but without a practical route for illustrating those 
lectures with the exhibition itself.  
The chapter on Impressionism, however, does a better job of integrating the tour with 
history, and examples by Manet, Corot, Monet, Boudin, Sisley, Renoir and Pissaro are indicated 
by room and object number. For Berry, “Nothing more interesting than the Monet wall, in room 
                                                
69 “It behooves the art lover of today to make the acquaintance of [American art] by studying thoroughly the 
collection placed for observation in the Palace of Fine Arts,” Rose V. S. Berry, The Dream City: Its Art in Story and 
Symbolism (San Francisco 1915), 152.   
 
70After covering the French Section, Berry leaves the Palace of Fine Arts for a discussion of art in the French 
Pavilion. She does not make a similar detour to the Italian Pavilion, and it becomes clear in her treatment of the US 
section, that her main interest is in tracing the various influences on American art, and that of the French 
Impressionists in particular. 
 
71 Another editing glitch is the unexplained shift following a brief survey of the history of European art to a 
discussion of Greek sculpture, on view in the Greek Pavilion, not in the Palace of Fine Arts. Berry, 153-4. 
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61, exists at the Exposition, its study is essential if the student would understand and appreciate 
the enormous gift, this knowledge properly applied, meant to modern art.”72 She also advises 
studying Monet’s work in a particular order!no. 2811 Le Havre, (fig. 3.13) no. 2813 Bateaux 
echoues, Fecamp, no. 2808 Vetheuil, no. 2809 La Seine a Portvillers, no. 2812 Meule coucher de 
soleil, (fig. 3.14) and no. 2814 Les nymphes, paysage d’eau! to trace the development of his 
work. Berry concludes her Impressionism chapter with a visit to Theodore Robinson’s Girl in the 
Sunlight, giving her reader a chance to apply the lessons of Monet’s haystack to a work by an 
American painter, and to think of a haystack and a girl as equally good subjects for studying  
form under the effects of bright sunlight.  
Berry (like Neuhaus), states her concern for helping her readers move beyond an interest 
in subject matter alone. In her historical “Sketch,” George Inness marks the departure from 
“story-telling” pictures, and the beginning of modern art, in which “the artist’s desire to express 
an emotion is the sole aim. It is here that fully two-thirds of the public cease to follow and begin 
to find fault, failing to appreciate that story-telling is the function of literature in these days of 
printing, and no longer that of the painter.”73 Her description of Twachtman is a good example of 
her interest in articulating the emotion expressed by the artist: “Kindly, smiling, thoughtful and 
earnest is the mood breathed into his canvases.”74  
While biographical information, brief descriptions of subject matter and general 
pronouncements such as “beautiful,” “charming,” “fascinating,” “graceful,” “delightful,” are 
frequently the extent of her commentary, there are several instances (like the Monet/Robinson 
                                                
72 Berry, 188. Berry’s theoretical discussion of Impressionism reads much like Charles Caffin’s chapter on Monet in 
How to Study Paintings, including Rood’s theory of reflected light.  
 
73 Ibid., 181-82. 
 
74 Ibid., 203. 
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example) where Berry encourages direct comparisons among paintings in order to study different 
stylistic treatment of the same subject. In one such case, the subject is winter: “After studying the 
dainty, almost spiritual interpretation put upon the canvas by Twachtman go into the adjoining 
room and see the vigorous, strong and vibrating scenes Redfield makes of the same season.”75  
Elsewhere, however, her descriptions are entirely centered on subject matter, as with Metcalf’s 
Blossom Time, “an ideal Spring picture. The trees are in bloom and the ground is darkened by the 
faint shadow of these feathering trees. Sunlight, blossoms, rippling water, a little boy, a 
dog!Metcalf gives everything but the bird’s song.”76 Berry’s somewhat inconsistent lesson 
about subject matter ultimately conveys that it is ok to enjoy a picture for its subject alone. 
The Dream City is the only guide to devote a separate chapter to “California Painters,” 
with McComas, Mathews, and Keith (the California men with their own rooms) all receiving 
special attention here, as well as several women painters of California.77 Another unique feature 
of Berry’s guide is the separate chapter on “The Women’s Room,” (Gallery 65) which she 
considers to be “one of the most attractive galleries possible,” and displaying “greater talent as a 
whole” than any other in the exhibition.78 Mary Cassatt, Cecilia Beaux and Mary Curtis 
Richardson each receive lengthy treatment. As if saving the best for last, Berry returns to the 
rooms closest to the central gallery of the Palace of Fine Arts before heading to the Annex 
behind it. The order of her tour brings subtle clarity to the design of the installation in a way that 
                                                
75 Ibid., 214. This is also a rare instance of her point being made with paintings hung close to each other in the 
exhibition. 
 
76 Ibid., 201. 
 
77 Ibid., 217-27. Berry lists specific room numbers to be visited in a more or less continuous path, suggesting this 
was a popular or often requested tour topic. However, when she turns to a florid description of California’s varied 
landscape, with examples divided by natural features!trees, mists and mountains!(as she may have organized her 
subject for a lecture), there is no logical path or means provided for finding her examples on a tour of the exhibition.   
 
78 Ibid., 262. 
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no other guide manages to do. Within a simple reading of the floor plan from left to right, are 
sandwiched the history of American art, French Impressionism, its influence on contemporary 
American art, and finally, other media (Prints and Etchings, Watercolors, and Illustration).79 The 
three rooms in the exhibition that do not fit neatly into this scheme are the Women's Room, The 
Boston School (Gallery 80) and the “The Independents” in Gallery 51. This is where Berry’s 
lessons for understanding modern art are driven home, before directing her reader to the works in 
the Annex.  
 For Berry, modernism is defined by the simplicity and a lack of storytelling with which a 
subject is treated. She writes of Beaux’s “two small children,” identifiable as Ernesta (fig. 3.9) 
and Dorothea and Francesca (fig. 3.10) based on her description:  
….they are painted in a severely simple manner yet they please and charm from first to 
last.  The painter has resorted to no device, no tricks, no flowers, no little thing tossed in 
for color and a scheme, one baby walking along with its nurse, who is cut off the canvas 
below the waist, and the other child engrossed in a dancing lesson; nothing in the way of 
a story to tell, no hidden meaning, everything on the surface, pictures for the sake of 
pictures.80 
  
Beaux’s cropped composition is carefully constructed—not simple at all—and could just as 
easily be judged a device or trick as the absence of any. Berry’s highest praise is reserved for 
Richardson, a San Francisco artist whose pictures “stand out and hold their own” with Cassatt 
and Beaux.81  Much like her earlier remarks on Inness and Twachtman, Berry’s commentary is 
tied to the emotion conveyed by the artist, whose subjects in this case may be deemed 
                                                
79 After “California Painters,” there is a also a separate chapter devoted to Duveneck, in recognition for his special 
Medal of Honor. Her discussion of the remaining foreign sections in the north wing (China, the Phillipines, Sweden, 
Argentina, Holland, Portugal) is cursory—and each with a statement of how recent the development of their art is, or 




81 Ibid., 274. 
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“delightful,” but only because they exhibit “versatility and strong feeling.”82 Formal 
considerations go hand-in-hand with her discussion of the expression of maternal delight in The 
Young Mother (fig. 3.11). She notes how the “reddish gold hair” of the mother “gives the note of 
color for the gold fish in the bowl. The design, the yellowish color of the couch, the exquisite 
white in the dress, the whole composition, certainly makes one of the most beautiful if not the 
most beautiful picture in the room of women artists.”83  
 Berry’s lessons on subject matter, composition and the emotion conveyed in a work of art 
are underpinned by the same theme running throughout John Barry’s guide (as discussed 
below)—that is, an admonishment against rushing to judgment when confronted with unfamiliar 
or wholly new schools or styles. In her repeated defense of the initially misunderstood work of 
the Barbizon school, Berry warns against present audiences making the same mistakes. 
“Together they worked...while the skeptical mass stood by laughing and criticising until it was 
beaten into submissive approval.”84 Berry is quite clear in making her point: “The lesson taught 
by this experience is the same one mentioned before. The people should withhold judgment; the 
people should wait; the public not being painters cannot tell what the immediate result even of 
failure made by honest endeavor may mean.”85 Like the Barbizon School, the Impressionists 
persevered when faced with “the hysterical laughter of the Parisians in 1863...they were ridiculed 
and called “anarchists of the brush,” but they did succeed.”86 Berry’s discussion of Whistler adds 
a subtle twist to the lesson. She encourages her reader to put aside expectations, to endeavor to 
                                                
82 Ibid., 271. 
 
83 Ibid., 272. Berry also notes Richardson’s representation by MacBeth Gallery as further evidence of her success.  
 
84 Ibid., 173-74. 
 
85 Ibid., 174. 
 
86 Ibid., 193. 
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appreciate what the artist gives, and not to question what he leaves out. By doing so, the visitor 
may join an exclusive group of the few who truly understand.   
[Whistler] has a message for only the few who are willing to go to him without fixed, 
preconceived notions. To go to Whistler or to any other painter with this attitude is to 
shut the door of understanding and appreciation. Take what Whistler gives; don’t 
question and argue with the canvases. ...The little series of color studies are 
incomprehensible to many, but if taken for what they are—beautifully expressed bits of 
color and massed curving line, they will grow upon the most obdurate. Don’t worry 
because the faces are not there, don’t fret because they are not completed pictures. 
Whistler wanted left just what he suggests!beautiful color, and Japanese designs in the 
gently, curving figures...87 
 
 All of these examples are preparing the public for what awaits in the Annex. Taking her 
cue from Brinton (as likely do the other guidebook authors who advise tolerance and against 
laughter), Berry writes of the Futurists: 
Christian Brinton has perhaps treated them with more seriousness than any other 
American critic. He does not feel that they have made a demonstration of their ideals that 
is altogether satisfactory but he says something which should make people stop and 
think; Brinton reminds the people that the world was forced to make way for Monet and 
his light theory...The lesson taught by the past is that the fuss and fury over the 
innovation and innovator generally subsides only when the public has had to accept the 
innovation and more, and that the heretic of yesterday is the prophet of today.88  
 
Berry makes a genuine effort to explain the Futurists’ radical departure from realism (“The idea 
has to do with motion, . . . a blur of over-lapping figures based on optical conditions),89 but she 
also joins in the game of poking fun at the Futurists as a way of expressing empathy with her 
audience, and to gain its trust. She describes the Futurists’ work as “a colored geometrical hash,” 
                                                
87 Ibid., 211-212. 
 
88 Ibid., 281. 
 
89 Ibid., 287-88. Berry also lumps the Futurists and Cubists together, as many did at the time: “Cubists and Futurists 
agree that it is not necessary to paint an object as such, but its envelopment. They paint all sides of an object as if 
they saw through it. They demand now that we should not look at pictures, but that we should look through them, 
get new visions, by being in the midst of the picture,” 288. 
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with titles that “frighten the timid,” and as “studies to develop gray matter in the brain, and 
possibly to deepen the lines about the mouth in case one cannot refrain from laughter.”90    
 
John D. Barry: The Expert and the Philosopher 
 John Daniel Barry (1866-1942) was a theater critic, novelist, and writer, who joined the 
staff of the San Francisco Bulletin in 1910.  His guide for the Palace of Fine Arts was a 
reworking of more than thirty of his daily column “The Ways of the World,” which ran on the 
editorial page of the Bulletin and contained musings on a wide range of political, social and 
cultural topics. Barry’s columns on the Exposition, and hence his guides, (he also produced one 
for the fair as a whole) are structured around a theatrical conceit—that of a conversation between 
a layperson and a professional architect or artist.91  Reviews of Barry’s guides praised this unique 
format in particular, even noting that the expert, “whether real or imaginary, is singularly well-
informed.”92 Another reviewer for the San Francisco Chronicle wrote: 
 It was a happy thought, that of the dialogue form, for one really seems to be listening to 
two voices instead of only one, and to be given two sets of impressions. …Meanwhile the 
Barry book will be found [sic?] that something ever so much more valuable than the best 
catalogue, the personality of one who loves art and longs to convey his emotions as well 
as his information to others.93 
 
                                                
90 Ibid., 280, 288. 
 
91 Barry’s guide covering the Exposition as a whole—The City of Domes: A Walk with an Architect—was lauded for 
its “instructive and entertaining” manner, with “explanations [that] are invariably what they should be and 
intelligently addressed to intelligent minds.” New York Sun and Argonaut reviews, printed as front matter in John D. 
Barry, The Palace of Fine Arts and the French and Italian Pavilions: A Walk with a Painter (San Francisco, 1915).  
  
92San Francisco Chronicle review, printed as front matter in Barry, The Palace of Fine Arts. 
 
93 San Francisco Chronicle review, printed as front matter in John D. Barry, The Meaning of the Exposition (San 
Francisco, 1915). This third publication by Barry on the Exposition is an essay developed from a lecture he gave 
“many times on the Exposition grounds, in Recital Hall, and elsewhere,” foreword.  
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The conceit was not always recognized as such, however, as a notice in the Boston Transcript 
makes plain. After praising the volume for being more than “mere publicity,” or “mere guide 
book,” the reviewer goes on to commend the valid expertise, thereby acknowledging the factual 
existence of Barry’s companions. “[They] are brilliant talkers and, besides being trained artists 
and architects, these interlocuters, like Mr. Barry, approach their subject always from the social 
philosopher’s view point.94  
Despite being a collection of columns, and although the main text was not at all 
successful at mapping a logical course through the Palace of Fine Arts, A Walk with a Painter  
was nevertheless marketed for its clarity and practicality: 
For the benefit of those visitors to the Exposition who have not made a study of painting 
and sculpture and who feel bewildered in the presence of so much that is to be seen, Mr. 
Barry has prepared this small and easily read hand-book, free from exaggerated language 
and technical terms. It at once relates the reader to the most important pictures and statues 
and tells where to begin and how to go on. The list of artists whose work ought to be seen 
is accompanied by a brief account of each, a most helpful feature.95 
 
It was only this last feature, the five-page list of works not to be missed, that served as a guide in 
any traditional or practical sense, and did in fact map the most efficient course for hitting every 
gallery. This path made no attempt to accommodate the historical influences on American Art in 
their intended chronological order, or the foreign sections as separate from the American. Indeed, 
Barry’s list underscored the degree to which efficiency and logic were incompatible with the 
installation, which was ultimately dependent on the relative size of each of the national sections. 
                                                
94 Boston Transcript review, printed as front matter in Barry, The Palace of Fine Arts. In the preface to City of 
Domes, Barry explains that he uses “the dialogue form” because “it is easy to follow; it gives scope for more than 
one kind of opinion; and it deals with the subject as we all do, when with one friend or more than one....  It has been 
my good fortune to be able to see the Exposition from points of view very different from my own and much better 
informed and equipped. I am glad to pass on the advantage.” City of Domes, ix. Barry does not name his 
companions, and most likely as often as not, he is drawing upon his own expertise to hold down the other half of 
imagined conversations, or conversations overheard throughout the fairgrounds.  
 
95 “By the same author” end matter printed in Barry, The Meaning of the Exposition.  
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Furthermore, very few of the paintings in the list at the back are discussed in the main narrative 
of the text, which is most effectively read as a separate introduction to particular issues of 
interest in the exhibition. The guide could as easily be enjoyed at home in one’s living room, or 
on a bench outside the Palace of Fine Arts as within the galleries, since there is almost no 
indication of how one would get from painting to painting discussed. Barry’s is the only guide 
not to include a floor plan. 
 The last review cited above points to perhaps the most significant feature of Barry’s 
guide—its lack of “exaggerated language and technical terms.” The tone is casual, often 
humorous, but never condescending, and yet the conversation covers formal and stylistic issues 
and trends, in the service of “helping the layman to take the professional point of view.”96 This is 
much the same goal as Neuhaus,’ however, Neuhaus assumes the lone authoritative voice, 
precisely that which Barry’s construct deliberately avoids. Barry’s preface begins: 
I don’t know anything about art,” says a friend with the courage of his opinions, “but I 
know what I hate.”  His words may give comfort to those people who go to the 
Exposition and face the Palace of Fine Arts with the feeling that they ought in some way 
to show appreciation. So many of them feel bewildered before the mass of paintings. 
Where are they to begin? What is really worth while?  What is the meaning behind all 
this mystery which so often seems like mere eccentricity? Since the painters themselves 
so violently disagree…how is anyone to know what is really good?97 
 
For Barry, the foremost task in introducing the art exhibition is to let people know that they are 
free to have their own opinions, indeed free even to celebrate the fact that they know what they 
don’t like, and also to remind them that “When art becomes a matter of duty it ceases to fulfill its 
function.”98 Enjoyment is paramount, but a little knowledge too, to better understand and 
articulate why one loves or hates a particular work is also useful. Whereas Neuhaus clearly 
                                                
96 Barry, The Palace of Fine Arts, foreword. 
 
97 Ibid., ix. 
 
98 Ibid.  
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expects his readers to treat the art exhibition as a place to engage in serious study and hard work, 
Barry emphasizes the importance of personal enjoyment while also attempting to understand the 
artist’s point of view.  
Barry’s next point is that “directly opposite points of view, equally intelligent,” can 
generally be assumed about any particular work of art. Art is subjective, and it is important to 
keep an open mind to multiple interpretations, both of which may have validity. As he writes, 
“Much then, it is plain, depends on the attitude of the mind that we take on entering a picture 
gallery. ‘Abandon Prejudice, all ye who enter here’ might be written over the door.”99  Another 
important theme of the preface is understanding the individual nature of artistic expression: 
Of one consideration we may be sure, whether we are trained to an understanding of art 
or untrained: No matter what subject the artist may treat, no matter what style he may 
paint in, he will express himself. Painting is like any other form of expression. It is a kind 
of speech. The instant a painter gives a picture to the public he reveals his own qualities. 
It is to discern the mind and the character behind the work that ought to be the prime 
object of the observer.100 
 
Finally, Barry discusses “the relativity of art,” how current trends in art are largely a matter of 
fashion and that the latest “truth” may be derided tomorrow. “…[A]n interest in one style ought 
not to create a prejudice, as it so often does, against other styles. …There is no real antagonism 
between the academic and open-air painters. They merely see and express themselves in different 
ways.”101  This is a significant departure from Laurvik’s “trick” of telling people they will be 
shamed into admitting they were wrong when the latest trend is accepted as obviously being of 
great value. This “trick” was employed time and time again at the PPIE. Berry makes use of it, as 
seen above, but with a decidedly kinder and less judgmental tone. So too does a special 
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100 Ibid., xi. 
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Exposition edition of Arts and Crafts: “…all epoch makers in art were laughed at and scorned 
when first they tried to show their works. A hint when you next condemn a picture. Perhaps after 
all it is you that are at fault and not the picture.”102 This publication was produced for art 
students, underscoring that the device was not just aimed at the uninitiated masses. Barry weaves 
the trick too, more fully than any other author, but in a fundamentally different way.  
 Barry begins his tour outside the Palace of Fine Arts, commenting on the architecture and 
the outdoor sculpture. He records some “First Impressions” of artists and works that he 
particularly likes!Robert Vonnoh’s Poppies in the Rotunda, Paxton in the Boston Room, and 
making certain that local and regional artists are given their due, California artists Arthur 
Mathews and Francis McComas.  Sargent is in the next room, and a clear personal favorite of 
Barry’s. The Sargent discussion can be seen as a continuation of the first impressions, because 
from here, the tour seems to start again, more in keeping with the exhibition’s organizational 
structure of demonstrating historical influence. Whistler follows a discussion of the Old Masters, 
and serves an important role in Barry’s larger narrative—that of explicating the stylistic elements 
and development of Impressionism—but included here as if by accident. “Before we tackle the 
out and out impressionists, said the painter, “let’s have a look at the Whistler room.” Barry’s  
lesson centers on The Falling Rocket (fig. 3.12): 
“The Falling Rocket,” the painter reminded me, was the picture that had involved 
Whistler in his celebrated suit against Ruskin. “It illustrates the change that can take 
place in the attitude toward art in the course of a few years only. To us, used as we are to 
the work of the impressionists, it doesn’t seem at all unconventional, but it must have 
made Ruskin furious. Otherwise he would not have accused Whistler of throwing a pot of 
paint in the face of the public…”103 
 
                                                
102 California School of Arts & Crafts, Arts & Crafts, Exposition Number, 1915, 7-8.  
 
103 Barry, The Palace of Fine Arts, 12. 
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The painter goes on to describe the rest of the famous trial, when the layman asks, “What could 
Ruskin have meant by saying that ‘The Falling Rocket’ was a pot of paint flung in the face of the 
public?” the painter replied,  
“His eye was simply unfamiliar with that kind of painting. It seemed to him careless and 
messy work. He didn’t see the truth and the fidelity and the poetic sensibility in the 
execution. So he boldly condemned, as so many of us do when we don’t understand, 
particularly those of us who are in positions of authority.”104   
 
This is in effect, a veiled warning against condemning anything strange out of hand, a reminder 
to keep an open mind, less you too could end up laughable like Ruskin, misjudging something 
that would soon be accepted as a great masterpiece. It is the first of a series of preparations for 
the upcoming discussion in the Futurist Gallery—a reminder that such rushed judgments are no 
less likely to occur in the present day or in the present exhibition. 
 Using the art exhibition as a way to discuss the development of Impressionism is Barry’s 
main purpose, as stated by the painter in the next part of the tour.  
Some time I wish that we might have an exhibition where the development of 
impressionism would be studied by means of a display of canvases, starting with a man 
like Turner and running down to the men of today who are represented here in such large 
numbers. It stands for the great revolution in modern art, all the more interesting because 
just now there are signs of a reaction against it among the post-impressionists and the 
futurists. But its influence is sure to last. It affects all painters today, even those who are 
not generally considered in any way related to impressionism.”105 
 
Barry fulfills the painter’s wishes by beginning his discussion of Impressionism in front of the 
lone Turner in the exhibition, Sunset, Venice. From here he heads to the Monet room, comparing 
the early Havre, Terrace by the Sea (fig. 13) to a haystack painting (fig. 14). The painter 
remarks, “It was a good idea on the part of the Exposition authorities to secure Monets that 
should represent the painter in the different periods of his career,” and Barry replies, “And the 
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way the paint is put on…is so different in the haystack from the way it is put on in ‘Havre,’” an 
observation easily made by anyone, and which encourages the average visitor to participate in 
evaluating the selection of the exhibition.  The painter says, “As we go through the Exposition, 
we shall find that nearly all the work done during the past twenty-five years, whether it is 
impressionistic or not, has been influenced by Monet and Manet and their school.”106 Comments 
to demonstrate this point are made along the rest of the tour, of a Hassam sunset, then a 
Shultzberg snow scene in the Swedish galleries. In the French Section, Henri Martin is discussed 
as representing “impressionism at its best, vibrating with life and color,”107 while in the Italian 
rooms, a nude by Edgardo Sambo demonstrates “impressionism run mad.”108 Even in the 
Japanese Section, the painter remarks, “You see…the spirit of the impressionists isn’t confined 
to Europe and the United States.”109 
In the French Pavilion, Barry provides another opportunity for the painter to reinforce 
open-mindedness, in preparation for judging the Futurists. Of Manet’s Balcony (fig. 3.15), the 
painter comments:  
It’s hard to believe that the simple group up there could have created a sensation a half-
century ago. ...At the time this canvas was painted Manet was the most ridiculed figure in 
Paris. People used to go see his pictures merely for the sake of laughing. They would 
begin to laugh as they went up the stairs….The trouble was that those Parisians were 
devoted to the old school of painting and could not understand that Manet was 
introducing a new technique, a more natural treatment of light, bringing out truer effects 
of perspective.110 
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From here, the painter heads to the Annex, cautioning his charge as they go up the stairs leading 
to the Futurist gallery, “It’s easy to laugh at the Italian Futurists…but it’s more profitable to find 
out what they’re trying to do.”111 Barry tries to consider the art seriously, but is distracted by 
other visitors who were enjoying themselves by “pointing out to one another good examples of 
absurdity.”112 As described by Waldemar Young in the Chronicle, the crowd in the Palace of 
Fine Arts was easily sorted into different types of visitors: “the amateur connoisseur, the man 
who thinks he knows, the man who knows he doesn’t know, and of course, the inevitable 
bromide: “I don’t know anything about art, but I know what I like.”113 Young goes on to note, 
“The throng at the Fine Arts building is a picture itself…giving opportunities for study as 
abundant as those provided on painted canvas and in gilded frame.”114 Visitors took as much 
interest in studying each other as they did the art in the exhibition, as Barry indicates throughout 
his guide. Visitors also learned quickly how to conceal which category of viewer they were, as 
described in another article published in late March, about five weeks after the exhibition 
opened: 
Having learned, however, that there is a great danger of a perfectly normal, healthy, 
happy, wholesome human being fancying something that is mere ragtime in art, and 
omitting to observe some marvel of color, or technique, or execution that it is later 
discovered, with great humiliation of spirit, was much in evidence, the club women, as 
well as others, are going through the galleries with perfectly immovable features and not 
betraying any particular emotion until they get the high sign from the art guide. A curious 
phase of human nature then manifests itself in a tendency not to impart the inside 
information thus obtained, but to wait and turn a glassy eye of amazement on one who 
                                                
 




113 Waldemar Young, “Sketched at the Fine Arts Building at the Exposition,” San Francisco Chronicle, 28 March 





failed to receive the tip in time, and has therefore given crude expression to an entirely 
valueless opinion.115  
 
As discussed with respect to the Futurists in Chapter Two, Barry’s guide subtly cautions his 
reader against loudly and categorically proclaiming opinions that might convey ignorance or 
provinciality, but not, significantly, the kind of theatrically absorbed performance that occurred 
at the Armory Show. Nor does he recommend assuming “gallery face,” like the clubwomen.  The 
very structure of Barry’s text encourages questioning, discussion and debate; the painter voices 




 The Guidebooks and the Sociology of Taste  
 Pierre Bourdieu’s conclusions concerning the role of the art museum in dispensing, or 
withholding cultural capital are directly applicable to the PPIE art exhibition in several ways, 
however, it is necessary to keep in mind the unusual context of the fairgrounds as a whole. The 
fair was intended as an educational opportunity for the masses—a temporary “university of the 
world” of which the public was encouraged to take full advantage—while at the same time, and 
for this very reason, the fair was also a highly constructed and carefully controlled manifestation 
of what those educational opportunities included and how they were to be conveyed.  The Palace 
of Fine Arts was a world of high culture explicitly distinguished from other attractions on the 
fairgrounds, and, as discussed with respect to the subject of the nude and the Futurist gallery, 
responses to these distinct realms of culture were meant to be separate as well. At the same time, 
the didactic intentions of the Art Department, and most of the guidebook authors made clear a 
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belief that visitors were capable of acquiring taste, or at least a better understanding of fine art 
through the education that they (the officials and authors) were providing.  
 The myth that Bourdieu and Alain Darbel seek to dispel in The Love of Art is the idea that 
an ability to understand and appreciate greatness in art is innate, and not attainable through 
learning.116 Vera Goldberg describes this innate quality (what Bourdieu also calls an arbitrary 
“talent”) as “something akin to grace” and a “special gift”:  
Merely by having access to art, those with this special gift are enabled to manifest this 
capacity [to appreciate greatness], whereas those lacking it gain nothing and expose 
themselves to ridicule. . . .The myth justifies the maintenance of hierarchical distinctions 
among different social categories. It has such force that it has come to be imposed on the 
self-conceptions of members of groups excluded from access to the fine arts. …Because 
art museums have come to stand for the idea of excellence in a highly valued form of 
culture, to the extent that they fail to distribute their cultural capital in an understandable 
way to visitors who lack the habitus of the regular public, they help to perpetuate the 
status quo. 117 
 
It may be assumed that, similar to Bourdieu and Darbel’s findings in their study of European art 
museums in the mid 1960s, the audience for the Palace of Fine Arts most likely included very 
few “poorly educated individuals from lower-status groups.”118 Like the fair-going public as a 
whole, the majority of art palace visitors can be assumed to come from the middle classes, and, 
similar to the middle stratum of the museum-going public in Bourdieu’s study, viewers in 1915 
would have “shared a high level of intellectual aspiration and ... eager[ness] to grasp what they 
                                                
116 Pierre Bourdieu and Alain Darbel, The Love of Art: European Art Museums and Their Public (1969), trans. by 
Caroline Beattie and Nick Merriman (Stanford, 1990), 109: “The sociologist establishes, theoretically and 
experimentally, that the things which please are the things whose concept is understood, or, more precisely, that it is 
only things whose concept is understood which can give pleasure. He or she also establishes that, consequently, in 
its learned form, aesthetic pleasure presupposes learning and, in any particular case, learning by habit and exercise, 
such that this pleasure, an artificial product of art and artifice, which exists or is meant to exist as if it were entirely 
natural, is in reality a cultivated pleasure.”  
 
117 Vera L. Zolberg, “’An Elite Experience for Everyone’: Art Museums, the Public, and Cultural Literacy,” in 
Museum Culture, Daniel Sherman and Irit Rogoff, eds. (Minneapolis, 1994), 55-56. Zolberg summarizes the concept 
of habitus as “encompass[ing] the idea of “habit,” but also much more: a sort of total cultural baggage, varying from 
stratum to stratum, which is socially valued or devalued by comparison with the habitus of others.” 
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could by reading guidebooks, learning from docents, and absorbing information, even if it was 
not at as sophisticated a level as that of better-educated visitors.”119 The epigraph to this chapter, 
as well as the overwhelming popularity of the guidebooks, support this claim. 
 The success of guidebook authors to raise the cultural capital of visitors to the Palace of 
Fine Arts was naturally limited to the self-selecting group who sought the expertise of a guide,120  
and also with the time required to follow one of the courses of study the guides offered. Many of 
the guides advised against seeing the whole exhibition in one go and encouraged multiple visits, 
making it highly unlikely that lower class visitors experienced the exhibition in the 
recommended way—admission to the fairgrounds cost 50 cents a day, roughly $11.00 today.  
But a determined person could read the guide beforehand and devote at least a few hours to 
studying and comparing the recommended works. Indeed, an early promotional brochure noted 
that the “thousands of art lovers who may not be fortunate enough to visit the exposition” could 
still “derive profit in added knowledge and understanding of Art and its powerful effect upon the 
culture and refinement of the human race” by reading about it. “The Exposition of 1915 will 
therefore prove of incalculable benefit in its educational value to the masses.”121 Another episode 
of “Boobs at the Fair” depicted a group of tourists not paying attention to their guide, (fig. 16) 
                                                
119 Ibid., 57. Bourdieu and Darbel found that education was more important than class in determining interest in 
visiting museums, and that a high degree of cultural aspiration was more important than education. Visitors with 
little education or aspiration tended not to use guides: “Confronted with the test (in an academic sense of the word) 
which the museum represents for them, the least cultivated visitors are in fact little inclined to turn to a guidebook or 
a guide (if available), for fear of revealing their lack of knowledge...While members of the cultivated classes are 
loath to use the more academic aids, preferring a knowledgeable friend to a guide and a guide to a guidebook, which 
is scoffed at with a refined irony, working-class visitors are not put off by the clearly scholarly aspect of a possible 
course of training. ... As one manual worker stated: ‘the most important thing is the guidebook, which guides us and 
explains things.’” Love of Art, 14-15, 51-2. See also Michael Greenfell and Cheryl Hardy, Art Rules: Pierre 
Bourdieu and the Visual Arts (New York, 2007), 67.   
 
120 As Bourdieu and Darbel write, “...because buying a guidebook or a catalogue presupposes a whole attitude to the 
work of art, formed through upbringing, the use of these sorts of handbooks which provide a programme of 
informed perception is above all characteristic of the most cultivated visitors, so much so that they only ever initiate 
those who are already initiated.” Love of Art, 62. 
 
121 “Information for Exhibitors” brochure, SFPL. 
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under the caption, “What’s the use of Listening When You Can Read the Guide Book After You 
Get Back to the Hotel?”  
With the exception of Barry’s Walk with a Painter, the guidebooks’ emphasis on study 
rather than enjoyment tends to refute the theory that an ability to appreciate aesthetic value is 
innate, and something that cannot be taught. Indeed, in their very profusion the guidebooks 
performed an important symbolic role: “an implicit recognition of the right not to understand.”122 
Regardless of its course or authoritative tone, each of the guides may be credited with organizing 
the content of the exhibition into meaningful categories—national, regional, historic and stylistic 
schools of painting—and through example, with helping readers learn how to apply this 
knowledge to unfamiliar works, or those not specifically discussed. Clark’s glossary of 
compositional elements goes even further, giving readers the vocabulary and means to analyze 
any work of art. By comparison, the often cryptic language and condescending tone of Cheney 
and Neuhaus were more likely to reinforce the social hierarchy of visitor’s experiences and 
perpetuate the myth that understanding art was a gift that could not be acquired. The type of 
people who related to these guides likely shared Cheney and Neuhaus’ particular habitus. 
 The question of study over enjoyment is fraught with social significance. The tone of the 
1915 fair as a whole tended to be serious, and conscientious study of the art exhibition in 
particular was valued and promoted. As many of the middle-class subjects of Bourdieu’s study 
asserted, “there are noble reasons for visiting and there are less noble ones, and one shows 
oneself to be more committed by visiting a museum equipped with a guidebook or a 
catalogue.”123 Information supplied by guidebooks fulfilled “the expectations of middle-class 
visitors for whom seeing and knowing and understanding and learning are one and the same, and 
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who put educational value before simple pleasure.”124 The average middle-class PPIE visitor 
would have perceived and sought status achieved through public study and would not have been 
aware that a particular type of study—one focusing on historical and technical information—
could be deemed inferior.125  While primarily promoting the exhibition as an opportunity for 
gaining an education, most of the guidebook authors also remind their readers to enjoy 
themselves and to take pleasure in contemplating art for its own sake. Of course, the legitimation 
of taking pleasure in art—rather than approaching the Palace of Fine Arts as a course of study—
is a means of constituting status in and of itself.  Bourdieu argues that one must be exceptionally 
sophisticated to be able to approach a large collection of fine art without any agenda other than 
pure enjoyment—that an ability to let one’s cultural baggage go in the service of pure enjoyment 
is something that can only be achieved after having attained the baggage in the first place.126 
Further, “in the particular case of works of high culture, complete mastery of the code cannot be 
acquired by the simple and diffuse training of everyday experience, but presupposes methodical 
coaching, organized by an institution specifically designed for this purpose.”127 The guidebooks 
served as an affordable, readily available, and easily obtained educational coach. However naïve 
or flawed such a notion might be, Barry and Clark, through their crash course in formal and 
stylistic analysis, attempted to equip the general public with the basic rudiments of knowledge in 
order to achieve fuller enjoyment without assuming all the baggage, or at the very least, provided 
an example and the encouragement to challenge the arbiters of culture. 
                                                
124 Bourdieu and Darbel, 94. “These museum visitors, who, completely preoccupied with hoarding anecdotal 
knowledge, pay less attention to the works themselves than to the analysis in the catalogue, have no experience of 
the art of surrendering themselves to the immediate and fleeting emotion which defines the distinguished 
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Although it also would have been consumed by middle and upperclass fairgoers, Barry’s 
guide, through its unique conversational structure, lends itself to a somewhat more optimistic 
theorization of the sociology of taste. As Michel de Certeau asserts in The Practice of Everyday 
Life, “culture articulates conflicts and alternately legitimizes, displaces, or controls the superior 
force…. The tactics of consumption, the ingenious ways in which the weak make use of the 
strong, thus lend a political dimension to everyday practices.”128 Barry’s attempt to help the 
ordinary fairgoer make sense of the Palace of Fine Arts by identifying with him or her as 
uninitiated and then, through his series of questions, by demonstrating how the average person 
can make use of available expertise, establishes an acceptable culture of exhibition viewing—
one that is characterized by skepticism and also a sense of entitlement regarding one’s own 
opinions. Barry’s text illustrates de Certeau’s statement that “the approach to culture begins 
when the ordinary man becomes the narrator, when it is he who defines the (common) place of 
discourse and the (anonymous) space of its development.”129 More specifically, the conversation 
through which Barry narrates his guide is that of the Expert and the Philosopher, who, according 
to de Certeau,  
both have the task of mediating between society and a body of knowledge, the first 
insofar as he introduces his specialty into the wider and more complex arena of socio-
political decision, the second insofar as he re-establishes the relevance of general 
questions to a particular technique….In the Expert, competence is transmuted into social 
authority; in the Philosopher, ordinary questions become a skeptical principle in a 
technical field.”130 
 
This is precisely the relationship between Barry and his fictitious companion, the painter, 
throughout the Palace of Fine Arts.  
                                                
128 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. by Steven Rendall (Berkeley, 1984), xvii. 
 
129 Ibid., 5. 
 
130 Ibid., 6-7. 
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In his analysis of the role of aesthetics in American culture, Daniel Borus suggests that 
“historians should turn their attention to investigating how historical actors [for my purposes the 
guidebook authors] tried to democratize the pursuit of beauty.”131 Barry’s conversational 
approach to visiting the Palace of Fine Arts resonates with Borus’ definition of beauty as  
a proposition to be tested through discussion. In that no two people are likely to value the 
same features in the same way, expanding participation in the discussion invariably 
increases the pleasure of the participants. In this sense, aesthetic education becomes less a 
mark of social distinction than a resource to augment appreciation. Such education need 
not be formalist; content, after all, is just as much an internal feature of artwork and is 
just as capable of giving pleasure when explored further. Conceiving beauty as a claim to 
be tested and negotiated with others opens the possibility of reversing cultural 
hierarchy.132”  
 
Borus’ concern with valuing content is significant, in light of those guidebook authors who offer 
specific disparagement for people who are attuned to subject matter alone.  Although she may be 
counted among the disparaging, Berry’s frequent delight in describing the subject and emotion of 
paintings she finds particularly pleasing conveys a more lenient attitude, and also offers a model 
for expressing enjoyment. Barry’s conversation between the expert and the philosopher 
conceives of art-viewing and art-judging as a discussion and a negotiation, and invites the viewer 
to question high art and its authorities, if not perhaps anything so extreme as a complete 
hierarchy reversal.  
 As Borus argues, aesthetic judgments were an opportunity for community, and the goal 
of art —looking at art and choosing favorite works (as Farrar encouraged at the Chicago fair)— 
is self-expression.133  This cultivation of individual expression through the very act of viewing art 
relates closely to the expectation that viewers seek to appreciate the individualism of what the 
                                                
131 Daniel Borus, “Cultural Hierarchy and Aesthetics Reconsidered,” Intellectual History Newsletter 23 (2001), 67. 
 
132 Ibid., 67-68.  
 
133 Ibid., 69. 
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artist is trying to express. Berry’s emphasis on emotion acknowledges the viewer’s role in 
completing the circuit of communication between artist and audience.  It is also akin to 
Bourdieu’s argument with respect to Manet—how freedom of technique and subject matter was  
“an individualism which matched perfectly that of the new middle classes.”134 The prevalence of 
the statement “I don’t know anything about art, but I know what I like” (or hate, as the case may 
be) at the PPIE was a means of asserting independent control over aesthetic judgment.  
Guidebook authors attempted to provide an independent, and eager-to-learn public with terms to 
give name to and the reasons behind their judgments—in short to provide visitors with the 
education and indoctrination to augment their cultural capital. Much like the ability to approach 
an art museum purely for pleasure, the validation of personal judgment “is another effect of 
education: the freedom to liberate oneself from the constraints of schooling is only available to 
those who have sufficiently assimilated academic culture.”135 When that education focused on 
appreciating form over content (flatness, color, surface ), and appreciating individuality in 
artistic expression, it was also “a kind of independent assertion of personal value and social 
standing,” a means of “feeding back to the consumer a sense of uniqueness transmitted in the 
originality of artistic expression.”136 In other words, individualism in the content, execution, and 
appearance of painting was also integral to its reception. Being encouraged to develop an 
informed opinion about art on one’s own was an important step in appreciating truly radical 
modern art.  
                                                
 
134 Greenfell and Hardy, 112. 
 
135 Bourdieu and Darbel, 57.  
 
136 Greenfell and Hardy, 127-9.  
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 Guidebooks devoted specifically to fine art at American world’s fairs evolved from lists 
of artists and descriptive accounts of subject matter at the Centennial and World’s Columbian 
Exposition, to those at the PPIE that cultivated viewers as cultural consumers. While some PPIE 
guidebook authors authoritatively assumed the burden of judgment solely unto themselves, the 
majority were dedicated to educating the public about the evolution of styles and development 
within a single artists’ career, giving visitors the tools to make evaluations on their own, 
encouraging them to be open to new experiences, to question authoritative judgments, and even 
to enjoy themselves. The traditional educational role of museums in this period was shifting, 
from one that emphasized “moral uplift and social betterment”137 to one that focused on taking 
pleasure in looking for its own sake. As Benjamin Ives Gilman stated in 1915: “The acceptance 
of the aesthetic theory may at present be assumed complete. It is not to be expected that any 
museum restricted to works of fine art will hereafter elect to regard and treat itself as at bottom 
an educational institution.”138 Through the teachings of the guidebook authors, the art exhibition 





                                                
137 Calvin Tomkins, Merchants and Masterpieces: The Story of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York, 1970), 
21. Tomkins argues that the MFA in Boston, the Corcoran Gallery in Washington and the Met all served as models 
with a primary emphasis on education for at least twenty-five museums in other US cities, and that this emphasis 
differed from European museums where aristocratic connoisseurship prevailed.   
 
138 Quoted in Vera L. Goldberg, “The Art Institute of Chicago: the Sociology of a Cultural Organization,” Ph.D. 




Staging Modernism in the One-Man Galleries 
 
The pretty girl is, of course, a blissful institution., but one can have enough of her prettiness and 
her blooming frou frou. So I confess that … it is with a sigh of relief that I turn to Mr. Bellows’s 
pell mell of water rats in his ‘River Front.’  
        —Royal Cortissoz, 19151 
   
 
 In an exhibition which glorified beauty and progress above all else, works by George 
Bellows were validated alongside those of Frederic Frieseke— to whose “blooming frou frou” 
Cortissoz none too subtly alluded in his review. Bellows and Frieseke represented opposing 
trends in American art at the PPIE, but their work was contextualized in a way that made 
celebrating their differences the primary lesson of the art exhibition. Subject and style were 
divorced from meaning in order to highlight individualism as the key component of modernism 
at the PPIE. The one-man rooms helped to convey the message that American art had attained 
the highest level of achievement in an international field— that it was no longer home to a few 
stand-out stars, but had spawned more than a dozen men worthy of honorary status. Trask was 
quoted on his return to San Francisco from his planning trip to Europe, “We don’t have to take 
our hats off to anyone. Sargent is pre-eminent in England, Childe Hassam is as interesting as any 
of the French painters, and in landscape Edward Redfield... would excite favorable attention and 
win high honors in any gallery in Europe.”2  These rooms also played an important role in 
establishing a definition of “modern” that allowed the Americans to excel on their own terms.  
                                                
1 Royal Cortissoz, “Pictures in the America Salon. A Tour of the Fine Arts Palace at the San Francisco Fair,” New 
York Tribune, 30 June 1915, 9.  
 
2 “Trask Praises U.S. Art,” American Art News (December 27, 1913), 9.  
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 The One-Man Galleries were a unique feature of world’s fair art palaces, although there 
were important precursors. Beginning with the Paris Exposition International of 1855, (the first 
fair to feature a separate art exhibition), Ingres and Delacroix were each represented with a wall 
of paintings—a face-off of the classic debate of line versus color.3  Also beginning with the 1855 
Paris exposition, artists who were rejected by the official art exhibition organized unofficial 
exhibitions adjacent to the official site; Courbet in 1855 and Manet in 1867 are the major 
examples. However, nothing like the deliberate focus on single artists by the art department had 
been undertaken at a world’s fair before 1915. The one-man rooms were individual galleries 
devoted to retrospective displays of fifteen major American artists. The honored painters (all of 
whom were men) included: William Merritt Chase, Frank Duveneck, Childe Hassam, William 
Keith, Gari Melchers, Frank McComas, Edward Redfield, John Singer Sargent, Edward Tarbell, 
John Twachtman and James McNeil Whistler; their rooms were arrayed inside the main 
entrance.  The printmakers (Joseph Pennell and an additional gallery for Whistler), the illustrator 
Howard Pyle, and John McClure Hamilton (who worked in pastel) had rooms along the west side 
of the plan, where other works on paper were displayed. Francis McComas and Arthur Matthews 
shared a gallery, but are listed in promotional materials for the fair and in the guidebooks as 
among the artists honored with their own rooms.4 Four of the honored artists—Keith, 
Twachtman, Whistler and Pyle—were deceased. 
 In anticipation of the opening of the Fair, the San Francisco Observer announced this 
special feature of the art exhibition: “To have a room all to oneself is the highest distinction that 
                                                
3 See Andrew Carrington Shelton, “Ingres versus Delacroix,” in Fingering Ingres, Susan Siegfried and Adrian 
Rifkin, eds., (Malden, MA), 2001. 
 
4 Alson Skinner Clark is also listed in the final report as having had his own gallery, although this is inaccurate. 
According to the revised edition of the official catalogue, his works were displayed in Gallery 73 along with works 
by eight other artists.  
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can be conferred upon an artist exhibiting at an exposition... Each of the rooms... has been 
devoted to an American artist supposed to represent the highest expression of a particular school 
or style or art medium.”5 The educational value of these rooms was underscored at every turn. 
Berry described them as “an opportunity for visitors to study in depth the individual style of 
America’s most esteemed artists;”6 early reviews called them “a liberal education to the 
seriously-minded visitor,”7 and also stated, “Such an opportunity to study the work and the 
growth of American painters has never before been offered to the public.”8 The two major East 
Coast critics who reviewed the Palace of Fine Arts—Royal Cortissoz and Christian Brinton—
both considered the one-man rooms to be the most successful aspect of an otherwise enormous 
and unwieldy exhibition. The organizers of the Palace of Fine Arts and the guidebooks for the 
exhibition encouraged visitors to view these rooms as a bridge between the historic section and 
the contemporary competition galleries, and stated explicitly that the one-man rooms were 
designed as integral to the purpose of the exhibition as a whole: to show the different tendencies 
and influences on modern art. Hassam, Redfield and Twachtman demonstrated various 
adaptations of French Impressionism; Chase and Duveneck represented the influence of the 
Munich school; while Whistler revealed allegiances to Courbet and Japanese art. Among the 
one-man artists, Sargent was consistently the most difficult to define.  
                                                
5 “American Art at the Fair,” Observer, (January 9, 1915), 12. 
 
6 Berry, 152. A large souvenir volume that reproduced many paintings in the art exhibition includes this statement as 
part of the caption for a picture by James McClure Hamilton: “This ‘one-man-room’ arrangement, whereby the artist 
arranges at will his own selection, is most fascinating, for one seems to come into an intimacy with the artist and to 
learn something of his views of life and the world.” The Blue Book: A Comprehensive Official Souvenir View Book 
of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San Francisco, 2nd ed. (San Francisco, 1915), 255. 
 
7 “World’s Best in Modern Art is Shown at Exposition,” Examiner, 14 March 1915, 43. 
 




Additionally, although never identified as such on any of the floor plans, there were three 
central galleries (fig. 4.1) that were devoted to specific groups that might also be considered as 
honored, although in a somewhat lesser way than the men who had their own rooms. A few of 
the guidebook authors picked up on the intended meaning of these three galleries. The largest, 
Gallery 65, was the Women’s Room, with works by Mary Cassatt, Cecilia Beaux, Bessie Potter 
Vonnoh, and Mary Curtis Richardson—a San Francisco native whose Young Mother was one of 
the most popular pictures in the exhibition.  Gallery 80, just inside the main entrance, represented 
the Boston School, with paintings by William MacGregor Paxton, Philip Leslie Hale, Willard 
Metcalf, and others. Those commentators who recognized the regional focus of this room, tended 
to contrast it with Gallery 51, just across the hall—a room devoted to “The Independents” (never 
The Philadelphia School, although all of the works in this room were by teachers and students of 
the Pennsylvania Academy).  
Following a discussion of the how the fifteen artists were selected and who was left out, 
as well as how the Women, Boston, and Philadelphia painters fit into the lessons of the one-man 
rooms, this chapter will explore the relationship established—through the structure of the 
exhibition and through the explanatory materials, including the guidebooks—between the more 
“radical” artists in the competition galleries, and those canonized as major figures with galleries 
of their own. While most of the works exhibited in 1915 represent the conservative, 
establishment contingent in American art at the time, the one-man galleries may also be 
interpreted as a careful and deliberate exercise in creating a genealogy for the more modern 
artists included elsewhere in the exhibition. Sargent and Bellows played a particular role in the 
process of legacy formation that was undertaken by art department officials and the many 
interpreters of the exhibition. They serve as examples of how modernism was staged at the PPIE 
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in order to educate a general audience and make palatable the more extreme developments in 
contemporary painting also on view. These two artists emerge from the exhibition as 
exemplifying a healthy, individual, but also distinctly American brand of modernism. 
 
The Selection Process 
 Given Trask’s affiliation with the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, it is not surprising 
that there was a gallery devoted to works by PAFA teachers and students, but his experience at 
the Academy was important for the conception and implementation of the one-man rooms as 
well. In the Spring of 1908, the Academy organized an exhibition to mark the ten-year 
anniversary of the Ten American Painters. Trask’s introduction to the catalogue explained:  
In the selection of works for this exhibition each individual painter has been entirely free, 
excepting only that he was limited to ten canvases, and the effort has been to present 
those works by which the men would most care to be represented, rather than to secure 
pictures which had not been previously exhibited.9  
 
This was more or less the model Trask followed seven years later for the PPIE, except that the 
invited artists were limited in how many paintings to send only by the size of their gallery. Trask 
was extremely well-connected among established artists, many of whom had served as jurors for 
the Pennsylvania Academy annuals.10 As he wrote in his letter to members of the PPIE advisory 
                                                
9 Exhibition of Paintings by Ten American Painters, Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, Apr 11-May 2, 1908, 
checklist. The exhibition of The Eight at William MacBeth Gallery in New York that opened in February, 1908 may 
have been Trask’s model. Each artist was given a set amount of space to fill with whatever works he chose. See 
Clark S. Marlor, The Society of Independent Artists. The Exhibition Record, 1917-1944 (Park Ridge, NJ, 1984) 1. 
 
10 The PAFA Archives contains lots of chummy correspondence between Trask and many of the one-man artists 
from their service on PAFA juries, including Hassam, Melchers, Redfield, Tarbell, as well as other artists featured in 
the exhibition: Emil Carlsen, Sergeant Kendall, Paxton, and JA Weir. Hassam wrote to Trask to congratulate him on 
his appointment to the PPIE: “I hope that you will have every success with the San Francisco exhibition, and assure 
you that everyone was pleased with your appointment to manage it.” Letter, 25 January 1913 to Trask from Hassam, 
Trask Box, 1912/13 Secretary’s General Office Files. Pennell also backed Trask: “As to your affairs I have written –
I write I do—Skiff, LC Mullgardt of the architectural commission, R Taussig—Secretary of the exhibition backing 
you.” Trask Box 1912/13 Secretary’s General Office Files. Correspondence in the PAFA archives also documents 
the assistance Trask gave to the one-man artists with securing loans of their works for the exhibition, both from 
public institutions and private collections. See also letters dated 20 October 1911 and 4 February 1913 from Hassam 
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committee describing his plans for the art exhibition, “It is the Department’s hope in the 
contemporaneous section to show the works of some of the very best men, in small groups hung 
together. …A fair percentage of works in this section will be invited by the Department.”11 As he 
wrote in his final report: “The selection of artists to be so represented was made after the most 
conscientious thought and with the fullest consultation with the Advisory Committee.”12  
 In 1913, as planning for the art exhibition was just underway, Trask received a letter from 
Gari Melchers, presumably in response to having received his invitation: “...let me begin by 
again saying to you how deeply touched I was by the very serious compliment you paid my work 
as a painter, in connection with some of your plans for the San Francisco exhibition. You must 
know how I feel about it and how much I thank you.”13 Around the same time, Trask heard from 
John Tarbell, who “wondered if you had considered giving Duveneck and Twachtman special 
exhibitions,”14 suggesting that Tarbell had recently been invited as well, or at least knew about 
the plan for the one-man rooms. Trask soon wrote to Duveneck:  
I am at once writing you to invite you to fill with your own works a gallery which shall 
contain no other paintings. The size of this room will be approximately 25 x 30 feet and if 
you, with the aid of your many friends will undertake the work of collecting the 
necessary material to fill it in a manner adequate to your distinguished reputation and 
performance, this Department pledges itself to every possible co-operation and I, 
personally, pledge myself to every care in the installation of your exhibit; and with the 
understanding of the fact that this gallery is given up to your work as the highest tribute 
which it is in the power of this Department to pay you.15 
                                                
to Trask, asking Trask to see that works sent to PAFA shows in those years be hung together in a group. Trask Box, 
1912/13 Secretary’s General Office Files, PAFA Archives. 
 
11 Trask, “to members of the advisory committees,” 31D, box 2, SFMA/PFA, Trask file, SFAI Archives.  
 
12 SFPL Trask Report, 17.  
 
13 Letter, 24 February 1913 from Melchers to Trask, Trask Box 1912/13, Secretary’s General Office Files, PAFA 
Archives. 
 
14 Letter, 28 February 1913 from Tarbell to Trask, Trask Box 1912/13, Secretary’s General Office Files, PAFA 
Archives. 
 
15 Letter, 16 August 1913 from Trask to Duveneck, Duveneck Papers, reel 1097, fr. 502, Archives of American Art. 
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Presumably, each of the other ten living men so honored received similar letters. Here was the 
opportunity to stage a-mini retrospective of one’s career, all expenses paid by the Exposition, 
and guaranteed an enormous audience—more than ten million people as it turned out.  Such an 
offer was also a shrewd way of enticing the major figures to send their best pictures to what 
might otherwise have seemed a far-flung backwater. As Trask wrote from London in October 
1913, “I am organizing an advisory American committee to select the work of American artists 
in England. I have asked Sargent to be Chairman. He will probably accept, as we intend to 
devote a special salon to his work.”16 Most of the men honored with rooms of their own were 
involved in the planning of the exhibition.  Sargent did indeed chair the Advisory Committee for 
Great Britain, Melchers served on the European Committee, Tarbell chaired New England; 
Redfield Pennsylvania and the South Atlantic, Duveneck the midwest, and Chase, Duveneck, 
McComas, Mathews, Redfield, and Tarbell all served on the Jury. Duveneck and Pennell also 
served on the Jury for Etchings and Engravings.  
 One of the guidebooks for the exhibition noted another benefit of the one-man rooms: 
“For the first time the group juries for painting and engraving placed hors concours certain 
eminent artists who had received the highest honors at previous international expositions, thus 
making it possible adequately to honor an entirely new group of brilliant young artists.”17 This 
statement suggests that one of the criteria for being offered a room of one’s own was having won 
the major awards at a previous fair.  The report also stated that there would have been many 
more medals for the US Section had these eminent artists been included in the competition, 
                                                
16 “Bid for Foreign Art,” New York Times, 5 October 1913,  C2. This same article appeared as “Foreign Art at 
Panama Ex.,” American Art News 12, 1 (October 11, 1913),  3. 
 
17 Berry, 293. See also “Artists of Fair Win Honors,” San Francisco Examiner, 30 December 30 1917, N5. 
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implying that the one-man rooms were a generous gesture towards younger artists, one that 
enabled them to compete.  
 There were at least a few artists who were upset with not being awarded their own 
gallery. Trask noted that the selection process for the one-man rooms “brought upon the 
Department some criticism and cost it the privilege of including in its show the works of four or 
five artists in the East who declined to exhibit unless they might have individual rooms.”18 It is 
possible to speculate on who some of those artists might have been. Dewing and Benson were 
the only members of the Ten who did not participate in the exhibition. Cortissoz suggested a few 
more names of potentially overlooked or uninvited candidates in his review of the exhibition. In 
general, Cortissoz praised the galleries devoted to the “men who detach themselves from the 
ruck” but he was also  
not sure but that it hinders as much as it helps, for it may easily beguile the uninstructed 
into going quite conclusively wrong. If Melchers or Tarbell is to be honored by a 
retrospective exhibition, then why not Dewing or Brush?  If Redfield, why not Bunce or 
Murphy, or any one of a half dozen other artists?  The layman with a vague sense of the 
hierarchies in art and a natural confidence in the authorities of a big exhibition can hardly 
be blamed if he takes the organizers of this set of separate rooms as saying “These are our 
Jewels”. And that is misleading.19 
 
Cortissoz implies in this passage which of the chosen men he did not think deserved their own 
room. Later he states that “Redfield is handicapped by the monotony of his art”—and Redfield 
was one of Trask’s closest friends.  Cortissoz commented as well that he wished that there were 
ten or twenty more works by J. Alden Weir in the exhibition. Weir had recently been elected 
                                                
18 SFPL Trask Report, 19. Early newspaper reports on plans for the exhibition suggest that separate rooms for 
Homer, Inness, La Farge and St. Gaudens were considered, as was “a separate building...devoted to Oriental art, 
with different rooms for the Indian, Japanese and Chinese exhibits.” “Collections of Art for Exposition,” San 
Francisco Call, 14 July 1911, 5 and “Fine Paintings Will Hang in Art Building,” San Francisco Call, 30 July 1911, 
8. 
 
19 Cortissoz 1915. 
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President of the National Academy; if he had been offered a room, he may have declined on 
account of being consumed with duties for the Academy.20 
 Robert Henri, who in 1915 was recognized along with Chase and Duveneck in an article 
in Arts and Decoration as one of “only three men in America [who] combined good painting 
with “good talking”—that is, with explaining their philosophies of art—seems another oversight, 
particularly given his comparable influence as a teacher.  Henri’s break with the National 
Academy in 1907, his increasingly hostile relationship with Chase and the tension among the 
students of both artists (that frequently erupted into violent brawls), led to his dismissal in 1909 
from his teaching duties at the New York School. The school’s manager called Henri “very 
radical in his art notions, too radical for us. We want refinement.”21 Even had he been offered a 
room of his own in 1915, Henri most likely would have declined, opposed as he was to the very 
idea of juried exhibitions. However, he did serve on the Advisory Committee for New York, and 
as Trask noted in his report, “No one resigned” from any of the committees.22  
Henri was also occupied with organizing the art exhibition for the Panama-California 
Exposition in San Diego that was held concurrently with the San Francisco Fair.  Although the 
focus of the San Diego Fair was primarily regional and featured indigenous and Spanish colonial 
arts of the southwest, Henri was put in charge of organizing an exhibition of modern American 
art there through the efforts of a former student who served on the Fine Arts Committee for the 
San Diego fair.  The exhibition was held in a large gallery in the California Building, and Henri 
                                                
20 Weir was among the guests at a dinner in early June, 1915, hosted by Arthur Matthews in his studio. Also 
included were: Trask, Duveneck, Chase, Frank Vincent Du Mond, Edmond Tarbell, Paul Bartlett, Joseph Pennell, 
Eugene Neuhaus, Franics McComas, John McClure Hamilton, Charles Dickman, Philip J Hale, Walter McEwen, 
Towie Minnegeraud, H. Meskin, William Paxton, Redfield, J. Taylor. “Weeks Activities Among Society Folk,” San 
Francisco Chronicle, 6 June 1915, 17. 
 
21 “R. Henri to Head a School,” New York Sun, 6 January 1906, 7, quoted in Kimberly Orcutt, William Merritt Chase 
and Robert Henri [exh. cat., Bruce Museum] (Greenwich, CT, 2007), 46.  
 
22 SFPL Trask Report, 6. 
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promised participants an on-the line hang with wide space between pictures.  He invited all of 
the original Eight to submit between two and six paintings (with the exception of Shinn—it is not 
known why he was excluded), and four additional artists: Bellows, Guy Pene Du Bois, Joseph 
Henry Sharp, and Carl Sprinchorn. Sharp, in particular, was so enthusiastic that he decided to 
reroute several of his works accepted for the PPIE to Henri’s exhibition instead.23 The San Diego 
art gallery represented the successful application of a new theory of exhibitions that Henri 
devised and Bellows espoused in which groups of works by each artist were included, (which 
was not unlike Trask’s own plan for the competition galleries in the Palace of Fine Arts, 
although the cramped installation there detracted from its impact). Most importantly, there was 
no jury and no awards. Overshadowed by the much larger exhibition in San Francisco, Henri’s 
exhibition received very little notice in the press, and none of the works were sold.24  
 
Inciting Controversy in Gallery 51: Extremists in The Chamber of Horrors 
Apart from serving in an advisory capacity, Henri was also represented in the Palace of 
Fine Arts with seven paintings in Gallery 51, the room devoted to works by teachers and students 
of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. Other artists in this room included Anshutz, 
Breckenridge, Carles, Glackens, and Sloan—all of whom were represented by multiple 
canvasses.25  Given Trask’s connection to the Pennsylvania Academy, it is not surprising that the 
                                                
 
23 Jean Stern, “Robert Henri and the 1915 San Diego Exposition, American Art Review, 2, 5 (Sept-Oct 1975), 112-
113. 
 
24 Ibid., 113-116. A notice in Arts and Decoration called the exhibition “exceedingly interesting, instructive and 
illuminating—and in most places beautiful.” “Current Notes,” (March 1915), 198. The Official Guidebook of 
Panama-California Exposition stated: “The paintings in this gallery are for sale. Prices may be obtained from the 
attendant in charge. Inquiries relating to the work of the artists exhibiting in this gallery is cordially invited.” The 




school would have its own gallery, however, it was generally not identified in this way. Gallery 
51 was consistently noted by the guidebook authors as the place to see the most radical examples 
of modern trends by the “independents and extremists in American art.”26 Rose Berry (the 
docent) uses these “daring” younger men as a point of comparison for the Boston School across 
the hall, whom she describes as “extremists in the way of finish and refinement.”27  This point—
that even the most conservative styles may be seen as extreme in their own way —is a highly 
unique one, and only Berry uses the proximity of these two central galleries to compare the very 
different techniques of the Boston and Philadelphia schools.  
Like the Futurist gallery in the Annex, Gallery 51, was often referred to as “The Chamber 
of Horrors”—the designation given to the room in the Armory Show that included Duchamp’s 
Nude Descending a Staircase, along with works by Braque, Picasso, Picabia and Delauney. 
Gallery 51, in stunning contrast, contained paintings in academic, impressionist and mildly post-
impressionist modes—nothing that could remotely be considered radically modern, let alone 
cubist or futurist. To call Gallery 51 “The Chamber of Horrors” is revealing. Commentators 
exaggerated claims for the audacity of works in this room as a means of inciting controversy and 
calling attention to the “radical” Americans, who could hold their own for extreme 
experimentation alongside the French and Italians.  Nationalism was of course rampant at any 
world's fair, but in 1915 it was also a direct response to the foreign overshadowing of American 
artists at the Armory Show.    
Berry’s description of the artists in Gallery 51 is particularly telling:  
                                                
25 Works by the rest of The Eight—Davies, Lawson, Luks, Prendergast and Shinn—were dispersed throughout the 
main competition galleries. 
 
26 Cheney 123; Neuhaus, The Galleries of the Exposition, 78; Arthur Clark, 9; Macomber, Jewel City, 121; Barry 
does not discuss Gallery 51 within the text of his guide, but he does include most of its members among his separate 
list of “Painters and Sculptures Whose Works Ought to be Noted” printed at the back of his volume.  
 
27 Berry, 275. 
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They are decrying at all academical things, screaming at tradition, putting things down in 
pure color with no half tones and doing things along lines in a manner altogether 
different.  ...They work like mad. Robert Henri will complete things in a single effort or 
feel it scarcely worth while. This means big technic [sic], big scope, and great power, 
tremendous endurance, but not necessarily ideally constructed pictures. They possess a 
charm however; they are compelling and they demand attention if the visitor by any 
chance should pass before them. 28 
 
Characterizing these artists as mad was another way to link them to the Futurists, who were 
commonly denigrated as insane (as discussed in Chapter 2). Berry’s next series of adjectives 
evokes a nationalistic sense of (manly) strength, size, and impressiveness.  This is healthy, 
American experimentation—still managing to “charm” its viewers rather than frighten, amuse, or 
anger them.  Her odd conclusion suggests that this gallery did not receive much attention—that 
this was not a room that most visitors to the Palace of Fine Arts would make a special point of 
finding. Given its central location, Berry (and Barry) end their tours of the main building here, 
before heading out back to the Annex and the Futurists and thus reinforcing the connection 
between the controversial Americans and the radical Italians.  
Michael Williams (the Horatio Alger of the newspaper men) was the one author to 
identify Gallery 51 as being devoted to the legacy of Anshutz and his teaching career at the 
Pennsylvania Academy. Artists included by name are Henri, “a piquant and stimulating figure in 
the radical set,” who “has displayed a remarkable originality and independence.” 29 Carles is 
mentioned as another member in “the school of individualistic realism,” and Glackens as 
“another radical and experimental younger man.”30 Williams singles out Breckenridge for 
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particular attention, deeming him “ultra-modern”—the term Berry reserved solely for the 
Futurists. Of the wall of Breckenridge paintings Williams writes:  
“Breckenridge is a highly interesting case of a mature artist turning from a settled style to 
a newer, technically more radical, style and winning success therein. …The large group 
of still life and flower pictures which he displays is an interesting chapter on the 
development in America of the movement in search of an intense reality in painting 
which stems from the work of Cezanne and Van Gogh, but which has exfoliated into 
strange branches and fruits which sometimes show no apparent connection with the trunk 
from which they spring.”31   
 
True to his overall project of establishing lineage for each artist in the exhibition, Williams links 
Breckenridge with Cezanne and Van Gogh, while also emphasizing the artist’s original and 
individual pursuit of his own style. The allusion to a blossoming tree underscores the healthy, 
natural qualities of Breckenridge’s experimentation.  
 Eugen Neuhaus, the Berkeley Professor who lectured extensively on the exhibition,  
wrote one of the guidebooks and served on the Jury, said of Gallery 51: “This magnetic 
collection comes as a shock to the public, who can’t be blamed for its disapproval of the recent 
sensational experiments of Henri and Glackens.”32 He judges Glackens’ Woman with Apple (fig. 
4.2) absolutely absurd and vulgar beyond description,” and the rest of his works “ridiculous in 
their riotous superficiality.”33 However, Neuhaus praised Carles’ Repose (fig. 4.3) for having “all 
the qualities of an old master, with modern virility and colour added to it,” and while allowing 
that the wall of Breckenridge still lifes may be “startling at first,” he goes on to compliment them 
too. “They constitute a serious and successful contribution to modern art, without being in the 
least grotesque. I should like to have one of them in my house, without fear of their very 
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vigorous color.”34 For Neuhaus, Breckenridge (who, like Bellows was awarded a Gold medal), 
represented tasteful, healthy, safe experimentation; his use of color was strong and invigorating 
rather than corrupting. This was the crucial distinction made between American and foreign 
extremists at the PPIE.  Bellows would emerge from the mass of undifferentiated competition 
galleries as the successor to this school of “radical” but still “sane” independents. 
 
The Women’s Gallery 
The Women’s Gallery (Gallery 65) was extremely popular among fair-goers, and Cecilia 
Beaux was awarded a Medal of Honor—the highest honor accorded a woman artist, and the 
second highest behind Frieseke’s Grand Prize. However, a bit of unpleasantness occurred with 
regard to Beaux’s award. Medals of Honor were bestowed upon four artists—Beaux, John White 
Alexander (who died in 1915, during the course of the exhibition), Emil Carlsen and Willard 
Metcalf. During an interview, Joseph Pennell made a remark to the effect that he thought that 
Beaux should have won the Grand Prize, but she didn’t on account of her being a woman. The 
press pounced, and Pennell’s comments were published under a headline, “Exposition Art Jury 
Accused of Injustice. Cecilia Beaux...Deserved Grand Prize at ‘Frisco is Charge.”35  Trask sent 
Pennell a telegram stating, “[You have been] extraordinarily discourteous to the Dept and to the 
Jury.”36  Pennell subsequently wrote a letter to Beaux explaining that what he had said was 
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simply that she hadn’t gotten enough votes. In his letter he writes that this is  “a very different 
matter. As you may also have misunderstood me I wish you to have the explanation, and also to 
give me the chance to express my admiration of your exhibit at San Francisco, and to repeat… 
my regret that the painting jury did not award you the Grand Prix.”37 This rather minor episode 
does underscore that although the Women’s Room was frequently praised as containing many of 
the best works in the exhibition, it was still out of the question that a woman would win the top 
award.38  
 Commentary on the Women’s Gallery, and on Beaux in particular, included the subtle yet 
clear disparities in terminology and expectations applied to male and female artists that Sarah 
Burns has chronicled, and Beaux’s mention in the press for the PPIE was typically qualified by 
statements like “considered the foremost woman painter in the United States, and possibly the 
world.”39 Rose Berry’s guide is the major exception, with an introduction of Beaux as an artist 
who “has for a long time been spoken of as a ‘painter,’ no longer as a woman painter.”40 And 
both Bellows and Beaux were characterized by their “sincerity.”  However, while seemingly 
conforming to Burns’s interpretation of the female artist who sympathetically portrayed her 
sitters, the issue of “trickery” was complicated by a world’s fair context where artful display and  
games of all sorts to challenge the viewer were played up for entertainment value. John Barry 
praised Beaux for being “as clever as Sargent,” Neuhaus judged her technique “vigourous,” 
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“daring” and “bold,” while Rose Berry exalted her for having “resorted to no device, no 
tricks,…nothing in the way of a story to tell, no hidden meaning, everything on the surface, 
pictures for the sake of pictures.”41 Beaux’s straightforward approach, her rejection of 
storytelling, and her exclusion of any prettifying detail makes her Sargent’s equal.  
 Shortly after the close of the Post-Exposition Exhibition (in which Beaux was represented 
by five paintings), an Arts and Decoration profile on Beaux sought the defining difference 
between her and Sargent.  In the profile, Sargent was accused (admiringly) of playing the 
“despicable trick” of “now and then “pricking the thin skin of the sitter and lending thereby a 
momentary peek at the ‘skeleton’ which the world generally knows not at all.”42 Miss Beaux was 
“commended” for never doing such a thing. This comparison was readily born out at the PPIE, 
with none of Beaux’s pictures exhibiting anything like Sargent’s betrayal of Madame X, if such a 
thing were even possible. The closest thing to surface in commentary on the exhibition in the 
Palace of Fine Arts was a discussion of Beaux’s “ruthless” treatment of the nurse in Ernesta (fig. 
4.4).  Beaux’s painting is used as a convenient lesson in distinguishing compositional strategy 
from mere gimmickry—the severe cropping of the figure is explained as a “novel scheme,” not a 
“snobbish” jab at the nurse’s social or economic position, as Barry’s layman suggests.43 The 
incident is an excellent example of how modern compositional strategies were regarded with 
suspicion, and a female artist was equally capable of perpetuating such a “trick.”  
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 Of the one-man artists, Sargent sent relatively few works—thirteen to Duvenecks’ forty-
three and Hassam’s thirty-eight.44 Sargent perhaps restricted the numbers of pictures he sent 
because most of them had to be shipped from England, or perhaps because of the small size of 
his room.  The one-man galleries were of different sizes, and as apparent in Trask’s letter to 
Duveneck quoted above, Trask provided each artist with the dimensions of his room in their 
letter of invitation.  Less space was not necessarily a bad thing, and several of the larger one-man 
exhibits were criticized for being repetitious. As one reviewer wrote, “One half the number of 
canvases would have sufficed in at least eight of the exhibits.”45 Barry noted of the room of 
Whistler’s paintings, “In some ways it’s a good thing that the collection here is so small. It 
enables people to take it all in and to get a pretty fair idea of what Whistler was trying to do.”46  
 Each artist was also given complete control over the installation and decoration of his 
gallery. There are no surviving installation photographs of the one-man rooms, which is 
particularly unfortunate as each room was uniquely decorated. The Chase room, as previously 
discussed, was decorated with deep blue walls, floor, drapery and cushions.47 The same visitor 
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also provided descriptions of the Duveneck's gallery, which had dull green carpet, wall-covering 
and cushions.  Keith’s room was small and dark red. Of the living one-man artists, only Sargent 
and Melchers—who were both then living in Europe—did not attend the fair, and so had to leave 
the installation of their rooms to others. As the review notes, Sargent’s work was “buried in a 
small, dark, arsenic-green room. Several of his artist friends redecorated and re-hung it, ‘as he 
would have done it,’ said Chase. Unfortunately they chose white cheese-cloth, which they tacked 
over the green walls, and put up a white canopy, not at all suited to the key of Sargent’s 
pictures.”48 Another commentator called the Sargent room “a charming little gallery, which 
contains those canvases their creator likes best and chose for this display.”49 
The thirteen paintings that Sargent sent to the Palace of Fine Arts may be categorized as 
six portraits, one figure study, two landscapes, and four genre scenes.  The works divide nearly 
equally between portraits and what Sargent referred to as his “subject pictures,” which had 
become the focus of his late career as he tired of portraiture. The PPIE was the first time 
Madame X (fig. 4.5) was exhibited in the United States, and many of the guidebooks singled it 
out for special notice.  In his review, Cortissoz wrote that had it been the only thing Sargent sent, 
it “would have been a sufficient warrant for his having a separate room.”50 When Sargent offered 
it for sale to the Metropolitan Museum of Art at the close of the exhibition (in part to avoid the 
danger of shipping it back to England during the war), he famously wrote, “I suppose it is the 
best thing I have done.”51  
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All but one of the remaining portraits in Sargent’s gallery are of people who were close to 
the artist personally, signaling that these were not standard commissions.  Henry James (fig. 4.6) 
was the other extremely well-known work that was frequently listed among those not to be 
missed in the exhibition, along with its own bit of drama. Multiple guidebooks noted that the 
portrait had been slashed by a militant suffragette while on exhibit at the Royal Academy in 
London the previous year.52 Sargent painted the informal study of the actor Joseph Jefferson (fig. 
4.7) for himself and kept it with him throughout his life. He met Mrs. White (fig. 4.8) while 
traveling in Spain and Tangier and later stayed with her in Philadelphia for a month to fulfill 
commissions there—the portrait was done in thanks for her hospitality. Rose-Marie Ormond (fig. 
4.9) was the artist’s beloved niece and Sargent likely painted this portrait in celebration of her 
marriage. John Hay (fig. 4.10) is the outlier, the only commissioned work of the thirteen 
paintings. Hay was a former ambassador to Great Britain and also a former Secretary of State. 
Hay sat for Sargent in Washington, when Sargent was in town to paint President Roosevelt.53 
The Sketchers (fig. 4.11) and Reconnoitering (fig. 4.12) are landscapes that include 
portraits of Sargent’s artist friends: Jane and Wilfrid deGlehn, with whom he often vacationed 
and painted; and the Italian painter Ambrogio Raffaele, who frequently accompanied Sargent on 
sketching trips in the Simplon Pass, one of Sargent’s favorite locales.  Spanish Courtyard  (fig. 
4.13) and Spanish Gypsy (fig. 4.14) were owned by the same New York collector, which may 
have been an expedient way to represent figure studies. The other two subject pictures, Spanish 
Stable (fig. 4.15) and Syrian Goats (PC, Chicago) were noted in particular for their “marvelous 
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precision of technique.”54 Finally, the Nude Study (fig. 4.16) was very much at home in an 
exhibition that was teeming with large-scale nudes.   
It is significant that an artist who was known primarily as a portrait painter included only 
one commissioned portrait in his gallery.  This may simply have been due to the difficulty of 
securing loans during wartime.  Or it may have been intentional. In a profile published a few 
years before the fair, Brinton wrote of Sargent: “[His] work is assuredly the latest and most 
marked stage in the evolution of painting toward complete independence of choice and 
treatment. It is the most defiant assertion yet seen of the autonomy of art.”55 Although Sargent 
was well-known for refusing specific demands or expectations on the part of his sitters, the 
subjects of all but one of the paintings with which he chose to represent his career at the PPIE 
avoided any misperception about his autonomy as an artist. 
Barry organizes the beginning of his tour of the Palace of Fine Arts as a direct route to 
the Sargent gallery, explaining, “Like most visitors, we were eager to reach the Sargent room.”56 
There are two important exchanges about Sargent in Barry’s guide, between the now familiar 
layperson who claims to know nothing about art and an artist friend who patiently answers his 
many questions. The painter acknowledges the influence of Velasquez on Sargent but makes no 
mention of his French training or his cosmopolitan existence that made national identity a 
slippery issue, stating instead, “He’s intuitive and he’s daring. Though he often faintly suggests 
other painters, he is always himself—an extraordinary talent.”57 Barry as the layperson wants to 
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understand the secret of Sargent’s ability to make each sitter distinctive, seizing the salient and 
individual qualities all with the same “marvelously expert” technique.58 The painter replies, “But 
why try to analyze genius? Sargent is unique. We’ve never had anyone like him, and we may 
never have another. Why not be satisfied with enjoying what he’s done?”59 This was a bold and 
clear statement validating the individuality of the artist.  
In the midst of the discussion in the Sargent gallery between Barry and his artist friend, a 
docent leads a tour group into the room:  
“Now here’s a man that knows about people,” she said. He tells us all about the race and 
the social position and the characters of his subjects. But he doesn’t know anything about 
air or sunshine. Lately he’s taken to painting landscape. He’d do much better to stick to 
his portraits.”  With this summing up, the guide gracefully swept from the room. “She 
didn’t do a thing [for] Sargent, did she?” said the painter.60  
 
The painter does agree, however, that Sargent has a remarkable ability to characterize his 
subjects, calling Madame X, “a distinct type: the slim and graceful and highly cultivated modern 
Frenchwoman” and two of the figure studies as being “Spain all over. The gypsy has the lazy 
grace, the dramatic pose and the coloring that suggested Calvé in ‘Carmen.’”61 These comments 
are particularly fascinating as Eugenie Gautreau, the subject of Madame X, was not French, but 
American, and the painting identified in the catalogue as Spanish Courtyard was in fact an 
Italian scene. Through the expertise of his painter, Barry was channeling major critics like 
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Brinton, who judged nationality to be “the most potent of all aesthetic characteristics” and who 
had written previously of Sargent’s “keen eye for race distinctions and the subtle variations of 
type or class.”62 Other guidebook authors enjoyed playing the typing game as well: John Hay is 
“every inch a statesman, and Mrs. White is truly the woman accustomed to the elegance and 
etiquette of the social realm…”63  They especially loved Madame X, introducing her as a 
“celebration of aristocratic hauteur,” and “a haughty, disdainful, notorious woman, standing 
there to charm by the beauty of her flesh; … but betrayed by this man who allows no clay spot to 
escape.”64 Laurvik wrote in the Catalogue DeLuxe: “The exotic allure of the subject of this 
portrait fascinates and piques our curiosity as do but few works of art.”65  
Reveling in the artifice and social posturing of Madame X, and type-casting Sargent’s 
other sitters were particularly appropriate activities at a World’s Fair, where every known raw 
material, substance and manufacture from food stuffs to machinery, livestock and actual people 
were inserted into a classification scheme, catalogued and labeled for display. And yet Sargent 
—and his technique, if not his subjects—defied categorization.  His objectivity in capturing the 
essential character of his sitters was attributed to his cosmopolitanism, which tended to obscure  
his fundamental American instincts.66 Laurvik went even further, equating the two: “Sargent’s art 
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has a Cosmopolitan flavor that is American,”67 a significant departure from the prevalent nativist 
assumption that the true American artist was the one who had never been abroad—like Bellows. 
Sargent’s ability to assimilate, refine and revitalize foreign influences, without revealing “even in 
the slightest degree, a trace of what might be termed imitation”68 —in other words, without 
sacrificing his individuality—was recognized as a specifically American trait. Sargent’s 
nationality and individuality were also merged with his technique, as Brinton describes in 
Modern Artists: “No one has carried technique farther than he or given it such a degree of 
expressional significance.”69 There were other one-man artists such as Chase and Duveneck, and 
other key figures in the exhibition as a whole, such as Beaux and Henri, who played a part in 
driving home the lesson that art is a product of individual expression and that an artist’s 
technique is as important, in fact more so, than his or her subject matter. Sargent epitomized 
these qualities, and the selection of paintings for his gallery suitably represents them. But there 
was even more to it than the usual excitement over his “audacious brilliance” and “breathless 
dexterity.”  His style was characterized by a “swift sureness and the perfect balance of restraint 
and freedom.”70 It was also described as “sane and joyous naturalism.”71 Balance, restraint, 
sanity, and joy were praises sung of Bellows as well. These characteristics were used to 
distinguish the Americans from the intemperate foreigners in the Palace of Fine Arts, and 
particularly in the Annex. 
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 Of the next generation of artists who participated in the exhibition and in the competition, 
Bellows, who, as a student of Robert Henri, might otherwise have been included along with his 
teacher in the room of the “radical and experimental younger men” was instead off on his own in 
a distant corner gallery. As Marianne Doezema has argued, Bellows “managed to chart a delicate 
course between resistance and accommodation,” successfully “combining oppositional and 
traditional values” in his work.72 He also “held out the promise of renewed health and vigor” in 
contrast with the genteel, feminized pictures that were beginning to lose their hold on the major 
annual exhibitions by 1915.73 These statements accurately characterize Bellows’ representation 
and reception in the Palace of Fine Arts. Both aspects of his work were necessary for his 
recognition as the next great hope for American art at the PPIE. 
Bellows served on the advisory committee for New York along with J. Alden Weir and 
John White Alexander. As he wrote to a friend shortly after his appointment in 1913, “I will 
advise Trask what to do.”74 Bellows took his position on the committee seriously, protesting 
administrative and organizational aspects of the exhibition, and using his own participation as a 
bargaining tool for influencing policy. In early December, 1914, Bellows wrote to Trask 
regarding the exhibition’s expectation that artists assume the insurance costs for works selected 
for the fair: 
I have been thinking over this matter of insurance for pictures and I don’t feel at all right 
about sending my things to the Exposition and assuming the risks of such a journey 
without some adequate safeguard. I think I would rather not be represented under such 
conditions. I had saved for the show some things which are very particular things of mine 
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which I prize highly….I have done everything I have been called upon to do to add to the 
success of your undertaking but this last I am not willing to do.75 
 
Bellows was one of many artists who protested the policy, which was changed so that all works 
for the art exhibition were insured by the exposition company for transit to the fair.  
 Bellows also took issue with the one man rooms, the main subject of the same December 
1914 letter:  
I hate to be an eleventh hour protestor… It’s about these special one man rooms—it’s all 
wrong, and there is no possible way of ever making the system right. It cannot be 
explained in motive or practice. And it will make a great deal of trouble and hard feeling 
for you either spoken or unspoken. Although I feel you have left out the most important 
men in American painting I would not suggest any augmenting of the list, because neither 
I nor any other man is wise enough to make such a list.76  
 
The letter closes respectfully, with Bellows’ assuring Trask that, “I hold you in the highest 
regard.” Obviously, the one-man rooms remained. And Bellows eventually made his peace with 
the one-man concept, being honored with a gallery of his own in the Post-Exposition Exhibition 
that continued in San Francisco through May 1916.   
 There is little question that Henri was one of “the most important men” whom Bellows 
would not suggest to Trask. Bellows biographer Charles Morgan describes the awkwardness of 
Bellows’ involvement with the PPIE selection jury with respect to Henri, who was “violently 
opposed” to submitting his work to the exhibition. Bellows and the rest of the committee worked 
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around this by asking him to send whatever he liked, “for a show of American paintings of this 
scope without a contribution from Henri was unthinkable.”77 Just before the opening of the PPIE, 
(and no doubt influenced by his involvement with its selection process), Bellows made public his  
principled stance and vocal support for Henri’s model of eliminating juries from exhibitions:  
I have always felt the National Academy and the other art institutions to be great, big, 
lumbering, unwieldy, not to say brutal affairs. Although I have accepted memberships 
and served on many of their juries doing my job long with the rest, feeling continually the 
keenest disappointments at the judgments made, any of these institutions could become a 
beautiful and noble affair by accepting frankly what I may call this life giving machinery. 
[i.e. Henri’s “Ideal Plan of Exhibition”].78  
 
Bellows concluded his appeal with customary demonstration of the kind of humor that assured 
his likeability through many such administrative battles: “On which occasion we might all well 
be proud to wear our Academy Buttons… “I would even take mine to bed.”79 
The four “very particular things” Bellows sent to the PPIE—Polo Crowd (fig. 4.17), 
Portrait of a Young Lady (fig. 4.18), Excavation at Night (fig. 4.19),  and Riverfront (fig. 4.20)—
were extremely useful choices for discussing technique, subject matter, and artistic identity.  
Polo Crowd had been exhibited at the Armory Show, and at the PPIE was noted as a “bold” 
canvas, a “summary on a large scale expressing the force and energy of a crucial moment.”80 An 
                                                
77 Charles H. Morgan, George Bellows: Painter of America (New York, 1965), 185. For more on the tension 
between Bellows and Henri related to the PPIE, see Morgan, 191-192, and Donald Braider, George Bellows and the 
Ashcan School of Painting (New York, 1971), 95-8. According to Braider, when Bellows won the Gold Medal, 
Henri was “put out” for having only received an Honorable Mention. Braider, 96. In fact, Henri won a Silver Medal.  
 




80 Neuhaus, The Galleries of the Exposition, 86; Arthur Clark, 9. Clark went on to say that Bellows’ “expression of 
motion through rhythmic spot composition is very masterful.” A polo match was a good subject for a San Francisco 
audience. An article in the Examiner noted, “Polo has been given what may seem like a remarkably large slice of the 
Exposition’s sporting programme. But California ranks second only to New York as a polo playing State.” “Nations 
of the World to Engage in Peaceful Contests for Supremacy in Sport and Skill,” San Francisco Examiner, 20 
February 1915, 14. See Todd, 3:21-22 for an account of polo matches at the Fair. The Call & Post ran an amusing 
anecdote comparing polo and fine art: “Here is a bot mot or a bun mut, according to the social strata in which you 
circulate. He was a polo player, and talked of nothing else but his game and who hit the ball how many feet. Across 
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earlier polo scene had prompted one critic to say that “Bellows embodied the assertion that the 
moderns have discovered a new vision, as well as a new technique for its expression.”81 The 
portrait balanced the selection between high and low class subjects, and also represented Bellows 
as a portrait painter.  It was the low subjects that made Bellows stand out at the PPIE, however, 
and just as they had at the National Academy, they stood apart from the mass of “scenes of 
proper gentility on display all around them.”82 Using Frieseke’s Summer as a point of 
comparison, Excavation at Night and Riverfront represent the antithesis of an idyllic landscape, 
or an ideal nude. 
The engineering marvel of Penn Station, along with the tunnels to bring trains under the 
Hudson River, were compared at the time to the construction of the Panama Canal83—and as the 
PPIE was held to celebrate the completion of that massive undertaking, Excavation at Night was 
a particularly appropriate subject for Bellows to send. Both projects were Herculean feats in the 
name of progress.  However, as Sarah Newman describes in her study of Bellows’ New York 
subjects, Excavation at Night represented “the underbelly of American capitalism, progress, 
ingenuity, civic order;” it was “the gaping wound underlying the rationality of the modern 
city.”84 Newman notes that the Excavation pictures were Bellows’ “calling card on the local and 
                                                
the table a woman… set off this skyrocket of criticism: “I think that the Fine Arts building is perfectly killing. You 
ought to see all those women standing around gazing at the pictures and wearing gowns at least two years old.” She 
didn’t know that, though polo is reserved for the aristocrats, art is democratic.” Caroline Singer, “Gems of Jewel 
City,” San Francisco Call and Post, 6 April 1915, 11. 
 
81 “The Winter Academy,” New York Sun, 14 December 1910, 8, quoted in Michael Quick, et. al. The Paintings of 
George Bellows [exh. cat., Amon Carter Museum] (Fort Worth, TX, 1992), 91, n. 24.  
 
82 Marianne Doezema, “The ‘Real’ New York,” in Quick, et. al, 106. As Milton Brown has similarly argued, “The 
Ash Can revolt had upset the gentility of American taste much more by its ‘vulgarity of subject matter’ than any 
innovations of style.” The Story of the Armory Show (New York, 1988), 131. 
 
83 Vernon Howe Bailey, “The Immense ‘Culebra Cut’ in the Heart of New York City,” Harper’s Weekly, October 
20, 1906, and Ernest John Munby, “New York and Panama: A Contrast in Engineering Achievement,” Engineering 




national stage”—they were un-idealized and revealed a “truth” that was difficult to accept.85 A 
contemporary review of this picture called it “stark, harsh, ugly and powerfully felt…a picture to 
make rosewater idealism shiver and evaporate. But it is real. It is truthfully painted.” 86 
Excavation at Night stood out among the vast numbers of idealized subjects in the PPIE, 
additionally so as it was hung alone on a separate wall from Bellows’ other three paintings.  
 
Riverfront 
 Riverfront also stood out. As Doezema argues, Bellows’ boxing and swimming-hole 
pictures were his “most sensational motifs;” a critic in 1910 called them subjects “no other artist 
would dare think of presenting.”87 Bellows had made his debut at the National Academy with a 
related subject River Rats (fig. 4.21)—a picture that “proved that the artist and not the subject 
make the work.”88 One critic had called River Rats depressing, and Bellows presumably did not 
want to risk that reaction at the PPIE. Nor did he want to risk a prize, which another related 
picture, Forty-two Kids (fig. 4.22), notoriously cost him at the Pennsylvania Academy in 1908 
because of its “potentially offensive nature.”89 Forty-two Kids was, however, also interpreted as 
                                                
84 Sarah Michele Newman, “Excavating New York: George Bellows’s Landscapes of Modernity,” Ph.D. diss., 
University of California, Berkeley, 2005, 132. Newman is referring to the description of a 1907 critic who described 
the excavation as the “great gaping wound in the dirty earth.” “Academy Exhibition,” New York Sun, 23 December, 
1907, 4. 
 
85 Ibid., 117. Williams noted that it hung on a separate wall from Bellows other three pictures. A Brief Guide, 1915, 
43. 
 
86 “Academy Exhibition,” New York Sun, 23 December, 1907, 4, cited in Doezema, 12 and Newman, 118. Another 
critic in 1909 characterized Excavation at Night as representing “extraordinary force” and “demonic energy.” 
“National Academy Pictures,” Nation 89 (December 16, 1909), 608, quoted in Doezema, 45. 
 
87 “Independents Victory,” Brooklyn Standard-Union, 14 July, 1910, quoted in Doezema, 161.  
 




celebrating “the very joy of pure existence”90 and Riverfront re-imagines a similar subject along 
even sunnier lines. The evolution of this subject (and also its title) suggests that Bellows was 
moving away from the shock value of his earlier portrayals of the urban underclass. The naked 
boys of Riverfront are not vermin or “kids,” a term that in Bellows’ time referred to lower-class 
street urchins.91 The figures in Riverfront are more fully realized than those in Forty-two Kids, 
who become cartoonish in their slapdash treatment.  None of the Riverfront boys are smoking, 
and many are sympathetically portrayed––although one figure does moon the viewer. The color 
scheme is brighter as well.  
Bellows was extraordinarily savvy in choosing a swimming hole picture as his 
presentation piece for the PPIE.  His recent selections for international exhibitions demonstrated 
concern that foreign audiences might find his New York subjects odd, or his (non-excavation) 
landscapes too staid to attract attention.92 Bellows began Riverfront in June of 1914, almost 
certainly with the PPIE in mind. As the latest installment on a theme he had been reworking for 
nearly a decade in prints as well as paintings, it was a subject for which he was well known and 
                                                
89 Doezema, 152. See Joseph Edgar Chamberlin, “An Excellent Academy Show, New York Evening Mail, 14 March 
1908, 8 in which Forty-Two Kids is described as a “tour de force of absurdity... in which most of the boys look more 
like maggots than human beings.” 
 
90 “George Bellows, An Artist with ‘Red Blood,’” Current Literature 53, 3 (September 1912), 345. According to  
Doezema, “Bellows never spoke for the record about [his tenement] drawings, or about his slum kids.” 164. 
 
91 Doezema, 147.   
 
92 Morgan, 96, 104. See also Doezema, 185: “Bellows carefully considered not only the subject matter of his 
pictures but also where and how his work would be seen.” According to John Sloan, “Bellows tailored his art to his 
audience too much.” Quoted in Doezema, 182. Riverfront can also be seen to be a response to Charles Caffin’s 
criticisms of the American showing at the 1900 Paris Exposition, in which he said, “American painting has become, 
not a record of current life, but...exclusively decorative;” that it demonstrated “a lack of imagination in the treatment 
of the human figure,” that “Progress in figure painting was uncertain” and that it had become dominated by 
“superficial sentimentality.”  Caffin also found it “peculiar that nearly all the masterpieces painted in America by 
Americans show refinement rather than the strength characteristic of a young nation.” Quoted in Stavitsky, “The 
Legacy of the ‘American School’: 1901-1938,” in Fischer, 184-5. Stavitsky also documents the critical refrain of a 
“lack of individuality” demonstrated by American artists in 1900.  
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one that lent itself to humor and popular appeal. 93 Another related subject, Cliff Dwellers 
(LACMA), had just won a prize at the Montrose Gallery, underscoring that depictions of the 
underclasses were far less controversial than the boxing pictures. (In 1910, Bellows was 
celebrated by his hometown of Columbus with a one-man show, where visitors were required to 
enter a separate locked room known as “The Chamber of Obscenity” to view the boxing 
pictures.94) Bellows had an opportunity to vet the public reaction to Riverfront at the McDowell 
Club in New York, where it was exhibited in advance of the PPIE and praised for “prov[ing] 
once more [Bellows’] wonderful executive ability and dauntless enthusiasm.”95  
Within the context of the PPIE, Riverfront is an excellent study in Bellows’ careful 
practice of accommodation in both subject and style. Although medals were not attached to 
individual works at the PPIE, Riverfront is the picture that was reproduced in illustrated 
catalogues for the exhibition and mentioned in the press as the representative picture for 
Bellows’ Gold Medal achievement—just as Frieseke’s Summer stood in for the eight pictures he 
contributed.  A large canvas with over one hundred figures, Riverfront is first and foremost a 
presentation piece of the human figure—but unlike Bellows’ large-scale nudes (including two 
painted later that same year), Riverfront demonstrates Bellows’ “suspicion of mere prettiness.”96 
                                                
 
93 See D. Scott Atkinson and Charlene S. Engel, An American Pulse: The Lithography of George Wesley Bellows. 
[exh. cat., San Diego Museum of Art] (1999), 13-14 for a discussion of how Bellows typically revised individual 
figures and subjects in more than one medium. See Rebecca Zurrier, Art for The Masses: A Radical Magazine and 
Its Graphics, 1911-1917 (Philadelphia, 1988), 147 for how Bellows utilized devices such as “outlined figures, dots 
for eyes, and cartoonlike, gawky poses directly borrowed from comic art” for his illustrations for The Masses. Jane 
Myers and Linda Ayres discuss the complex relationship among Bellows’ drawings, paintings and lithographs in 
George Bellows: The Artist and his Lithographs, 1916-1924, [exh. cat., Amon Carter Museum of Art] (Fort Worth, 
TX, 1988), 34, 79. 
 
94 Morgan, 128. In an exhibition held in Detroit that same year, a review titled “Ultra Modern American Art is 
Shown at Museum” called Bellows “tremendously interesting even to the point of exciting controversy. ...To some 
he represents genius; to some he seems a poseur without gifts. At least he claims attention.” Quoted in Morgan, 131. 
 




As he famously wrote in 1910: “I am against artificial subject in modern painting. Prize fighters 
and swimmers are the only types whose muscular action can be painted in the nude 
legitimately.”97  
The sandy beach in the foreground, pier and dock are “crammed” with what Michael 
Quick has described as an “improbable number of nude figures.”98 The vast majority of figures 
are distinctly rendered—only twenty or so require some guesswork where the composition 
breaks down. Most of the figures are in various states of undress. Many wear bathing suits or 
shorts, but an equal number are fully naked and lounging after enjoying a swim, or hurriedly 
pulling off clothes to join in the fun.  While there is less of an overall sense of caricature than in 
Bellows’ earlier swimming scenes, several figures are rendered with cartoonish features—the 
bending figure at the far left with his bulging belly and stocky legs, the gangling legs of the 
figure hanging off the central pier, the strangely elongated figure lying on the pier at top right 
who has no face, and the boy next to him leaning over to take off his pants who is also faceless.  
Many faces are cursorily drawn, blurred, or rendered with dots for eyes and a slash for a 
mouth—or no mouth at all. These comic figures are balanced by several boys who seem almost 
sentimentalized in their individuality—among them the thoughtful pose of the seated boy at 
lower left, the seated boy wearing a chain, and the boy on the pier at top right, also gazing out 
towards the viewer. The contemplative boy at the left with his legs folded up exhibits innocent 
vulnerability in his partially exposed genitalia. This figure, along with his friend and the three 
sprawling figures in the foreground convey moments of solitude, enjoyment and abandon amidst 
a sea of humanity.  
                                                
96 Thomas Beer essay in George Bellows: His Lithographs, comp. by Emma S. Bellows (New York, 1927), 16.  
 
97 Letter, 1910 to Miss Hiller, quoted in Beer, 15-16. 
 
98 Quick, 47.  
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There are six identifiable adults included among the many boys—two women at the far 
right, one holding the other close under the arm, and four men. At top left, a bald man with red 
hair and sideburns is disrobing and seemingly getting ready for a swim himself. The fully clothed 
man with a hat on the pier resembles the portly policeman who figures in Bellows’ earlier 
drawings (fig. 4.23) and who may be monitoring the scene or searching for some particular 
malfeasant.  (Could this figure have been inserted in response to a reviewer of Forty-two Kids at 
the Carnegie International, who “insisted that the artist should complete the realism of his scene 
with a blue-clad minion of the law?”99 Bellows sold Forty-two Kids to the Corcoran out of the 
Carnegie exhibition. He may have taken note of this simple suggestion for improving upon the 
theme.) Below this man and slightly to the right of center behind a crowd of boys is another fully 
dressed, middle-aged man who stares back at the viewer—possibly a stand-in for Bellows 
himself (by this time a standard trope in Bellows’ work), or a generic older figure intended to 
engage the viewer. The sixth adult is the fully and formally dressed gentleman at lower right (fig. 
4.24) who is wholly out of place, and much like the men backstage at Degas’ ballet scenes, does 
not seem to be there for the purpose of merely enjoying the performance. The vertical boy 
hanging or jumping from the pier at right draws attention to the fully dressed man, as does the 
fully naked bottom of the boy immediately in front of him.  
The combined effect of these caricatured, sentimentalized and adult figures adds an 
ambiguity to the mood and message of the picture which is underscored by Bellows’ use of light, 
color, and also his technique. The composition is organized into three overlapping triangles. 100  
                                                
99 Quoted in Morgan, 57. 
 
100 Scholars have suggested that Bellows’ technique changed after the Armory Show—toward an interest in pure 
color, the color theories of Denmon Ross and compositional strategies of Maratta. Michael Quick notes the 
predominant blue and yellow cast of Riverfront, but does not analyze the painting further in terms of compositional 
strategies Bellows may have used. There are no puncture marks visible on the surface of Riverfront, similar to those 
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Several figures are bathed in sunlight as a purifying element, while an acrid yellow-brown haze 
hangs in the blue sky over the steam boats and detracts from the sunny, fresh-air feel of the day. 
The figure to the right of center who is possibly urinating pollutes the yellow sand of the 
foreground—any reclining figures are wallowing in filth.101  Red is used to indicate sunburn on 
ears, cheeks and necks, but also to define and call attention to prurient details--most noticeably 
the buttocks and genitalia of the figures directly above and in front of the fully and well-dressed 
man. Three red strokes delineate the groin and leg of the boy looking out on the pier, who also 
has a red, dripping mouth. Forming a vertical line with this boy is one below him wearing a red 
bathing suit. To the left of this boy is another bright patch of red—the hair of a boy with his back 
to the viewer. A strange red blotch on the shoulder of the Bellows-esque figure is just above and 
to the left of the red-headed boy. The concentration of red in this section of the canvas forms the 
base of a triangle that is crowned by the mooning figure, starkly lit and silhouetted against a blue 
background of sky; the well-dressed gentleman stands in the center of the triangle formed by 
mooning figure and red paint. Many figures are rendered with enough detail to distinguish 
skinny boys, with ribs showing, while others are fat, some are muscular. Elsewhere, bodies 
                                                
left by pins Bellows used to structure paintings from 1912-1913. See Quick, 41-47. Morgan, 185 goes so far as to 
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links his picture to Manet’s Olympia. Like Parisian prostitutes, Bellows’ boys “cry out for examination by the public 





merge in paint, as in the twist of continuous flesh in the legs of the seated/chain-wearing boy 
with the figure lying beside him. The scene is a teeming mass of humanity with figures that 
cannot be untangled in certain passages, but where salient details are made prominent in others. 
 That two compositional strategies—blur of humanity and individualized, sexualized 
details—coalesce in the area surrounding the well-dressed figure is both significant, but also a 
mark of Bellows’ indifferent realism. In the Smithsonian Institution’s recent Hide and Seek 
exhibition, David Ward and Jonathan Katz interpret this figure as an “ominous” presence, who 
“haunts” a seemingly “idyllic scene of boyhood innocence. ...Is he a middle-aged voyeur? 
Someone cruising for ‘trade?’ Or is he a guardian of morality, either from a private watchdog 
group or officialdom?”102  “He seems to only be watching a veritable sea of naked boys who 
seem all too keen to bend down, lie on their backs, and otherwise offer a full view of their 
buttocks.”103  Katz calls the picture a “knowing” version of the swimming hole theme, “its 
innocence interrupted by a fuller and more complex account of the multiple trajectories of those 
who could find pleasure in swimming holes.”104 In this display of male flesh, Bellows was a 
scrupulous observer of the city’s multifarious inhabitants in all their diversity: “painting a queer 
was no more remarkable than painting the poor or immigrants.”105 As similarly noted in an Arts 
& Decoration profile on Bellows the summer before the fair, “So far as I grasp his intentions he 
merely wishes to reproduce what he sees, never bothering his head to discriminate, sympathize 
                                                
102 Jonathan D. Katz and David C. Ward, Hide/Seek: Difference and Desire in American Portraiture, [exh. cat., 
NPG] (Washington, DC, 2010), 67. 
 




105 Ibid., 12. 
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or rearrange, intruding the merest casualty upon you with drums and tramplings of the epic.”106 
The purely objective title of the picture supports such an argument. Unlike Splinter Beach, River  
Rats, Forty-two Kids, Why Don’t they Go to the Country, or Cliff Dwellers, the title is not 
humorous, ironic, or otherwise loaded.  
What could all of this have meant in San Francisco in 1915?  With so many figures 
peering out of the canvas to involve the viewer, and given the middle- to-upper-class appearance 
of the anomalous figure, he may have been understood as a stand-in for the average fairgoer.  
The “guardian of morality” interpretation gains strength here, as world’s fairs were notoriously 
beset with fears of the lawless masses.  The “voyeur” interpretation is equally compelling within 
a world’s fair context, which took Rebecca Zurrier’s “public urban culture of looking” to new 
extremes. And yet there is no definitive message, judgment or belittlement in Riverfront. 
Contemporary critics praised Bellows for seeing the “charming and tender side of [his] motley 
subject,” or in the case of Forty-two Kids, for painting “with a bit of moisture in his eye, 
realizing the dwarfed opportunity for happiness of these eager, spindle-shanked little waifs and 
the almost pathetic hilarity of their recreations.”107 Doezema however, argues that in his 
paintings of the slum poor, Bellows “left the specific nature of his comment ambiguous; he 
might have been amused or scandalized… By simply drawing attention to the aspect of his 
subject as spectacle, whether funny or vulgar, Bellows distanced himself from the scene” and 
kept the “other” at arm’s length, “posing no immediate threat.”108 This was particularly relevant 
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107 Morgan, 96; Charles Buchanan, 371. 
 
108 Doezema, 165, 180-182.  
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in a world’s fair exhibition, where “others” of many kinds were on view for study and 
amusement. 
Bellows had been recently praised for his “special ability to traffic between the civilized 
and uncivilized realms of society in order to offer the former an occasional, revivifying taste of 
real life.”109 Doezema’s interpretation that an “alternate, contemporary perception of Bellows’ 
kids derived from the cultural phenomenon known as slumming”110 with respect to tourists 
visiting the Lower East Side gains added relevance within the context of the PPIE. Slumming 
was explicitly marketed for entertainment value on the Zone in 1915, where a concession known 
as Underground Chinatown invited visitors into a netherworld of actors in the role of shrieking 
hatchet men, opium addicts, and prostitutes.111 The attraction was subsequently shut down under 
pressure from the Chinese government, and reopened as “Underground Slumming,” focusing 
exclusively on the evils of drug addiction. Bellows’ subject recalls the high/low division of 
attractions at the fair, capturing the spirit of leisure and celebration, but also the anxiety and thrill 
associated with the more unpalatable facts of urban life.  The mass gathering of underclass boys 
in Riverfront might also be compared with the more orderly crush inside the entrance to the PPIE 
on Opening Day (fig. 4.25) or a typical day on the Zone (fig. 4.26). These images capture equally 
improbable numbers of middle-class people pressed together in pursuit of leisure. 
 As discussed in Chapter Two, the nude in art was another source of social anxiety at the 
PPIE, and Bellows’ stance that only prize fighters and swimmers could legitimately be painted in 
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111 Markwyn, 250. Laura Ingalls Wilder enjoyed “slumming” down the Barbary Coast in a streetcar at night, and 
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the nude played into this debate with popular appeal.  Those viewers who found pictures of nude 
women sprawled about in the out of doors to be ridiculous could find no reason to object to 
nudity here.  This was a “real” subject, to be favorably contrasted with the artificial pretext 
behind Frieseke’s Summer.  However, in this tour de force compilation of the male nude, 
Bellows played high and low conventions against each other. Through the process of reworking 
his swimming hole theme, Bellows added certain figures and poses that point to another artistic 
purpose—that of revealing his sources, or openly quoting other artists and trends that dominated 
critical discussions of modern art. In the immediate foreground of Riverfront, the two figures 
who lie in mirror image of one another, with feet meeting just left of the center, immediately 
recall Matisse’s reclining female nudes in The Joy of Life (fig. 4.27), a picture that claimed 
inordinate attention at the Armory Show two years earlier. This pose, with arms extended over 
the head, and bodies seen from behind, does not appear in any of Bellows’ previous drawings, 
lithographs, prints or paintings of this subject, while the figure diving off the dock—and 
immediately recognizable as references to Eakins’ Swimming Hole (fig. 4.28)— is included 
without exception. With the addition of the quoted figures from Matisse, Bellows inserted the 
controversial primitivist version of the French pastoral tradition into his urban revision of 
Eakins’ iconic subject. In doing so, he also transformed them into something his own—
something capable of resisting the critical condemnation made in a recent comparison: “Take 
any of these Parisian chaps, beginning with Henri Matisse, who make a specialty of movement—
well, their work is ladylike in comparison with the red blood of Bellows.”112  
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These “high art” quotations, while decidedly front and center in the composition, 
underpin an almost frieze-like array of figures displaying cartoonish qualities and entertainment 
value. Bellows’ boys fall somewhere between Frieseke’s Summer and Stella on the Zone. They 
confront the viewer, often with a wink and a nod. Barry’s Joe can laugh openly at the mooning, 
wiggling, fat and leering figures, but also sympathetically engage with an individual boy’s 
moment of leisure captured amidst the crush of the crowd. Unlike the illusionistic side show of 
Stella, concentrated viewing was required here in yet another way—as a panning of the crowd, 
an appreciative inventory of the dozens of anecdotal details of figures and their interactions, a 
sheer mass of details that establish the painting’s realism, as well as of the formal audacity and 
economy of brash strokes with which many of those figures were rendered. 
 
Subject vs. Style 
My larger argument about legacy formation and creating a genealogy for modernism is 
partly a function of technique—and for this Chase, Henri, Duveneck, Beaux, Sargent, all serve 
equally well.  Sargent is the most apt example because he was widely known for his flashy 
brushwork in particular. As I demonstrate in Chapter Two, the main lesson that the more 
progressive guidebook authors sought to convey was the idea that art is a product of individual 
expression and that an artist’s technique is as important, in fact more so than his or her subject 
matter. Moving beyond subject matter to give visitors the language of formal analysis, to enable 
them to describe brushwork, color, light and shadow, composition for themselves and to 
empower them to make their own assessments of works in the exhibition—these were major 
innovations at the time.    
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The subject versus style debate at the PPIE frequently included reference to Thomas 
Hovenden’s Breaking Home Ties (fig. 4.29)—the runaway popular star of the Chicago World’s 
Fair twenty-two years earlier, and included in the Historical Section of the Palace of Fine Arts in 
1915. Sarah Burns accounts for the success of Hovenden’s painting in Chicago as a matter of 
both subject and style, opposing old and new, cosmopolitan and national, urban and rural, elite 
and popular. Breaking Home Ties represented the “last bastion of traditional, all-American 
values” vs. “the high tide of cosmopolitanism which accompanied America’s self-image as rising 
international power in the last years of the nineteenth century.”113 Both subject and style made it 
a picture anyone could understand; it was “entertaining, consoling and uplifting,” and it did not 
“demand cultivation and refinement to be appreciated, thus relegating it to the role of 
entertainment, lowbrow stuff, fastidiously ignored by the cultured, who upheld their own 
modernist ideal of formal values, allusiveness, and Europeanized taste.”114 It is unclear how 
popular Breaking Home Ties was at the PPIE: One review claimed, “that the story-telling picture, 
particularly, [Hovenden’s] attracted here no more notice than any other picture.”115 Barry used it 
as evidence that “the vogue of the sentimental, story-telling picture has passed,” but also that, 
“Among the unsophisticated observers, unaware of what the present fashion in art happens to be, 
it still operates.”116 A San Francisco Chronicle illustration included it as “a popular picture,” with 
                                                
113 Sarah Burns, “The Country Boy Goes to the City: Thomas Hovenden's Breaking Home Ties in American Popular 




115 “Arts and Letters: The Fine Arts Building,” The Wasp, (January 1, 1916), 18. 
 
116 Barry, The Palace of Fine Arts, xi-xii. See also an admonition against story-telling in art to the students at the 
California School of Arts & Crafts: “The end of all art is to create in the observer an emotional state; beyond that it 
cannot go except to its detriment, as in the case of the “story-tellers” and historical pictures.” Arts & Crafts, 
(Exposition Number, 1915), 7. 
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a large crowd gathered in front of it.117 For viewers at the PPIE (where academic nudes were also 
parodied on the Zone), Breaking Home Ties potentially played its usual role in the Palace of Fine 
Arts as antidote to “imitative French indecencies”118(in comparison with Alexander Harrison at 
the Chicago World’s Fair and Frieseke at the PPIE), and also as stalwart against the invasion of 
modernism. 
 As John Fagg argues in his recent book On the Cusp, the anecdotal details in many of 
Bellows’ works drew upon the predominantly rural traditions of genre painting, including visual 
humor and typing. “Bellows’s attempt to communicate through direct, legible images suggests an 
alternative to the ‘radical differentiation’ that modernism sought to make between ‘high art’ and 
popular, commercial forms.”119 Although Riverfront invites the viewer to imagine humorous 
narratives and dialogues among the cast of boys and men, its subject is predominantly incidental 
and digressional, and far removed from the grand and sentimentalized narrative of Breaking 
Home Ties. With his bold, expressive technique, Bellows similarly expands formal 
experimentation without abandoning earlier modes of expression. The paint surface of Riverfront 
is in places, tactile and thick. A single long, wide stroke forms the sail of the boat at left, large 
undifferentiated strokes make up the pier in the right foreground, and an odd, stand-alone blue 
stroke which fails to represent anything, occupies the lower right of the canvas—all evidence of 
Bellows’ moniker as “master of the slashing stroke.”120 These passages draw attention to paint in 
and of itself, however, (as Fagg writes of Forty-two Kids), “the anecdotal details of children’s 
games and interactions within a busy urban crowd continue to assert their primacy and their 
                                                
 
117 “Sketched at the Fine Arts Building at the Exposition,” San Francisco Chronicle, 28 March 1915, M1.  
 
118 Burns 1988, 68. 
 
119 John Fagg, On the Cusp: Stephen Crane, George Bellows and Modernism (Tuscaloosa, AL, 2009), 7-8. 
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relationship to ‘the real.’”121 At the same time, Bellows’ loose paint handling of the figures 
expresses the potential illegibility of so many writhing boys, the haste of an urban reporter, as 
well as the shifting gaze of the artist, scanning the crowd and focusing in on specific details. 
Paint and form express the meaning of Riverfront in other ways as well— comparable to 
the way Sargent’s brushwork exposes the true nature of Madame X.  Bellows merges the right 
leg of the seated boy in the left foreground with the left leg of the reclining boy next to him, and 
in this one small passage of twisted, wrung-out limbs (fig. 4.30), the individuality of each boy as 
he merges with the mass of bodies around him is expressed. The clarity of this twist of paint is in 
stark contrast to the blurred indecipherable passages found elsewhere in this and other of 
Bellows’ crowd scenes.  In Madame X, paint and form also encapsulate the meaning of the 
picture. As Susan Sidlauskas has noted, the portrait of Madame X represents a “dramatic 
performance of the self,” with the subject assuming a “metapose,” aggressively presenting her 
body to the viewer, but at the same time, defiantly turning away, thereby “call[ing] into question 
the agency of the artist in controlling the terms of the portrait.”122 Her self-presentation is tightly 
and carefully controlled; so too is the way Sargent has painted her. The figure is painstakingly 
modeled overall—and it has been well-documented how long and with what difficulty Sargent 
labored over this canvas.123 And yet it is the artist’s characteristic brilliance that gives her away. 
                                                
 
121 Fagg, 96. 
 
122 Susan Sidlauskas, “Painting Skin: John Singer Sargent's Madame X,” American Art 15, 3 (Fall 2001), 18, 27. 
Sidlauskas describes Madame X as “a standoff between a subject who was accustomed to complete mastery over her 
public appearance and a painter who insisted on controlling even the smallest details of a sitter’s costume, pose and 
affect.” Her discussion of Madame Gautreau’s pose in terms of violating viewer’s expectations regarding a 
traditional invitation to touch and to possess also relate to Stella on the Zone. “Look but don’t touch” is suggested in 
both cases, but for different reasons.  
 
123 See Richard Ormond and Elaine Kilmurray, John Singer Sargent: Complete Paintings (New Haven, 1998), 1: 
113 and Marc Simpson, Uncanny Spectacle: The Public Career of the Young John Singer Sargent, [exh. cat., Clark 
Art Institute] (Williamstown, MA, 1997), 118-19. Barry noted that Sargent “betrays effort,” The Palace of Fine 
Arts, 8, as did Neuhaus. The Galleries of the Exposition, 71. 
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A single dashing stroke of red paint on her ear (fig. 4.31) reveals the artificiality of Madame 
Gautreau’s own, self-painted surface. Madame X thus becomes a game, a puzzle or illusion to be 
solved and explained; Sargent’s betrayal of her lies in what Brinton described as “more than a 
copyist’s trick.”124 What kind of woman is she, really? Her “self-conscious posturing for 
aesthetic effect”125 took on added meaning in a world’s fair setting, where scrutinizing and 
judging other visitors based on class, provinciality, and an anxiety over revealing one’s own lack 
of cultural sophistication were all part of the experience.   
  Subject matter and style were also a matter of note in another respect in the Sargent 
gallery. On the one hand, Clark’s assessment of the Sargent gallery underscores the conservatism 
of his style—at least as represented by the pictures selected for the exhibition. In discussing 
Henry James, Madame X and John Hay, Clark states, “It is difficult to realize that Sargent was 
ever attacked as extreme in turbulence of brush work, these canvasses show so little of it; he 
appears rather as a very skillful but conservative realist.”126 For Cortissoz, Madame X alone 
justified Sargent having a gallery of his own, but Madame X –with its carefully over-worked 
surface—would not have adequately represented Sargent’s style.  On the other hand, according 
to Neuhaus:  
One thing is evident from [the paintings in the Sargent gallery] --that for surety of touch 
and technical directness he stands practically alone… In nothing does he disclose his 
marvelous precision of technique so completely as in some of the outdoor studies, like 
the “Syrian Goats” and the “Spanish Stable”. There is nothing like them in the exhibition 
anywhere, and these two things alone make up for what is really not a comprehensive 
display of one of the greatest modern living painters. However, a man whose standard of 
excellence is relatively very even does not need a large representation.127  
                                                
 
124 Brinton called Sargent a “magician of the palette,” and noted “It is not enough to watch this conjurer perform his 
trick; we must see how it is accomplished.” Brinton 1908, 157-60.  
 
125 Culver,  3.  
 




By encouraging visitors to focus on the two most un-noteworthy subjects in the Sargent gallery, 
Neuhaus advocates taking pleasure in form as divorced from subject or meaning.  He also 
brought Sargent’s reputation to bear on finding greatness in his “lesser” works.  
 
Identity 
 In its successful combination of traditional and oppositional values, Riverfront managed 
to remain apart from the “Is it Art” debate. The low subject surveying the humorous incidents of 
a mass of boys having fun invited viewers to laugh without ever being accused of vulgarity or 
expressing inappropriate mirth in an art gallery.  Bellows’ boys provided a bit of relief from the 
“stuffiness” and “highminded decorousness” of the fair as a whole,  as well as conveying the idea 
that not all art must be refined or have “an uplifting mission”128 —all of this in the Palace of Fine 
Arts, where such relief was most needed. Even Cortissoz, a conservative critic, “sighed with 
relief” in his review of the exhibition to turn from so many paintings of pretty girls to “Mr. 
Bellows’s pell mell of water rats. He paints the better because he paints human life in the raw, 
not all smothered in the ribbons and roses of the boudoir. He brings us back to that hackneyed 
and blessed thing, temperament.”129 With this thinly-veiled slap at Frieseke’s Boudoir (fig. 4.32)  
hanging nearby, Cortissoz turns from a discussion of subject matter to underscore the issue of 
identity. To be sure, an artist’s subjects convey something about his identity: Sargent’s 
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128 George Starr, 143, 160. See also 136: “Many of the artistic shortcomings of the Exposition can be traced to an 
obsession with lofty meanings.”  
 
129 Cortissoz 1915. A similar evaluation of Bellows was made by Charles Buchanan, the previous year: “Art is a free 
country and Bellows riots in the liberties of free speech. Here, at least, you bid farewell to the still, small voice of 





cosmopolitan elitism gave way to Bellows’ urban grit, (and it hardly mattered that Sargent sent 
few elite subjects—he was identified with them all the same).  
 Other commentators focused on technique as equivalent to identity. Here are three 
examples of the loaded terms that were used to describe Bellows at the PPIE: Sheldon Cheney 
proclaimed, “The important feature [in Gallery 120] is the group of virile paintings by George 
Bellows. These mark the most successful American attempt to grasp sanely the bigness and 
freedom of the post-Impressionist movements.”130 Michael Williams wrote, “He is “sturdily, 
almost stubbornly independent, he has always refused to yield to commercial reasons, or to 
compromise with his own experimental nature. Born in OH, a pupil of Henri, his training and 
interests are thoroughly American.”131 And Laurvik stated, “This art has a vivid, pulsating, life-
like quality that is arresting and at times uncomfortably convincing, like the indisputable 
arguments of a brilliant debater.”132 These and other typical remarks about Bellows in advance of 
the PPIE— that he “follows no conventions save those laid down by himself,” that he painted his 
subjects “truthfully, powerfully, and without flattery” were all things that Sargent was known for 
as well.133  
Bellows was included in one PPIE guide under the heading “Painters of American 
Types,” although his four pictures could only in a most general sense be categorized as 
representing the upper and lower classes.  There are ways in which Madame X and Riverfront 
can be compared as incidents in an artist’s “miscalculation of inserting class into the rarefied 
                                                
130 Cheney, 87.  
 
131 Michael Williams, A Brief Guide, 1915, 43. Williams also says, “Bellows is the outstanding name in a room of 
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132 Trask and Laurvik, 10. 
 
133 Robert G. McIntyre, “George Bellows—An Appreciation,” Art and Progress 3, 10 (August 1912), 769, 682.  
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realm of fine art as an oppositional gesture.”134 Sargent had presented a shameless, foreign-born 
parvenue (not entirely unlike himself) into the Salon. As Doezema has argued, subjects like 
River Rats and Forty-two Kids “implied an explicit rejection of academic idealism and the 
restrictive tradition of cultural authority allied with it.”135 Such connections were not made at the 
time of the PPIE, however. Sargent and Bellows were linked more specifically through the 
bigness and bravura of their brushwork, and the way their brushwork lent their work a sense of 
immediacy. The rapid and assured application of paint to the canvas communicated “the modern 
imperative to observe and record at first hand” and also the illusion of instantaneous mastery 
over their subject matter.136 As Brinton wrote: “Sargent gives us motion itself. …All is restless, 
vivid, spontaneous. …His art is kinetoscopic.”137 Bellows’ style was characterized (at his death) 
in much the same way: “His grace is energy, restless flesh, restless water, restless light. He can 
be many things but seldom tranquil.”138 Bellows was also known for his method of working 
“with terrific speed,” a key component to Henri’s “formula for cultivating self-expression.”139 
The terms used to describe Polo Crowd—full of energy, motion, force—associated Bellows’ 
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picture with that of another sporting subject in the exhibition—Dynamism of a Footballer (fig. 
4.33) by Boccioni, however that connection was only implied.140  
As Doezema has noted, the establishment needed Bellows. He represented the best of 
what the new movement in American art had to offer:  
revitalization of worn-out artistic formulas, youthful exuberance, and masculinity. 
Furthermore, Bellows presented the possibility that the renewal process could be carried 
out without completely disregarding the old, familiar forms and established priorities—
that is, without abandoning the system.141  
 
The PPIE art exhibition was very much a part of the system, and Bellows occupied the most 
recent step in the venerable tradition of Hals, Velasquez, and Manet as bridged by Chase, 
Duveneck, Whistler, and particularly by Sargent in the one-man galleries. As much as he might 
have been known for his “brutal crudity,” and for being “part of a rebel group that posed a threat 
to moral values,” Bellows’ art was “part of a revolution that was limited in scope and was waged 
within prescribed boundaries that were seldom violated.”142 His careful choice of a sunnier 
version of a controversial but well-known subject for the PPIE made him stand out, safely. 
Doezema’s comparison of Bellows’ work from earlier National and Pennsylvania Academy 
annuals with that of Philip Leslie Hale, William McGregor Paxton and William Sergeant Kendall 
is particularly applicable to the PPIE, where Bellows continued to be pitted against these same 
practitioners of academic technique and idealized feminine beauty of the genteel tradition—
                                                
 
140 See Fagg, 52 on anecdote’s disruption of assigning an abstract concept to Bellows’ work: “The anecdotal 
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seven years later and in the context of a much larger exhibition.143 If by 1907, “rosewater 
idealism was commonly in disrepute,” according to Doezema, it was still being celebrated in 
overwhelming numbers and awarded the highest prize in 1915. Frieseke’s coronation was a 
testament to the conservative values of world’s fair art exhibitions (and also their juries). Within 
the controlled confines of the PPIE exhibition, much as he had at the Academy annuals, Bellows 
“held out the promise of renewed health and vigor” amidst an onslaught of “frou frou” and 
refinement.144 “His paintings were about doing rather than being, about action rather than passive 
repose,” and they “responded to the current appetite for insurgence while paying implicit homage 
to the ‘smiling aspects’ of American life.”145  
There are other genealogical matches that could be made among the one-man artists and 
the younger crowd—Frieseke as Hassam’s heir apparent was one that celebrated foreign 
influence rather than deny it. Two years before the PPIE, a critic wrote: “In its elegant opulence 
of line and color this art of Mr. Frieseke’s represents the furthest swing of the pendulum away 
from the frugal sobriety of the work of such men and Kent and Bellows.”146 Both trends were 
ultimately rewarded at the PPIE—Frieseke with the Grand Prize and Bellows with a gallery of 
his own in the reinstallation of the Palace of Fine Arts that remained open through May, 1916.  
 The Post-Exposition Exhibition, (as it was pragmatically known), included many of the 
same works from the PPIE exhibition, but it also incorporated new ones, presenting a much 
fuller representation of modern American art—Kuhn, Hartley, Demuth and Sheeler were added, 
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Weber and Sloan had additional works, and Marin sent enough to fill a room of his own. As 
Trask stated upon returning from a trip East with McComas to collect new works for the 
extended exhibition: “Not only accepted and established leaders of schools of long standing are 
represented in the newly assembled works, but the ultra moderns are included as well, including 
George Bellows.”147 Despite Trask’s assertion that “we have tried to make the collection show 
directions and tendencies rather than to give especial prominence to any particular individual,”148 
he clearly built on the success of the one-man rooms nonetheless. Trask also admitted in his final 
report that the 1916 exhibition “was…more interesting than was the US Section during the 
Exposition period.”149  
 Bellows’ promotion to one-man status was described by Michael Williams in his Post-
Exposition catalogue as, “a notable tribute to the success of one of the most forceful and 
promising personalities among the younger American artists. ...There is no painter today in this 
country of whom more is expected than George Bellows.”150 Two lithographs and eight paintings 
were added—three landscapes (Day in June—another scene of genteel leisure, Cloudy Day—a 
Hudson River/Palisades view, and North Country) and five portraits—four of which were either 
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“types,” relatives, or close acquaintances, much like Sargent, (and Henri’s) portrait selections for 
the main exhibition. Judge Peter Olney, (fig. 33) like Madam X, was a portrait that was rejected 
by its sitter. A few years later Bellows wrote, “And now I am very glad of it.  I like it around, 
because it has come to be regarded as one of the best portraits I have ever painted.” 151 The PPIE 
was for both artists an opportunity to put forth otherwise rejected works that they themselves 
judged to be their finest, or that had come to be widely held as such in time.  
 Defining modernism at the PPIE was about identity. Sargent and Bellows were both 
hailed as torch bearers for a healthy, individual, but also distinctly American brand of 
modernism, in which their brilliant, slashing technique was valorized. PPIE visitors were 
encouraged to study technique over subject matter and to appreciate the individuality of the artist 
above all. (Bellows’ own definition of a work of art was “the finest, deepest, most significant 
expression of a rare personality.”152) There was a pronounced interest in masculine qualities, 
such as bigness, and strength; even works in the Women’s Gallery were noted for demonstrating 
a healthy, virile direction in American art. These terms of praise—“sane” was another common 
description of the Americans—strongly implied that foregoing the mad abstraction in the Annex 
out of a preference for one’s own style was to be commended. Even as both of the major reviews 
of the exhibition harshly criticized the installation of the US Section for being overcrowded and 
for incongruous juxtapositions of works in adjoining rooms or even within a single gallery,  
Cortissoz managed to turn this failing into a positive statement about American art:  
                                                
 
151 Letter from Bellows to Joe Taylor, quoted in Morgan, 190. Michael Williams described the portrait of Judge 
Olney as ”ordered by the Harvard Club, but rejected when finished because of what was deemed an excess of 
realism on the part of the artist.” Williams 1916, 25. 
 





The exhibition’s failure at making the successive influences on American art clear is 
possibly not altogether to be ascribed to the hanging.  The difficulty in identifying the 
successive influences on American artists is due to the individuality of the American 
artist. He is not invariably to be labelled in an instant, a fact telling more effectively 
perhaps, than any other in the character of this exhibition as a whole.153 
 
Brinton concluded: “While one cannot describe the paintings at the PPIE as being in any degree 
radical or modernistic, still they were sufficiently indicative of the fact that art in America is 
progressing along normal, wholesome lines.”154 Sargent and Bellows were key players in that 
progression.  
 There is no question that for Bellows, subject matter was critical to his success.  His 
swimming hole subjects challenged the traditional prestige of the nude figure by rebelling 
against academic idealism, but Riverfront’s sunnier version of a controversial subject also paid 
tribute to the accumulated value placed on the human form.  As Doezema argues, it was the 
content of Bellows’ pictures, and how that content was understood that constituted the real 
significance of his work for his contemporaries.155 The key to the validation of Bellows’ 
modernism at the PPIE was the way that his work celebrated style and individuality as much, if 
not more so than content. Both subject and style needed to be evident, but also held in balance 
for achieving “healthy” experimentation.  Erring too far on either side of the subject/style divide 
risked categorization as no longer “modern” or no longer “sane.” Bellows’ light-hearted 
depiction of a crowd of naked immigrants swimming off the docks in the East River was a 
successful and calculated accommodation of conservative and modern idioms that put viewers at 
ease in the rarefied realm of the art exhibition. Riverfront also represented the wedge that class 
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subject of Forty-two Kids than they did to its vivacious surface.”  
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and humor could insert into the modernism debate. It combined a low subject, high style, the 
didactic intent of the art exhibition and the entertainment value of the Joy Zone, thus 
exemplifying the contradictions of enforcing cultural distinction at the most widely attended art 











The Legacy of the Art Exhibition 
 
If there is one achievement above all others to be credited to the PPIE, it is the awakening of the 
artistic sense in the minds of the general public. Never before in the history of our country has art 
won such popular comprehension and appreciation as the present Fair has brought out. 
      —Charles Phillips, October 17, 19151  
 
Art is at once the measure and the means of civilization. An appreciation and study of fine arts is 
both a social and an economic necessity for any great city—and I am convinced that San 
Francisco is destined to become one of the greatest cities of the world. 
      —John Trask, Nov 30, 19152  
 
  
 The PPIE art exhibition generated interest in and debate about what constituted art in 
1915 on a massive scale, and (even without including the five months of the Post-Exposition 
Exhibition) over a much longer period of time than most temporary exhibitions. Its lasting 
impact may in part be measured through sales from the Palace of Fine Arts to visitors from 
thirty-four states and Canada. Trask interpreted these distribution statistics as “evidence of the 
wide educational value of the Exposition’s service.”3 For San Francisco, the popularity of the 
Palace of Fine Arts itself, and the continued interest in the art exhibition through May of 1916 
consolidated support for establishing a permanent art museum for the city.  Debates about the 
definition and value of modern art continued as well. 
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Shopping in the Palace of Fine Arts  
 The final report of the Fine Art Department records that 1,569 exhibits were sold at the 
fair—roughly two thirds of them being works by American artists, with well over half of the 
total number sold going to California collectors and other points west of the Mississippi.4  A 
partial list of purchasers kept by the Art Department indicates that most of those sales were to 
individuals—a testament to the successful efforts of the Department to encourage visitors to 
consider works in the exhibition as things they might own. “For the convenience of purchasers,” 
two full-time sales agents were engaged to provide prices and information about the exhibits.5 
John G. Dunlap was hired as Sales Manager, and Helen Wright was the Assistant Manager. 
Wright was given temporary leave from her job in the Prints Department at the Library of 
Congress to handle sales of prints at the PPIE—nearly half of the total number of works sold. 
 Guidebook authors also recommended specific works and encouraged visitors to think 
about paintings in terms of their suitability for private living spaces. Williams’ Brief Guide 
included a special message for “collectors and art lovers” regarding the “unusual opportunity for 
securing works of enduring value which have already received the imprimatur of juries of 
experts,” that the exhibition provided. As noted previously, Neuhaus stated in his guide that he 
would consider hanging works by Breckenridge in his own home, and he similarly commented 
on still lifes by Everett Bryant as works that “would add distinction even to a commonplace 
                                                
4 Report of the Department of Fine Arts. Panama-Pacific International Exposition (San Francisco, 1915), 7. The 
report includes a chart with sales distributed by state. Of the 1,569 works sold, 963 stayed in CA. The Los Angeles 
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stayed in CA. That art is a permanent asset to the West.” “May Bring Great Art Works Here,” Los Angeles Times, 25 
June 1916, 18. Sales from the PPIE were considerably better than in Chicago and St. Louis, attributable in part to the 
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5 As described in the front matter to Michael Williams’ A Brief Guide, 1915. The salaries of the sales representatives 
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been done previously at a world’s fair. Sales commissions generated more than $21,000 in net profit to the Art 
Department. SFPL Trask Report, 34-35. 
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room.”6 Neuhaus’ discussion of specific pictures in terms of being easy to live with and worthy 
of owning is direct evidence (and there is much of it throughout his guide) of his efforts to 
support the sales mission of the Art Department.  His comments were also a means of making 
modern art more accessible—by giving the public a simple test by which to judge it, and by also 
inviting visitors into the rarefied mindset of a collector, one who experiences works of art as 
objects to be acquired.7   
Although the Art Department encouraged sales to public institutions by waiving the 
fifteen percent commission, the majority of the paintings sold out of the Palace of Fine Arts that 
made their way into public collections were purchased by individual collectors and later donated. 
Herbert Fleishhacker of San Francisco bought Metcalf’s Winter’s Festival at the PPIE, and it was 
later given by his widow to the De Young Museum in 1947.8 Edward Redfield’s The Hills and 
River was purchased by a private collector and later donated to the Palace of the Legion of 
Honor.  A Los Angeles collector bought Frieseke’s In the Boudoir and later gave it to the Los 
Angeles County Museum.9 As noted by Mabel Seares writing for the American Magazine of Art, 
a Mr. Ackerman bought twenty-one pictures to hang in his Los Angeles restaurant called the 
                                                
6 Ibid. The consistency with which mention is made of the sales opportunity in the guidebooks suggests that Trask 
heavily promoted the sales effort among guidebook authors.  
 
7 The PPIE thus changes the terms that Walter Benjamin describes of earlier world’s fairs, that of 
“enthroning” merchandise; objects are not meant to be bought, only looked at, and are thus “not 
humiliating for those who possess little.” See Umberto Eco, “A Theory of Expositions,” in Travels in 
Hyper Reality, trans. by William Weaver, (San Diego, 1986), 294. As Greenfell and Hardy argue, “The 
whole relation to art is changed when the painting, the Chinese vase or the piece of antique furniture 
belongs to the world of objects available for appropriation, thus taking its place in the series of the luxury 
goods which one possesses…and which, even when not personally possessed, belong to the status 
attributes of one’s group, decorating the offices one works in or the salons one frequents.” Art Rules, 96. 
 
8 Object record, American Paintings Department, The Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. The record also 
indicates that Knoedler acted as Metcalf’s agent in the sale of works from the PPIE.  Object records provided by 
Jane Glover, curator.  
 
9 Ilene Susan Fort and Michael Quick, American Art: A Catalogue of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art 
Collection (Seattle, 1991), 254. 
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“Pig’n Whistle,” including paintings by Chase and Frieseke that would “count constantly in the 
cultivation of taste.”10  
New York collectors took home 173 works (125 of them by American artists), second 
only to California’s total haul of 963 works (678 by American artists). Mary Williamson 
Harriman, widow of Union Pacific Railway tycoon Edward Henry Harriman, was actively 
collecting works by American artists in the early teens to decorate a new home on the Hudson 
north of New York City. She gave Edward Redfield’s Overlooking the Valley to the Met in 1916 
and five pastels by John McClure Hamilton to the Corcoran Gallery of Art a few years later in 
1921, all acquired by her at the PPIE.11  More importantly for San Francisco, Mrs. Harriman 
purchased The White Vase by Hugh Breckenridge (fig. C.1) and Torso by Arthur Carles (fig. 
C.2)—both out of the American “Chamber of Horrors”—most likely upon Trask’s 
recommendation. She left it to Trask to donate these two pictures in her name to a public 
institution of his choosing, out of her “desire to encourage interest in American painting in San 
Francisco.”12 Trask suggested the San Francisco Art Association. 
A few avid collectors had connections to previous fairs, or made a repeat practice of 
buying art at fair exhibitions. Cyrus Hall McCormick Jr. acquired Willard Metcalf’s Early 
Spring Afternoon, Central Park, at the PPIE. Cyrus’ father invented the McCormick reaper and 
had been attending world’s fairs and winning prizes at them since the Crystal Palace Exhibition 
in 1851. The Metcalf ended up at auction with several other works from the McCormick 
                                                
 
10 Mabel Urmy Seares, “Exposition Aftermath,” American Magazine of Art 8, 2 (December 1916), 61-5. 
 
11 “Mrs. Harriman Befriends American Artists at Fair,” San Francisco Bulletin, 1 September 1915, 2. Mrs. Harriman 
also bought paintings by Everett Bryant and Gertrude Fiske. 
 




collection in the 1960s, when it was purchased by the Brooklyn Museum of Art.13 Charles Lang 
Freer, who deeded his collection of Asian and American art to the United States in 1906 and had 
by then made collecting a full-time occupation, lent generously to the PPIE, as he had to the 
Chicago and St. Louis expositions. He sent nine works by Dwight Tryon and sixteen by Whistler 
to San Francisco. He also shopped there, purchasing a pastel by Tryon and Blossom Time by 
Metcalf. When Metcalf wrote to Freer encouraging him to buy another work in the exhibition, 
Freer declined, but their correspondence led to his acquisition of three additional paintings 
directly from the artist.14  
Horace Henry is perhaps the best example of a private collector who made purchases out 
of the exhibition in order to augment what would soon thereafter become a public collection in 
Seattle.  For someone like Henry, who in 1915 was consciously filling historical and stylistic 
gaps in his collection with the intention of creating a more complete representation of American 
art, the overt emphasis on chronological and stylistic developments in the organization of the 
PPIE exhibition must have held a particular appeal. Henry’s early collecting interest in the 
Barbizon school soon expanded to include American landscape painters, and much like the PPIE 
organizers, he was interested in demonstrating the connections between French painting and its 
influence on contemporary American art, as well as on other European painters. Henry bought 
thirteen paintings at the PPIE, four of them by American artists.15 Edmund Henry Garrett’s Heart 
of New England and Gari Melchers’ House with Green Gables were both new England subjects 
                                                
13 “American Paintings from Various Owners,” Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc., New York, 13 May 1966, lot 51. 
 
14 Thomas Lawton and Linda Merrill, Freer: A Legacy of Art (Washington, 1993), 196-7. 
 
15 Object records provided by Judy Sourakli, curator. The remaining nine works include five French paintings, two 
Netherlandish, one Swedish and one Argentinian work. Acquisition details for many of these pictures is uncertain. 
There is documentation in the Henry Art Gallery object files for Garrett’s Heart of New England confirming that 
Henry bought it at the PPIE. Vauthrin’s Mill in Holland, Lionel Walden’s Scene on Brittany Coast and Melchers’ 
House with Green Gables are listed as “possibly purchased from the PPIE.” House with Green Gables was also 
possibly purchased through the artist’s own dealer. 
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(Henry himself was born and raised in Vermont).  The other two American works that he 
purchased were by California artists. Henry may have responded to the organizers’ emphasis on 
regional accomplishments and consciously rounded out a collection dominated by European and 
northeastern American landscapes with important examples of the western landscape school.  Or 
perhaps he regarded them as souvenirs of his visit to California.  
 The most celebrated museum acquisition from the US Section of the PPIE was Madame 
X, orchestrated by Sargent directly with Henry Robinson at the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
while the portrait was on view in San Francisco. The portrait’s public appeal was solidified in the 
Palace of Fine Arts, and its overwhelmingly positive reception there may have played some part 
in Sargent’s decision to offer it to the Met at the close of the exhibition. Other factors were also 
important: the painting’s condition and Sargent’s concern about it making the return trip to 
London during wartime; his personal friendship with Robinson, the Met’s director, and 
Robinson’s numerous attempts to acquire the painting previously.  The death of the sitter, 
Eugenie Gautreau, in 1915 also eliminated any complications of selling the portrait.16 Sargent 
specifically asked Robinson to use the title “Madame X,” as he explained, “on account of the 
row I had with the lady years ago,”17 but unmistakably—and no doubt intentionally on Sargent’s 
part!the generic title calls attention to the sitter’s notoriety as well as to the scandal that added 
(and continues to add) to the portrait’s appeal and fame. The picture that more or less ruined 
                                                
 
16 Letter, 8 January 1916 from John Singer Sargent to Edward Robinson, Metropolitan Museum of Art Archives, 
quoted in Stephanie L. Herdrich and H. Barbara Weinberg, American Drawings and Watercolors in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art: John Singer Sargent (New Haven, 2000), 5.   
 
17 Letter, 31 January 1916, John Singer Sargent to Edward Robinson, Metropolitan Museum of Art Archives, quoted 
in Herdrich and Weinberg, 6. 
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Sargent’s reputation as a portrait painter in Paris early in his career and forced him to retreat to 
London was proudly hailed as a major icon of American art in 1915.18  
Madame X was the exception—a sale initiated by the artist himself, in collaboration with 
an old friend—and it was not included in the Art Department’s sales report. Although many 
newly established museums across the country were intent on building their American 
collections in 1915 (and published desiderata lists in annual reports and monthly bulletins during 
the early teens for works by many of the artists who sold art at the PPIE), museums generally did 
not make major acquisitions at world’s fairs, not even those institutions (Chicago, Buffalo, and 
St. Louis) with strong ties to previous fairs.19 Although the PPIE exhibition would seem to be a 
near ideal opportunity to compare and buy important works of art by the major players—works 
that had been carefully selected, many of them already publicly and critically vetted through 
positive notice received in other national and international exhibition venues (as the catalogue 
helpfully reminded visitors)—the sales record for the Art Department indicates that public 
institutions did not view the Fair as a singular collecting opportunity, at least for paintings and 
sculptures.  
Print sales far outnumbered those in any other medium, not surprisingly, given their 
smaller scale and more modest prices. The extant but incomplete purchasers list (including just 
214 works, but indicating the buyer’s name and address along with artist, title and price), 
identifies only one public collection: the Carnegie Institution acquired five prints (four of them 
                                                
18 See Richard Ormond, “Introduction,” in Marc Simpson, Uncanny Spectacle: The Public Career of the Young 
John Singer Sargent, [exh. cat., Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute] (Williamstown, MA, 1997), 2-3 for a brief 
overview of the Madame X debacle.   
 
19 Sadakichi Hartmann wrote a series of articles for Arts & Decoration in 1915, entitled “Our American Art 
Museums,” in which he profiled the St. Louis, Toledo, Milwaukee and Buffalo museums, while also noting 
developments in Minneapolis, Cleveland and Kansas in recognition of the “decided increase of well-equipped and 
well-housed art museums within the last twelve years.” (August 1915), 387. All of these museums were actively 
seeking to acquire American art; none of them appear to have done so at the PPIE. 
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Dutch; one American) and a Dutch painting from the Palace of Fine Arts.20 Pennell sold eighty-
five prints at the PPIE, more or less everything in his one-man room.  Equally as venerable in the 
print field as Sargent was in painting in 1915, Pennell had also won major awards and served on 
committees for earlier fairs. In contrast with Sargent (who did not make any of his works 
available for purchase by the general public during the exhibition), Pennell enthusiastically 
embraced the opportunity to sell at the PPIE.21  A number of his prints ended up at the De Young 
and at the California State Library.  Helen Hyde won a bronze medal in 1915 and sold ninety-one 
prints at the PPIE, no doubt facilitated by Wright’s services; Wright later wrote a brief biography 
of Hyde.  Many of her prints are also in the De Young and in the New York Public Library.   
A second explanation is simply a matter of timing.  For some museums, the years leading 
up to American participation in World War I were a grim period for acquisitions.  The Met 
published this statement in its annual report for 1915:  
That fewer purchases should have been made during the year will not be a matter of 
surprise in view of the present conditions in Europe; but it should be said that, owing to 
the financial uncertainty at the beginning of the year, a policy of economy in the 
expenditure of purchasing funds was adopted by the Trustees, which held during the 
year.22  
 
Many other museums did continue to make significant purchases throughout the war years, but 
preferred to do so directly through the artists themselves, or out of their own annual exhibitions 
of American art.  
                                                
20 Sales list, PPIE Records, carton 129, folder, 13, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. Beatty’s friendship with Trask 
may also have played a part in these sales.   
 
21 All forty-three paintings and etchings in the Duveneck Gallery were on loan either from the Cincinnati Art 
Museum or private collectors, suggesting that he prioritized the retrospective opportunity of the one-man rooms. 
However, most of the “one-man” artists sold multiple pictures in San Francisco. Redfield sold the most with ten 
pictures. In the juried competition, Frieseke’s Grand Prize converted into the sale of seven paintings. Small-scale 
sculptures also sold well, with Paul Manship selling seven works, and Bessie Potter Vonnoh selling six.  
 
22 The Metropolitan Museum of Art Annual Report (1915), 10. 
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 It is also possible that through its association with the fair as a whole !unavoidable 
despite the considerable efforts to keep the fine arts distinct and apart from the commercial and 
entertainment aspects of the venue!the exhibition in the Palace of Fine Arts was regarded by 
the arbiters of museum culture as tainted by the more popular attractions of the fairgrounds. As 
Neil Harris has argued with respect to the cultural power of world’s fairs, there was a 
“subversive principle at work...,  subversive, at least, of the premise of the major art museums: 
the best beer, the best roller skate, the best sewing machine could get as much serious attention 
from a panel of judges (and as elaborate a medal) as a painting or bas-relief.”23 As noted 
previously, Neuhaus made similar observations with respect to the PPIE. The open 
encouragement of sales in the Palace of Fine Art eroded the status and power of the objects 
displayed there. Was it exposition or museum?  Both venues functioned as what Harris terms 
“educational pleasure grounds” in 1915. 24 Or in Bourdieu’s terms, the fair context exacerbated 
the already contradictory roles of the museum. Was it a “highly consecrated cultural palace or a 
pleasurable tourist spot?”25 The two positions were held in “uncomfortable coexistence” so long 
as either function served all interests equally well.26 Shopping in the museum might now be 
acceptable and even encouraged for the general public at an exposition, but it was not viewed 
that way by the arbiters of cultural power.  
 
 
                                                
23 Neil Harris, Cultural Excursions: Marketing Appetites and Cultural Tastes in Modern America (Chicago and 




25 Greenfell and Hardy, 105. 
 
26 Ibid., 106. See also, 98: The Palace of Fine Arts combines the study and display of fine art (highly consecrated 
cultural capital from a field with restricted access) with the practical, commercial and popular (high-volume cultural 
capital with low consecration). 
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The Post-Exposition Exhibition and Preservation of the Palace of Fine Arts 
 Tremendous efforts were made during the final two months of the Exposition to 
consolidate support for saving the Palace of Fine Art from demolition and to establish a 
permanent art museum for the city of San Francisco. Saturday, October 16, was designated as 
“Preservation Day” with proceeds from the gate, from Zone concessions, and other profits on the 
fairgrounds (such as the sale of guidebooks) all going to a public fund to save the Palace of Fine 
Arts. Journalist and playwright Charles Phillips, whose statement opens this chapter, was one of 
dozens of prominent citizens who sought to advance the preservation cause. In the same 
Examiner article, Laurvik taunted San Franciscans with a list of cities—Toledo, Indianapolis, 
Minneapolis, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati—that all rated first-class art museums, then noted, “it 
is a matter of astonishment to visitors that a city of your importance is far behind in this 
respect.”27 Like Trask, he appealed to the financial sense of the city’s leaders by emphasizing not 
only the civilizing effects but also the economic benefits that a permanent museum would ensure 
for the city, stating: “A great art museum is the best possible advertisement a city can have.”28 
Trask made the economic value of the art exhibition even more explicit in terms of its popular 
appeal: “San Francisco has shown itself to be a worthy city, the best evidence of this has been 
the subjects at the Exposition which the people have taken to their hearts. The exhibits in the 
Palace of Fine Arts have drawn constantly increasing crowds, and the Zone has been 
increasingly neglected.”29  
                                                
27 In Michael Williams, “Art Museum Plan is Approved: Educators Join in Effort to Keep Fair Memorial,” 46. 
Williams made a similar statement two months earlier: “San Francisco lags far behind half a dozen much smaller 




29 “Trask Goes East for New Art Tomorrow, San Francisco Call & Post, 30 November 1915, 9. 
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 Class, regionalism, and the commercial nature of the Fair all came to bear upon 
discussions surrounding the future of the Palace of Fine Arts and the works it contained. Arthur 
Price and Fred Packer made an entertaining appeal for support in the Call & Post, with text and 
illustration addressing all walks of life. A fireman, riveter, and school boy join the banker and 
rich socialite in common cause (fig. C.3). As plans for a permanent museum were debated, more 
appropriate locations than the soon-to-be abandoned Marina district were considered, including 
Golden Gate Park, or in the new Civic Center complex. As part of the argument against it, the 
architecture of the Civic Center was denigrated in comparison with the Palace of Fine Arts as 
akin to comparing Stella with a Raphael Madonna.30 While the issue of where to establish a 
permanent art museum briefly monopolized the discussion, efforts were also underway to begin 
determining what to put in it.  Most immediately, that question was answered by extending the 
run of the PPIE art exhibition through May, 1916, buying the community more time to generate 
interest, donations, and to make a decision.   
 The outpouring of popular support through a petition campaign convinced the Exposition 
Directors to give approval for the Palace of Fine Arts to reopen on January 1, 1916, although the 
reinstallation was not complete until mid-February.31 Trask used the sales record of the PPIE 
exhibition as a way to entice artists to extend the loan of their work for five additional months. 
Frank McComas accompanied him on a trip east to visit artists and exhibitions in Chicago, 
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Washington, Boston and New York, where they obtained hundreds of 
new loans for the 1916 exhibition.32 The Annex was closed and prepared for demolition, and 
                                                
30 Willis Polk, “Shall We Retrograde in Art?” The Observer (December 18, 1915), 13: “As well compare Raphael’s 
most immortal Madonna with the voluptuous Stella; the ever enduring Parthenon with the sterile coldness of your 
uninspiring civic auditorium.”  
 




nearly all of the works in it (including all fifty works by the Futurists) were moved into the 
galleries of the Palace of Fine Arts formerly occupied by the French and Japanese sections. 
Tapestries, four galleries of plaster casts donated by the Greek government were installed in 
central galleries off the rotunda, and murals from throughout the fairgrounds were also 
transferred to the Palace of Fine Arts.33  
 Michael Williams’ early review praised the new exhibition wholeheartedly, and Robert 
Harshe’s handling of the reinstallation in particular for having “swept away... practically all of 
the old faults of overcrowding and bad hanging” that had plagued the main show.  Everything 
was now on the line, widely spaced, and “harmoniously arranged.”34 California artists benefited 
with a new gallery devoted to their work.35  Most of the changes were in the one-man rooms: all 
of the Keith pictures, and all but one of the Duvenecks were sent home, as were many Whistlers. 
As William’s notes, the Keith paintings, along with “other valuable loan collections” were 
returned to save money on insurance “during these experimental four months when San 
                                                
32 Ibid., 53. The Examiner reported on the progress of hanging “750 new canvases which Trask and McComas 
obtained in Eastern art centers,” and noted that “the wonderful collection of Arthur Davies of New York was 
installed yesterday.” “36,994 Visitors to Arts Palace,” San Francisco Examiner 12 January 1916, 6. 
 
33 A letter, dated 25 February 1916 from Trask to Moore regarding the fate of the Annex, details Trask’s ongoing 
frustration with the Division of Works. See letter, 6 December 1915 from Trask to RB Hale for a list of murals to be 
included in Palace of Fine Arts during Post Exposition period. PPIE Records carton 47, folder 11. Bancroft Library, 
UC Berkeley.  
 
34 Michael Williams, “Art Palace Is Changed as By Magic,” San Francisco Examiner, 31 December 1915, 3. A 
photo of the rotunda with murals by Frank Brangwyn installed was published with this article. Williams stated that 
California artists particularly benefited from everything being on the line after the reinstallation, and he says the 
same for the Womens’ gallery. Williams’ catalogue presents conflicting evidence with respect to Gallery 65, 
however, which was given over to a random assortment (Parker’s Paresse in with works by Carles and 
Breckenridge), while works by Beaux were moved to Gallery 64, Cassatt and Hale to Gallery 59, and all of these 
rooms included works by male artists. Williams reports that the new room of works by Charles Woodbury replaced 
the Keith room (Gallery 90). According to the catalogue, John Marin replaced Keith, and Woodbury was installed in 
Gallery 72,  
 
35 SFPL Trask Report, 18. Trask noted in his report that some California artists declined to participate in the PPIE 
exhibition because the Department wouldn’t devote separate galleries to their work. Their request was granted in for 
the Post Exhibition. 
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Francisco must make up its mind whether or not it desires a permanent Museum of Fine Arts.”36  
The Mathews room was also replaced, “for what particular reason nobody seems to know.”37 The 
Twachtman room “lost a number of its treasures,” but as Williams stated, “Let us rejoice that 
several of the missing ones have been bought by San Franciscans.”38 New additions by Frank 
Benson were combined with what remained in the Melchers room. The Tarbell and Hassam 
rooms remained mostly in tact, and eight of the thirteen Sargents stayed on, including Madame X 
and Henry James.  
The Stieglitz school was given prominence in the 1916 exhibition with two paintings 
each by Charles Demuth and Marsden Hartley added, and a whole room devoted to twenty-seven 
works by John Marin. Other artists promoted to one-man status were Alson Skinner Clark, 
Arthur Davies, Jules Guerin, Walter Griffin, and Charles Woodbury.39 Early attendance figures 
were encouraging, and the press announced record numbers of paid admissions to the Palace of 
Fine Arts (twenty-five cents during the Post-Exposition period) in comparison with average 
attendance figures for museums across the country.40 This statistic was interpreted as clear 
evidence of San Francisco’s much stronger support for its museum than that found in cities with 
larger populations and museums that offered free admission.  






38 Ibid. Mother and Child was donated to the deYoung in 2007 by the family of Jacob Stern. The other Twachtman 
listed on the sales report is Brush House, Cos Cob. 
 
39 Clark was listed in the report as having had his own room during the PPIE, but according to the catalog, he shared 
Gallery 73 with eight other artists. Clark was the only painter in Gallery 73 during the Post-Expo period, along with 
several sculptures (sculptures were included in one-man rooms both during the PPIE and the Post-Exposition 
Exhibition.) The final report also fails to mention the Guerin room (Gallery 43) of the Post-Expo Exhibition.   
 
40 “Fine Arts Palace Sets New Record in U.S.” San Francisco Examiner, 18 March 1916, 22. Monthly passes were 
also available for $1. “Art Palace Doors Swing Open To-Day,” San Francisco Examiner, 1 January 1916, 5. 
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While the rest of the Fair was being demolished, the Palace of Fine Arts continued to host 
visitors, and the sales and educational efforts of the staff continued as well. Wright was given 
permission by the Library of Congress to extend her work in San Francisco into January to help 
with the transition. 41 A new catalogue was prepared by Williams, Berry continued to lead tours 
of the galleries, and Professor Neuhaus used the new exhibition to develop a new lecture course 
open to the public in Berkeley.42 Trask offered a series of informal talks at the Palace of Fine Art, 
urging a large crowd gathered for the first of these “not to allow abstractions and ‘highbrow’ 
obsessions to obtrude in a simple, genuine and sensuous appreciation of what the artist tries to 
convey.”43 He took his campaign to popularize the fine arts and to make art museums more 
approachable to New York in March. In a lecture delivered at the Republican Club and entitled 
“What can Be Done to Bring Art Closer to the People and Increase Their Love For It,” he railed 
against pedagogues that focus on art historical facts, rather than “the perfectly understandable 
appeal which painting and sculpture make to the human soul.”44 He argued that “short, small 
lectures to the public,” using “words of one syllable understandable by that wider public, are of 
more far-reaching potency than the most erudite discussions concerning things of which the 
public knows nothing, and cares not a curse.”45 Perhaps as subtle acknowledgement of the over-
crowded installation of the PPIE exhibition, Trask recommended “small galleries with a few 
                                                
41 Letter, 13 September 1915 from the Librarian of Congress to Helen Wright. Division of Prints (Fine Arts) 1899-
1933, Library of Congress Archives. Wright also proposed a touring exhibition of prints following the exposition, 
which did not come to fruition. 
 
42 “History of Art,” Oakland Enquirer, 17 December 1915; ‘new Courses Planned in State University,” San 
Francisco Recorder, 21 December, 1915, and untitled clipping from the San Francisco Examiner, 27 December 
1915 in Neuhaus Papers, Clippings folder, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. 
 
43 “Trask is Heard in Talk on Art,” San Francisco Examiner, 2 February 1916, 8.  
 
44 What Can Be Done to Bring Art Closer to the People and Increase Their Love For It. Addresses Delivered at 





objects therein, and encouragement to the people to linger and live in some small corner of the 
museum rather than to promenade proudly through ‘important’ galleries, showing their art 
appreciation by a knowledge of the date of the birth of Leonardo.”46  
 
The Symposium of Modern Art         
 Modern art continued to be the subject of much debate in San Francisco during the Post- 
Exposition period. A symposium was held at the Palace Hotel in February, 1916, with academics 
and artists speaking out for and against the new avant-garde movements. Professor Clark of 
Stanford made the following statement: 
Think what has happened! America has been going along at an easy rate, and all of a 
sudden a great exhibit comes from Europe, and we see what other people have been 
thinking and doing. Is there a chance that it might possibly contain some elements which 
we should have had before? Is it not fair to suppose that is does, and that we must look at 
it squarely and give it a fair chance? 47  
 
Without the date of his statement, it would be easy to assume that this was instead a description 
of the Armory Show that had opened across the country almost exactly three years earlier. 
Several speakers referred to the Futurists and also to Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase 
when speaking about “the new movement” (although that particular Armory Show sensation was 
not included in either the PPIE or Post-Exposition Exhibition). The symposium served much the 
same purpose as the publication For and Against had done at the Armory Show, collecting 
together opposing views on what to make of modern art. Arguing against the new movement, 
architect Louis Christian Mullgardt received rounds of applause for calling it “pernicious” and 
“damaging in its influence,” and also when he stated the popular refrain: “I do not know why 
                                                
 
46 Ibid., 14. 
 
47 “Symposium of Modern Art,” typed transcript, 38. SFAI Archives. 
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those sort of things should be outside of an asylum.”48 For Mullgardt, modern art was 
inexcusable because it did not seek to celebrate the beauty of nature, and because no one could 
understand it. Further, anyone who was foolish enough to spend money on such paintings would 
soon regret it and have to “relegate them to the ash pile.”49  
 Alexander Pope, Professor of Esthetics at Berkeley, also sided against the “tawdry 
rubbish” spouted by the “messyminded” Futurists.  Pope’s statement reads like a summary of the 
issues that had surrounded the main exhibition during the previous year: individuality of 
expression versus subject matter, and the ordered, sane, and healthy universality of true art: “...if 
mere expression is the end, then the subject does not count, and there is no limit to the foul or the 
vile or the dreadful or the trivial or the imbecile which may be represented, provided only…the 
artist gives it adequate expression.”50  Pope disparaged the “trick” that authorities used to 
convince people to embrace something new simply because “over and over again great and noble 
movements have been condemned.”  He also condemned Clive Bell and John Van Dyke for  
promoting a subjective appreciation of the artist’s own individuality.  Pope is a perfect example 
of the type of critic who feared the dispersal of message and influence that might result in 
allowing each viewer to make up his or her own mind—while at the same time seemingly 
granting his audience autonomy. “Be critical and be rational, and make it prove itself a work not 
from which you have got a delightful, esthetic experience this minute, or tomorrow, but is it 
sound, sane, permanent art that you can look forward to.”51 Mullgardt and Pope each received 
several rounds of spontaneous applause during their remarks as noted in the transcript, giving 
                                                
 




50 Ibid., 19. 
 
51 Ibid., 15.  
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some indication of how their conservative message was received. Except in response to a 
successful joke, the speakers who argued on the side of modern art tended to only receive 
applause when introduced and after they concluded their remarks.  
 Those who advocated for giving the new movements a chance outnumbered the 
naysayers, however, and would have even more handily had Laurvik been able to deliver his 
address. He begged off due to laryngitis.  McComas, Trask, Arthur Clark, and Bruce Porter all 
recommended keeping an open mind. McComas repeated the warning that those who “scoff” and 
dismiss the new movement are “missing something” and also, that 
They are labeling themselves as being rather dull, and rather unintelligent, and rather 
without imagination. And I am sure they do not want to saddle themselves with those 
particular labels. ...It is not this movement that the plea should be made for. It is rather for 
the people who insist on staying out of it.52  
 
Trask followed the hearty applause for Pope’s conservative stance, and was introduced as “a man 
who stands for the popularizing of the arts.”53 He attempted to lighten the mood with a few jokes 
and asked the audience to admit at least to the ability of the Futurists to stir things up. “If there 
was any one thing in the PPIE that stimulated heart action and enlarged arteries almost to the 
point of explosion, it was those particular pictures.”54 Trask claimed he did not like Duchamp’s 
notorious painting, but this seems a disingenuous ploy to gain the audience’s trust as he in fact 
comes out in support of the picture. “If it gives to you the sense of rhythm and the flow of form 
which impressed the mind of the painter…then it is a work of art.”55 His closing advice is that to 
see anything in a modern work of art, you have to want to see something. Trask, and McComas 
                                                
52 Ibid.,11. 
 
53 Ibid., 5.  
 
54 Ibid., 25.  
 
55 Ibid., 27.  
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with his remarks, follow Mancini’s model of institution-building critics who support modern art, 
but refrain from analyzing specific works or even naming works that they themselves prefer. 
Clark and Porter fulfill that role, as well as continuing the message of encouragement and 
validation of the average person’s ability to judge art. Although outnumbered, the naysayers got 
the last word with Mullgardt’s warning against spending any money on such rubbish. 
 
Art for San Francisco 
 Trask’s predictions for more sales out of the Post-Exposition Exhibition to directly 
benefit the establishment of a permanent museum were overly optimistic. There were relatively 
few sales before the exhibition was closed for good and the remaining works sent home. Access 
to the Palace of Fine Arts was occasionally an issue, with the main entrances to the fairgrounds 
sealed during demolition. Other problems also arose with services that had been reliably 
provided while the main fairgrounds were fully operational, such as plumbing and maintenance. 
The lagoon began to smell.56 Trask blamed dwindling attendance on bad weather, and regretted 
that the local Art Association had not been able to buy more pictures as anticipated.57  
 One picture that got away was Gauguin’s Faa Iheihe (fig. C.4) which had been part of the 
Armory Show and was exhibited in the French Pavilion during the PPIE.  In December, an 
article reported that “thirty prominent sculptors, painters and architects have signed a petition 
urging the people of San Francisco to buy the Paul Gauguin...The artists have decided that this is 
the one picture that San Francisco should keep as a permanent feature of its art gallery.”58 It was 
                                                
56 Letter, 9 May 1916 letter from Trask to Laurvik. 31 D, SFMA/PPIE box 2, Trask file, SFAI Archives. 
 
57 SFPL Trask Report, 54. Expenses for the Department of Fine Arts indicate that the Post-Exposition exhibition ran 
at a huge loss. See PPIE Records, carton 142, folder, 21 Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley.   
 
58 “Artists Ask S. F. To Buy Gauguin’s South Sea Panel,” San Francisco Examiner, 15 December 1915, 6.  
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reproduced in the Examiner in January 1916 and described as “the picture which the San 
Francisco Society of Artists is raising a fund of $6,500 to present to the museum it will assist the 
Art Association to establish.”59 The SFSA ended up buying Hassam’s much less expensive 
Yachts, Gloucester Harbor (fig. C.5) instead. It would be astonishing if issues other than price 
were not also at stake in this decision. Hassam’s sunny Impressionist scene of a gentile woman 
walking alongside a New England harbor was a near perfect antidote to the nudity and 
primitivism of Gauguin’s Tahitian scene.60 The Hassam was still a nod to French influence, but 
instead to Monet, who during the PPIE was typically identified as the main progenitor of the 
healthy, individualistic experimentation to be found throughout the US Section. It would also not 
be surprising to learn that Trask weighed in with a recommendation on an old friend’s behalf. 
Trask most likely had some influence in Mrs. Harriman’s purchase of the Carles nude and the 
Breckenridge still life that he subsequently designated as gifts to the SFAA, thus securing a 
reasonably representative sample of the Palace of Fine Arts exhibition in miniature, including a 
significant nod to the successful and acceptable modernism of his own Pennsylvania Academy.  
Trask firmly believed that California was ripe for a great new, possibly even “epoch-making” 
development in art, particularly in landscape painting.61 Hassam’s bright and colorful coastal 
scene would better serve as inspiration for local art students, whose needs were frequently listed 
among the call for a proper museum.62  
                                                
59 “Gauguin sought for SFAA with petition of artists urging city to buy it.” San Francisco Examiner, 15 December 
1915, 6; and Gauguin’s South Sea panel illustrated, San Francisco Examiner, 23 January 1916, N3. 
 
60 Gauguin’s “Noa-Noa” was not printed in pamphlet form to help explain the artist’s work at the PPIE as it had 
been in New York during the Armory Show (and withdrawn from circulation by the Chicago organizers “on moral 
grounds”). See The New Spirit: Pamphlets from the Infamous 1913 Armory Show (Tucson, 2009), 106-7. “Noa-
Noa” also was not included as reference material on Gauguin in Robert Harshe’s Reader’s Guide to Modern Art, 
compiled for the PPIE. 
 




 None of the Futurist paintings were sold during the PPIE or the Post-Exposition period. 
An article ran in the Call & Post describing one buyer who was afraid a Boccioni would be 
mistaken for “a test chart of the fatigue neurosis spectrum,” another feared that a Hungarian 
Cubist portrait would be assumed to be a friend or relation, and another that Boccioni’s Matter 
would clash with the furniture.63 Apart from the truthful reporting of a lack of sales, the article 
would seem to be a joke, even as it states that many inquiries had been made and “prospective 
buyers agree that the prices are comparatively low. The real explanation of the situation seems to 
lie in the fact that those in charge of the sales are unable to answer the question, ‘now you got it, 
what are you going to do with it?’”64 
 
A Permanent Art Museum for San Francisco 
 The drive to establish an art museum for San Francisco most immediately resulted in the 
amalgamation of the San Francisco Society of Artists with the San Francisco Art Association to 
join forces and resources in common cause.  Established in 1871, the San Francisco Art 
Association was one of the oldest of its kind in the country. Part of the impetus behind its 
formation was the growing demand by San Francisco’s artists for a more appropriate and 
prestigious place to show their work than the annual Industrial Exhibitions, where it was 
“crowded by patchwork quilts and crochet tidies.”65 Another quarter century passed before the 
De Young museum opened to the public in Golden Gate Park, a direct outgrowth of the 
                                                
62 See for instance, Michael Williams, “A Pageant of American Art,” Art & Progress (August 1915): 347: “The 
artists of California are badly handicapped by isolation from adequate sources for study and comparison, and lack of 
patronage.” 
 





65 San Francisco Bulletin, 10 May 1871, 1. 
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California Midwinter Exhibition that brought much of the World’s Columbian Exhibition from 
Chicago to San Francisco under the organizing drive of newspaper magnate Michael Henry de 
Young. As part of that effort, the Morning Call reported on the lack of interest in fine art in the 
city: “what we want is a museum with first-class pictures.”66  
 Beginning in 1911, while Golden Gate Park was still under consideration as a site for the 
PPIE, the San Francisco Art Association urged the planning commission to reconsider, arguing 
that it was much more important to locate a permanent museum in the city itself, where it could 
be easily reached by the majority of the population.67 Based on Chicago’s success in coupling the 
requirements of an art palace for its fair with plans for establishing a permanent museum 
downtown, Skiff advised San Francisco’s business leaders to similarly link plans for the art 
palace with those to establish a museum for the city. As part of the development of the Civic 
Center complex (also underway during planning for the PPIE), business leaders debated whether 
it was more important for an art museum or an auditorium to remain as part of the downtown 
complex after the close of the fair. 68 Ultimately, of course, the waterfront site won out for the 
Palace of Fine Arts, and once it had been built, efforts to maintain it as the city’s art museum 
                                                
66 “Art in this City. Discussion Relative to Its Future.” San Francisco Morning Call, 9 April 1893, 10. An earlier 
report regarding San Francisco’s acculturation at the time of the Midwinter Exposition was more optimistic: “For a 
truth, art in San Francisco has long since passed the stage of provincialism…” “Californian Art. As Shown by the 
Pictures at the Pavilion,” San Francisco Morning Call, 22 January 1893, 9. For an entertaining account of Alma 
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full of stuffed birds and miners’ picks.” See also M.H. de Young, ”Disappointment Created the Museum in Golden 
Gate Park,” in California’s Magazine Edition de luxe (1916), 1:19-21. de Young bought a collection of bronze 
statues for his museum out of the PPIE. See “Italian Statuary at Fair Given to Golden Gate Park,” San Francisco 
Call & Post, 2 December 1915, 9. 
 
67 Letter, 29 November 1911 from Vanderlyn Stowe to Charles Moore, and the attached report, “Reasons for Placing 
the Exposition Art Museum in the City Rather then in the Park,” PPIE Records, carton 33, folder 20, Bancroft 
Library, UC Berkeley.   
 
68 Letter, 5 August 1913 from James D. Phelan to Charles Moore’s, PPIE Records, carton 6, folder 4, Bancroft 
Library, UC Berkeley.  
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centered on the fact that it already existed. As the Art Association argued in 1915, “No Museum 
of Fine Art in this country has been started with as large an asset as this Palace of Fine Art.”69  
 In December, 1915, the two established art organizations in San Francisco became one, 
explaining their decision in an introductory essay printed in the new catalogue for the re-installed 
exhibition in the Palace of Fine Arts: 
Realizing that the Panama-Pacific International Exposition has created the most profound 
and wide-spread public interest in art, the directors of the Association knew it to be their 
duty to so strengthen the membership and financial resources of the Association as to 
bring about the establishment of a permanent and thoroughly equipped gallery, institute, 
and school of fine art. That which had sufficed for San Francisco up to the magical year 
of 1915 had suddenly become altogether inadequate. The Exposition had literally created 
tens of thousands of lovers and students of art.70  
  
Laurvik assumed the directorship of the SFAA in late April, 1916, overseeing the transition of 
the administration of the Palace of Fine Arts from Exposition control to that of the Art 
Association.71 This was not a smooth transition. Communication between Trask and Laurvik 
over administrative matters remained cordial in May, but became increasingly strained in June. 
Trask accused Laurvik of endangering paintings by putting carpenters to work in galleries that 
had not yet been de-installed.72 The Albright Gallery in Buffalo had graciously delayed its annual 
sculpture exhibition until June to allow works to remain in San Francisco through May. Laurvik 
bungled matters by requesting a further extension of those loans after Trask had already shipped 
                                                
 
69 undated typed list, “The following reasons for this action may be presented to the Exposition Company,” 3. 31D, 
box 1, SFMA/PFA Correspondence 1915 folder, SFAI Archives.  
 
70 Illustrated Catalogue of the Post-Exposition Exhibition in the Department of Fine Arts. Panama-Pacific 
International Exposition (San Francisco, 1915), vii-viii. 
 
71 “Palace Given Over to Art Association,” San Francisco Examiner, 29 April 1916, 9. 
 




them on to Buffalo.73 Insurance issues, return shipment, and also payment for sales out of the 
PPIE and Post-Exposition period were a source of continuing frustration for Trask. Hassam had 
still not been fully paid for The Yachts, Gloucester Harbor when it was transferred to the SFAA 
in early September, and several international artists continued to seek compensation for works 
that had been sold.74  
 In late June 1916, upon the opening of the first major exhibition in the Palace of Fine 
Arts after its transfer to the SFAA, what was now referred to as San Francisco’s art museum, was 
lauded as “a real reason for terming this city ‘The Paris of America,’... Not the Barbary Coast,” 
and for making modern art more than just “a matter for a few wealthy connoisseurs or 
professional experts merely; it is for the people, and of the people, and by the people.”75 Laurvik 
used the same language of democracy in an article promoting the new museum: 
We in America have too long regarded art as a thing apart from the realities of life, as 
something created for the special enjoyment of the idle rich. And so art has been 
degraded to the low level of dilletantism while literature and music remain the cherished 
possession of the many...the painter and the sculptor have been effectually deprived of 
their rightful influence in the world through the Whistlerian doctrine of exclusiveness that 
dissipates their virtue in the sacrosanct atmosphere of the inner circle of worshipers at the 
pale shrine of beauty.76  
 
                                                
 
73 Letter, 12 May 1916 from Robert Aitken to Laurvik. 31D, box 2, SFMA/PFA, Trask file, SFAI Archives. 
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Whatever his past efforts to encourage openness to new trends may have been, Laurvik initially 
assumed a more populist approach as director of the new museum. In November, an exhibition 
of works by California artists opened in the Palace of Fine Arts and was enthusiastically 
received.  One review noted, “In this exhibition the bizarre in art is pleasantly and notably 
absent. Many of the paintings, drawings, sculptures and bronzes are delightful. They appeal to 
the boy and girl as well as to the grown boys and girls.”77 Laurvik soon developed the goal of 
establishing a “great Museum of Comparative Art,” representing all the countries of the world, 
“from the earliest times down to the present... all concentrated within a single institution.”78 San 
Francisco, however, wanted more prominence for local artists.  
 The San Francisco Art Association continued to oversee the museum and maintained the 
Palace of Fine Arts, holding exhibitions there for another eight years, but as Laurvik’s designs to 
build a universal survey collection took hold, members became increasingly frustrated, and he 
was dismissed in 1922 for not being “sufficiently appreciative of the necessity of encouraging 
California artists.”79 Not long after Laurvik’s departure, the collections of the SFAA were moved 
into the permanent replication of the Palace of the Legion of Honor when it was completed in 
Lincoln Park in 1924; the present Art Institute building in Russian Hill was constructed at the 
same time, and the school and museum were to remain separate thereafter.80 In 1935, the San 
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Francisco Museum moved into the War Memorial building in the Civic Center and began to 
focus on exhibiting and collecting contemporary art.81 Its name was changed to the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art in 1976. Carles’ Torso is still there (in storage due to condition issues), 
but the Breckenridge and Hassam have both been de-accessioned.  
 There may always be a certain bias against world’s fairs as “sideshows on the margins of 
American society and culture,”82 and with respect to the art exhibitions of the fairs, as being too 
entrenched in a conservative status quo guaranteed to have wide appeal to be capable of 
generating any lasting effect on artists or collectors by representing the latest trends. 83 Historians 
have noted the inarguable impact that world’s fair exhibitions had on art institutions, and also a 
significant influence on museums in recognizing the need to make art more accessible to the 
average person.84 Although San Francisco’s path to a permanent art museum may not have been 
as direct between fair and museum as in Chicago, Buffalo, or St. Louis, the PPIE mobilized local 
support for the arts as never before.  It did so even while debating truly radical art.    
The great success of the PPIE art exhibition was born of its unique melding of fair and 
museum, in ways that augmented the accessibility and enjoyment of both.  The Palace of Fine 
Arts lent status to the PPIE, and San Franciscans took great pride in its success, but the 
commercial and pleasurable aspects of the fair transmitted those qualities to the experience of the 
art exhibition in ways that had not been so deliberately encouraged previously. Even as 
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providing an art education for an aspiring community was the primary goal of the Art 
Department, by inviting its audience to debate the definition and requirements of art, and by 
inviting the public to take ownership of it––in a literal sense––cultural ambitions were deeply in  
the city and the region.  
As the PPIE was the last international exposition of its kind, it seems fitting to end with a 
look back to where it all began. Jeffrey Auerbach has argued that the London Crystal Palace 
exhibition represented a “coming-of-age of consumer society,” where “the goods displayed did 
not just cater to middle-class taste, they helped form that taste, educating people not only about 
what to consume, but to consume in the first place....The Great Exhibition taught British men and 
women to want things and to buy things, new things and better things.”85 All of these 
observations could be extended to an American audience at the PPIE in 1915, but with respect to 
fine art. The art exhibition catered to middle-class taste but also helped to form it, educating 
visitors about the objects on display, and encouraging them to consider taking something home. 
It taught its mostly American, mostly local audience to love art, to buy art, and to support a 
permanent institution dedicated to the display of fine art. It was the coming-of-age of cultural 
consumption in the west, and that in itself was an enormous legacy for a temporary, but 
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